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These papers discuss utilitarianism, criticisms of it, and possible alternatives to it, and so raise issues which concern not only moral and political
philosophy, but also economics and the theory of social choice. Some
contributors to this collection are primarily philosophers, while others are
primarily economists, and we hope that comparison of their various
outlooks and argumentative styles will itself contribute to understanding
of these issues.
The papers, with two exceptions, have been specially written for this
volume and appear here for the first time. The exceptions are the papers of
Hare and Harsanyi, which we have included because we thought it useful
to offer, as a background to a collection which is largely, but not exclusively, critical of utilitarianism, two well-known and distinguished modern
statements which offer arguments for the utilitarian outlook. We are
grateful to these authors for permission to reprint, and to all our contributors for their papers.
Our own contribution takes the form of an Introduction, in which we
do not try to summarise the papers, but rather to argue for our own
opinions. A good deal of our discussion is explicitly directed to points
raised in the papers, but we have also chosen to pursue one or two
considerations which seem to us interesting but which happen not to be
discussed elsewhere in the volume.
References to the literature which are given in the course of the Introduction and the papers are presented in the standard abbreviated form of
an author's name and a date: full details will be found in the consolidated
bibliography at the end of the book. We are grateful to Mark Sacks for
assistance in preparing it.
A.K.S.
B.A.O.W.
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Introduction: Utilitarianism
and beyond
AMARTYA SEN AND BERNARD WILLIAMS

Arguments for and against utilitarianism are both forcefully presented in
the papers in this volume. Not all the authors represented here would want
to go 'beyond' utilitarianism at all, while those (the majority) who are
critical of utilitarianism differ about the direction in which they would like
to proceed. Some - such as Hahn and Dasgupta - have pointed to specific
difficulties with utilitarianism and these would require relaxing the uncompromising narrowness of the utilitarian vision, but possibly not a
rejection of the entire approach. Others - such as Hampshire and
Taylor - have argued for a totally different route -less ambitious in
scope, not tied to consequential analysis, nor to utility itself, and without
the insistence on impersonality which characterises utilitarianism (along
with some other outlooks).
The title of this collection, Utilitarianism and beyond, perhaps most
naturally implies an attempt to solve in some more refined, comprehensive
or otherwise satisfactory way problems to which utilitarianism has offered
only partial or unsatisfactory solutions. But this implication is to some
extent misleading, since critics such as Hampshire and Taylor would insist
that the questions which utilitarianism tries to answer are not proper
questions, or not questions which require that kind of answer. For such
critics, the appropriate slogan might rather be 'Utilitarianism and not so
far'. They will feel that utilitarianism represents an attempt to do too
much, to give too comprehensive and extensive an answer to problems of
personal or public choice, and that it is not simply utilitarianism that is at
fault, but any theory which displays that degree of ambition.
Personal morality and a unique criterion
Utilitarianism has always been discussed, and is discussed in this collection, in two different roles: on the one hand as a theory of personal
morality, and on the other as a theory of public choice,! or of the criteria
1 The

modern form of which owes much to the pioneering work of Arrow: see Arrow 1951.
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applicable to public policy. Many writings on utilitarian theory are neutral
between these two applications, and the questions that they raise certainly
overlap. However, there are also some significant differences between
them, and these affect the question that has just been raised, whether a
theory of similar scope to utilitarianism is even needed.
~n the theo'!' of personal morality or rationality no large question is
bel.ng begged If o~e merely assumes the individual agent to be deciding,
qUite often, what IS the right thing to do, and deciding it, at least sometimes, in the ligh~ of moral considerations. A large question is being
beg?ed, however, If one assumes that the agent is required in rationality to
subject ~ll those decisions to one criterion of decision, and it is still being
begged If one assumes that rationality requires that any other criteria of
decision must themselves be justified by one over-riding principle. Argument is needed to show why a rational agent should not make his decisions
in an 'intuitionist' way (where that is taken in the sense recently made
current by Rawls, in which it carries a methodological and not an epistemological implication). He or she may have a number of values or
principles, which may, to various degrees and in various ways, be incommensurable with one another: this possibility is discussed by Taylor in his
article. It remains to be shown why, for an individual, utilicarianism or any
other ethical theory of similar generality, is even necessary.
Public choice and unique sovereignty
In the public case, however, there is a question which can be begged even
one stage further back than in the individual case. The individual agent can
be allowed without much controversy to be deciding within a certain time
span what it is right for him to do - though we do not, in saying that, have
to commit ourselves to the view that rationality requires him to deliberate
indefinitely into his future. But in the public case, it is already to make
some substantive political assumptions to suppose that there is or should
be one sovereign decision centre to determine what is right, even within a
limited time span, for the society as a whole.
Utilitarianism is more than what has been called 'welfarism',2 and offers
not merely a way of answering questions of the form 'how is society
going?', but also a criterion of public action. It therefore must assume a
public agent, some supreme body which chooses general states of affairs
for the society as a whole. In this public connexion, the same question will
anyway arise as in the private connexion: granted such an agency, does it
have to use some one criterion of action? That question, indeed, may
2

See Sen 1979b. The distinctions involved here are considered further below, pp.3-4.
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collect answers in the public case more favourable to general theory than
in the private case, because the notion of public rationality, as applied to a
complex, modern, and open society, plausibly de!llands general and explicable rules in a way that personal rationality, in itself, need not. (T~e
notions of 'rationality' with which utilitarians, in particular, support theIr
demands for general theory, should be seen, in fact, not as purely abstract
requirements, but as expressing the forms of public justification appropri"
ate to a certain kind of social order.)
In the public case, however, there is a different, and prior, question whether there should be anyone supreme agent at all. Only the most
primitive theories of sovereignty will suppose that it is a conceptual
necessity of the state that there should be such a centre of decision; the
existence of a state is compatible with a degree of decentralisation which
means that no agency occupies the role that the self occupies in personal
decision. In opposition to the monism of utilitarianism and of its similarly
shaped alternatives, there can be a pluralism, in the social case, not only of
values but also of agency. (Issues involved in the utilitarian conception of
the sovereign chooser get some attention from Dasgupta in his paper.)
Some utilitarians will suggest that there is no need to assume a public
agency of this kind. It may rather be that the utilitarian criterion will itself
justify pluralist, de centralised, perhaps ~ve? tradi~i?na~ist~ social a~r~ng~
ments. In particular, the resources of tnd,rect uuhtanamsm, famlhar III
connexion with personal morality, can be used in the public case. At this
point the questions raised by the two different appli~ati?ns of utilitari~n
ism, public and personal, tend to come together agalll, sillce one question
that presses heavily on indirect utilitarianism as applied to personal morality, namely the question of the location of the ultimately utilitarian
justification of non-utilitarian moral rules or dis~osit~ons, is alre~dy a
question about society. We shall come back later III thiS Introduction to
problems faced in this connexion by indirect utilitarianism.
Welfarism and consequentialism
Let it be assumed that a theory of this very ambitious scope is needed.
What, in particular, is utilitarianism? We have already implicitly referred
to the point that it can be regarded as the intersection between two
different kinds of theory. One is a theory of the correct way to assess or
assign value to states of affairs, and it claims that the correct basis ~f
assessment is welfare, satisfaction, or people getting what they prefer. ThiS
theory, one component of utilitarianism, has been called welfarism. The
other component is a theory of correct action, which claims that actions
are to be chosen on the basis of the states of affairs which are their
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consequences: this has been called consequentialism.3 Utilitarianism, in its
central forms, recommends a choice of actions on the basis of consequences, and an assessment of consequences in terms of welfare. Utilitarianism is thus a species of welfarist consequentalism - that particular
form of it which requires simply adding up individual welfares or utilities
to assess the consequences, a property that is sometimes called sumranking. 4 This, at least, is an account of its direct forms; it would need
some slight modification to accommodate the indirect forms to which we
referred in the last paragraph.
Information and persons
A moral principle can be viewed as a requirement to exclude the use of
certain types of information in making moral judgements, and utilitarianism imposes, by implication, severe informational constraints. S These
constraints rule out a great deal of information from being taken into
consideration in arriving at moral judgements. This amount to taking, in
the context of moral evaluation, a remarkably narrow view of being a
person.
Essentially, utilitarianism sees persons as locations of their respective
utilities - as the sites at which such activities as desiring and having
pleasure and pain take place. Once note has been taken of the person's
utility, utilitarianism has no further direct interest in any information
about him. 6 This view of man is a common feature of different variants of
utilitarianism, including the indirect forms such as rule utilitarianism,
disposition utilitarianism, etc., since no matter what is taken to be the
relevant choice variable, the judgements of states of affairs, conduct, institutions, etc., are all ultimately based exclusively on the amounts of
utility and dis utility generated. Persons do not count as individuals in this
any more than individual petrol tanks do in the analysis of the national
consumption of petroleum.
Utilitarianism is the combination, as has just been said, of welfarism,
sum-ranking and consequentialism, and each of these components contributes to this narrow view of a person. By virtue of welfarism, a state of
This useful term'seems to. have been introduced by' G. E. M. AnscQmbe: see AnscQmbe
1958.
4 A case, Qf welfari~t cQnsequentialism that dQes nQt use sum-ranking is given by the utilitybased interpretatIOn Qf the Rawlslan Difference Principle, cQmmQnly used in econQmics in
which actiQns are judged entirely in terms Qf CQnsequences, and consequences entirel; in
terms Qf the welfare level Qf the wQrst-Qff perSQn (see, fQr example, Phelps 1973). FQr
different axiQmisatiQns Qf sum-ranking, see: d' AspremQnt and Gevers 1977; Deschamps
and Gevers 1978; Maskin 1978; RQberts 1980b.
5 FQr investigatiQn Qf the infQrmatiQnal aspect, see Sen 1977a.
6 Rawls' paper in this vQlume gQes into. this questiQn in SQme depth.
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affairs is judged exclusively on the basis of utility inform~tion related to
that state. This reduces the collection of diverse information about the n
persons in that state into n bits of utility, w.i~h. the totality of relevant
information being given by an n-vector of utilities.
Next sum-ranking merges the utility bits together as one total lump,
losing i~ the process both the identity of t~e .individuals ~~ well as their
separateness. The distributional characteristics of the utility vector are
also consequently lost. By now persons as persons have dropped fully out
of the assessment of states of affairs'?
Next consequentialism carries this informational constraint from
judgem~nts of states to moral a~ses~~ent of all. variables - actions, rules,
institutions, etc. - since everythmg IS Judged ultimately by t~e goo~ne~s ~f
states of affairs. For example, in judging an action there IS no mtrmslc
interest at all in the non-utility characteristics either of those who take
the action, or of those who are affected by it. In judging an ac~ion there
is no need to know who is doing what to whom so long as the Imp~~t .of
these actions _ direct and indirect - on the impersonal sum of utilities
is known.
.
This drastic obliteration of usable information causes some casualties.
Not all of them are peculiar to utilitarianism. The neglect of a person:s
attachments and ties is shared by utilitarianism with Kantianism,8 a~d t~IS
informational lacuna raises questions a good deal deeper than que~tlo~mg
just utilitarianism. Hampshire's paper in this volume bears on thiS Wider
issue.
. r
More specific to utilitarianism, and closely related to its consequentla I~t
structure, is the neglect of a person's autonomy. So - to a ~reat extent - IS
the lack of interest in a person's integrity. These questIOns ~ave .been
discussed e1sewhere. 9 The indifference to the separateness a~~ Identity of
individuals and consequently to their aims, plans and ambitions, and to
the import~nce of their agency and actions, contributes to this neglect.
Utility and moral importance
The difficulty does not arise from a person's utility. being ~ndep~ndent ~f
his attachment, ties, aims, plans, agency, etc., and mdeed It typically Will
not be independent of these things. The is~ue concerns not merely whether
these things are important but also how Important they are and why so.
Utilitarianism regards them as worthless in themselves and valuable only
This applies to. bQth 'classical' and 'average' utilitarianism. The latter divides the tQtal utility
by the number Qf peQple, but that QbviQusly dQes nQt restQre the IQst InfQrmatlOn.
8 On this issue see Williams 1976a.
9 See Williams 1973 and 1976b.
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to the extent of their effects on utility. They are not any more important
than what happens to be caught in the impersonal metric of utility.
Two types of objections may be raised about measuring importance
through utility. First, even if it is accepted that for something to be
important it must be desired by someone (or must give pleasure or reduce
pain, i.e. in some sense yield utility), it may be questioned whether the
metric of utility provides ihe appropriate measure. There is a substantial
difference bet ween its being a necessary condition for something to be
valuable that it be desired by someone (i.e. utility being an 'admission
condition' of moral importance), and equating the importance of a thing
with the extent of the desire for it or with the pleasure generated by it (i.e.
utility being the measure of importa.nce). If the first idea is accepted but not
the second, it is possible to attach greater importance to the utility generated in, say, 'self-regarding' activities than in 'other-regarding' activities,
or to value more highly 'personal preference' than 'external preference' .10
This involves a rejection of welfarism, and thus a fortiori of utilitarianism,
even though some very special role is still given to utility in moral judgement.
One difficulty with the view which accepts merely the admission condition is the 'discontinuity' it generates. Something may remain highly
valuable independently of the size of the utility associated with it as long as
the utility value is positive - however tiny - but if the utility value falls
from the infinitesimal to zero, then that thing suddenly drops from being
highly valuable to being totally valueless. I I
A second type of objection goes deeper, claiming that something can be
valuable even if it is not desired by anyone. A person may not have the
courage to desire freedom under a severely oppressive regime,12 or may
not have the wits to do so because of lack of experience, or social
conditioning. Further, a person's experience may affect what he actually
desires - Elster's paper takes up this issue. Also, a 'fair deal' being given
to a person may be important even if he does not, specifically, desire it.
Rights
One particular area in which the measurement of moral importance
through utility is especially questionable is that of rights. Mr A may not
wish to read a book but desire even more strongly that Ms B should not
read it. But this need not by itself make the latter desire morally more
10

Cf. Dworkin 1977.

11

It is possible to give utility a role that is stronger than an admission condition but weaker

12

than what welfarism gives: e.g. the class of 'utility-supported moralities' (see Sen 1981).
This question has been discussed by Isaiah Berlin: see Berlin 1969, pp. 139-40.
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important than the former. The former desire .relates t? A's own readi~g
activity on which he may be taken to have a rIght, while the latter deSlf.e
deals with a fiel1d outside it, vi~.? B's rea~ing activi.ty, and furt~ermore It
may go counter to B's exercISIng her nghts. ThIS type of ng~t-based
consideration nbt merely goes against utilitarianism and welfans~, but
can be inconsistent even with Pareto optimality - perhaps the mildest
utility-based condition and the most widely used welfare criterion in
economics. 13
There are two distinct issues related to this 'impossibility of the Pareti~n
liberal' that figure in the contributions to this volu~e. There. is, ~rst,
the problem that, if people are given the right to deCIde c~rtal~ things
about their own life, then the outcome need not be Pareto optimal In cases
of this kind. Levi's paper analyses how Pareto optimality might nevertheless come about under certain types of belief-based behaviour.
The second issue concerns the moral importance of Pareto optimality. If
utility is the only thing of value and the only scale ~f value, then c1ear~y
Pareto optimality must be important. If, however, fights are va~~able m
themselves, or _ alternatively - influence the moral value of utility (e.g.
increasing the importance of Mr A's desire for what he should read and
reducing the importance of his desire for what Ms B should re.a~), then
Pareto optimality, which deals only with the crude calc~lus of utility, may
well need rejection. MirrIees accepts part of the pOint and proposes
'ignoring some external effects' when, say, A 'could just.decide not t~ .be
unhappy' about B's reading, and endorses a 'r~ther elastic sense of utIlity
that makes utilitarianism an acceptable doctrine' p. 83. Hammond goes
further and shows how preference-based valuation may have to be revised
to take' account of issues of rights, among other considerations. While he
chooses to call the redefined value also 'utility', he explains that it 'may
bear little relation to individual preferences'.
The materials of utilitarianism
Hammond's procedure obviously raises the question of how far it is
reasonable to revise the definition of utilitarianism, for instance by redefining 'utility', and so to keep the old nam~ for a t~eory.which is.now
substantially different, in particular by havmg a ncher informatIOnal
input. How far does one have to go, and in what.directions, to ~et 'b.eyond'
utilitarianism? In the end, this must be a questIOn of the baSIC pOint and
motivation of the utilitarian outlook.
In this connexion, it is important to consider some ways in which
13

For a formal analysis and informal discussion of this conflict, see Sen 1970b, 1976, and
1979a.
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utilities are .t:eat.ed by theories which on any current understanding of the
term are utilitarIan. The most elementary, intuitive, recommendation for
the utilitarian approach presumably lies in the thought that it must be
se~sible to bring about what people want. As Scanlon argues in his paper,
thiS t~ought ~eems to offer an account both of the subject matter of
morality and pf its motivations.
The utilitarian handling of 'what people want' however is not as
. I
'
,
simp e, nor yet as intuitively obvious, as that elementary thought implies.
~~ shall consider three devices which, in various degrees, are characterIstic of t~e treatment, in utilitarian theories, of desires or preferences. The
first, which we shall call reduction, is essential to all utilitarian theories·
t~e second,. ~hi.ch we label idealisation, is used in varying degrees b;
~Ifferent utilitarIan theorists; the third, abstraction, raises problems particularly for indirect utilitarianism.
Reduction
Reduction is the device of regarding all interests, ideals, aspirations, and
as on the s~me I~vel, and all representable as preferences, of
different degrees of 1Otenslty, perhaps, but otherwise to be treated alike.
This is brought out in a marked way in Hare's article, which starts from
the equality of consideration for interests and then extends this to
preferences in general, including ideals among such preferences. There
ma! be s?me purposes of psychological explanation or interpretation to
which thiS degree of assimilation is appropriate, but it is a matter of
profound disagreement between utilitarians and their critics whether it is
appropriate to the context of justification, criticism and practical deliberation. This is for at least two reasons. One is to be found in the moral and
other concepts to which interests, desires, etc., are variously linked. A
moral outlook which uses the notion of rights, for instance, will relate
these differently to some at least of the person's interests than it will to
~hat a:e In:erely his or her desires. We have already touched on this point
10 conslder1Og the paradox of the Paretian Liberal, and the loss of information about persons' situations that is entailed by utilitarianism and other
utility-based approaches.
Second, the agent's own critical and practical relation to motivations of
different kinds or types is itself different. In a terminology which some
have found useful, 14 the agent's application of second-order preferences to
these various kinds of motivation will be different. Anyone who is sane can
criticise, reject, or forgo some of his preferences when they are merely
d~sires

14

See Frankfurt 1971; Sen 1974; Jeffery 1974; Korner 1976; Hirschman 1982.
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what everyone calls 'preferences', but a critique of one's own ideals (which
are themselves, in one aspect, second-order preferences) raises much wider
questions, some of them very puzzling. Here a substantial theory i~ needed
about the psychological reality of utilitarianism, and a substantial question is raised about the concept of rationality that it presupposes.
Idealisation
While utilitarianism is exceptionally generous about what it is prepared
to count as a preference, at the same time it can be rather demanding about
the preferences that it allows to count. Thus, on Hare's view, the corre~t
principle should be based not on actual preferences of agent~, b~t on th~lr
'perfectly prudent preferences' - what someone would desl:e If ful~y. mformed and unconfused. Harsanyi and Mirrlees take a similar positIOn.
Harsanyi accepts 'the important philosophical principle' of p.reference
autonomy to the effect that 'in deciding what is goo.d and what IS ~ad for
an individual. the .ultimate criterion can only be hiS wants and hiS own
preferences', \hut this has to allow for the possibility that 'his. own
preferences at some deeper level are inconsiste~t with ,~hat ~e .IS n?w
trying to achieve'. 'All we have to do,' HarsanYI says, IS to dlstmgUlsh
between a person's manifest preferences and his true preferences', where
his 'true' preferences are those that 'he would [Harsanyi's emphasis] have
if he had all the relevant information, always reasoned with the greatest
possible care, and were in a state of mind most conducive to rational
choice' (p. 55).
Harsanyi indeed goes further than this in the 'correction' of prefere~ces.
From the choice-based utilities which have been already purged of 'mational preferences', he proceeds to 'exclude all antisocial. pref~rences, such
as sadism, envy, resentment, and malice' (p. 56!. There ~s. qUIte a substantial mathematical problem in retaining the scalmg of utility after all these
'antisocial preferences' have been taken out, since the scaling proceeds on
consistency, which is not easy to retain when one integrated set of
preferences is purged of elements of malice, resentment, etc: B~t be that as
it may, there are important questions both about the ~ot1.va~lOn of such
steps, and, relatedly, about what is to count as an 'antisocial prefer~nce.
Presumably they do not include, for instance, all prefer~nces the satIsfa~
tion of which will as a matter of fact exclude the satisfaction of others, as 10
competition. Do they include only those preferences which refer, negatively, to other preferences? That condition would certainly need some ~urther
refinement, since it would apply to a wide range of moral attitudes,
including, incidentally, Harsanyi's own objection to envy, .etc. In fact,
however, the motivation for these exclusions seems to be a simple moral
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?ne, not, to be captured by any purely formal constraint on the preferences
m question, and rests on the consideration that 'the fundamental basis of
all our moral commitments to other people is a general goodwill and
human sympathy' (p. 56).
In this version, then, idealisation extends very far, and the conception
that all that matters to morality is impartial benevolence determines not
only ~h~ form of the moral theory, but also, to some extent, the preferences
that It IS prepared even to count.
Any degree of idealisation, even those less radical than this, such as
t?ose suggested by Hare and by Mirrlees, which require only the correct~on of p:eferences to what would be preferred under conditions of reflection and Improved information, still of course leave one with the fact that a
'tr.ue' preference is not necessarily an ac:tual preference at all. This in itself
raises a problem in utilitarian terms. How should al10wance be made for
the fact that actual preferences will not be 'true' preferences? (This is one
of the questions discussed, in Schick's paper.) If people do not, in fact,
get round to actually wantmg what, in this sense, it would be rational for
them to want, people may always be actually unsatisfied by the results
?f the ~orr~~t p~lic~, an~ this is a large step from what was promised
m ,the, mtUltlve JustificatIOn of utilitarianism. There is, in fact, as this
pom~ Illu,strat~s, a conflict in spirit between reduction and idealisation:
the slmpltficattons of reduction'are the product of the hard-headed desire
~o ta~e ~s they come the world and the wants that it contains, while
Idealtsatton starts already to adjust them towards what they might better
be.
~hese ex~lusions from the input, moreover, may go beyond preferences
~hlc? ar,e 'Irrational' for the· individual agent, as in the minimal degree of
IdealtsatIon, and even beyond the anti-social desires such as malice and
envy, excluded on the more ambitio,us versions. It can be argued that they
~hou,ld extend to all preferences which are not cO'nsistent with utilitarianIsm Itself, or even to all preferences which, as a matter of fact, are the
produc,t ,of ?utlooks other than utilitarianism. IS Most utilitarians regard
no~-u~lltt~nan outlooks as confused. Some writers indeed associate utilitanamsI? m~imately with the very definition of morality. Thus·Harsanyi,
wh? wntes [an age?t's) moral'pr~f~rences ... will by definition always
assign the same weight to all mdlvlduals' interests, including his own'
(p. 47,l, ~~ere, 'interests', it seems clear, stands generally for preferences.
If anti-utili tan an theories or moralities are the product of not thinking
clearly ~nough (abou~ the nature of morality), and if those preferences are
to be discounted which are based on confused thinking, no preference
15
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which flows from non-utilitarian thoughts

wil~,

on this showing, be

allowed to count.
Preferences
The techniques of reduction and idealisatio~ ,als~ give rise to a, de~p
question about the whole basis of modern utIlttanan theory as ly~ng m
preferences. This question concerns not only the correct formulation of
utilitarianism, but its moral plausibility.
,
It is useful to contrast the different views of utility adopted m the
alternative defences of utilitarianism provided by Hare, Harsanyi and
Mirrlees. The contrasts involve both the definitions of utility as well as
what gives utility its alleged moral force. Hare's view of utility is en~irely in
line with the utilitarian tradition of viewing utility in terms of desires and
their fulfilment. While this differs from the Benthamite description of
utility in terms of pleasure and pain, the desire-based .approa,ch repres~nts
a long-standing tradition. It is such a reference to desl~es whl~h -, ~art~cu
larly when they are assimilated to interests - underh~s the l?tUltIVe J~s
tification of utilitarianism referred to earlier. There IS nothmg pecuhar
about Hare's characterisation of utility as such, and in this respect he has
provided new arguments for defending an old tradition rather than reformulating the content of utilitarianism.
Choice and valuation
Harsanyi and Mirrlees, however, like many other conten:~or~ry writers,
depart from the older utilitarian traditions and define utlhty m terms ?f
choice. The force of these departures is somewhat tempered by certam
empirical assumptions made about how people do, in fa~t, choose. It i~ fair
to say that de.spite defining utility entirely through ,C?OICe, Ha~sanYI a?d
Mirrlees both adopt a dual characterisation of utthty, reflectmg chOIce
characteristics on the one hand, and what we may call content characteristics on the ~ther. Their respective views of both choice characteristics
and ~ontent characteristics differ, but both use a dual characterisation of
utility, which is important for their respective analyses of th~ moral ~~rce
of utilitarianism. The moral force rests partly on the respective empmcal
readings of the world.
, "
'
For Harsanyi, utility reflects choice, with the cardmahs~tton den,v~d
from choosing in situations of uncertainty, and at the same time the utlhty
indicators provide 'measures for the relative personal i~portance ,[th~
agent] assigns to various economic (and, non-~conomlc) al~ern,atl~es
(p. 53). For Mirrlees utility reflects chOice, With the cardmahsatlo n
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obtained from 'separability' of choice, and at the same time utility also
reflects each person's well-being. Since Mirrlees also insists that it is
'conven!ent to ~e,t the term "~tility" describe ~he well-being rather than the
cO.n.ceptton of ~t (p. 64), he IS led to the position that 'it is not right to let
uttlity rest entlfely on individual tastes' (p. 69).
.
What emerges is, once more, some doctoring or idealisation of choicebased utility - on the ground that 'it cannot be wrong in principle to try to
get so~eo.n; to ~o what would be better for him even though he does not
recognise It - ~Ith the hope that 'with full understanding, he would come
to accept the nghtness of the altered utility function or rather of the
underlying . pr~fe~ences' (p. 69).16 So Mirrlees' noti~n ~f utili~y both
reflects chOICe with full understanding' and the 'well-being' of the person
concerned.
There is by now a well-established tradition in modern economics of
defin.ing utility entirely in terms of choice, and at the same time insisting
that It must also have a particular content in terms of what is maximised
!he choice-based characteri~ation comes from explicit definition (e.g. of
revealed pre~er~~ces'), 17 while the content characterisation, usually in the
~orm of maxlmlsmg the person's 'self-interest', or 'well-being', is either
mtroduced .through defining self-interest or well-being that way (and is
thus used m a tautologous form), or through an explicit or implicit
empirical assumption about how people do choose (or would choose
under some 'ideal' circumstances).18 The ambiguity of the term
'~reference' facilita~es this dual picture of utility, since linguistic conventlO~ seems to permit the treatment of 'preferring' as ch~osing as well as
takmg what a person (really) 'prefers' as what would make him better off.
In welfar~-e~onomic arguments it is not unconventional to appeal to both
charactensttcs, even though this involves a strong empirical assumption
about how people do choose (or would choose under some 'ideal'
conditions) - an assumption for which the empirical evidence is to say the
least, inconclusive.
'
When one has separated Ollt these two types of characteristics one must
ask what kind of moral force the choice characteristics in tl~emselves
pro~ide to utility (assuming that utility is defined enti:ely in terms of
chOICe). Is the mere fact that someone chooses something a source of value
for the thin? .chosen? It is. natural to think of choosing and valuing as
r~late?, but It IS ~ard to aVOid the suspicion that, in this representation, the
direction of the lmkage has been inverted. It is not by any means unreasonable to respond to the question: 'What should I choose?', by answering,
:~ Harsanyi discusses similar corrections, pp. 55-6.
18
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'Whatever is most valuable'. But to respond to the question, 'What is most
valuable?', or even 'What is most valuable to me?', by answering, 'Whatever I would choose', would seem to remove the content from the notion of
valuing, even when qualifications are added to the supposed choice in the
form of 'under ideal conditions' or 'with full understanding'. Basing choice
on valuation is cogent in a way that basing valuation on choice is not.
The derivation of importance of the thing chosen from the fact of choice
must not be confused with regarding the ability of people to choose as
important in itself. 'Autonomy' as a value is concerned with the latter, but
it belongs to an approach altogether different from utilitarianism, and is
concerned with valuing the capability to choose rather than valuing the
thing chosen. Valuing autonomy works directly in favour of supporting
choice, and not via enhancing the value of the object of choice through the
increase in a utility-giving property which is defined in terms of choice.
In Harsanyi's case, the subtraction of 'anti-social' preferences, which
has already been discussed, seems to reveal a considerable scepticism
about the force of simply choice-based utility, as opposed to the desirable
content of choices, even though the framework he offers is based on
choice, in the form of 'as if' uncertainty about who is going to be whom.
The force of choice seems somewhat stronger in Mirrlees's framework and
even the permitted idealisations are justified through the hypothesis of
what would be chosen 'with full understanding'. However, it is difficult to
determine whether choice is acting as the basis of valuation, or whether
one is being advised to choose what is valued. At an early stage of the
argument it is explained that 'one can imagine inviting the person to
consider what he would choose' under certain conditions, and 'in this way
one can hope to assign utility to the consumption of alternative selves in
different states' (p. 66). But later the relation is turned around, after
noting that 'for anyone of the individuals the sum of his utilities describes
his considered preferences regarding the lives of his alternative selves', and
'therefore in choosing among outcomes for himself alone, i.e. with outcomes the same for everyone else, he ought to choose the pattern of
outcomes with greatest total utility' (p. 70).19 It could certainly be the
19

Giving total utility the role of describing choice as well as justifying it leads to some
ambiguity in the assessment of arguments based on other definitions of utility. This can be
seen in Mirrlees' comments on the argument that a person may be right in not maximising
the sum-total of his utility over his life time irrespective of the distribution of utility over
time. The definition of utility used in that argument was in terms of pleasure and pain, or
desire-fulfilment at each period. Mirrlees remarks that if this 'form of argument were
applied' to the framework used by Mirrlees, then that moral intuition would present 'itself
as a hair-shirt morality in conflict with the individual's preferences' (p. 71). But in fact if the
person was inclined not to maximise the pleasure-sum over his life time but some other
magnitude, then the new choice will also reflect maximisation of'total utility' under the
choice-based definition of utility.
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case that one ought to choose what one does choose, but such a claim will,
of course, need justification.
In fact, it is quite clear that Mirrlees does rely quite substantially on the
content of choice, and the moral appeal of promoting well-being. So the
empirical assumptions on which the identification works are important for
his moral system, as indeed are other empirical assumptions invoked in the
process of establishing his claims, to wit, a strong version of 'separability'
holding in one's 'preference' (i.e. in one's choices as well as in characterisations of well-being), and what Mirrlees calls 'isomorphy' of preferences.
Thus the conflict between different notions of well-being, different views
of interests of persons, etc., are not resolved by the adoption of the choice
perspective on utility.20
Abstraction
The techniques of reduction and idealisation which we have discussed
concern the content of the information which supposedly forms the input
to the welfarist assessment. The third device, abstraction, concerns the
location of that information. There is a strong tendency in the utilitarian
tradition (one very clearly expressed in the early and continuing fiction of
the ideal observer, to which Harsanyi refers) that this information is
transcendental to the social world to which it refers, and is not actually
present in that world at all. But this is a fiction. If this information is to
exist it must exist somewhere, and, if it is to contain both the degree of
detail and the social-scientific robustness that utilitarian pretensions require of it, it must be sustained by a substantial and strategically placed
research effort. The mere existence of such information and hence of such
an effort in any concrete social sense requires some institutions rather than
others, and is not compatible with any arbitrary form either of social
organisation or of public consciousness. In particular, there is no reason at
all to suppose that it is compatible with traditionalist arrangements.
The requirements of the process of idealisation, just discussed, lend
further weight to the same point. If the assumptions about the 'true'
preferences of .citizens are not simply dogmatic, something will have to
be known - and that implies, presumably, found out - about true
preferences, and that will in turn require institutions which will themselves
form and alter preferences. Any institutionalised or concretely realised
20

It will not help with the further deep problems that arise when one considers what kinds of
preference should be allowed to count in comparing people's 'all-in welfare' or 'overall
success', with regard, for instance, to the problem of expensive tastes. Dworkin has
powerfully argued that a notion such as 'reasonable regret' is required here _ a notion
which, he claims, must already involve ideas of fairness. See Dworkin 1981.
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processes of social distribution and pol.icy .will modify preferences,. as
Elster emphasises in his paper. AbstractIon IS the use of t~e assumptIOn
that the preferences on which utilitarianism operates are gIven - at le~~t
for all important purposes - independently o~ the processes of th~ utIlitarian running of society itself. This assumption. ~ee~s ~ess plauSIble as
soon as one is prepared to be reminded that utllltanamsm n~eds so'!'e
embodiment and that a utilitarian society is not simply a sOCIety whIch
happens to s~tisfy utilitarian requirements, but a society which is run in
accordance with these requirements.
Two-level theories
This very basic consideration casts grave doubts on the effi~acy of indirect
versions of utilitarianism, and this point naturally2! applies as much to
utilitarianism as a personal morality as it does to public policy a~pli~a
tions of such theories. Hare's article, which presents an authOritative
version of indirect utilitarianism, explores two levels of moral thought, at
one of which the agent deploys very simple principles which are instille~ in
childhood but which are themselves selected, criticised, etc., by reflection
at a second level of (effectively) utilitarian thought. These first principles
are not merely rules of thumb: they are internalised as dispositions ~o
action and are departed from only with the 'greatest repugnance', w~!le
their violation by others elicits 'the highest indignation'. So far t?e reqUIrement would seem to be for principles which have some meamng f~r t~e
agent, which structure his or her view of the world and are somethmg m
which he or she believes. They would naturally be expected to express or
be associated with those 'ideals' for human life and society to which H~re
also refers. Yet they have to coexist with utilitarian reflections w~lCh
justify those principles as devices, to ~~al with prob,lems of '~ractlcal
moral thinking especially under conditions of stre~s, and ~hlCh also
(under what we have called 'reduction') regard those Ideals as Just one ~et
of 'desires' or 'likings' among others. How and where do these two bodIes
of thought coexist?
,
In Hare's article, as more generally in the utilitarian tradition, there a~e
suggestions of two different (though certainly compatibl~) answers .to thIs
question. One separates the two sorts ?~ th?ughts by tI.me and CI.rcumstances: on this showing, second level utlhtarlan thought IS appropnate to
'a cool hour' when there is 'time for unlimited investigation of the facts'
and 'no special pleading'. On the other model, the distincti~n i.s rather
between persons: on the one side, 'the ordinary man, whose prmclples are
21
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not designed to cope with such cases', and, on the other, people of a more
philosophical or enquiring bent who may be expected to reflect on the
utilitarian justification of their own and others' dispositions. Once these
models are taken seriously as a specification of a possible psychological or
social reality, these are pressing questions of how realisable and how
stable these kinds of dissociation might prove to be. To take the psychologic.al mod.el, it mus: be an empirical question, as well as one inviting
phIlosophical reflectIOn, how far considerations of the cool hour could
remain impartial towards the agent's own moral dispositions and ideals,
or, in the other direction, how undisturbed those dispositions and ideals
will remain by the consciousness that they are basically an instrumental
device.
Regarded from a social point of view, the required dissociation is
naturally expressed in what might be called 'Government House utilitarianism', an outlook favouring social arrangements under which a utilitarian elite controls a society in which the majority may not itself share those
beliefs. In t~e past, some utilitarians have recommended such arrangements and, mdeed, some have participated in them; others, and more
recently, have at any rate left little alternative to them. We take it that few
utilitarians would welcome these institutions, and that no-one else has
~ood reason to welcome them; but it is a pressing question, what alternatives there are, once 'abstraction' is rejected and indirect utilitarianism is
required to take some concrete social form.22
Pluralism and rationality
We remarked earlier that not all critics of utilitarianism would like to go
'b~yond' utilitariani.sm, in the sense of constructing some general theory,
With comparably Wide scope, which would be superior to utilitarianism.
Inde~~, they .would be critical of any theory which displayed that degree of
ambition. It IS true, however, that the ambitiousness of utilitarianism has
itself served as a source of its appeal. In promising to resolve all moral
issues by relying on one uniform ultimate criterion, utilitarianism has
appeared to be the 'rational' moral theory par excellence. We have already
comm~nt~d on so~e devi.ces that utilitarianism employs in order to apply
that CriterIOn, deVices which distance it from its primitive intuitive appeal.
From a formal point of view, however, the neat model of maximising one
homogeneous magnitude offers a standard of consistency and completeness that might seem unachievable by a pluralist moral theory of any kind.
While moral theories which are rivals to utilitarianism need not necessarily
12

For some further remarks on the social embodiment of indirect utilitarianism and in
particular, the notion of a utilitarian elite, see Williams 1973, pp. 138-40.
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be pluralist, they very often are indeed so, and the issue of the consistency
of pluralism with rational choice requires a closer examination.
The characteristics of rationality are not easy to identify even for
prudential theories, and the problem is certainly no easier for evaluating
moral theories. There is, however, a well-established tradition according
to which inconsistency of judgement or choice is regarded as displaying
irrationality.23 That criterion itself· is not fully compelling. It makes a
difference how inconsistency is generated. Nevertheless, it is useful to
begin with the question of consistency. Plural theories which require the
maximisation of several distinct magnitudes simultaneously can, of
course, lead to inconsistency. But the culprit there is not pluralism itself,
but the incoherent form of maximisation that is adopted. Indeed, underlying any multi-magnitude maximisation question is the well-defined
problem of finding the consistent partial ordering of 'dominance':
x weakly dominates y if and only if x is no lower than y in terms of
each of the respective dimensions. If, furthermore, x is higher than
y in some dimension, then it strictly dominates y. Non-hierarchical
pluralism thus leads naturally to a possibly incomplete, but certainly
consistent, ordering.
Does rationality require completeness? It is difficult to see why it should.
To be unable to rank may be frustrating, but by itself it could scarcely be a
failure of rationality. To insist, following the lead of 'revealed preference'
theory, that rational choice requires that x can be chosen when y is
available only if - everything considered - x is regarded as at least as good
as y, imposes a peculiar limitation on choice. The real 'irrationality' of
Buridan's ass rested not in its inability to tank the two haystacks, but in its
refusal to choose either haystack without being perfectly sure that that
haystack was better than, or at least as good as, the other (surely an asinine
attempt to be faithful to an odd theory of 'rational choice'). It can be
argued that rational choice based on an incomplete ordering requires only
that a not inferior alternative be picked. This would have required Buridan's ass to pick either haystack, but not neither, which was clearly an
inferior alternative.
It is, of course, true that completeness is often seen as a merit, and it is a
characteristic that utilitarianism pretends to enjoy. That pretension is not
altogether well grounded, since depending on the nature of interpersonal
comparison of utility, the utilitarian ranking mayor may not be complete.
It is only in the special case of full cardinal comparability (more technically, with 'unit comparability' or more) that utilitarianism yields a
complete ordering, and for less exacting frameworks of inter-personal
23
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comparison utilitarianism yields partial orderings of states of affairs
(and thus of actions, rules, etc.).24
It is also far from clear that completeness should really be seen as a
virtue. In many-dimensional moral conflicts the presumption of completeness of ranking may well be quite artificial. Indeed, the insistence on
completeness in cost-benefit analysis applied to such subjects as the
'valuation of life' has, quite apart from its vulgarity, been shown to be
theoretically problematic. 25
It seems reasonable to argue that completeness is in itself neither a merit
nor a demerit. If a pluralist moral theory is accepted. on other grounds,
there is no particular reason either to reject that acceptance, or to affirm it
more strongly, on the ground of the incompleteness of orderings that it
might yield. The issue of rational choice consistent with incomplete orderings does, of course, remain, but that - as was noted earlier - poses no
remarkable challenge.
Finally, pluralist moralities need not necessarily admit incompleteness,
even though many of them in fact do that. There could be a hierarchy of
criteria (as in, say, Rawls's two principles of justice), or a resolving rule if
there is a conflict between the different criteria. In the~e cases, the contrast
with 'monist' moralities like utilitarianism does not rest on the issue of
completeness as such, but on the way completeness is achieved when it
is achieved. In the case of utilitarianism the complete ordering takes the
form of simply recording the numerical ordering of some allegedly
homogeneous magnitude - total utility, to be exact - whereas for complete plural moralities there is no such homogeneous magnitude with
independent descriptive content. ('Moral goodness' does not, of course,
have that descriptive content.)
This may well be an interesting distinction, but there is no obvious
reason why congruence with the numerical order of some homogeneous
descriptive magnitude should be seen to be more sensible or rational. It is
surely an issue of the substantive content of moral theory whether moral
goodness or rightness should correspond in this way to some
homogeneous descriptive magnitude. To require it a priori is surely to beg
an important question. A sensible judge and rational chooser may indeed
be more than a teller.
Utilitarianism's claim to be peculiarly in conformity with the requirements of rational judgement and choice is, thus, difficult to sustain. And
this is so, no matter whether we try to see the contrast with pluralism
in terms of (i) consistency, (ii) completeness, or (iii) congruence with
some homogeneous descriptive magnitude.
24
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Primary goods and rights
One field in which the pluralist form is quite crucial is that of rights. In
contrast to the utilitarian conception of aggregate utility, rights of different people cannot be merged into some allegedly homogeneous t~tal
magnitude. In the formulation of rights in the s~ape of deont?lo?lcal
constraints (as in, say, Robert Nozick's system 26 ), different people s nghts
stand incommensurable with each other - each imposing its own constraints on the actions of all. The absence of 'trade-offs' between different
types of rights in such a formulation has been criticised by Herbert Hart27
and others. But even when trade-offs are permitted,28 rights of different
people and of different types do not get merged into, o~e ~omogeneous
total, yielding a 'monist' morality based on the maximisatIOn .of such a
magnitude. Rather, each of the different rights is seen as havmg moral
value, and if they are combined - and even scaled against each other
in terms of moral importance - this aggregation is within an essentially
pluralist approach.
. '
.
Even if rights are made a part of consequentIal evaluatlon,2~ th~s pluralist character remains. The metric of goodness of states of affairs, m such a
formulation, will take systematic account of rights, and their fulfilments
and violations,. but the moral goodness of states will not correspond to
some descriptive magnitude of the same type as 'total utility'. Indeed,
consequential evaluation including goals of rights-fulfilment among ~ther
goals could even admit a great deal of inco~pletene~s and restricted
comparability, leading to no more than partial ordenngs of states of
affairs.
Aside from the feature of pluralism, rights-based moral theories differ
from utilitarianism also in their concentration on opportunities rather
than on the value of the exact use made of these opportunities. In his paper
in this volume, John Rawls has supported his focus on 'primary goo.d.s' by
linking such goods with the opportunities offered, taking the use cItizens
make of their rights and opportunities as their own responsibility, since
they are 'responsible for their ends' (p. 169).30
While Rawls himself has postponed the problem of how to make
explicit provision for handicaps and other difference~ in people's ~b.ility to
make use of primary goods, the ultimate concern With opportunIties can
perhaps be made more direct in an extension of the Rawlsian system,
Nozick 1974.
Hart 1979.
28 See Thomson 1976 and Mackie 1978.
29 Sen 1982.
30 While Rawls did present this argument in his earlier writings (e.g. in Rawls 1971), the
emphasis on this point emerges more clearly in this paper.
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focussing not on primary goods as such but on primary 'capabilities' of
p~?ple, e.g. the capability to meet nutritional requirements, or the capablhty to move freely. Such a formulation will be sensitive to differences in
peopl~'~ .'needs', re~ected i? ,differences in the conversion of goods into
capabilities (e.g. being sensItive to the greater nutritional needs of larger
perso,ns: or greater transport needs of disabled people, etc.).3!
This IS really one method of dealing with the so-called 'positive' freedoms, and primary goods are treated just as the means of achieving such
freedoms. The focus is not on primary goods as such but on the actual
~apabilities that the primary goods provide. The que;tion then arises of
Interpersonal variation in the transformation of primary goods into actual
freedoms: ~.g: of incom~ ~nto freedom from nutritional deficiency (taking
?ote of vanatlOn of n~t~ItlOnal needs), or of the 'social basis of self-respect'
Into the actual capablhty to have self-respect (taking note of variation of
personal characteristics). While this goes beyond Rawls' concern with the
in~ex of pr.i~ary g~ods ,as such, it follows his lead in rejecting the utilitanan tradltlon of Judging freedoms by the collateral utilities that are
associated with using those freedoms.
Beyond utilitarianism
~y the criteria of rationality familiar from general choice theory, a pluralISt theory can be as 'rational' as utilitarianism or any other monistic
t~eory, a~d has a chance of being a good deal more realistic. The question
stIll remainS, of course, not only whether a 'theory' is what is required, but
how much a theory can be expected to determine - how far it extends
both within a given culture, and also over various cultures. Hampshire':
paper suggests that we should distinguish between two different dimen~io~s of ,moral t~ought. One set of considerations (roughly, the theory of
Justice) IS conceived as applying universally, but within those considerations there are other and more local constitutions of the moral life to
which it is, essential that they have a particular historical existe~ce,
through which alone, and by the use of the imagination, they are to be
understood.
Scanlon's paper argues for a general theoretical basis alternative to that
of utilitarianism, embodying the contractual thought that institutions
~ule,s or actions should be tested by the question whether they could b;
Justified to other people on grounds which those other people could not
reasona?ly r~ject. That theoretical basis would offer, as Scanlon puts it, an
alternatIve view to that of utilitarianism about the subject matter of
morality, and would also speak to a different moral motivation, one which
31
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is nevertheless psychologically recognisable; it would at the same time no
doubt admit a fair measure of pluralism within the moral thought of the
culture, as well as, once again, legitimate and comprehensible variation
between cultures.
However theoretically ambitious or modest an alternative to utilitarianism may be, to whatever degree it may be pluralist, and whatever room it
may leave for morally tolerable variation between cultures, it must at least
be compatible with, and preferably suggest, a credible psychology and a
credible conception of politics and of the relation of politics to moral
reflection.
Some of the criticisms of utilitarianism that have been made in this
Introduction (those concerning 'abstraction', to take one area) can be
summed up in the consideration that utilitarianism, V\ihether as a moral or
as a social doctrine, lacks a psychology and a politics. The questions that
need to be pressed are 'How could it be lived by anyone?', 'How could it be
lived here and now and in the foreseeable future?', 'What institutions
would it need? - in particular, institutions that could be formed, adapted
or introduced by us?' One such question, a central one, is presented in
Gutman's paper on education: 'How could a utilitarian society replicate
itself through learning?'
Utilitarianism was born of a distinctive psychological theory and, to
some extent, a distinctive attitude to politics, though even in its earlier
developments there were divergent conservative and radical applications
of it. It is a strange but very striking fact that in its more recent existence as
contributing to moral and economic theory it has lost those connections
with psychological and politic<il reality.
This fact has implications not only for the credibility of utilitarianism
but for the style of the debate about what, if anything, should replace it.
Many utilitarians accuse other theories of 'prejudice', 'dogma', 'irrational
tradition', and so forth, and similar charges are directed at some people
who claim no theory, but only moral convictions or sentiments. In the absence of some concrete account of the psychology and politics of the utilitarian life, that rhetoric is totally empty and lacks the mass to dent anything.
Its materials obviously have, in their own right, some weight. One
hardly needs reminding that there is such a thing as irrational prejudice, or
a selfish and complacent refusal to face newer and wider demands. The
important questions come after the recognition of that. One question is
whether utilitarianism is particularly fitted either to express that recognition or to equip one to respond to it, and it is our belief, as of many of our
contributors, that the answer to that is negative. Most human beings have
needed, and assuredly will need, to use notions which utilitarianism can
neither accommodate nor explain.

1

Ethical theory and utilitarianism

R. M. HARE

Contemporary moral philosophy (and the British is no exception) is in a
phase which must seem curious to anybody who has observed its course
since, say, the 1940s. During all that time moral philosophers of the
analytic tradition have devoted most of their work to fundamental questions about the analysis of the meaning of the moral words and the types of
reasoning that are valid on moral questions. It may be that some of them
were attracted by the intrinsic theoretical interest of this branch of philosop hi cal logic; and indeed it is interesting. But it may surely be said that the
greater part, like myself, studied these questions with an ulterior motive:
they saw this study as the philosopher's main contribution to the solution
of practical moral problems such as trouble most of us. For if we do not
understand the very terms in which the problems are posed, how shall we
ever get to the root of them? I, at least, gave evidence of this motive in my
writings and am publishing many papers on practical questions.! But, now
that philosophers in greater numbers have woken up to the need for such a
contribution, and whole new journals are devoted to the practical applications of philosophy, what do we find the philosophers doing? In the
main they proceed as if nothing had been learnt in the course of all that
analytical enquiry - as if we had become no clearer now than in, say,
1936, or even 1903, how good moral arguments are to be distinguished
from bad.
I cannot believe that we need be so pessimistic; nor that I am alone in
thinking that logic can help with moral argument. But surprisingly many
philosophers, as soon as they turn their hands to a practical question,
forget all about their peculiar art, and think that the questions of the
market place can be solved only by the methods of the market place - i.e.
by a combination of prejudice (called intuition) and rhetoric. The
Reprinted from Contemporary British Philosophy, edited by H. D. Lewis, London: Allen
and Unwin, 1976. For a fuller and more recent exposition of the views expressed here, see
R. M. Hare, Moral Thinking: its Levels, Method and Point,· Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 1982.
1 See, for example, Hare 1963, ch. 11; 1972a; 1972b; 1973a; 1975a; 1975b.
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philosopher's special contribution to such discussions lies in the ability that
he ought to possess to clarify the concepts that are being employed (above
all the moral concepts themselves) and thus, by revealing their logical
properties, to expose fallacies and put valid arguments in their stead. This
he cannot do unless he has an understanding (dare I say a theory?) of the
moral concepts; and that is what we have been looking for all these years.
And yet we find philosophers writing in such a way that it is entirely
unclear what understanding they have of the moral concepts or of the rules
of moral reasoning. 2 It is often hard to tell whether they are naturalists,
relying on supposed equivalences between moral and non-moral concepts,
or intuitionists, whose only appeal is to whatever moral sentiments they
can get their readers to share with them. Most of them seem to be some
sort of descriptivists; but as they retreat through an ever vaguer naturalism
into a hardly avowed intuitionism, it becomes more and more obscure
what, in their view, moral statements say, and therefore how we could
decide whether to accept them or not. Philosophy, as a rational discipline,
has been left behind.
It is the object of this paper to show how a theory about the meanings of
the moral words can be the foundation for a theory of normative moral
reasoning. The conceptual theory is of a non-descriptivist but nevertheless
rationalist sort. 3 That this sort of theory could claim to provide the basis of
an account of moral reasoning will seem paradoxical only to the prejudiced and to those who have not read Kant. It is precisely that sort of
prejudice which has led to the troubles I have been complaining of: the
belief that only a descriptivist theory can provide a rational basis for
morality, and that therefore it is better to explore any blind alley than
expose oneself to the imputation of irrationalism and subjectivism by
becoming a non-descriptivist.
The normative theory that I shall advocate has close analogies with
utilitarianism, and I should not hesitate to call it utilitarian were it not
that this name covers a wide variety of views, all of which h~ve been the
victims of prejudices rightly excited by the cruder among them. In calling
my own normative theory utilitarian, I beg the reader to look at the theory
itself, and ask whether it cannot avoid the objections that have been made
against other kinds of utilitarianism. I hope to show in this paper that it
can avoid at least some of them. But if I escape calumny while remaining
both a non-descriptivist and a utilitarian, it will be a marvel.
In my review of Professor Rawls's book 4 I said that there were close
See the beginning of Hare 1975 a.
It is substantially that set out in Hare 1963. For the distinction between non-descriptivism
and subjectivism, see Hare 1974.
4 Hare 1973b; d. Hare 1972b, and B. Barry 1973, pp. 12-13.
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formal similarities between rational contractor theories such as Rawls's,
ideal observer theories such as have been advocated by many writers s and
my own universal prescriptivist theory. I also said that theories of this
form can be made to lead very naturally to a kind of utilitarianism, and
that Rawls avoided this outcome only by a very liberal use of intuitions to
make his rational contractors come to a non-utilitarian contract. Rawls
advocates his theory as an alternative to utilitarianism. Whether the
system which I shall sketch is to be regarded as utilitarian or not is largely a
matter of terminology. The form of argument which it employs is, as I have
already said, formally extremely similar to Rawls's; the substantive conclusions are, however, markedly different. I should like to think of my
view as, in Professor Brandt's expression, 'a credible form of
utilitarianism';6 no doubt Rawls would classify it as an incredible form of
utilitarianism; others might say that it is a compromise between his views
and more ordinary kinds of utilitarianism. This does not much matter.
I try to base myself, unlike Rawls, entirely on the formal properties of
the moral concepts as revealed by the logical study of moral language; and
in particular on the features of prescriptivity and universalisability which I
think moral judgements, in the central uses which we shall be considering,
all have. These two features provide a framework for moral reasoning
which is formally similar to Rawls's own more dramatic machinery. But,
rather than put the argument in his way, I will do overtly what he does
covertly - that is to say, I do not speculate about what some fictitious
rational contractors would judge if they were put in a certain position
subject to certain restrictions; rather, I subject myself to certain (formally
analogous) restrictions and put myself (imaginatively) in this position, as
Rawls in effect does,7 and do some judging. Since the position and the
restrictions are formally analogous, this ought to make no difference.
In this position, I am prescribing universally for all situations just like
the one I am considering; and thus for all such situations, whatever role,
among those in the situations, I might myself occupy. I shall therefor~ give
equal weight to the equal interests of the occupants of all the roles III the
situation; and, since any of these occupants might be myself, this weig~t
will be positive. Thus the impartiality which is the purpose of Rawls's 'veli
of ignorance' is achieved by purely formal means; and so is the purpose of
his insistence that his contractors be rational, i.e. prudent. We have
therefore, by consideration of the logic of the moral concepts alo~e, put
ourselves in as strong a position as Rawls hopes to put himself by hiS more
See for example the discussion between R. Firth and R. B. Brandt, Firth 1952 and Brandt
1955; also Hasl~tt 1974.
6 Brandt 1963.
7 See my review of Rawls (Hare 1973b), p. 249.
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elaborate, but at the same time, as I have claimed, less firmly based
apparatus.
Let us now use these tools. Rawls himself says that an ideal observer
theory leads to utilitarianism; and the same ought to be true of the formal
apparatus which I have just sketched. How does giving equal weight to the
equal interests of all the parties lead to utilitarianism? And to what kind of
utilitarianism does it lead? If I am trying to give equal weight to the equal
interests of all the parties in a situation, I must, it seems, regard a benefit or
harm done to one party as of equal value or disvalue to an equal benefit or
harm done to any other party. This seems to mean that I shall promote the
interests of the parties most, while giving equal weight to them all, if I
maximise the total benefits over the entire population; and this is the
classical principle of utility. For fixed populations it is practically equivalent to the average utility principle which bids us maximise not total but
average utility; when the sizt: of the population is itself affected by a decision, the two principles diverge, and I have given reasons in my review of
Rawls's book for preferring the classical or total utility principle. In these
calculations, benefits are to be taken to include the redli'::tion of harms.
I am not, however, going to put my theory in terms of benefits and the
reduction of harms, because this leads to difficulties that I wish to avoid.
Let us say, rather, that what the principle of utility requires of me is to do
for each man affected by my actions what I wish were done for me in the
hypothetical circumstances that I were in precisely his situation; and, if my
actions affect more than one man (as they nearly always will) to do what I
wish, all in all, to be done for me in the hypothetical circumstances that I
occupied all their situations (not of course at the same time but, shall we
say?, in random order). This way of rutting the matter, which is due to
C. I. Lewis,8 emphasises that I have to give the same weight to everybody's
equal interests; and we must remember that, in so far I am one of the
people affected (as in nearly all cases I am) my own interests have to be
given the same, and no more, weight - that is to say, my own actual
situation is one of those that I have to suppose myself occupying in this
random order.
Some further notes on this suggestion will be in place here. First, it is
sometimes alleged that justice has to be at odds with utility. But if we ask
how we are to be just between the competing interests of different people,
it seems hard to give any other answer than that it is by giving equal
weight, impartially, to the equal interests of everybody. And this is precisely what yields the utility principle. It does not necessarily yield equality
in the resulting distribution. There are, certainly, very good utilitarian

reasons for seeking equality in distribution too; .but justice is something
distinct. The utilitarian is sometimes said to be indifferent between equal
and unequal distributions, provided that total utility is equal. This is so;
but it conceals two important utilitarian grounds for a fairly high degree
of equality of actual goods (tempered, of course, as in most systems including Rawls's, by various advantages that are secured by moderate inequalities). The first is the diminishing marginal utility of all commodities
and of money, which means that approaches towards equality will
tend to increase total utility. The second is that inequalities tend to produce, at any rate in educated societies, envy, hatred and malice, whose
disutility needs no emphasising. I am convinced that when these two
factors are taken into account, utilitarians have no need to fear the
accusation that they could favour extreme inequalities of distribution in
actual modern societies. Fantastic hypothetical cases can no doubt be
invented in which they would have to favour them; but, as we shall see,
this is an illegitimate form of argument.
Secondly, the transition from a formulation in terms of intere~ts t~ ?ne
in terms of desires or prescriptions, or vice versa, is far from pi am salimg.
Both formulations raise problems which are beyond the scope of this
paper. If we formulate utilitarianism in terms of. interests, we ~ave the
problem of determining what are someone's tru.e mterests. Eve~ 1f w~ do
not confuse the issue, as some do, by introducmg moral cons1derations
into this prudential question (i.e. by alleging that becoming morally better,
or worse in itself affects a man's interests),9 we still have to find a way of
cashing ~tatements about interests in terms of such states ?f mind as
likings, desires, etc., both actual and hypothetical. For th1s reason a
formulation directly in terms of these states of mind ought to be more
perspicuous. But two difficult problems remain: the first is that of how
present desires and likings are to be balanced agamst fU,ture, a~d actu~l
desires and likings against those which would be expenenced if certam
alternative actions were taken; the second is whether desires need to be
mentioned at all in a formulation of utilitarianism, or whether likings by
themselves will do. It would seem that if we arrive at utilitarianism via
universal prescriptivism, as I am trying to do, we shall favour the former of
the last pair of alternatives; for desires, in the required sense, are assents,to
prescriptions. All these are questions within the theory of prudence, w1th
which, although it is an essential adjunct to normative moral theory, Ido
not hope to deal in this paper. to
I must mention, however, that when I said above that I have to do for
e~ch man affected by my actions what I wish were done for me, etc., I was
9

8

Lewis 1946, p. 547; see also Haslett 1974, ch. 3.
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Cf, Plato, Republic, 335.
The theory of prudence is ably handled in Richards 1971; Haslett 1974; and Brandt 1979.
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speaking inaccurately. When I do the judging referred to on page 25, I
have to do it as rationally as possible. This, if I am making a moral
judgement, involves prescribing universally; but in prescribing (albeit
universally) I cannot, if rational, ignore prudence altogether, but have to
universalise this prudence. Put more clearly, this means that, whether I am
prescribing in my own interest or ill someone's else's (see the next paragraph), I must ask, not what I or he does actually at present wish, but what,
prudentially speaking, we should wish. It is from this rational point of
view (in the prudential sense of 'rational') that I have to give my universal
prescriptions. In other words, it is qua rational that I have to judge; and
this involves at least judging with a clear and unconfused idea of what I am
saying and what the actual consequences of the prescription ,that I am
issuing would be, for myself and others. It also involves, when I am
considering the desires of others, considering what they would be if those
others were perfectly prudent - i.e. desired what they would desire if they
were fully informed and unconfused. Thus morality, at least for the
utilitarial), can only be founded on prudence, which has then to be
universalised. All this we shall have to leave undiscussed, remembering,
however, that when, in what follows, I say 'desire', 'prescribe', etc., I mean
'desire, prescribe, etc., from the point of view of one who is prudent so far
as his own interest goes'. It is important always to supply this qualification
whether I am speaking of our own desires or those of others; but I shall
omit it from now on because it would make my sentences intolerably
cumbrous, and signalise the omission, in the next paragraph only, by
adding the subscript 'p' to the words 'desire', etc., as required, omitting
even this subscript thereafter. I hope that one paragraph will suffice to
familiarise the reader with this point.
Thirdly, when we speak of the ~situations' of the various parties, we
have to include in the situations all the desiresp, likings p, etc., that the
people have in them - that is to say,. I am to do for the others what I wish p
to be done for me were I to have their likingsp, etc., and not those which I
now have. And, similarly, I am not ro take into account (when I ask what I
wish p should be done to me in a certain situation) my own present desires,
likingsp, etc. There is one exception to this: I have said that one of the
situations that I have to consider is my own present situation; I have to
lovep my neighbour as, but no more than and no less than, myself, and
likewise to do to others as I wishp them to do to me. Therefore just as, when
I am considering what I wish p to be done to me were I in X's situation,
where X is somebody else, I have to think of the situation as including his
desires p, likingsp, etc., and discount my own, so, in the single case where X
is myself, I have to take into account my desires l" likingsp, etc. In other
words, qua author of the moral decision I have to discount my own
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desires p, etc., and consider only the desiresp, etc., of the affected party; but
where (as normally) I am one of the affected parties, I have to consider my
own desires p, etc., qua affected party, on equal terms with those of all the
ather affected parties. l l
It will be asked: if we strip me, qua author of the moral decision, of all
desires and likings, how is it determined what decision I shall come to? The
answer is that it is determined by the desires and likings of those whom I
take into account as affected parties (including, as I said, myself, bUt only
qua affected party and not qua aUthor). I am to ask, indeed, what I do wish
should be done for me, were I in their situations; but were I in their
situations, I should have their desires, etc., so I must forget about my own
present desires (with the exception just made) and consider only the
desires which they have; and if I do this, what I do wish for will be the
satisfaction of those desires; that, therefore, is what I shall prescribe, so far
as is possible.
I wish to point out that my present formulation enables me to deal in an
agreeably clear way with the problem of the fanatic, who has given me so
much trouble in the past. 12 In so far as, in order to prescribe universally, I
have to strip away (qua author of the moral decision) all my present
desires, etc., I shall have to strip away, among them, all the ideals that I
have; for an ideal is a kind of desire or liking (in the generic sense in which I
am using those terms); it is, to use Aristotle's word, an orexis. 13 This does
not mean that I have to give up having ideals, nor even that I must stop
giving any consideration to my ideals when I make my moral decisions; it
means only that I am not allowed to take them into account qua author of
the moral decision. I am, however, allowed to take them into account,
along with the ideals of all the other parties affected, when I consider my
own position, among others, as an affected party. This means that for the
purposes of the moral decision it makes no difference who has the ideal. It
means that we have to give impartial consideration to the ideals of
ourselves and others. In cases, however, where the pursuit of our own
ideals does not affect the ideals of the interests of others, we are allowed
and indeed encouraged to pursue them.
Professor Bernard Williams says, 'It is absurd to demand of such a man, when the sums
come in from the utility network which the projects of others have in part determined,. that
he should just step aside from his own project and decision and acknowledge the declSlon
which utilitarian calculation requires' (Williams 1973, p. 116, and d. p. 117n). Chnstlan
humility and agape and their humanist counterparts are, then, according to Williams:s
standards an absurd demand (which is hardly remarkable). What IS more remarkable IS
the boldn~ss of the persuasive definition by which he labels the self-centred pursuit of
one's own projects 'integrity' and accounts it a fault in utilitarianism that it could conlltct
with this.
12 Hare 1963, ch. 9; 'Wrongness and Harm', in Hare 1972c.
13 De Anima, 433a 9££.
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All this being so, the only sort of fanatic that is going to bother us is the
person whose ideals are so intensely pursued that the weight that has to be
given to them, considered impartially, outbalances the combined weights
of all the ideals, desires, likings, etc., that have to be frustrated in order to
achieve them. For example, if the Nazi's desire not to have Jews around is
intense enough to outweigh all the sufferings caused to Jews by arranging
not to have them around, then, on this version of utilitarianism, as on any
theory with the same formal structure, it ought to be satisfied. The problem is to be overcome by, first, pointing out that fanatics of this heroic
stature are never likely to be encountered (that no actual Nazis had such
intense desires is, I think, obvious); secondly, by remembering that, as I
shall be showing in a moment, cases that are never likely to be actually
encountered do not have to be squared with the thinking of the ordinary
man, whose principles are not designed to cope with such cases. It is
therefore illegitimate to attack such a theory as I have sketched by saying
'You can't ask us to believe that it would be right to give this fantastic
fanatical Nazi what he wanted'; this argument depends on appealing to
the ordinary man's judgement about a case with which, as we shall see, his
intuitions were not designed to deal.
A similar move enables us to deal with another alleged difficulty (even if
we do not, as we legitimately might, make use of the fact that all desires
that come into our reasoning are desiresp, i.e. desires that a man will have
after he has become perfectly prudent). It is sometimes said to be a fault in
utilitarianism that it makes us give weight to bad desires (such as the desire
of a sadist to torture his victim) solely in proportion to their intensity;
received opinion, it is claimed, gives no weight at all, or even a negative
weight, to such desires. But received opinion has grown up to deal with
cases likely to be encountered; and we are most unlikely, even if we give
sadistic desires weight in accordance with their intensity, to encounter a
case in which utility will be maximised by letting the sadist have his way.
For first, the suffering of the victim will normally be more intense than the
pleasure of the sadist. And, secondly, sadists can often be given substitute
pleasures or even actually cured. And, thirdly, the side-effects of allowing
the sadist to have what he wants are enormous. So it will be clear, when I
have explained in more detail why fantastic cases in which these dis utilities
do not occur cannot legitimately be used in this kind of argument, why
it is perfectly all right to allow weight to bad desires.
We have now, therefore, to make an important distinction between two
kinds or 'levels' of moral thinking. It has some affinities with a distinction
made by Rawls in his article 'Two Concepts ofRules'14 (in which hewas by
[4

Rawls 1955.
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way of defending utilitarianism), though it is not the same; it also owes
something to Sir David ROSS,15 and indeed to others. I call it the difference
between level-l and level-2 ~hinking, or between the principles employed
at these two levels,l6 Level-l principles are for use in practical moral
thinking, especially under conditions of stress. They have to be general
enough to be impartable by education (including self-education), and to .be
'of ready application in the emergency',17 but are not to be confused With
rules of thumb (whose breach excites no compunction). Level-2 principles
are what would be arrived at by leisured moral thought in completely
adequate knowledge of the facts, as the right answer in a specific case.
They are universal but can be as specific (the opposite of 'general', not of
'universal'IS) as needs be. Level-l principles are inculcated in moral education' but the selection of the level-l principles for this purpose should be
guided by leisured thought, resulting in level-2 principles for .sp~cific
considered situations, the object being to have those level-l pnnClples
whose general acceptance will lead to actions in accord with the best
level-2 principles in most situations that are actually encountered. Fantastic and highly unusual situations, therefore, need not be considered for
this purpose.
I have set out this distinction in detail elsewhere;19 here we only need to
go into some particular points which are relevant. The thinking that I have
been talking about so far in this paper, until the preceding paragraph, and
indeed in most of my philosophical writings until recently, is level-2. It
results in a kind of act-utilitarianism which, because of the universalisability of moral judgements, is practically equivalent to a rule-utilitarianism
whose rules are allowed to be of any required degree of specificity. Such
thinking is appropriate only to 'a cool hour', in which there is time for
unlimited investigation of the facts, and there is no temptation to special
pleading. It can use hypothetical cases, even fanta.stic ones. In principle it
can, given superhuman knowledge of the facts, .Yleld answers as to what
should be done in any cases one cares to descnbe.
The commonest trick of the opponents of utilitarianism is to take
examples of such thinking, usually addressed to fantastic cases, and c~~
front them with what the ordinary man would think. It makes the utilitarian look like a moral monster. The anti-utilitarians have usually confined their own thought about moral reasoning (with fairly infrequent
laspses which often go unnoticed) to what I am calling levell, the level of
Ross 1930, pp. 19ff.
See my review of Rawls (Hare 1973b), p. 153; Hare 1972/3; 1972b; 1963, pp. 43-5.
[7 Burke; see Hare 1963, p. 45.
[8 See Hare 1972/3.
19 See note 16.
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everyday moral thinking on ordinary, often stressful, occasions in which
information is sparse. So they find it natural to take the side of the ordinary
man in a supposed fight with the utilitarian whose views lead him to say, if
put at the disconcertingly unfamiliar standpoint of the archangel Gabriel,
such extraordinary things about these carefully contrived examples.
To argue in this way is entirely to neglect the importance for moral
philosophy of a study of moral education. Let us suppose that a fullyinformed archangelic act-utilitarian is thinking about how to bring up his
children. He will obviously not bring them up to practise on every occasion on which they are confronted with a moral question the kind of
arch angelic thinking that he himself is capable of; if they are ordinary
children, he knows that they will get it wrong. Th~y will not have the time,
or the information, or the self-mastery to avoid self-deceptidh prompted
by self-interest; this is the real, as opposed to the imagined, veil of ignorance which determines our moral principles.
So he will do two things. First, he will try to implant in them a set of
good general principles.-I advisedly use the word 'implant'; these are not
rules of thumb, but principles which they will not be able to break without
the greatest repugnance, and whose breach by others will arouse in them
the highest indignation. These will be the principles they will use in their
ordinary level-1 moral thinking, especially in situations of stress. Secondly, since he is not always going to be with them, and since they will
have to educate their children, and indeed continue to educate themselves,
he will teach them,as far as they are able, to do the kind of thinking that he
has been doing himself. This thinking will have three functions. First of all,
it will be used when the good general principles conflict in particular cases.
If the principles have been well chosen, this will happen rarely; but it will
happen. Secondly, there will be cases (even rarer) in which, though there is
no conflict between general principles, there is something highly unusual
about the case which prompts the question whether the general principles
are really fitted to deal with it. But thirdly, and much the most important,
this level-2 thinking will be used to select the general principles to be
taught both to this and to succeeding generations. The general principles
may change, and should change (because the environment changes). And
note that, if the educator were not (as we have supposed him to be)
arch angelic, we could not even assume that the best level-1 principles were
imparted in the first place; perhaps they might be improved.
How will the selection be done? By using level-2 thinking to consider
cases, both actual and hypothetical, which crucially illustrate, and help to
adjudicate, disputes between rival general principles. But, because the
general principles are being selected for use in actual situations, there will
have to be a careful proportioning of the weight to be put upon a particular
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case to the probability of its actually occurring in the lives of the people
who are to use the princi~So the fantastic cases that are so beloved of
anti-utilitarians will have very little employment in this kind of thinking
(except as a diversion for philosophers or to illustrate purely logical
points, which is sometimes necessary). Fantastic unlikely cases will never
be used to turn the scales as between rival general principles for practical
use. The result will be a set of general principles, constantly evolving,
but on the whole stable, such that their use in moral education, including
self-education, and their consequent acceptance by the society at large,
will lead to the nearest possible approximation to the prescriptions of
arch angelic thinking. They will be the set of principles with the highest
acceptance-utility. They are likely to include principles of justice.
It is now necessary to introduce some further distinctions, all of which,
fortunately, have already been made elsewhere, and can therefore be
merely summarised. The first, alluded to already, is that between specific
rule-utilitarianism (which is practically equivalent to universalistic actutilitarianism) and general rule-utilitarianism. 20 Both are compatible with
act-utilitarianism if their roles are carefully distinguished. Specific ruleutilitarianism is appropriate to level-2 thinking, general rule-utilitarianism
to level-1 thinking; and therefore the rules of specific rule-utilitarianism
can be of unlimited specificity, but those of general rule-utilitarianism have
to be general enough for their role. The thinking of our archangel will thus
be of a specific rule-utilitarian sort; and the thinking of the ordinary people
whom he has educated will be for the most part of a general rule-utilitarian
sort, though they will supplement this, when they have to and when they
dare, with such archangelic thinking as they are capable of.
The second distinction is that between what Professor Smart21 calls
(morally) 'right' actions and (morally) 'rational' actions. Although Smart's
way of putting the distinction is not quite adequate, as he himself recognises, I shall, as he does, adopt it for the sake of brevity. Both here, and in
connexion with the 'acceptance-utility' mentioned above, somewhat more
sophisticated calculations of probability are required than might at first be
thought. But for simplicity let us say that an action is rational if it is the
action most likely to be right, even if, when all the facts are known, as they
were not when it was done, it turns out not to have been right. In such a
society as we have described, the (morally) rational action will nearly
always be that in accordance with the good general principles of level 1,
because they have been selected precisely in order to make this the case.
Such actions may not always turn out to have been (morally) right in
Smart's sense when the cards are turned face upwards; but the agent is not
to be blamed for this.
20

See Hare 1972/3.

21

Smart and Williams 1973, pp. 46£.
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It is a difficult question, just how simple and general these level-l
principles ought to be. If we are speaking of the principles to be inculcated
throughout the society, the answer will obviously vary with the extent to
which the members of it are sophisticated and morally self-disciplined
enough to grasp and apply relatively complex principles without running
into the dangers we have mentioned. We might distinguish sub-groups
within the society, and individuals within these sub-groups, and even the
same individual at different stages, according to their ability to handle
complex principles. Most people's level-l principles become somewhat
more complex as they gain experience of handling different situations, and
they may well become so complex as to defy verbal formulation; but the
value of the old simple maxims may also come to be appreciated. In any
case, level-l principles can never, because of the exigencies of their role,
become as complex as level-2 principles are allowed to be.
A third distinction is that between good actions and the right action. 22
The latter is the action in accordance with level-2 principles arrived at by
exhaustive, fully-informed and clear thinking about specific cases. A good
action is what a good man would do, even if not right. In general this is the
same as the morally rational action, but there may be complications, in
that the motivation of the man has to be taken into account. The good (i.e.
the morally well-educated) man, while he is sometimes able and willing to
question and even to amend the principles he has been taught, will have
acquired in his upbringing a set of motives and dispositions such that
breaking these principles goes very much against the grain for him. The
very goodness of his character will make him sometimes do actions which
do not conform to arch angelic prescriptions. This may be for one of at
least two reasons. The first is that when he did them he was not fully
informed and perhaps knew it, and knew also his own moral and intellectual weaknesses, and therefore (humbly and correctly) thought it morally
rational to abide by his level-l principles, and thus did something which
turned out in the event not to be morally right. The second is that,
although he could have known that the morally rational action was on this
unusual occasion one in breach of his ingrained principles (it required him,
say, to let down his closest friend), he found it so much against the grain
that he just could not bring himself to do it. In the first case what he did was
both rational and a morally good action. In the second case it was morally
good but misguided - a wrong and indeed irrational act done from the best
of motives. And no doubt there are other possibilities.
The situation I have been describing is a somewhat stylised model of our
own except that we had no archangel to educate us, but rely on the
21

See Hare 1952, p. 186.
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deliverances, not even of philosopher kings, but of Aristotelian phronimoi
of very varying degrees of excellence. What will happen if a lot of moral
philosophers are let loose on this situation? Level-l thinking forms the
greater part of the moral thinking of good men, and perhaps the whole of
the moral thinking of good men who have nothing of the philosopher in
them, including some of our philosophical colleagues. Such are the intuitionists, to whom their good ingrained principles seem to be sources of
unquestionable knowledge. Others of a more enquiring bent will ask why
they should accept these intuitions, and, getting no satisfactory answer,
will come to the conclusion that the received principles have no ground at
all and that the only way to decide what you ought to do is to reason it
out on each occasion. Such people will at best become a crude kind of
act-utilitarians. Between these two sets of philosophers there will be the
sort of ludicrous battles that we have been witnessing so much of. The
philosopher who understands the situation better will see that both are
right about a great deal and that they really ought to make up their
quarrel. They are talking about different levels of thought, both of which
are necessary on appropriate occasions.
What kind of philosopher will this understanding person be? Will he be
any kind of utilitarian? I see no reason why he should not be. For, first of
all, level-2 thinking, which is necessary, is not only utilitarian but actutilitarian (for, as we have seen, the specific rule-utilitarian thinking of this
level and universalistic act-utilitarianism are practically equivalent). And
there are excellent act-utilitarian reasons for an educator to bring up his
charges to follow, on most occasions, level-l thinking on the basis of a set
of principles selected by high-quality level-2 thinking. This applies equally
to self-education. So at any rate all acts that could be called educative or
self-educative can have a solid act-utilitarian foundation. To educate
oneself and other men in level-l principles is for the best, and only the
crudest of act-utilitarians fails to see this. There will also be good actutilitarian reasons for following the good general principles in nearly all
cases; for to do so will be rational, or most likely to be right; and even an
act-utilitarian, when he comes to tell us how we should proceed when
choosing what to do, can only tell us to do what is most probably right,
because we do not know, when choosing, what is right.
There will be occasions, as I have said, when a man brought up (on good
general principles) by a consistent act-utilitarian will do a rational act
which turns out not to be right; and there will even be occasions on which
he will do a good action which is neither rational nor right, because,
although he could have known that it would be right on this unusual
occasion to do an act contrary to the good general principles, he could not
bring himself to contemplate it, because it went so much against the grain.
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And since one cannot pre-tune human nature all that finely, it may well be
that the act-utilitarian educator will have to put up with the possibility of
such cases, in the assurance that, if his principles are well chosen, they will
be rare. For if he attempted to educate people so that they would do the
rational thing in these cases, it could only be by incorporating into their
principles clauses which might lead them, in other more numerous cases,
to do acts most likely to be wrong. Moral upbringing is a compromise
imposed by the coarseness of the pupil's discrimination and the inability of
his human educators to predict with any accuracy the scrapes he will get
into.
The exclusion from the argument of highly unusual cases, which I hope I
have now achieved, is the main move in my defence' of this sort of
utilitarianism. There are also some subsidiary moves, some of which I have
already mentioned, and all of which will be familiar. It is no argument
against act-utilitarianism that in some unusual cases it would take a bad
man to do what according to the utilitarian is the morally right or even the
morally rational thing; good men are those who are firmly wedded to the
principles which on nearly all actual occasions will lead them to do the
right thing, and it is inescapable that on unusual occasions moderately
good men will do the wrong thing. The nearer they approach archangelic
status, the more, on unusual occasions, they will be able to chance their
arm and do what they think will be the right act in defiance of their
principles; but most of us ordinary mortals will be wise to be fairly
cautious. As Aristotle said, we have to incline towards the vice which is the
lesser danger for us, and away from that extreme which is to us the greater
temptation. 23 For some, in the present context, the greater danger may be
too much rigidity in the application of level-l principles; but perhaps for
more (and I think that I am one of them) it is a too great readiness to let
them slip. It is a matter of temperament; we have to know ourselves
(empirically); the philosopher cannot tell each of us which is the greater
danger for him.
The moves that I have already made will, I think, deal with some other
cases which are well known from the literature. Such are the case of the
man who is tempted, on utilitarian grounds, to use electricity during a
power crisis, contrary to the government's instructions; and the case of the
voter who abstains in the belief that enough others will vote. In both these
cases it is alleged that some utility would be gained, and none lost, by these
dastardly actions. These are not, on the face of it, fantastic or unusual
cases, although the degree of knowledge stipulated as to what others will
do is perhaps unusual. Yet it would be impolitic, in moral education, to

bring up people to be"ha¥e like this, if we were seeking level-l principles
with the highest acceptance-utility; if we tried, the result would be that
nearly everyone would consume electricity under those conditions, and
hardly anybody would vote. However, the chief answer to these cases is
that which I have used elsewherei4 to deal with the car-pushing and
death-bed promise cases which are also well canvassed. It is best
approached by going back to the logical beginning and asking whether I
am prepared to prescribe, or even permit, that others should (a) use
electricity, thus taking advantage of my law-abidingness, when I am going
without it; (b) abstain from voting when I do so at inconvenience to
myself, thereby taking advantage of my public spirit; (c) only pretend to
push the car when I am rupturing myself in the effort to get it started;
(d) make death-bed promises to me (for example to look after my children)
and then treat them as of no weight. I unhesitatingly answer 'No' to all
these questions; and I think that I should give the same answer even if I
were perfectly prudent and were universalising my prescriptions to cover
other perfectly prudent affected parties (see above, page 28). For it is not
imprudent, but prudent rather, to seek the satisfaction of desires which are
important to me, even if I am not going to know whether they have been
satisfied or not. There is nothing in principle to prevent a fully informed
and clear-headed person wanting above all that his children should not
starve after his death; and if that is what he wants above all, it is prudent
for him to seek what will achieve it, and therefore prescribe this.
Since the logical machinery on which my brand of utilitarianism is based
yields these answers, so should the utilitarianism that is based on it; and it
is worth while to ask, How? The clue lies in the observation that to
frustrate a desire of mine is against my interest even if I do not know that it
is being frustrated, or if I am dead. If anybody does not agree, I ask him to
apply the logical apparatus direct and forget about interests. Here is a
point at which, perhaps, some people will want to say that my Kantian or
Christian variety of utilitarianism, based on giving equal weight to the
prudent prescriptions or desires of all, diverges from the usual varieties so
much that it does not deserve to be called a kind of utilitarianism at all. I am
not much interested in that terminological question; but for what it is worth
I will record my opinion that the dying man's interests are harmed if promises are made to him and then broken, and even more that mine are harmed
if people are cheating me without my knowing it. In the latter case, they
are harmed because I very much want this not to happen; and my desire
that it should not happen is boosted by my level-l sense of justice, which
the ut~litarian educators who brought me up wisely inculcated in me.
24
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Nicomachean Ethics, 1109 b 1.
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Whichever way we put it, whether in terms of what I am prepared to
prescribe or permit universally (and therefore also for when I am the
victim) or in terms of how to be fair as between the interests of all the
affected parties, I conclude that the acts I have listed will come out wrong
on the act-utilitarian calculation, because of the harms done to the interests of those who are cheated, or the non-fulfilment of prescriptions to
which, we may -assume, they attach high importance. If we add to this
move the preceding one which rules out fantastic cases, and are clear about
the distinction between judgements about the character of the agent,
judgements about the moral rationality of the action, and judgements
about its moral rightness as shown by the outcome, I think that this
form of utilitarianism can answer the objections I have mentioned. Much
more needs to be said; the present paper is only a beginning, and is not
very origina1. 25 I publish it only to give some indication of the way in
which ethical theory can help with normative moral questions, and to
try to get the discussion of utilitarianism centred round credible forms
of it, rather than forms which we all know will not do.
15

Among many others from whose ideas I have learnt, I should like in particular to mention
Dr Lynda Sharp (Mrs Lynda Paine), in whose thesis 'Forms and Criticisms of Utilitarianism' (deposited in the Bodleian Library at Oxford) some of the above topics are discussed in
greater detail.
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Morality and the theory of
rational behaviour
JOHN C. HARSANYI

1 Historical background

The ethical theory I am going to describe in this paper is based on three
different time-honoured intellectual traditions in moral philosophy. It also
makes essential use of a great intellectual accomplishment of much more
recent origin, namely, the modern Bayesian theory of rational behaviour
under risk and uncertainty.
One of the three moral traditions I am indebted to goes back to Adam
Smith, who equated the moral point of view with that of an impartial but
sympathetic spectator (or observer).1 In any social situation, each participant will tend to look at the various issues from his own self-centred, often
emotionally biassed, and possibly quite one-sided, partisan point of view.
In contrast, if anybody wants to assess the situation from a moral point of
view in terms of some standard of justice and equity, this will essentially
amount to looking at it from the standpoint of an impartial but humane
and sympathetic observer. It may be interesting to note that modern
psychological studies on the development of moral ideas in children have
come up with a very similar model of monil value judgements. 2
Another intellectual tradition I have benefited from is Kant's. Kant
claimed that moral rules can be distinguished from other behavioural rules
by certain formal criteria and, in particular, by the criterion of universality
(which may also be described as a criterion of reciprocity).3 For example, if
I really believe that other people should repay me any money they have
borrowed from me, then I must admit that I am under a similar moral
obligation to repay any money I have borrowed from other persons under
comparable circumstances. Thus, in ethical content, Kant's principle of
universality says much the same thing as the golden rule of the Bible:
'Treat other people in the same way as you want to be treated by them.'
Among contemporary authors, the Oxford moral philosopher Hare has
Reprinted from Social Research, Winter 1977, vol. 44, no. 4.
1 Adam Smith 1976.
2 See, for example Piaget 1962.
3 Immanuel Kant 1785.
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advocated a moral theory based specifically on the Kantian universality
requirement (which he calls the 'universalisation' requirement).4
My greatest intellectual debt, however, goes to the utilitarian tradition
of Bentham, John Stuart Mill, Sidgwick, and Edgeworth, which made
maximisation of social utility the basic criterion of morality - social utility
being defined either as the sum, or the arithmetic mean, of the utility levels
of all individuals in the society.5 (What these classical utilitarians called
'social utility' is often called the 'social welfare function' in modern
welfare economics. But in many cases the term 'social welfare function' is
now used in a less specific sense, without any utilitarian connotations.)
Though many details of the classical utilitarian position may be unacceptable to us today, we must not forget what basic political and
moral principles they were fighting for. Basically, both in politics and in
ethics, they fought for reason against mere tradition, dogmatism, and
vested interests. In politics, they conceived the revolutionary idea of
judging .existing social institutions by an impartial rational test, that of
social utility, and did not hesitate to announce it in clear and unmistakable
terms if they felt that many of these institutions had definitely failed to pass
this test. Likewise, in ethics, they proposed to subject all accepted moral
rules to tests of rationality and social utility.
Their main opponents in moral philosophy were the intuitionists, who
claimed that we can discover the basic moral rules by direct intuition,
which, of course, made any rational evaluation of such moral rules both
impossible and unnecessary. Apparently, these intuitionist philosophers
were not particularly troubled by the well-known empirical fact that
people's 'moral intuitions' seem to be highly dependent on accidents of
their own upbringing and, more fundamentally, on the accident of being
raised in one particular society rather than another. Though there were
many notable exceptions, most people raised in a warlike, society or a
slave-holding society or a caste society always claimed to have the clear
'moral intuition' that the social practices of their society had full moral
justification. It was this uncritical acceptance of existing social practices
that the utilitarians fought against by their insistence on subjecting all
moral beliefs to a rational test.
In our own time, these crude forms of obscurantism in ethics have
largely disappeared. But it is still true, it seems to me, that the updated
version of classical utilitarianism is the only ethical theory which consistently abides by the principle that moral issues must be decided by rational
tests and that moral behaviour itself is a special form of rational behaviour. I think it can be easily shown that all nonutilitarian theories of
4
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morality, including John Rawls's very influential'theory6 and several
others, at one point or another involve some highly irrational moral
choices, representing major departures from a rational pursuit of common
human and humane intereslS; which, in my view, is the very essence of
morality.
Yet, notwithstanding its very considerable intellectual accomplishments, classical utilitarianism was open to some major objections. The
most important step toward resolving most of these objections was taken
by Keynes's friend, the Oxford economist Harrod, who was the first to
point out the advantages of rule utilitarianism over act utilitarianism. 7 (But
he did not actually use this terminology. The terms 'act utilitarianism' and
'rule utilitarianism' were introduced only by Brandt. 8 ) Act utilitarianism is
the view that each individual act must be judged directly in terms of the
utilitarian criterion. Thus a morally right act is one that, in the situation
the actor is actually in, will maximise social utility. In contrast, rule
utilitarianism is the view that the utilitarian criterion must be applied, in
the first instance, not to in,dividual acts but rather to the basic general rules
governing these acts. Thus a morally right act is one that conforms to the
correct moral rule applicable to this sort of situation, whereas a correct
moral rule is that particular behavioural rule that would maximise social
utility if it were followed by'everybody in all social situations of this
particular type.
I will discuss the moral implications of these two versions of utilitarian
theory in section 9. As I will argue, only rule utilitarianism can explain
why a society will be better off if people's behaviour is constrained by a
network of moral rights and moral obligations which, barring extreme
emergencies, must not be violated on grounds of mere social-expediency
considerations. Prior to the emergence of rule-utilitarian theory, utilitarians could not convincingly. defend themselves against the accusation
that they were advocating a super-Machiavellistic morality, which permitted infringement of all individual rights and all institutional obligations in
the name of some narrowly defined social utility.
Virtually all the moral content of the ethical theory I' am going to
propose will come from these three intellectual traditions: Adam Smith's,
Kant's, and that of the utilitarian school. Yet it would not have been
possible to put all these pieces together into an intellectually satisfactory
theory of morality before the emergence, and without an extensive use, of
the modern theory of rational behaviour and, in particular, the modern
Rawls 1971. For a detailed critique of Rawls' theory, see Harsanyi 1975a. For a discussion
of some other nonutilitarian theories, see Harsanyi 1975c.
7 Harrod 1936.
8 Brandt 1959, pp. 369, 380.
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theory o~ ration~~ behaviour under risk and uncertainty, usually described
as BayesIan decIsIon theory. The Bayesian concept of rationality is a very
crucial ingredient of my theory.
2 Ethics as a branch of the general theory of rational
behaviour
I propose to argue that the emergence of modern decision theory has made
ethics into an organic part of the general theory of rational behaviour. The
concept of rational behaviour (practical rationality) is important in philosophy both in its own right and because of its close connection with
theoretical rationality. It plays a very important role also in the empirical
social sciences, mainly in economics but also in political science and in
sociology (at least in the more analytically-oriented versions of these two
disci~lines). What is more important for our present purposes, the concept
of r~~IOnal behaviour is the very foundation of the normative disciplines of
decIsIOn theory, of game theory, and (as I will argue) of ethics.
The concept of rational behaviour arises from the empirical fact that
hUI?an behaviour is to a large extent goal-directed behaviour. Basically,
ratIOnal behaviour is simply behaviour consistently pursuing some well
defined goals, and pursuing them according to some well defined set of
preferences or priorities.
We all know that, as a matter of empirical fact, even if human behaviour
is usually goal-directed, it is seldom sufficiently consistent in its goals and
in the priorities it assigns to its various goals, to approach the ideal of full
rationality. Nevertheless, in many fields of human endeavour - for ex~mple, in most areas of economic life, in many areas of politics (including
International politics), and in some other areas of social interaction h~man beha."~our does show sufficiently high degrees of rationality as to
gIve a. surpnSIng amount of explanatory and predictive power to some
analytIcal models postulating full rationality. (Of course, it is very possible
that we could further increase the explanatory and predictive power of our
theories if we paid closer attention to the actual limits of human rationality
and information-processing ability, in accordance with Simon's theory of
limited rationality.9)
Moreover, whether people actually do act rationally or not, they are
often int~rested in i.ncreasing the rationality of their behaviour; and they
are also mterested In the conceptual problem of what it· would actually
mean to act fully rationally in various situations. It is the task of the
normative disciplines of decision theory, game theory, and ethics to help

people to act more rationally and to give them a better understanding of
what rationality really is.
For reasons I will describe presently, I propose to consider these three
disciplines as parts of the s.ame general theory of rational behaviour. Thus
one part of this general th eory lO will be:
(1) The theory of individual rational behaviour, which itself comprises
the theories of rational behaviour
(IA) Under certainty,
(IB) Under risk (where all probabilities are known objective probabilities), and
(IC) Under uncertainty (where some or all probabilities are unknown,
and may be even undefined as objective probabilities).
(IA), (IB), and (Ie) together are often called utility theory while (IB)
and (1 C) together are called decision theory.
The two other branches of the general theory of rational behaviour both
deal with rational behaviour in a social setting. They are:
(2) Game theory, which is a theory of rational interaction between two
or more individuals, each of them rationally pursuing his own objectives
against the other individual(s) who rationally pursue(s) his (or their) own
objectives. Any individual's objectives may be selfish or unselfish, as
determined by his own utility function. (A nontrivial game situation can
arise just as easily among altruists as it can among egoists - as long as these
altruists are pursuing partly or wholly divergent altruistic goals.)
(3) Ethics, which is a theory of rational behaviour in the service of the
common interests of society as a whole.
I think it is useful to regard (1), (2), and (3) as branches of the same basic
discipline, for the following reasons:
(i) All three normative disciplines use essentially the same method. Each
starts out by defining rational behaviour in its own field either by some set
of axioms or by a constructive decision model. In either case, this initial
definition may be called the primary definition of rationality in this particular field. Then, from this primary definition, each derives a secondary
definition of rationality, which is usually much more convenient than the
primary definition in itself would be in its axiomatic or constructive form,
both for practical applications and for further philosophical analysis. For
example, in case (lA) the secondary definition of rationality is utility
maximisation - which is for many purposes a much more convenient
characterisation of rational behaviour under certainty than is its primary
definition in terms of the usual axioms (the complete preordering requirement and the continuity axiom).
10

9

See, for example, Simon 1960.
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In cases (1B) and (1 e), the secondary definition of rationality is expected-utility maximisation (with objective probability weights in case
(1B) and with subjective probability weights in case (Ie)).
In the game-theoretical case (2), the secondary definition is provided by
various game-the0retical solution concepts.
Finally, in the case of ethics (case (3)), as we will see, the secondary
definition of rationality (or of morality) is in terms of maximising the
average utility level of all individuals in the society.
This common method that these normative disciplines use represents a
unique combination of philosophical analysis and of mathematical
reasoning. In each case, a movement from the primary definition of
rationality to its secondary definition is a straightforward mathematical
problem. But discovery of an appropriate primary definition is always
essentially a philosophical - that is, a conceptual - problem (with the
possible exception of case (1A), where the philosophical dimension of the
problem seems to be less important). People familiar with research work in
these areas know the special difficulties that arise from this unusual
interdependence of philosophical and mathematical problems. These are
definitely not areas for people who prefer their mathematics without any
admixture of philosophy, or who prefer their philosophy without any
admixture of mathematics.
(ii) The axioms used by decision theory, game theory, and ethics are
mathematically very closely related. In all three disciplines they are based
on such mathematical properties as efficiency, symmetry, avoidance of
dominated strategies, continuity, utility maximisation, invariance with
respect to order-preserving linear utility transformations, etc.
(iii) Yet the most important link among the three disciplines lies in the
fact that recent work has made it increasingly practicable to reduce some
basic problems of game theory and of ethics partly or wholly to decisiontheoretical problems. II
3 The equiprobability model for moral value judgements
After the two introductory sections, I now propose to describe my theory
of morality. The basis of this theory is a model for moral value judgements.
Any moral value judgement is a judgement of preference, but it is a
judgement of preference of a very special kind. Suppose somebody tells us:
'I much prefer our capitalist system over any socialist system because
11

In game theory, one step in this direction has been a use of probability models for analysing
games with incomplete information (Harsanyi 1967-8). More recently, a decisiontheoretical approach to defining a solution for noncooperative games has been proposed
(Harsanyi 1975b), On uses of decision theory in ethics, see Harsanyi 1977.
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under our capitalist system I happen to be a millionaire a?d have a ve~y
satisfying life, whereas under a socialist system I ~o~ld b,e m all probabIlity at best a badly paid minor government offiCIal. T?IS may, be, a, very
reasonable judgement of pe~on~J preference from, hIS own mdlvldu~l
point of view. But nobody would call it a m~ral v,alue JudgeI?ent because It
would be obviously a judgement based pnmanly on self-mterest.
Compare this with a situation where somebo~y ,would exp~ess a
preference for the capitalist syste,m as agai~st the ~~clahst system WIthout
knowing in advance what particular socIal posltion he would occupy
under either system. To make it more precise, let us assume that he would
choose between the two systems under the assumption that, in either
system, he would have the same probability of occupying any o~e of ~he
available social positions. In this case, we could be sure that hIS chOlce
would be independent of morally irrelevant selfish considerations. Therefore his choice (or his judgement of preference) between the two systems
would now become a genuine moral value judgement.
Of course it is not really necessary that a person who wants to make a
moral asses~ment of the relative merits of capitalism and of socialism
should be literally ignorant of the actual social position that he does
occupy or would occup~y under each system. But it is, necessary t,hat he
should at least try his best to disregard this morally Irrelevant p~ece ~f
information when he is making his moral assessment. OtherWIse hIS
assessment will ~ot be a genuine moral value judgement but rather will be
merely a judgement of personal preference.
For short reference, the fictitious assumption of having the same probability of occupying any possible social positi~n will ?~ called the equiprobability postulate, whereas the entire precedmg declslOn model based on
this assumption will be called the equiprobability model of moral value
"
judgements.
,
We can better understand the implications of this model If we subject It
to decision-theoretical analysis. Suppose the society we are considering
consists of n individuals, numbered as individual 1, 2, ... ,n, according to
whether they would occupy the 1st (highest), 2nd (second highest), ... ,
nth (lowest) social position under a given social system. Let VI', V 2 , ••• ,
V denote the utility levels that individuals 1,2, ... ,n would enJoy under
thi~ system. The individual who wants to make a m~r~l valu~ judgement
about the relative merits of capitalism and of soclahsm WIll be called
individual i. By the equiprobability postulate, individual i will act i~ such a
way as if he assigned the same probability lin to his occupymg any
particu!ar social position and, therefore, to his utility reaching anyone of
,
."
the utility levels VI' V 2 , ••• , Vn·
Now, under the assumed conditions, according to BayeSIan declSlOn
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theory, a rational individual will always choose that particular social
system that would maximise his expected utility, that is, the quantity

(1)
representing the arithmetic mean of all individual utility levels in society.
We can express this conclusion also by saying that a rational individual
will always use this mean utility as his social welfare function; or that he
will be a utilitarian, who defines social utility as the mean of individual
utilities (rather than as their sum, as many utilitarians have done).12
Of course, this conclusion makes sense only if we assume that it is
mathematically admissible to add the utilities of different individuals, that
is, if we assume that interpersonal comparisons of utility represent a
meaningful intellectual operation. I will try to show that this is in fact the
case.
In describing this equiprobability model, I have assumed that individual
i, who is making a moral value judgement on the merits of the two
alternative social systems, is one of the n members of the society in
question. But exactly the same reasoning would apply if he were an
interested outsider rather than a member. Indeed, for some purposes it is
often heuristically preferable to restate the model under this alternative
assumption. Yet, once we do this, our model becomes a modern restatement of Adam Smith's theory of an impartially sympathetic observer. His
impartiality requirement corresponds to my equiprobability postulate,
whereas his sympathy requirement corresponds to my assumption that
individual i will make his choice in terms of interpersonal utility comparisons based on empathy with various individual members of society (see
section 5).
This equiprobability model of moral value judgements gives us both a
powerful analytical criterion and a very convenient heuristic criterion for
deciding practical moral problems. If we want to decide between two
alternative moral standards A and B, all we have to do is ask ourselves the
question, 'Would I prefer to live in a society conforming to standard A or
in a society conforming to standard B? - assuming I would not know in
advance what my actual social position would be in either society but
rather would have to assume to have an equal chance of ending up in any
one of the possible positions.'
12
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For most purposes the two definitions of social utility are mathematically equivalent. This
is always true when n, the number of people in society, can be regarded as a constant. The
two definitions, however, yield different decision criteria in judging alternative population
policies. In this latter case, in my view, the mean-utility criterion gives incomparably
superior results.
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Admittedly, this criterion - or any conceivable moral criterion - will
still leave each of us with the great moral responsibility, and the often very
difficult intellectual task, of actually choosing between these two alternative moral standards in terms of this criterion. But by using this criterion
we will know at least what the actual intellectual problem is that we are
trying to solve in choosing between them.
My equiprobability model was first published in 1953, and was extended in 1955.13 Vickrey had suggested a similar idea,14 but my work was
independent of his. Later John Rawls again independently proposed a very
similar model which he called the 'original position', based on the 'veil of
ignorance'. 15 But while my own model served as a basis for a utilitarian
theory, Rawls derived very non utilitarian conclusions from ?is own. Yet
the difference does not lie in the nature of the two models, whIch are based
on almost identical qualitative assumptions. Rather, the difference lies in
the decision-theoretical analysis applied to the two models. One difference
is that Rawls avoids, any use of numerical probabilities. But the main
difference is that Rawls makes the technical mistake of basing his analysis
on a highly irrational decision rule, the maximin principle, which was
fairly fashionable thirty years ago but which lost its attraction a few years
later when its absurd practical implications were realised. 16
Our model of moral value judgements can also be described as follows.
Each individual has two very different sets of preferences. On the one
hand, he has his personal preferences, which guide his everyday behaviour
and which are expressed in his utility function Ui. Most people's personal
preferences will not be completely selfish: But they will. assig? high~r
weights to their own interests and to the mteres~s of ~helr faml.ly, theIr
friends and other personal associates than they wIll aSSIgn to the mterests
of com~lete strangers. On the other hand, each individu~l will also ha~e
moral preferences which mayor may not have much mfluence on hIS
everyday behaviour but which will guide his thinking in those - possibly
very rare - moments when he forces a special impersonal and impartial
attitude, that is, a moral attitude, upon himself. His moral preferences, unlike his personal preferences, will by definition always. assign the same
weight to all individuals' interests, including his o,:n. These ~oral pr~f
erences will be expressed by his social-welfare function W;. TypIcally, dIfferent individuals will have very different utility functions Ui but, as can be
seen from Equation (1) above, in theory they will tend to have identical
social-welfare functions - but only if they agree in their factual assumpHarsanyi 1953 and 1955.
Vickrey 1945.
15 Rawls 1957; 1958; and 1971.
16 First by Radner and Marschak 1954, pp. 61-8. See also Harsanyi 1975a.
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tions on the nature of the individual utility functions V· and on the conversion rati?~ between ~ifferent individuals' utilities (as tdecided by interpersonal utIlIty comparIsons) - which, of course, may not be the case.
By definition, a moral value judgement is always an expression of one's
moral preferences. Any evaluative statement one may make will automatically lose its status of a moral value judgement if it is unduly influenced by
one's personal interests and personal preferences.

Axiom 1 implies that the personal preferences of each individual j (j = 1,
... , n) can be represented by a von Neumann-Morgenstern (=vNM)
utility function V;. Axiom 2 implies that the moral preferences of individual i can be represented by a social welfare function W;, which mathematically also has the nature of a vNM utility function. Finally, the three
axioms together imply the following theorem:
Theorem T. The social welfare function Wi of individual i must be of the
mathematical form:

4 An axiomatic justification for utilitarian theory

I now propose to present an alternative, this time axiomatic, justification
for utilitarian theory. This axiomatic approach yields a lesser amount of
philosophically interesting information about the nature of morality than
the equiprobability model does, but it has the advantage of being based on
m~ch weaker - almost trivial - philosophical assumptions. Instead of
usmg very specific philosophical assumptions about the nature of morality, it relies merely on Pareto optimality and on the Bayesian rationality
postulates.
We need three axioms:
Axiom 1: Individual rationality. The personal preferences of all n
individuals in society satisfy the Bayesian rationality postulates.1?
Axiom 2: Rationality of moral preferences. The moral preferences of at
least one individual, namely, individual i, satisfy the Bayesian rationality
postulates.
Axiom 3: Pareto optimality. Suppose that at least one individual j (j = 1,
... , n) personally prefers alternative A to alternative B, and that no
individual has an opposite personal preference. Then individual i will
morally prefer alternative A over alternative B.
Axiom 3 is a very weak and hardly objectionable moral postulate.
Axiom 1 is a rather natural rationality requirement. Axiom 2 is an equally
natural rationality requirement: in trying to decide what the common
interests of society are, we should surely follow at least as high standards
?f rationality as we follow (by Axiom 1) in looking after our own personal
mterests.
17

Most philoso~hers a~~ social scientists do not realise how weak the rationality postulates
are that Bayesian deCiSion theory needs for establishing the expected-utility maximisation
theor~m. As Ans~ombe and Aum.ann have shown (Anscombe and Aumann 1963), all we
ne~d IS the reqUlr~ment. of. conslste.nt preferences. (complete preordering), a continuity
aXiom, the sure-thmg pnnClple. (aVOidance of domli1ated strategies), and the requirement
that .our preferences for l~tt~nes should depend only on the possible prizes and on the
speCific ~andon: events d~CI.dmg the actu~l prize. (The ~ast requirement can be replaced by
appr~pnate aXIOms sp~cIfymg the behaVIOur of numencal probabilities within lotteries. In
the literature, these aXIOms are usually called 'notational conventions'.)
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(2)

n
Wi=.L a;U; with aj >0 for j=1, ... , n.
1=1

This result 18 can be strengthened by adding a fourth axiom:
Axiom 4: Symmetry. The social-welfare function Wi is a symmetric
function of all individual utilities. (That is, different individuals should be
treated equally.)
Using this axiom, we can conclude that

Equations(2) and (3) together are essentially equivalent to Equation(1).19
I realise that some people may feel uncomfortable with the rather
abstract philosophical arguments I used to justify my equiprobability
model. In contrast, the four axioms of the present section make only very
weak philosophical assumptions. They should appeal to everbody who
believes in Bayesian rationality, in Pareto optimality, and in equal treatment of all individuals. Yet these very weak axioms turn out to be
sufficient to entail a utilitarian theory of morality.
5 Interpersonal utility comparisons
In everyday life we make, or at least attempt to make, interpersonal utility
comparisons all the time. When we have only one nut left at the end of a
trip, we may have to decide which particular member of our family is in
greatest need of a little extra food. Again, we may give a book or a concert
ticket or a free invitation to a wine-tasting fair to one friend rather than to
another in the belief that the former would enjoy it more than the latter
would. I do not think it is the task "f a philosopher or a social scientist to
18
19

For proof, see Harsanyi 1955.
There is, however, the following difference. Equation (1) implies that social utility must be
defined as the mean of individual utilities rather than as their sum. In contrast, Equations
(2) and (3) do not favour either definition of social utility over its alternative.
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deny th~ obvious fact that people often feel quite capable of making such
compansons. Rather, his task is to explain how we ever managed to make
such comparisons - as well or as badly as we do make them.
Simple reflection will show that the basic intellectual operation in such
interp~rsonal comparisons is imaginative empathy. We imagine ourselves
to be In the shoes of another person, and ask ourselves the question, 'If I
were now really in his position, and had his taste, his education, his social
background, his cultural values, and his psychological make-up, then
what would now be my preferences between various alternatives and how
much satisfaction or dissatisfaction would I derive from any give~ alternative?' (An 'alternative' here stands for a given bundle of economic commodities plus a given position with respect to various noneconomic
variables, such as health, social status, job situation, family situation, etc.)
In other words, any interpersonal utility comparison is based on 'what I
will call the similarity postulate, to be defined as the assumption that, once
proper allowances have been made for the empirically given differences in
taste, education, etc., between me and another person, then it is reasonable
for me ~o as~ume that 0.ur basic psychological reactions to any given
alter~atlve wtll.be ?t~en:lse much the same. Of course, it is only too easy
to mIsapply thIS slmtlanty postulate. For instance, I may fail to make
pr~per ~llowances for differences in our tastes, and may try to judge the
satls~actIOn th.at. a devoted fi~h eater derives from eating fish in terms of my
own mtense dIslIke for any kmd of sea food. Of course, sensible people will
seldom make such an obvious mistake. But they may sometimes make
much subtler mistakes of the same fundamental type.
In general, if we have enough information about a given person, and
make a real effort to attain an imaginative empathy with him, we can
probably make reasonably good estimates of the utilities and dlisutilities he
would obtain from various alternatives. But if we have little information
about him, our estimates may be quite wrong.
In any case, utilitarian theory does not involve the assumption that
people are very good at making interpersonal utility comparisons. It
Involves only the assumption that, in many cases, people simply have to
make such comparisons in order to make certain moral decisions - however badly they may make them. If I am trying to decide which member of
~y fa~ily is in gre.atest need of food, I may sometimes badly misjudge the
situatIOn. But I SImply have to make some decision. I cannot let all
members of my family go hungry because I have philosophical scruples
about interpersonal comparisons and cannot make up my mind.
~evert~eless, interpersonal utility comparisons do pose important
phtl~sophlcal problems. In particular, they pose the problem that they
reqmre us to use what I have called the similarity postulate. Yet this
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postulate, by its very nature, is not open to any direct empirical test. I may
very well assume that different people will have similar psychological
feelings about any given situation, once differences in their tastes, educations, etc. have been alloweCl £01". But I can never verify this assumption
by direct observation since I have no direct access to their inner
feelings.
Therefore, the similarity postulate must be classified as a nonempirical a
priori postulate. But, of course, interpersonal utility comparisons are by
no means unique among empirical hypotheses in their dependence on such
nonempirical postulates. In actual fact, whenever we choose among
alternative empirical hypotheses, we are always dependent on some
nonempirical choice criteria. This is so because the empirical facts are
always consistent with infinitely many alternative hypotheses, and the
only way we can choose among them is by using a priori nonempirical
choice criteria, such as simplicity, parsimony, preference for the 'least
arbitrary' hypothesis, etc.
Our similarity postulate is a nonempirical postulate of the same general
type. Its intuitive justification is that, if two individuals show exactly
identical behaviour - or, if they show different behaviour but these differences in their observable behaviour have been properly allowed for then it will be a completely arbitrary and unwarranted assumption to
postulate some further hidden and unobservable differences in their
psychological feelings.
We use this similarity postulate not only in making interpersonal utility
comparisons but also in assigning other people human feelings and conscious experiences at all. From a purely empirical point of view, a world in
which I would be the only person with real conscious experiences while all
other people were mindless robots would be completely indistinguishable
from our actual world where all individuals with human bodies are
conscious human beings. (Indeed, even a world in which I alone would
exist, and all other people as well as the whole physical universe would be
merely my own dream - solipsism - would be empirically indistinguishable from the world we actually live in.) When we choose the assumption that we actually live in a world populated by millions of other human
beings, just as real and just as conscious as we are ourselves, then we are
relying on the same similarity postulate. We are essentially saying that,
given the great basic similarity among different human beings, it would be
absurd to postulate fundamental hidden differences between them by
making one person a conscious human being while making the others
mere robots, or by making one person real while making the others mere
dream figures. (Strictly speaking, we cannot exclude the possibility that
somebody who looks human will turn out to be an unfeeling robot; but we
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have no scientific or moral justification to treat him like a robot before the
evidence for his being a robot becomes overwhelming.)
There is no logical justification for using the similarity postulate to reject
th.e hypothesis that oth~r people are mere robots (or mere dream figures)
yet to resist interpersonal utility comparisons based on the very same
similarity postulate. It is simply illogical to admit that other people do
have feelings and, therefore, do derive some satisfaction from a good meal
in the same way we do; yet to resist the quantitative hypothesis that the
amount of satisfaction they actually obtain from a good dinner - that is,
the personal importance they attach to a good dinner - must be much the
same as it is in our own case, after proper allowances have been made for
differences in our tastes, in the food requirements of our bodies, in our
state of health, etc. A willingness to make interpersonal comparisons is no
more than an admission that other people are just as real as we are, that
they share a common humanity with us, and that they have the same basic
capacity for satisfaction and for dissatisfaction, in spite of the undeniable
individual differences that exist between us in specific detail.
The long-standing opposition by many philosophers and social scientists to interpersonal utility comparisons goes back to the early days of
logical positivism, when the role of nonempirical a priori principles, like
the similarity postulate, in a choice among alternative empirical hypotheses was very poorly understood. We owe an immense intellectual debt to
the logical positivists for their persistent efforts to put philosophy on truly
scientific foundations by combining strict empiricism with the strict
mathematical rigour of modern logic. But there is no denying that many of
their specific philosophical views were badly mistaken, and that they had
little appreciation in their early period for the importance of a priori
principles and, more generally, for the importance of theoretical ideas in
empirical science.
One would think that after so many years the time had come to escape
the narrow confines of a long-obsolete logical-positivist orthodoxy and to
have a fresh look at the problem of interpersonal utility comparisons.
6 The use of von Neumann-Morgenstern utility functions
The utilitarian theory I have proposed makes an essential use of von
Neumann-Morgenstern (= vNM) utility functions. Many critics have
argued that any use of vNM utility functions is inappropriate, because
they merely express people's attitudes toward gambling, and these attitudes have no moral significance. 2o This objection is based on a rather
common misinterpretation of vNM utility functions. These utility func20
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tions do express people's attitudes to risk taking (in gambling, buying
insurance, investing and other similar activities). But they do not merely
register these attitudes; rather, they try to explain them in terms of the
relative importance (relative utility) people attach to possible gains and to
possible losses of money or of other economic or noneconomic assets.
For example, suppose that Mr X is willing to pay $5 for a lottery ticket
that gives him a 111,000 chance of winning $1,000. Then we can explain
his willingness to gamble at such very unfavourable odds as follows. He
must have an unusually high utility for winning $1,000, as compared with
his dis utility for losing $5. In fact, even though the ratio of these two
money amounts is only 1,000 : 5 = 200 : 1, the ratio of the corresponding
utility anddisutility must be at least 1,000 : 1. (If we know Mr X's
personal circumstances, then we will often be able to carry this explanation one step - or several steps - further. For instance, we may know that
his strong desire for winning $1,000 arises from the fact that he needs the
money for a deposit on a badly needed car, or for some other very
important large and indivisible expenditure; while his relative unconcern
about losing $5 is due to the fact that such a loss would not seriously
endanger his ability; to pay for his basic necessities - food, lodging, etc. 21 )
In other words, even though a person's vNM utility function is always
estimated in terms of his behaviour under risk and uncertainty, the real
purpose of this estimation procedure is to obtain cardinal..:utility measures
for the relative personal importance he assigns to various economic (and
noneconomic) alternatives.
No doubt, since social utility is defined in terms of people's vNM utility
functions, our utilitarian theory will tend to assign higher social priorities
to those individual desires for which people are willing to take considerable risks in order to satisfy them. But this is surely as it should be.
Other things being equal, we should give higher social priorities to intensely felt human desires; and one indication that somebody feels strongly about a particular desired objective is his willingness to take sizable risks
to attain it. For example, if a person is known to have risked his life in
order to obtain a university education (e.g., by escaping from a despotic
government which had tried to exclude him from all higher education),
then we can take this as a reasonably sure sign of his attaching very high
personal importance (very high utility) to such an education; and I cannot
see anything wrong with our assigning high social priority to helping him
to such an education on the basis of this kind of evidence.
21

Fundamentally, any explanation of why a given person's vNM utility function has any
specific shape and, in particular, why its convex and concave segments are distributed in
the way they are, will be typically in terms of substitution and complementarity relations
among the commodities consumed by him. Mathematically, indivisible commodities are a
special case of complementarity.
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7 Preference utilitarianism, hedonism, ideal utilitarianism, and
the question of irrational preferences
The utilitarian theory I have proposed defines social utility in terms of
individual utilities, and defines each person's utility function in terms of
his personal preferences. Thus, in the end, social utility is defined in terms
of people's personal preferences. This approach may be called preference
utilitarianism. It is not the same approach that was used by the nineteenthcentury utilitarians. They were hedonists (hedonistic utilitarians), and
defined both social utility and individual utility functions in terms of
feelings of pleasure and pain. A third approach, called ideal utilitarianism,
was proposed by the Cambridge philosopher Moore, who defined both
social utility and individual utilities in tenus of amounts of 'mental states
of intrinsic worth', such as the mental states involved in philosophy,
science, aesthetic appreciation of works of art, experiences of personal
friendship, etc,22
Both hedonistic and ideal utilitarianism are open to serious objections.
The former presupposes a now completely outdated hedonistic psychology. It is by no means obvious that all we do we do only in order to attain
pleasure and to avoid pain. It is at least arguable that in many cases we are
more interested in achieving some objective state of affairs than we are
interested in our own subjective feelings of pleasure and pain that may
result from achieving it. It seems that when I give a friend a present my
main purpose is to give him pleasure rather than to give pleasure to myself
(though this may very well be a secondary objective). Even if I want to
accomplish something for myself, it is by no means self-evident that my
main purpose is to produce some feelings of pleasure in myself, and it is not
the actual accomplishment of some objective condition, such as having a
good job, solving a problem, or winning a game, etc. In any case, there IS
no reason whatever why any theory of morality should try to prejudge the
issue whether people are always after pleasure or whether they also have
other objectives.
As to ideal utilitarianism, it is certainly not true as an empirical observation that people's only purpose in life is to have 'mental states of intrinsic
worth'. But if this is not in fact the case, then it is hard to see how we could
prove that, even though they may not in fact act in this way, this is how
they should act. Moreover, the criteria by which 'mental states of intrinsic
worth' can be distinguished from other kinds of mental states are extremely unclear. (Moore's own theory that they differ from other mental
states in having some special 'nonnatural qualities' is a very unconvincing
II

Moore 1903.
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old-fashioned metaphysical assumption lacking any kind of supporting
evidence.)
More fundamentally, preference utilitarianism is the only form of utilitarianism consistent with the important philosophical principle of
preference autonomy. By this I mean the principle that, in deciding what is
good and what is bad for a given individual, the ultimate criterion can only
be his own wants and his own preferences. To be sure, as I will myself
argue below, a person may irrationally want something which is very 'bad
for him'. But, it seems to me, the only way we can make sense of such a
statement is to interpret it as a claim to the effect that, in some appropriate
sense, his own preferences at some deeper level are inconsistent with what
he is now trying to achieve.
Any sensible ethical theory must make a distinction between rational
wants and irrational wants, or between rational preferences and irrational
preferences. It would be absurd to assert that we have the same moral
obligation to help other people in satisfying their utterly unreasonable
wants as we have to help them in satisfying their very reasonable desires.
Hedonistic utilitarianism and ideal utilitarianism have no difficulty in
maintaining this distinction. They can define rational wants simply as ones
directed toward objects having a real ability to produce pleasure, or a real
ability to produce 'mental states of intrinsic worth'; and they can define
irrational wants as ones directed toward objects lacking this ability. But it
may appear that this distinction is lost as soon as hedonistic and ideal
utilitarianism are replaced by preference utilitarianism.
In actual fact, there is no difficulty in maintaining this distinction even
without an appeal to any other standard than an individual's own personal preferences. All we have to do is to distinguish between a person's
manifest preferences and his true preferences. His manifest preferences are
his actual preferences as manifested by his observed behaviour, including
preferences possibly based on erroneous factual beliefs, or on careless
logical analysis, or on strong emotions that at the moment greatly hinder
rational choice. In contrast, a person's true preferences are the preferences
he would have if he had all the relevant factual information, always
reasoned with the greatest possible care, and were in a state of mind most
conducive to rational choice. Given this distinction, a person's rational
wants are those consistent with his true preferences and, therefore, consistent with all the relevant factual information and with the best possible
logical analysis of this information, whereas irrational wants are those
that fail this test.
In my opinion, social utility must be defined in terms of people's true
preferences rather than in terms of their manifest preferences. But, while it
is only natural to appeal from a person's irrational preferences to his
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underlying 'true' preferences, we must always use his own preferences in
some suitable way as our final criterion in judging what his real interests
are and what is really good for him.
8 Exclusion of antisocial preferences
I have argued that, in defining the concept of social utility, people's
irrational preferences must be replaced by what I have called their true
preferences. But I think we have to go even further than this: some
preferences, which may very well be their 'true' preferences under my
definition, must be altogether excluded from our social-utility function. In
particular, we must exclude all clearly antisocial preferences, such as
sadism, envy, resentment, and malice. 23
According to utilitarian .theory, the fundamental basis of all our moral
commitments to other people is a general goodwill and human sympathy.
But no amount of goodwill to individual X can impose the moral obligation on me to help him in hurting a third person, individual Y, out of sheer
sadism, ill will, or malice. Utilitarian ethics makes all of us members of the
same moral community. A person displaying ill will toward others does
remain a remember of this community, but not with his whole personality.
That part of his personality that harbours these hostile antisocial feelings
must be excluded from membership, and has no claim for a hearing when
it comes to defining our concept of social utility.24
9 Rule utilitarianism vs. act utilitarianism
Just as in making other moral decisions, in choosing between rule utilitarianism and act utilitarianism the basic question we have to ask is this:
Which version of utilitarianism will maximise social utility? Will society
be better off under one or the other? This test very clearly gives the
advantage to rule utilitarianism.
In an earlier paper25 I proposed the following decision-theoretical model
fOl" studying the moral implications of the two utilitarian theories. The
For a contrary view, see Smart 1961, pp. 16-17.
The German neo-Kantian utilitarian philosopher Leonard Nelson proposed a distinction
between legitimate and illegitimate personal interests (Nelson 1917-32). He argued that
the only interests we are morally obliged to respect are legitimate interests. Thus, under his
theory, exclusion of antisocial preferences from our concept of social utility is merely a
special case of the general principle of disregarding all illegitimate interests. Unfortunately,
Nelson did not offer any clear formal criterion for defining legitimate and illegitimate
interests. But it seems to me that a really satisfactory theory of legitimate and illegitimate
interests would be a major step forward in utilitarian moral philosophy. Yet discussion of
this problem must be left for another occasion. (The reference to Nelson's work lowe to
Reinhard Selten.)
25 Harsanyi 1977.
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problem we wa.n~ to consider is that of making moral decisions, that is, the
~robl~m of deC1dm~ wh~t the morally right action is in a given situation or
ill a giverNiass of SituatIOns. In actual fact, analytically it is preferable to
redefine this problem as one of choosing a morally right strategy. Here the
term 'strategy' has its usual decision-theoretical and game-theoretical
meaning. Thus a strategy is a mathematical function assigning a specific
action to any possible situation, subject to the requirement that, if the
agent has insufficient information to distinguish one situation from
another, then any strategy of his must assign the same specific action to
both ~ituation~. (In technical language, all choice points belonging to the
samemforma~I?n ~et must h~ve the same specific action assigned to them.)
The tw~ ~tIhtanan theones use different decision rules in solving this
mor~l ~eC1~IOn problem. For both theories, a moral decision problem is a
maxlmlsatI~n p~~blem involving maximisation of the same quantity,
~amely, soc1~1 utIlIty. But the two theories impose very different mathematical constramts on this maximisation problem. An act-utilitarian moral
agent assumes ~~at t?e strategies of all other moral agents (including those
of all ot~er utIlItanan agents) are given and that his task is merely to
choose. hiS own strategy so as to maximise social utility when all other
strategies are kept constant. In contrast, a rule-utilitarian moral agent will
regard not only his own strategy but also the strategies of all other
r~le-utilitarian agents as variables to be determined during the maximisatIOn process so as to maximise social utility. For him this maximisation
process is subject to two mathematical constraints: one is that the
st~ategies to be chosen for all rule-utilitarian agents must be identical
(smce, by th~ definition of rule utilitarianism, all rule-utilitarian agents are
alwaysreq~llred to follow the same general moral rules); the other is that
th~ strategI.es of all nonutilitarian agents must be regarded as given. (On
thIS last pomt both utilitarian theories agree: people known not to believe
in ~ utilitaria~ p~iloso~hy cannot be expected to choose their strategies by
trymg to maxlmIs.e.soc.Ial utility,. They may follow traditional morality, or
some. other nonutIhtanan moraltty, or may simply follow self-interest, etc.
But, m. any case, for the purposes of a utilitarian decision problem, their
strategIes ~ust be re~arded as being given from outside of the system.)
These differences m the decision rules used by the two utilitarian
theories, and in particular the different ways they define the constraints for
the. utilitarian. ma~im~sati?n problem, have important practical implicatIOns. One ImplIcatIOn IS that rule utilitarianism is in a much better
position to organise cooperation and strategy coordination among different people (coordination effect).
For;'example, consider the problem of voting when there is an important
measure on the ballot but when voting involves some minor incon-
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venience. Suppose there are 1,000 voters strongly favouring the measure,
but it can be predicted with reasonable certainty that there will also be 800
negative votes. The measure will pass if it obtains a simple majority of all
votes cast. How will the two utilitarian theories handle this problem?
First suppose that all 1,000 voters favouring the measure are act utilitarians. Then each of them will take the trouble to vote only if he thinks that
his own vote will be decisive in securing passage of the measure, that is, if
he expects exactly 800 other people favouring the measure to vote (since in
this case his own vote will be needed to provide the 801 votes required for
majority). But of course each voter will know that it is extremely unlikely
that his own vote will be decisive in this sense. Therefore, most actutilitarian voters will not bother to vote, and the measure will fail, possibly
with disastrous consequences for their society.
In contrast, if the 1,000 voters favouring the measure are rule utilitarians, then all of them will vote (if mixed strategies are no~permitted). This
is so because the rule-utilitarian decision rule will allow them a choice only
between two admissible strategies: one requiring everybody to vote and
the other requiring nobody to vote. Since the former will yield a higher
social utility, the strategy chosen by the rule-utilitarian criterion will be for
everybody to vote. As this example shows, by following the rule-utilitarian
decision rule people can achieve successful spontaneous cooperation in
situations where this could not be done by adherence to the act-utilitarian
decision rule (or at least where this could not be done without explicit
agreement on coordinated action, and perhaps without an expensive
organisation effort).
Though in some situations this coordination effect may be quite important, it seems to me that the main advantage of rule utilitarianism over act
utilitarianism really lies in a different direction, namely, in its ability to
take proper account of the implications that alternative systems of possible
moral rules would have for people's expectations and incentives (expectation and incentive effects).
For example, consider the problem of keeping promises. Traditional
morality says that promises should be kept, with a possible exception of
cases where keeping a promise would impose excessive hardship on the
promise maker (or perhaps on third persons). In contrast, act utilitarianism would make the breaking of a promise morally permissible whenever
this would yield a slightly higher social utility - perhaps because of
unexpected changes in the circumstances - than keeping of the promise
would yield. But this would greatly reduce the social benefits associated
with the making of promises as an institution. It would make it rather
uncertain in most cases whether any given promise would be kept. People
would be less able to form definite expectations about each other's future
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behaviour and would have a general, feeling of insecurity about the future.
Moreover, this uncertainty would greatly reduce their incentives to engage
in various socially very useful activities on the expectation that promises
given to them would be kept. (For instance, they would become much less
willing to perform useful services for other people for promised future
rewards.)
As compared with act utilitarianism, rule utilitarianism will be much
closer to traditional morality in maintaining that promises should be kept,
subject only to rather rare exceptions. An act utilitarian always asks the
question, 'Would this one act of possible promise breaking increase or
decrease social utility?' In contrast, a rule utilitarian has to ask, 'What
particular moral rule for promise keeping would maximise social utility?'
As a result, an act utilitarian can consider the socially unfavourable
effects of promise breaking only to the extent that these have the nature of
causal consequences of individual acts of promise breaking. No doubt, one
act of promise breaking already will somewhat reduce people's trust in
promises, but normally this effect will be quite small. In contrast, a rule
utilitarian can also consider the causal consequences of a general practice
of repeated promise breaking. But, more importantly, he can also consider
the noncausal logical implications of adopting a moral rule permitting
many easy. exceptions to promise keeping.
More particularly, he will always have to ask the question, 'What would
be the social implications of adopting a moral rule permitting that promises should be broken under conditions A, B, C, etc. - assuming that all
members of the society would know 26 that promise breaking would be
permitted under these conditions?' Thus he will always have to balance the
possible direct benefits of promise breaking in some specific situations
against the unfavourable expectation and incentive effects that would
arise if people knew in advance that in these situations promises would not
be kept. In other words, rule utilitarianism not only enables us to make a
rational choice among alternative possible general rules for defining
morally desirable behaviour. Rather, it also provides a rational test for
determining the exceptions to be permitted from these rules.
Limitations of space do not allow me to discuss the moral implications
of rule utilitarianism here in any greater detail. 27 It can be shown, however,
that rule utilitarianism comes fairly close to traditional morality in recognising the importance of social institutions which establish a network of
In trying to evaluate a possible moral rule from a rule-utilitarian point of view, we must
always assume that everybody would know the content of this moral rule. This is so because
in principle everybody can always find out by direct computation what particular set of
moral (ules (i.e., what particular moral strategy) is optimal in terms of the rule-utilitarian
criterion.
17 But see Harsanyi 1977.
26
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moral rights and of moral obligations among different people in society;
and in maintaining that these rights and obligations must not be infringed
upon on grounds of immediate social utility, with the possible exception of
some very rare and very special cases. (The main social advantages of such
stable rights and stable obligations, once more, lie in their beneficial
expectation and incentive effects.) But of course we cannot expect that the
rule-utilitarian criterion would confirm traditional views on these matters
in all particulars.
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What this means analytically is that, apart from the social utility W we
assign to the outcome of any given activity, we must also assign some
procedural utility V > 0 to our having a free personal choice among
alternative activities. Suppose we have to choose between two alternative
strategies S'~ and S'~ ':. likely to yield the outcome utilities W':' and W'~ ':',
with W':' > W'~'~. Then classical utilitarianism would select strategy S'~ as
the only morally permissible strategy. But, it seems to me, we must
recognise S'~'~ as being an equally permissible strategy, provided that
W'~'~ + V~ W>:·.

10 The utility of free personal choice
As Rawls has rightly pointed out,28 traditional utilitarianism tries to
impose unreasonably strict moral standards on us, because it requires us to
choose every individual action of ours so as to maximise social utility.
Thus, if I feel like reading a book for entertainment, I must always ask
myself whether my time could not be more usefully devoted to looking
after the poor, or to converting some as yet unconverted colleagues to
utilitarianism, or to taking part in some other socially beneficial project,
etc. The only ways I could possibly justify my taking out time for reading
this book would be to argue that reading it would givt: me exceptionally
high direct utility (so as to exceed any social utility I could possibly
produce by alternative activities), or that my reading the book would have
great instrumental utility - for example, by restoring my temporarily
depleted mental and physical energy for future socially very beneficial
activities.
There is obviously something wrong with this moral choice criterion. It
is not hard to see where the problem lies. Any reasonable utilitarian theory
must recognise that people assign a nonnegligible positive utility to free
personal choice, to freedom from unduly burdensome moral standards
trying to regulate even the smallest details of their behaviour. Suppose we
could choose between a society with the highest possible moral standards,
regulating every minute of our waking lives in full detail, and a society
with somewhat more relaxed moral standards, leaving us a reasonable
amount of free choice in planning our everyday activities. It is very
possible (though it is by no means certain) that, by imposing much stricter
standards, the former society would attain higher levels of economic and
cultural achievement than the latter would. Nevertheless, many of us
might very well prefer to live in the latter society - at least if the differences
in the economic and cultural standards between the two societies were not
unduly large.
28

Rawls 1971, p. 117.

11 Conclusion
I have tried to show that there is a unique rational answer to the philosophical question, 'What is morality?' I have argued that, by answering
this question, we obtain a very specific decision rule for choosing between
alternative possible moral codes.
Even if this conclusion is accepted, this will not mean that practical
moral problems from now on will become simply matters of solving some
well-defined mathematical maximisation problems. Solving such problems will always involve extremely important questions of personal judgement ~ecause we have to use our own best judgement whenever we lack
completely reliable factual information about some of the relevant
variables. We will often lack reliable i,nformation about other people's
manifest preferences and, even more so, about their true preferences. Our
interpersonal utility comparisons may also be based on insufficient information, etc.
But the most fundamental source of uncertainty in our moral decisions
will always lie in our uncertainty about the future, including our uncertainty about the future effects of our present policies, both in the short run
and in the long run. It seems to me that careful analysis will almost
invariably show that the most important source of moral and political
disagreements among people of goodwill lies in divergent judgements
about future developments and about the future consequences of alternative policies.
I have tried to show that an updated version of classical utilitar'ianism is
the only ethical theory consistent with both the modern theory of rational
behaviour and a full commitment to an impartially sympathetic humanitarian morality.
On the other hand, neither the concept of rationality alone, nor a
commitment to a humanitarian morality alone, could yield a useful ethical
theory. 'Rather, we need a combination of both. As I have argued in
discussing Rawls's theory, even the best intuitive insight into the nature of
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morality will yield a highly unsatisfactory ethical theory if these insights
are conjoined with a highly irrational decision rule like the maximin
principle. Conversely, even the most careful analysis of the concept of
rationality cannot show that rationality entails a commitment to a
humanitarian morality.
Kant believed that morality is based on a categorical imperative so that
anybody who is willing to listen to the voice of reason must obey the
commands of morality. But I do not think he was right. All we can prove
by rational arguments is that anybody who wants to serve our common
human interests in a rational manner must obey these commands. In other
words, all we can prove are hypothetical imperatives of the form: 'If you
want to act in a way that an impartially sympathetic observer would
approve of, then do such and such', or: 'If you want your behaviour to
satisfy the axioms ... then do such and such.'29 But I do not think that this
negative conclusion is a real setback for moral philosophy, or has any
important practical implications at all. As a practical matter, all of us have
always known that rational discussion about moral issues is possible only
between people who share some basic moral commitments, such as a
common interest in a truly humanitarian morality.
Let me end with a disclaimer. I think the utilitarian theory I have
described in principle covers all interpersonal aspects of morality. But I do
not think it covers all morality. There are some very important moral
obligations it fails to cover because they are matters of individual morality
and of individual rationality. Perhaps the most important such obligation
is that of intellectual honesty, that is, the duty to seek the truth and to
accept the truth as far as it can be established - regardless of any possible
positive or negative social utility this truth may have. (Telling the truth to
others may be constrained by tact, respect for other people's feelings, or
commitments to secrecy, etc. But admitting the truth to ourselves is not.)
Intellectual honesty requires us to accept even very unpleasant truths
rather than withdraw into a dream world or a fool's paradise based on
self-deception. It also requires us to accept wholeheartedly the truth that
we are not alone in this world but rather share a common human nature
with many millions of others. Acceptance of this particular truth is, of
course, not merely a matter of theoretical rationality; rather, it is also the
intellectual basis of all social morality.
29

Harsanyi 1958.

* The author wants to thank the National Science Foundation for supporting this research
through Grant Soc 77-06394 to the Center for Research in Management Science, University of California, Berkeley.
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So~e economists, when evaluating alternative economic policies, are utilitanans. At any rate they look at something they call the total utility of the
outcome. This paper is intended to argue in favour of this procedure.2 It
may be as well first to exemplify it.
An interesting question is how much income ought to be redistributed
from th?se with high wages and salaries to those with low wages. To
answe~ It, one ~an set ~p a model in which each individual's utility is a
numencal functIOn of hIS net income, after taxes and subsidies and of the
q~~ntity of labour he supplies. Each individual, supposedly kn~wing how
hIS Income ?epends on the labour he supplies, decides how much to supply
by ~~mputIng what will maximise his utility. All these labour supply
d~CISI?nS taken toget?e~ determine the output of the economy. A redistnbutIve system, conSIstIng of taxes and subsidies, is feasible provided that
the out?ut of th~ economy is sufficient to provide for public and private
expendItures, pnvate expenditures being determined by private net incomes. The object of the exercise is to find which feasible redistributive
system yields the greatest total utility.
This is not the place to defend ,the simplifications of such an economic
analysis, far less to discuss how it might be improved. Even within the
model outlined, assumptions as to the kinds of taxes and subsidies that are
possible have a substa~tial effect on the results. I shall want to return to
A public lectu.re with the same title was given at University College, London, in February
1977. The mam arguments were the same, but it is doubtful whether there are any common
sentences: Nev~rtheless I am grate~ul for that invitation and the opportunity it provided to
attempt to artIculate an economIst's defence of utilitarian methods as used in much
contempor~ry w~lfare economics. I should like to acknowledge valu~ble discussions on
these questlOn~ WIth J. R. Broome, P. A. Diamond, and A. K. Sen, and their comments on the
first draft of thIS paper. Comments by P. S. Dasgupta and Q. R. D. Skinner were also useful.
2 Th~re ha~e. ?een so many p~pers presenting versions of utilitarianism, or defending it
agamst cn.tI.cIsm (many of whIch I have read only cursorily or not at all), that it is hard to
d~fend wntmg another. But there ar~ dif~erences of emphasis from the major statement by
VIckrey (1960), and m~re substantIal dIfferences from Harsanyi (1953, 1955, and later
boo~s), Qoth of.whom ~ltscuss these matters from the point of view of economic problems.
T.akmg that pomt of VIew, I found that I wanted to deal with a number of matters not
dIscussed by Hare (1976) and Smart (1973) in their statements.
1
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this aspect later, by way of illustration. The first issue is whether it is
possible to specify numerical utility functions, in order to carry out such an
.
analysis of redistributive policies.
The utility functions are partly tied down by the assumptlOn that
individuals' labour supplies are determined by utility maximisation.
Observations on labour supply behaviour can therefore provide some
check on the correctness of the utility functions; but only to a limited
extent. Many distinct utility functions predict the same behaviour. When
choosing a particular specification, do economists believe they are tal~ing
about quantities of pleasure less pain? If so, they.show remarkably ht~le
interest in devising methods of actually measunng pleasure and pam.
Edgeworth's ingenious suggestion that an absolute unit of utility is provided by the smallest perceptible change for the better has not found much
favour.3 I shall want to return to the question why this is not an acceptable
measure of utility - as I think it is not - despite being the only one that
seems to provide an objective basis for interpersonally comparable
measurement.
.
Sen in a recent discussion of utilitarianism (1979b), says, that he will
take '~tility ... to stand for a person's conception of his own ~el~-being', a
formulation which, though adopted specifically to emphasIse ItS factu~l
character, might be accepted by many economists as an a.dequate defin~
tion. But on one count it is not acceptable; and on another It may not be, If
its meaning is made more precise. In the first plac~ a person's .own c?nception of his well-being should not always determm~, other thmgs bem~
equal, the outcome for him. In the economic ana~ysls sketched above, It
was assumed that it should: that assumption mIght be wrong. People
sometimes have mistaken conceptions of their well-being. At least the conception must somehow be purified of obvious ~rrors of f~r~s~ght or memory. More, one ought to be willing to entertam the p?ss~b~hty that son:e
experiences are not usually correctly val~ed by the mdlvldual: that, m
certain respects, people do not know what IS good for them. For ex~mple,
it has been claimed that many give too little weight to future expenences.
Provided that the modification of measured well-being thus contemplated
is empirically based, it is surely conven.ient to. let the term 'utili~y' describe
the well-being rather than the conception of It. Sen would, I thmk, reg~rd
this as too elastic a definition of 'utility', and prefers to make the same kmd
of point by saying that non-utility information abo~t outco.n:es .is sometimes relevant· though he would go further and allow non-utlhty mformation' that is n~t simply empirical evidence as to what is in fact a person's
3
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Edgeworth (1881) was very clear that one must provide an operational de~nitiot;t ~f utility.
Sen (1970a, Chapter 7) gives references, and. adds .to the ~tock of negatIve OpInIOns. Ng
(1975) has analysed the possibilities further In an InterestIng way.
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well-being. At any rate, I would use 'utility' in a wider sense, and think that
other economists sometimes do tOO.4
Sen is right to emphasise the factual nature of utility. Yet his definition
does not help one understand how it might be numerically measured. This
is the second count on which the definition may not be acceptable. It is
precisely the difficulty Utilitarians have in explaining how their method for
evaluating outcomes could be effected in specific instances, so as to yield
definite conclusions, that makes many people sceptical of the method. As
far as I can see, there is one and only one way in which measurability of
utility can be achieved. A person who conceives of himself in two alternative states can have preferences regarding different combinations of outcomes for himself in these states. He can arbitrarily fix two very similar
. outcomes A and B in state 1 as the standards of comparison, A being
assigned zero utility and B unit utility. The utility difference between
outcomes P and Q in state 2 is taken to be unity if he is indifferent between
the combinations (A,Q) and (B,P). In this way the relative utility of all
outcomes in state 2 can be calibrated, to within the standard of accuracy
given by the degree of similarity of A and B. To calibrate utility in state 1,
the same procedure is used, with particular P and Q in state 2 as the
standard outcomes.
This must be what economic Utilitarians have usually had· in mind.
Ways of calibrating utility that are equivalent to it are to be found in the
writings of Irving Fisher, Paul Samuelson, William Vickrey, and John
Harsanyi, among many others. s For the method to be satisfactory, it is
necessary:
(1) to identify situations in which individuals express preferences
among outcomes for alternative selves; and to show that the observer
should always deduce essentially6 the same utility function if he applies the
method with different standard outcomes, or to different situations in
which there is choice on behalf of alternative selves;
(2) to show how the utility function obtained allows inter-personal
comparability; and
(3) to explain why this way of measuring utility leads to a way of
evaluating alternative economic outcomes that has moral force.
In what follows, I endeavour to deal with these issues. Then I discuss
Sen (1970a p.98, 16) has remarked on the way that economists customarily extend the
meaning of 'utility', as compared to the classical Utilitarians. Indeed, most economists
recognise that the psychological tqeory on which Utilitarianism was first based is incorrect.
The term 'utility' is still used to suggest that, in many ways, it can be used as Bentham
used it.
s Fisher 1'927, Samuelson 1937, Vickrey 1945, Harsanyi 1953.
6 I.e. apart from addition of a constant of multiplication by a positive constant, transformations that evidently do not matter.
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~references about consumption in any two states, taken together, are
mde~endent of what he may be planning for other states. Thus one

some implications, and deal sketchily with some possible objections. The
paper concludes with a summary.

reqUIres' a stronger f?rmulation of the principle that what is going to

~appen at anot?er time, or under different circumstances, should be
Ign.o~ed, exce~t.msofa~ as memory, anticipation, and so on, are affected.
Th~s IS an empIrIcal cla.lm, but one thatis not, or, at any rate, not entirely, a
cla~m about the behaVIOur of people in the ordinary business of life. It is a

Alternative selves
What a person plans to do can be described as the totality of what he plans
to do at particular times, and under particular circumstances. He could be
a rational economic man, whose choices always conform to an underlying
preference ordering, without it being logically possible to assign numerical
utilities to his actions and experiences in particular time-periods and
circumstances. For it to be possible to introduce numerical t;neasurement
of utility in the way just mentioned, it is necessary that his preferences
regarding what he will be doing at one particular time in one particular set
of circumstances be independent of what he may be planning for all other
times and circumstances. For someone whose preferences display this
degree of what economists have come to call separability, his choices can
be represented as maximising some function of the utilities generated in
the various periods and eventualities of his life. Symbolically, he can be
said to maximise W( . .. , u(cs,s), ... ), where Cs represents his 'consumption' - i.e. all he does - in state s, and s is a short period of time in one
particular possible development of his life.
It is unlikely that many people have preferences conforming to this
model. Everything that has to do with life as a connected whole - such as
habit, memory, preparation for future action, anticipation, achievement
and failure - seems to have been ignored. But one can imagine inviting the
person to consider what he would choose for one state if there were to be
no consequential effects of outcomes in other states, e.g. if consumption in
that state would be neither foreseen nor remembered. He could even be
invited to consider choices among alternative memories, backgrounds,
and prospects, as well as the more obvious choices among consumer goods
and work activities. In this way one can hope to assign utility to the
consumption of alternative selves in different states. It remains an empirical issue whether persons performing these thought-experiments have
separable preferences. It appears plausible that they should, for what is
happening in one state is, by the terms of the experiment, irrelevant to
experience in other states. The possibility of doing the thought experiment
shows what utility is. It involves insisting that what is good for me can be
analysed into experiences in different states, experiences in a larger context certainly, but experiences that are tied to time and circumstance.
Standard Utilitarianism requires something more, for in that method it
is required that individual preferences can be represented as a sum of
utilities, not just as a function of utilities. This is the case if the individual's

claim about the preferences that they would have if they had clearly
understood the artificial choices that would have to be put to them and
had honestly observed and appreciated the consequences of these ch~ices
for themselves. We might insist that, for example, experiences that will
~ave been forgotten ought to have no influence on preferences for activitle~ .at ~et .late~ times, even when early plans are being made. Better for
UtIlIta~lamsm. If we can claim that in fact they would have no influence.
The eVidence m favour of that view is primarily that it seems so unreasonable that such forgettable experiences should have relevance to choices
about later times.
The ar~UI~e~t I h~ve put is that utility must be given meaning, if at all, in
terms of mdlvlduals preferences. It is often said that the Utilitarian view
sees people as though they conformed to the model of rational economic
m~n. Certainly people often do not conform to that model. They do many
thmgs that they would not if they had carefully, coolly, and in full
knowledge of the facts, considered what to do, and been able to do what
they had decided to do. Experiences determine behaviour as well as
conside~ed choices .. But we can ask what people would do if they could
succeed m conformmg to the simple rational-choice model and use that as
a standard for judging what is best for them, individually.
Many of the difficulties about memory, anticipation, and so on, which
can make the model of rational man seeking to maximise the sum of his
utilities over time seem implausible, are avoided if instead one considers
choice under uncertainty, where the individual is asked to choose the lives
he. ~ould follow und~r different circumstances. This way of deducing
utilIty has been the subject of many contributions. 7 It is after all natural to
~ssign probabilities to possible worlds, and ~onsumers'do some~imes enter
I~t? well-considered insurance contracts. in many situations, actual deCISIOns under uncertainty appear not to conform well to the utility model
ev~n .when there is no obvious doubt about the relevant probabilities. ~
ThiS IS hardly s~rprisin.g,. for skill at taking decisions under uncertainty is
rare and reqUIres trammg. The merit of considering choices among
7
8

Vickrey. 1945, Harsanyi 1953 and 1955. The method has been criticised by Pattanaik
(1968) and Sen (1970a, Chapter 9).
Kahneman and Tversky 1979.
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probabilistic lotteries for alternative selves, only one of whom will actually
occur, is that what is planned for some alternatives would plausibly have
no effect on considered preferences regarding what happens to the other
alternative selves. Such emotions as regret have to be discounted. Nevertheless, it should be possible to perform the thought-experiments required
to calculate utility.
While choices among alternative uncertain outcomes can define and
measure utility for alternative lives taken as wholes, it would be more
useful for many purposes if one could assign utility to subperiods of lives,
as my earlier discussion suggested one could. If one can deduce utility from
consideration of alternatives for one set of circumstances only, it would be
a pity if choices among lotteries did not maximise the mathematical
expectation of the lifetime sum of utilities. Again there is no logical
necessity that they should. An independence property analogous to that
mentioned above is required. 9 Specifically, preferences with respect to
outcomes in two possible states of nature at one time should be independent of what is planned for all other states of nature, and all other times in
these states of nature; and, similarly, preferences with respect to outcomes
at two times in one state of nature should be independent of all other plans.
As far as I can judge, it does not seriously violate observation of carefully
considered consumer decisions in real-life situations to assume this independence property. As in the previous case, it seems reasonable, and
therefore probably true, that what is irrelevant would not be allowed to
influence rational choice. It surely might become difficult to maintain the
assumptions in the face of an accumulation of certain kinds of evidence. If
so, we should bear in mind the possibility that a weaker kind of independence might hold for rational preferences. In that case, it would still be
possible to define utility, and show how it could be measured; but it would
be best for individuals to maximise, not the sum of utilities, but some other
function of utility levels. A reconstruction of utilitarianism would then be
required and possible.
The deduction of utility from individual behaviour presupposes that, at
some level, man has immutable preferences. It is sometimes said that this
assumption is contrary to fact. Many of the tastes expressed by consumers
are, it seems, easily influenced: does advertisement change tastes, or
change the consumer's knowlege of his own tastes, one way or the other,
and how in any case can we hope to decide that? Do we not often find,
when important issues are at stake, that it is very hard to be sure what our
preferences are? If all taste is whim, these are not the data on which to base
large moral judgements. These issues deserve extended treatment, but one
9

GJ}!man 1968
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can surely hope to conclude that most people do have firm preferences for
many possible choices, and also that they do not have firm or certain
preferences for many choices that a utilitarian would like them to be able
to make. Utilitarianism will sometimes be usable, but not always: I shall
develop this claim in a later section. It should be emphasised that uncertainty about one's tastes, and consequent openness to suggestion, whether
from advertisers or music critics, is not evidence that firm preferences are
absent. One does not know what visiting the Taj Mahal is going to be like:
but, when one is there, uncertainty about tastes is much diminished.
Yet it is not right to let utility rest entirely on individual tastes. Though
the meaning of utility, and the calibration of the utility function, is, in
principle, derived from individual preferences, it must be possible to allow
for convictions about what is good for one that, though unshakable, are
nevertheless mistaken. In formulating my preferences, I may be unable to
free myself from the conventional view that more money would always
make me better off; yet there may be good evidence that, beyond a point,
more money leads similar individuals into alcoholism, excessive selfconcern, and other phenomena that I would, if I understood them, dislike.
Such facts should influence the utility function. It must be legitimate, in
principle, to advance arguments in favour of modifying the utility function
that exactly represents my existing tastes. It cannot be wrong in principle
to try to get someone to do what would be better for him even though he
does not recognise it: but there must be some basis for saying that, with full
understanding, he would come to accept the rightness of the altered utility
function, or, rather, of the underlying preferences. Those who jump to the
defence of consumer sovereignty at any mention of attempts to supplant
individual tastes must be asked to wait for a later section in which policy
procedures will be discussed. At the present stage of the argument, only the
evaluation of outcomes is under consideration. There may well be arguments in favour of procedures that respect individual preferences even if
there are none in favour of moral evaluations that completely respect them.
Having seen how utility can be defined, we can see why the proposal to
measure utility in units of minimum perceptible improvement is not
acceptable. On many occasions, a just perceptible improvement in musical
performance means much more to me than a just perceptible quantity of
drink; there is no reason to regard this as an ill-informed or unconsidered
preference. There is no plausible connection between intensity of
preference and the number of perceptible steps, even for one individual
considered in isolation.
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Interpersonal comparisons
Having constructed utility for an individual, we can proceed to apply it to
evaluating outcomes in a society of identical individuals. 10 Such a society
exists only as a theoretical model. It is often said to be of little importance:
'Any genuine attempt at evaluating social welfare must take into account
the differences in preference patterns of individuals' (Pattanaik 1968). I
believe that this view is seriously misleading if it is thought to imply that
the model sodety of identical individuals is irrelevant to our moral judgements on social policy. In this section, I shall argue that there are at least
three reasons why the simplest case of social choice is important.
In the first place, we can make the model correspond to the real world
much more closely than is initially apparent. This can be done by extending the concept of identity, which is I suppose fairly straightforward in the
present context, to that of isomorphy. It will be shown that it is possible to
regard individuals who are, by reason of age, skills, sex, strength, or
culture, apparently very different, as nevertheless identical for the purposes of social judgement. This effective identity is achieved by setting up
an isomorphism between the different individuals, relating like experience
to like experience. In this way, it is possible to apply the utilitarian
methodology in a disciplined way to such issues as that of income distribution alluded to at the beginning of the paper.
The second, and somewhat less important, use of the simple model is as
an approximation to more complex worlds, in which individuals, though
not identical, or even isomorphic, are rather similar. What judgements one
would make for the more complex world should be similar to the judgements that are correct for the simpler world.
The third reason why the simple model is useful is that it provides a test
for other moral theories. If it were agreed that Utilitarianism tells us which
outcomes to prefer in the simple world of identical individuals, then any
acceptable moral theory must come to the same conclusions in this special
case. I claim that this use of the model leads to the rejection of the standard
alternatives to utilitarianism.
The argument of utilitarianism in a society'of identical individuals runs
as follows. 11 For anyone of the individuals, the sum of his utilities describes
his considered preferences regarding the lives of his alternative selves.
Therefore in choosing among outcomes for himself alone, i.e. with outcomes the same for everyone else, he ought to choose the pattern of
outcomes with greatest total utility. With individuals identical, there is no
Vickrey highlighted this case (1960), but even he moves on quickly to worry about
non-identical (and non-isomorphic) individuals.
11 A related approach is taken by Parfit (1973).

10

for treating a fully-described outcome for one of his own selves any
dIfferently from that outcome for the self of another individual in corresponding circumstances. Roughly speaking, the totality of all individuals
can be regarded as .a. ~ingle individual. Therefore total social utility, the
sum of the total ~tlhtles of the separate individuals, is the right way to
evaluate alternative patterns of outcomes for the whole society. That
should be the view of any individual in the society, and therefore also of
any outside observer.
. None of the three steps of this argument is a logically necessary implication. The first step, from preferences to individual values, has been challenged by Sen,12 who suggests one might, for example, decide it is right to
have.~r~at~r eq~ality of utilities in one's own life than maximising the sum
of utlhtles Imphes. I understand that, for Sen, utility is defined in a different
way from the one I have used, though I remain unconvinced that there is a
diffe:ent way ~f doing it. If Sen's form of argument were applied to the first
step m, the sO~lal ~r?u~ent as I h~ve presente~ it, I. should ~an~ to object
w?en m?ra~ l.ntJ.l1tlOn presents Itself as a haIr-shIrt morahty m conflict
WIth the mdlvldual's preferences: that intuition is not moral and should
be resisted. There is more to be said about equality, and I'return to it
below.
"!,he se~on~ ~tep in .the argument is an expression of impartiality and
umversahzablhty, whIch I take to have enormous weight in matters of
morality. Certainly there are circumstances in which loyalty to one's own
self, or to one's family, should be given special weight, even in the absence
of exp.licit or impli~~t contracts and promises (which anyone would agree
sometImes h~ve ~t~hty). But that seems to me to have to do with the right
way for an mdlvldual to behave, taking account of the influence of
behaviour on future experience, understanding, and behaviour. Thus we
are in the realm of procedures rather than the evaluation of outcomes. In
the evaluation of the outcomes of public policy, loyalty and other kinds of
partiality should be excluded,13
12

13

Sen 1979b, pp. 470-1, commenting on Parfit's argument.
Hare (Chapter 1, above) argues against Williams (1973) that pursuing one's own projects
(alm?s~) regardless can hardly count as moral behaviour. The same must be true of any
restrictIOn ?n the group whose ends are to count. Where the Williams case has force is in
~he .s':lggestIOn t~at acting as a utilitarian is inconsistent with what is best for one as an
mdlVldual, ~~t Just ?ecause. effects on others must be counted, but because this kind of
selflessne~s IS l.nc,onslste~t with the pursuit or, a~hiev~ment of certain high ends. A possible
example IS arttstlc cr~atto~., M,ore generally, It is unhkely that having everyone constantly
attempt to add to socl,al, utthty IS an arrangement calculated to maximise social utility. But I
wa~t governJ?ent mlnlsters to t~y to maximise utility, even if their personal sense of
achlev~~ent IS gravely compromIsed, their crazy industrial dreams unfulfilled: the ministe~s', utlhty deserves no significa~t weight in our ass~ssments of utility in comparison to the
mtlhons who may suffer. To thIS extent, the morahty of economic policy is simpler than
that of personal life or culture.
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The final step in the argument treats moral principles as though they
were proposals put forward for assent or rejection, and appears to suggest
that rejection would nullify them, perhaps even rejection by one person.
We are accustomed to think that when Tom says A is right and Dick says B
is wrong, then they are disagreeing. One reason why that is a valuable way
to think is that it encourages Tom and Dick to explore their evidence and
arguments and the sources of their 'disagreement'. But if these values were
otherwise recognised, it is hard to see why it should be advantageous to
insist that the logic of values follow the same rules as the logic of fact or
deduction. Some degree of acceptance of the usage 'good in Tom's opinion' rather than 'good' understood absolutely seems reasonable, even
desirable. In this spirit, when moral judgements are agreed '(after 'serious
consideration') matters should be concluded in that sense. That is why I
find -the final step persuasive.
We must now extend the argument to cover models of societies consisting of isomorphic individuals. Two individuals are isomorphic if they are
described in formally identical terms by means of changes in the variables
that describe their situations. The simplest example of isomorphy, which is
indisputably acceptable, is that of individuals who are identical except for
being born at different times or (perhaps) in different places. More disputable examples are:
(i) A strong man might be regarded as identical to a weak man, except
that the same subjective effort by the former exerts twice the force. (ii) A child may be regarded as an adult for whom a unit consumption of
ice-cream means twice as much and a unit consumption of quiet conversation half as much as for a 'normal' adult; and so on for all aspects of
consumption. This isomorphy is commonly used in econometric analysis
of consumer behaviour, and is important for the construction and interpretation of 'family equivalence scales' .14
(iii) A person receiving a high annual labour income may be related
isomorphically to another person receiving half of his earned income by
supposing that they are identical except that the first takes half as much
time to earn a pound sterling as does the second. In the models of
redistribution, briefly described at the outset, a plausible, though still very
approximate, correspondence between the model and reality is obtained in
this way.
The idea of picturing a complex reality, where individuals are, by
common agreement, not at all similar to one another in many important
respects, by mapping it to a formal model in which individuals are, by
suitable change of variables, isomorphic to one another, has proved to be
14

Deaton and Muellbauer 1980, Chapter 8.
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rather powerful in recent economics. The technique has limitations. One
cannot claim that every important question of economic policy can be
handled by such a model- only that many can. When they can, Utilitarianism provides a method for evaluating policies.
The possibility of setting up an isomorphism between individuals does
not automatically make their utility functions comparable. The very fact
that there is some identifiable way in which they differ, so that one is seen
to be rich, another poor, allows us the mathematical possibility of relating
the utility functions in all kinds of ways. Some simple formalism is needed
to bring this out. Suppose that, for everyone, utility is a function of
disposable income, labour earnings, and labour efficiency; and that we
want to use the isomorphism that treats labour earnings divided by labour
efficiency as meaning the same thing for different people. Then we write
the utility function as 15

u(xJ~)' x

z
n
But why should one not write

=
=
=

disposable income
labour earnings
labour efficiency.

instead? The two individuals still have the same preferences in regard to x
and z/n, so there is no economic-empirical way in which we can distinguish the two procedures. I have no doubt that the first is much the more
plausible procedure. This means that I think there is some warrant for the
belief that the isomorphism relates similar experiences: that when two
persons, rich and poor, have the same z/n, the same x means the same to
both, in terms of subjective feelings. The particular example may suggest
that this is an easier matter to settle than it usually is. Some economists
seem to have made a particular choice of utility correspondence by inadvertence rather than after due consideration of the possible alternatives.
That does not mean that there is no evidence to allow intelligent choice: it
is an empirical matter, to which the kinds of evidence economists usually
use is not relevant.
The conception of an economic model as an imperfect picture of the real
society suggests also how utilitarianism could say something about
societies of non-isomorphic individuals. In two economies that are fairly
similar (say, one a simprified version of the other), the way we evaluate
outcomes should be fairly similar too. More precisely, the method of
15

For the sake of the illustration, let us take u to be always positive.
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evaluation should be a continuous function of the collection of individuals
that constitute the society .16 Therefore one should not strongly disapprove
of a method of evaluation applied to a simplified but apparently rather
similar society in which individuals are isomorphic.
There are ways in which utilitarianism can be extended to societies of
non-isomorphic individuals. So long as individuals can accurately imagine
themselves being other individuals, each individual has a basis for his
values in preferences by the method already described. A normal white
adult may not be very good at imagining himself a child, a genius, or a
black, if he is not one already. That does not affect the principle. The
difficulty is to decide what should be done about the different utility
functions that different, though careful and prudent, individuals would
presumably discover in their preferences. This will be discussed further
below. The point I want to make here is that, whatever general method of
evaluation is proposed to deal with societies of non-isomorphic individuals, it must be consistent with utilitarianism when society consists of
isomorphic individuals. Plainly this is not true of a maximin criterion, or
of the more sophisticated, less precise version of this criterion advanced by
Rawls.
It is interesting to note that a theory of the maximin type runs into
difficulties that appear to be more severe than those of utilitarianism. The
trouble is that it is sometimes not possible to use preferences about
outcomes for alternative selves who are different, such as man and child,
clever and stupid, or whole and handicapped, to determine whether, with
specific outcomes, one or other of the two selves has greater utility.
Relative marginal utilities can be deduced from preferences, but not
relative absolute utilities. I can reveal how much I think money would help
me if I had no arms, but not how much I would pay to avoid losing them unless I can affect the probability. Claims about which self is better off
cannot therefore be checked, however imperfectly, by market behaviour
revealing preference; and indeed the meaning of such claims must be in
doubt. I think such a claim involves an implicit belief that there is an
isomorphism of some kind between the individuals.
Equality
As is quite well known, utilitarianism implies that, in general, a society of
isomorphic, though not completely identical, individuals should not have
16
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At this level, continuity is an ambiguous notion, and anyway one has something much more
demanding, but less precise, in mind: that one can roughly tell whether the likeness of
two economies is great enough for the utility costs of following the optimal policies for
one in the other to be small enough to justify terminating the analysis.
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equal utility. Thus the equal treatment impliCit in the utilitarian procedure
does not guarantee equal outcomes, or even equally valued outcomes. An
example will show what is involved. Consider a society of two individuals,
Tom and Dick, who have the same utility as a function of income, and of
hours worked. Incomes are spent on output, which comes from the labour
of these two. One hour of Tom's labour produces twice as much as an hour
of Dick's. Utility obeys the law of diminishing marginal utility - more
income makes extra income less valuable, and less work makes extra
leisure less valuable. It is also reasonable - because apparently realistic - to
assume that more income would make them more eager to substitute
leisure for income. 1? Utilitarianism says that in the ideal state of this
society, Tom and Dick are.called upon to work such amounts, and given
such income, that producing an extra unit of output would reduce either
one's utility by the same amount.
.
A fairly easy piece of economic theory shows that (i) Tom, the more
productive, should work more than Dick; but that (ii) Tom's income
should be less than Dick's; and indeed that (iii) Tom's utility should be less
than Dick's.18 The principle is, of course, 'From each according to his
ability, to each according to his need'; and it turns out that Utilitarianism
can recommend that this redistribution should be extremely radical. The
wrong reaction is to reject utilitarianism as failing to conform with our
moral intuitions. I, for one, had no prior intuitions about this simple
economic problem, moral or otherwise. Anyway, appeal to prior moral
opinions or beliefs is inappropriate. If utilitarianism is to be a valuable
moral theory, one had better be su~prised sometimes by its conclusions.
Instinctive rejection of the conclusions of a utilitarian argument can be a
good reason to check the argument, particularly for omitted considerations; not a reason for rejection.
A more interesting response to the example, which is intended, after all,
to represent an important feature of human society, is to point out that,
under a utilitarian government, Tom, if he acts selfishly - as well he might,
however he votes - will pretend to be no more productive than Dick. That
should not be hard for him. Therefore the proposed allocation, subject to
the constraint that Tom should not be worse off than Dick - so as to ensure
that he has no incentive to dissemble his productivity - is one that provides
each with the same utility (though Tom still works more than Dick). This
is the way in which utilitarianism is most likely to recommend equality: as
the weakest way of not destroying incentives. Where incentives must be
positively preserved - as when the government can identify Tom and Dick
The technical, and precise, statement of these assumptions is that utility is a concave
function of income and leisure, and that leisure is not an inferior good.
18 This is proved in Mirrlees 1974, p. 258.
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only by the amounts they choose to produce, so that the one who works
more (Tom) must not want to work less and be content with Dick's
income - then inequality can go the other way, with the more productive
having more utility.
The example emphasises that utilitarianism can lead to all kinds of
inequality. It can even recommend inequality between individuals who are
similar in all respects - truly identical, not just isomorphic. It is theoretically possible that randomising the income tax would increase total
utility,19 This is a sophisticated version of the simple idea that two castaways in a rowing boat with one oar may be wise to allocate most food to
the oarsman, even if they both like rowing.
It is the case that many people are affected by inequality, and have tastes
about it. Therefore inequality in the society affects their utility, in some
ways increasing it, but mostly, I suppose, decreasing it. We have, to my
knowledge, no estimates of the magnitude of these effects. Indeed hardly
any economist has addressed the question of formulating the kind or kinds
of inequality people care about. The indexes of inequality developed by
statisticians and economists have been carefully and thoughtfully examined by statisticians and economists, but not checked for relevance.
None of them corresponds well to the fairly well substantiated, though not
formally precise, notion of relative deprivation. 20 One reason for not
finding out how much people care about which kinds of inequality is the
conceptual difficulty of determining the influence of external facts on
utility. Probably one can do little better than ask oneself and others how
much they would pay for changes in inequality. Another reason for not
attempting an empirical analysis of the influence of inequality on utility is
the difficulty of distinguishing values from preferences. Inequality can
affect the morally insensitive, by inducing envy, pride, or discomfort at
adjusting to the behaviour of the rich or the poor. But these are feelings
that have some tendency to melt away under the close self-scrutiny required. On the other hand, many have an aversion to inequality which is
the outcome of moral considerations, and this aversion might be increased
by self-scrutiny. Is this an aspect of preferences, or a matter of values not
relevant to the estimation of utility? All of this emphasises the practical
difficulty of estimating the effect of inequality on utility: it does not imply
that inequality should be allowed for separately and additionally.
Inequality, like torture and slavery, attracts strong moral and political
feelings. Expressed values about it form a test of moral soundness within
systems of intellectual, social and political commitment. So someone might be apprehensive about committing himself to a moral calculus
19
20
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that cannot be guaranteed to come up with conclusions that fit. Commitments to concrete policies may be necessary for influence and action.
But in considering methods of policy evaluation, nothing should be
taken for granted, everything subjected to critical analysis. Inequality
would in any case have to be analysed, because it is quite unclear, in
advance, what it is, i.e. how it is supposed to be measured. This makes
clear, what I suppose is in any case an evident requirement, the need
to derive badness of inequality from something else - if not its unpleasantness, or the utility-increasing effects of redistribution, or its bad incentive
effects, then what?
Lest it be suspected that these considerations do not fully deal with
inequalities, I readily agree that there are other ways, besides the direct
effect on individual utilities, in which inequality comes into a satisfactory analysis of economic policies. The processes of public and private
decision-taking are affected by the inequalities in society. Thus the connections between the levers of economic policy and the outcomes whose
utility is to be measured vary with the degrees and kinds of inequalities.
The kind of thing I have in mind is that special tax allowances designed
to encourage the movement of resources to where they are needed in the
medium term may provide interested parties with resources to resist
desirable later removal of these tax allowances. As everyone knows, inequality can be associated with concentration of power to pursue narrow
interests.
One would surely not capture considerations of this kind by combining
utilities in a social maximand that tries to make them equal, as with the
maximin welfare function. There are many less extreme ways of giving
weight to the equality of utilities. 2 ! They have no rationale, because they
are not directed at any of the identifiable flaws in simple utilitarianism:
that it neglects the unpleasantness of inequality, and its effects on the
distribution of power. In any case, these external effects of inequality may
be quite small. Most of us, most of the time, are totally forgetful of
inequality and our places in it. It will, and should, require some empirical
arguments and evidence to change the models that economists are inclined
to treat currently as standard.
None of this discussion is intended to argue that people's utility is likely
to display a low degree of aversion to inequality in the distribution of
goods. Despite what was said at the outset, about utilitarianism implying
the desirability of inequality, the optimal degree of inequality in utilities
21

Sen 1979b describes one class of such methods, namely replacing the sum of utilities by
the s';1m of a concave function of utilities, as 'Mirrleesian'. I wish he had not. At the time I
used it, I had no. intentio~ .of avoidi~g the addition of utilities, but rather of looking at
the effect on optimal pohcles of havmg a more inequality-averse utility function.
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may be rather small. That depends on the form of utility functions that
describe preferences among alternative selves. If people would be very
reluctant to plan different levels of well-being for themselves in different
states of nature, e.g. depending on the wage or family-responsibilities they
would then have, it follows that the sum of utilities will, as a criterion,
display considerable aversion to inequalities of incomes, or indeed of
utilities. I think that people behave in ways that make them seem not very
averse to large variations in their fates, e.g. by gambling, for excitement or
not having enough of the right kinds of insurance, because they are in these
areas ill-informed, not very rational, and anyway rightly sceptical about
the terms insurance companies offer~ Their coolly considered preferences
would be much more inequality-averse, and not only 'for the reason
- irrelevant to social utility - that adjustment to new standards of living is
costly.
Unlike individuals
It would be good if utilitarianism (or anything else) could provide us with a
compelling method of evaluating outcomes for a society in which people
have (substantially) different utility functions. But it is hard to conceive
how individuals, who have after careful, critical, well-informed study
discovered in themselves essentially different assessments of utility, could
have their moral opinions aggregated by a morally compelling social
decision function. There is no way of deducing what is absolutely good
from what Tom thinks good and Dick thinks good. A social decision
function could be a device for cutting the argument short, because it is
agreed to be too costly to go on postponing decision in the hope of
reaching agreement by further consideration of arguments and facts. The
criteria for an aggregation device to be good for that purpose are quite
different from the criteria for a good method of combining individual
tastes into evaluations of social welfare.
It seems likely that discussion and further consideration among people
who have abandoned entrenched positions, or at least among openminded utilitarians, will tend to reduce divergence among their evaluations of social outcomes. I do not rely on the well-known socio-biological
methods of achieving agreement through Johnson's principle that 'No two
men can be half an hour together, but one shall acquire an evident
superiority over the other.' We might rather imagine discussion about
utilities taking the following form:
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root of consumption 22 accurately represents my utility now and in the
future, so long as I am healthy. Of course, you, Dick, are a rather
different kind of person from me, not sleeping so long and enjoying
giving parties and all that. I've thought about what I would feel being
you, and I must say, I think you get more out of the things money can
buy than I do, even if you don't get much pleasure from long walks in the
country. Allowing for that, I can see your utility is the square root of
consumption multiplied by 1.2.
Dick: It's nice of you to allow me that extra twenty per cent, but I don't
think you realise how boring I often find these bigger parties are. If I
could agree with the square root of consumption, I would say that ten
per cent was ample allowance for my monetary needs. But I find my
utility is proportional to the cube root of consumption, and it does not
seem to me that being you would make any difference to that. It would
just mean that I spent a bit less time on enjoying the things money can
buy. My enjoyment of extra consumption in the week really does fall off
faster than your square-root function suggests, and I must say I would
not coolly take quite as many risks with my investments as that utility
function implies.
Tom: Well, it seems people aren't as like one another as I thought, and I do
see, now you draw my attention to it, that a big dip in your consumption
affects you relatively more than it would me. You've persuaded me that
the cube root is right for your utility function. And now I realise why we
were disagreeing about ten or twenty per cent. It wasn't conventional
politeness: after all, we are Utilitarians. It was just that I had last year's
consumption in mind, before we got our rises. Now that we both get
£10,000 a year, I suggest that we measure our consumption in pennies,
thus making us both millionaires, and allow us to take the square root of
consumption for my utility, and eleven times the cube root of consump.
tion for yours. 23
Dick: Fine, but now what about Harry? He claims his utility function
reaches its maximum at £5,000 a year, and that he can see we aren't any
better off for being richer than that either. I know he means it, and
behaves accordingly, but it's absurd ...
Thus reasonable men may tend towards agreement; but they need notHarry will be a problem. Apparently disagreement can be about facts, or
about the way the facts are experienced. When there is disagreement,
22

Tom: I have been thinking very seriously about my pension and savings,
and about my car insurance and investments, and I find that the square
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On almost any reasonable view, the utility functions discussed by Tom and Dick are far
from< sufficiently inequality-averse. The square root and cube root were chosen for their
relative euphony - compared to 'minus the reciprocal of the square of consumption', say.
Martin Gardner addicts will want to work out what rise they got.
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quick compromise seems to be the right answer, because there is no right
answer.
Open judgements
The utilitarian method does not answer all questions. Is there any reason
to think we are in a better position to decide how much to spend on kidney
machines, than we are to decide how long this universe will last? That one
does not know the answer to many moral questions is a reason for
developing systematic procedures. But even after attempted analysis, not
knowing may be the correct answer. Two examples of this are the treatment of handicapped people, and the question of optimum population.
In his lectures on inequality (1973), Sen has directed particular attention
to the allocation of resources between whole and handicapped individuals.
If nothing will improve the well-being of the handicapped individual, e.g.
because he is permanently in coma, the utilitarian finds it easy to say that
no further resources should be transferred to that person. By continuity, he
must be prepared to contemplate providing the handicapped individual
with rather few resources if his capability of enjoyment is very low - say
because he is conscious for only a minute a day. That is how I would
allocate resources to myself in such a state, if I could control the allocation,
and consequently I take the same view about others. Most cases of
handicap are, however, unclear. It is difficult to get inside the other
person's skin when the other person's situation is very different from one's
own. There are no good tests of whether one's beliefs, as to what it is like,
are correct. It would not be unreasonable to refuse to make a judgement.
Then one should not mind what is done about the handicapped person.
Maybe others know what is right, and even if one thinks they do not,
having no basis for an opinion, one cannot object to whatever they decide
to do. The best hope for comparison is partial isomorphism: in some
situations people are alike, but some people have good information for
appreciating modulations into states of handicap.
Consideration of extreme proposals - half the national product to the
blind, nothing for the deaf - strongly suggests that total ignorance is not a
sustainable position about handicap. Rather, uncertainty about the nature
of the experiences should be expressed by means of probabilities, and the
mathematical expectation of utilities used as the measure of utility. But the
example helps to show what moral ignorance implies.
In the case of variations in population size,24 moral ignorance may
24
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I am referring to variations in the population of a closed society, e.g. the whole world.
Migration from one country to another poses no special problems for evaluating outcomes, just for getting people to accept right policies.
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appear to be almost irresistibly the correct position. To get preference
information relevant to comparing states of the society with different
numbers, the individual has to perform a thought experiment in which the
number of alternative selves varies, and to decide which of the two
positions he prefers. I suppose this is the purified question of choice about
length of life. Can one consider this question without the corruption of
thinking about it as one's own life, rather than variation in the number of
experiences? The value of a year of human life has been discussed,25
and estimated, and used in cost-benefit analysis by the Road Research
Laboratory. If one can decide about that without - as in practice one
does - getting it confused with the impact on family, etc., then one has
a utilitarian basis for evaluating alternative population sizes.
It seems to me a reasonable position that one cannot decide whether one
would like another year of life, nor therefore whether more or fewer
people in the world is desirable. It is not reasonable to take this position
totally. Another year of bliss is good: a year during which one is torturing
others is certainly bad. Correspondingly, more people at a high standard
of living is good, and more people at very low standards of living is bad.
Specifically, one might argue that the population of the world is now too
large, without claiming that no-one should have a child until it has come
right and without wishing to claim that one knew what the optimum size
of the world population is. But even in so difficult a case as this, extensive
research on the value of human life might make so open an opinion on the
question difficult to sustain.
Procedures and outcomes
There are many reasons why a utilitarian should not, in practice, insist that
the utility functions he has come to believe in must govern economic
policy, even if he has the power to do so. I (like others) may have made
random errors in estimating utility functions, neglecting evidence or even
simply calculating wrongly. I may have a tendency to be biassed in favour
of, or even against, people like myself. It might be costly, in my view, to
have my evaluation prevail. In order to gain influence for my evaluations
(which, allowing for the first two points, are nevertheless my view of what
is right), it may be necessary to agree to some degree of influence for the
considered valuations, or even the tastes, passions and whims of others.
All of these are reasons for taking account of the views of others; and they
are reasons why the external observer should adopt evaluations influenced
25

See Jones-Lee 1976. This approach, which assumes expected utility maximisation, has been
criticised by Broome (1978b) on the ground, unacceptable to a utilitarian, that it is in
principle impossible to compare the value of a life with the value of (mere) commodities.
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by the evaluations of all individuals. ~he first two reasons, at leas,t, are
also, be it noted, reasons why evaluations of outcomes for a partIcular
society should be influenced, perhaps rather strongly, by the assessments
of those who do not belong to it, e.g. those who lived a long time ago. On
the basis of all these considerations, I conclude that a utilitarian should not
be much in favour of dictatorship, even benign dictatorship; but that he
should favour methods of compromise among alternative evaluations, in
which the weight accorded to particular evaluations is related to the
quality of the arguments on which they are based. Intuitions, beliefs in
rights, and responses to polls and questionnaires should count ,only to the
extent that political necessity warrants - which may be c~n~Iderable.
This line of argument goes some way to meet the claIm that, to
paraphrase Diamond (1967a), 'Utilitarianism is conc~rne~ only to eval~
ate outcomes whereas in considering, e.g., the determmatIOn of economIC
policies, we ;hould also be concerned about the pr~cess of choi~e.' ~his
claim has often been advanced, but the example DIamond provIdes IS a
particularly cogent one. It compares a policy w?ich ~lways leaves T ~m
with a low utility and Dick with a high to one m whIch Tom and ~Ick
experience an equivalent lottery. It must be agreed that a utIIIt~
maximising government may not be the best kind to try to have, because It
would not in fact be a utility-maximising government, but would respond
to pressures, have quirks, thoughtless tastes, loyalties to particular interests, etc., just as governments always have had. It may be better to have
a constitution-constrained government, in part controlled also by conventions that it should consult all concerned groups on issues, and not
discriminate against particular groups, or between people who are in
certain superficial respects alike. One way of making it hard for officials to
be corrupt, or partial, is to insist that large classes of people be treated the
same. This conflicts with crude utilitarianism. In Diamond's exam~le, the
government might or might not plan to give different people dIfferent
positions in the income distribution in different states of nature. If I
happen never to get a good job from the government, I shall probably
suspect it of bias. If I knew it was utilitarian, I would not, and would have
no grounds for objection to always being the less fortunate one.
A rather different claim, that utilitarianism (or indeed a larger class of
doctrines) is inconsistent with the proper respect of indi:idu,alliberty is
Sen's liberalism argument26 that utilitarianism conflicts WIth nghts to free
choice by the individual over matters that are his ?wn pre,roga~ive. Sen:s
argument rests on a moral intuition that in some kmds of situatlOn T ~m, s
pleasure from Tom's consumption should count for more than DIck s
26

This is expounded in detail in Sen 1970a, Chapter 6*, and the discussion in Sen 1979b is
particularly illuminating,
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pleasure from Tom's consumption. I try not to suffer from moral intuitions, but I can think of reasons why we should give less weight to evidence
that Dick's utility is affected by Tom's consumption than to evidence that
Tom's utility is so affected, e.g. that it is cheap for Dick to pretend; and of
reasons why publicly known decision procedures should give less weight
to Dick's negative feelings about Tom's consumption, e.g. that these are
feelings it is possible, and desirable, to discourage. Note that it is possible
for some, perhaps any, of us to stop being upset by someone doing
something we believe to be wrong. This in no way weakens the force of our
disapproval. There is no virtue, very much the contrary, in being miserable
about wrong things happening; unless we need that as motivation to act to
di~inish wrong. Stopping Lewd reading his book because his reading it
wIll make Prude unhappy seems undesirable because Prude could just
decide not to be unhappy. If that is not the case, and Prude is incapable of
?ot feeling sick at the reading, and it cannot be kept from him, then Prude
IS as much a consumer of the reading as Lewd, and non-reading is better.
This argument is a utilitarian one, provided that I am allowed the rather
elastic sense of utility that makes utilitarianism an acceptable doctrine. It
provides some strong reasons for ignoring some external effects. Indeed a
utilitarian should be prepared to agree that liberties are extremely important, as protection against the personal and other biasses that affect policy
and its contact with individuals.
Utilitarianism does not give an instant answer to the question what kind
of constitution, bill of rights, or government is optimal. It is first a way of
providing optimal answers to questions from an ideal government. On the
question of optimal government, some work remains to be done.
Summary
Utility is a way in which the considered preferences of an individual,
regarding allocation to his alternative selves, can be described. For the
purposes of evaluating outcomes for the individual, it may have to be
somewhat modified, so that it need not exactly coincide with his
preferences.
In a society of isomorphic individuals, i.e. individuals who are the same
with respect to some way of comparing their experiences, the outcomes of
economic (or social) policies ought to be evaluated by adding their individual utilities, because everyone ought to agree to have every other
individual treated as one of his alternative selves.
Any acceptable method of moral evaluation should agree with utilitarianism at least in the case of a society consisting of isomorphic individuals.
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Economic models with isomorphic individuals can provide quite useful
pictures approximating the real world. Using such a model, the sum of
utilities is a reasonable maximand to use for choosing economic policies to
be applied to the real world.
Utilitarianism can be extended to societies with non-isomorphic individuals, but in these cases it is likely to be necessary that some conventional method of compromise among different utility functions be used.
In extreme cases, it may be that there are no grounds for moral choice at
all, so that, in such a case as that of population size, there are no grounds
for objecting to one size or another, within a wide range.
Utilitarianism should not attempt to answer all questions simply by
maximising 1.ltility and assuming governments and individuals will meekly
play their allotted roles. Using total utility as a criterion, one can go on to
examine questions about the optimal information to use in determining
economic policies, and the optimal system of economic government by
individuals behaving realistically.
It might even be suggested that one could study the optimal economic
advice to give, this being in general not the advice that would, if adopted,
maximise utility. But that I would resist, believing that economists, like
real people, cannot be trusted to give advice unless it is subject to the
checks of publishable analysis.

4

Utilitarianism, uncertainty
and information
PETER J. HAMMOND
1 Introduction

It is no accident that a large number of the essays in this volume are by
economists, since they appear to have made far more use of utilitarianism
than have other social scientists. Indeed, the whole study of welfare
economics is founded more or less explicitly on utilitarian ideas, even
when economists deal only with the idea of Pareto efficiency - when no
individual can be made better off without making someone else worse off.
In addition, economists appear to have come face to face with a number of
challenging issues in applying what amounts to utilitarian techniques to
specific economic problems. Examples of such issues are changing tastes,
the valuation of life and limb, unce~tainty, and incompletely informed
individuals. Perhaps one may say that it has almost become one of the
hallmarks of a good economist to try to extend the basic utilitarian
framework of welfare economics to treat such issues.
In this essay I am going to present an almost entirely verbal and
relatively non-technical discussion of the problems which arise in trying to
extend utilitarianism to deal with such issues. My concern will be to try to
see what questions utilitarianism can. be extended to handle sucessfully,
and what questions cause great difficulty. Because I am an economist,
the ethical issues I shall be discussing will mostly be at least closely related
to economic issues, i.e. the problem of allocating scarce resources, and
the associated question of the proper distribution of income. Extra
difficulties I shall not have considered may well arise in discussing issues
which are not purely economic, and it is for the reader to decide how
well the utilitarian framework can be extended to treat non-economic
issues as well in a similar manner.
Research support from the National Science Foundation under contract number SES-7924831 is gratefully acknowledged.
In writing this essay, I was much encouraged by Partha Dasgupta and Amartya Sen, and I
have also b,enefited particularly from discussion with Frank Hahn, and James Mirrlees. My
thanks to all of these, but without wishing to suggest that they are responsible for or even in
agreement with the views expressed here.
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controversy remains over how to make such interpersonal comparisons.2
There has also been much discussion of what individuals' utility functions
are meant to represent - their tastes, their ethical values, or perhaps their
interests as seen by whoever is performing the utilitarian analysis. One of
the more satisfactory discussions of this last important question - by an
economist, at least - is probably that by Broome (1978a). He argues that,
for the purpose of utilitarian welfare economics, an individual's utility'
should not necessarily correspond to actual choices, as many economists
like to assume when they defend the doctrine of 'consumer sovereignty'
and when they go on to attribute ethical significance to the fundamental
theorems of welfare economics which relate allocations in competitive
markets to Pareto efficient and to utilitarian economic allocations. 3 Nor,
in case an individual's choices do correspond to preferences, should
utility even necessarily correspond to these preferences, unless the
preferences are rational. And where an individual's rational preferences
include, for example, a certain degree of altruism, or of malice or envy, not
even these need correspond to the individual's utility. In fact, for the
purposes of utilitarian welfare economics, at least, an individual's utility
should correspond to 'choices based on good self-interested reasons'. This
seems helpful, although the criterion of 'goodness' here is certainly open to
much disagreement, and even the criterion of 'self-interest' contains within
it some ambiguities.
Though this question of what constitutes individual utility is crucially
important, it is hard to say much more about it, except in the context of
some of the challenging issues I propose to face in due course.

Before tackling challenging issues such as uncertainty and incomplete
information, let me review briefly how utilitarianism handles somewhat
less challenging issues - at least in welfare economics.
Utilitarianism involves specifying an objective for society which depends on the 'utilities' of the individuals in society. The social objective is
usually to maximise a function which economists call the social welfare
function. 1 This function, as well as each individual's utility function, is
defined on a space of 'social states' or, perhaps more precisely, the entire
range of possible social outcomes from all sorts of economic and related
policy decisions.
In fact,. this brings us directly to one of the key principles of welfare
economic analysis. The principle is that the social objective - be it utilitarian or not - should always be kept separate from the constraints which
one knows will circumscribe the eventual social choice. Thus, no social
outcome should be ruled out of consideration as infeasible when we try to
specify suitable objectives. For example, the social objective should allow
the possibility of bringing about perfect equality of incomes through
simple lump-sum redistribution even though one knows perfectly well that
eventually the distribution of income will have to satisfy certain incentive
constraints if those who are more skilled or more industrious are not to be
unduly deterred from working as one would wish. The welfare objective,
fully specified, should even enable us to evaluate social outcomes in which
everybody is a millionaire at one extreme, or in dire poverty at another.
This may seem as though I am merely reiterating the obvious. Yet in due
course I shall argue that, when we come to consider more challenging
issues such as uncertainty and incomplete information, many common
misconceptions have arisen because of a confusion of objectives and
constraints.
To return to static utilitarianism, it is now widely recognised that
Utilitarian social welfare functions can be constructed provided that one
makes the kind of interpersonal comparisons of utility which economists
have so long wished to eschew, although, not surprisingly, much

One outstanding issue I will discuss briefly, though, is the question of
rights, both individual rights and group rights. In particular, in a series of
papers, Sen (1970b, 1976, 1979a) has pointed out how social choice
which accords even with only the rather weak utilitarian criterion of
Pareto efficiency can easily conflict with individual rights - e.g. the rights
to read a book or not, or for a girl to wear a dress of the colour she prefers.

Unfortunately, this terminology is somewhat ambiguous. The social welfare function I have
in mind here is usually associated with Bergson (1938), who actually calls it, less ambitiously perhaps, the 'Economic Welfare Function'. Arrow (1950, 1951, 1963), however, used the
term 'social welfare function' for a rule which determines the social ordering (represented
by a Bergson social welfare function, possibly) as a function of individual preference
orderings. Later Arrow (1963) came to prefer the term 'constitution'. Current terminology
treats Arrow's concept of a constitution (or 'Arrow social welfare function') as a special
kind of 'social welfare functional' which maps individual utility functions into social
welfare functions - see Sen 1970a, p. 129 and 1977a.

Mirrlees (Chapter 3, above) argues forcefully that the social welfare function should be the
(po~sibly weighted) sum of individual utility functions. This may be correct, but unduly
hm~ts t~e scope of my argument. I want to know whether there is any social welfare function
w~Ich. Just depends on individual utilities and which represents an appropriate social
obJectIve.
3 Koopmans 1957 is only one of many good presentations of the fundamental efficiency
theorems, Some of the more vehement defences of consumer sovereignty can be found in
ArchibaIa 1959 and Lerner 1972.
4 This section is based to some extent on the analysis in Hammond 1981a.
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He suggests that one should therefore restrict the scope of the Pareto
criterion in particular and of utilitarianism in general. In fact, he suggests
that one should construct a social welfare function which respects individual rights in the sense that, where an individual prefers outcome a to
outcome b and where he has the right to choose between them, social
welfare must be higher in outcome a than it is in outcome b. Buchanan
(1976), Nozick (1974) and many other 'libertarians', on the other hand,
appear simply to believe that there are some rights - e.g. property rights which amount to issues over which the government has no legitimate
power to choose or to interfere with the individual's own choice. Such
rights seem to take the form of constraints on public decision-making.
They lead to a restricted or constrained form of utilitarianism in which
social welfare is maximised subject to the constraint that nobody's rights
are infringed, and each individual chooses what he wants whenever he has
a right to do so.
Now there are some rights and some- associated preferences which it is
simply not possible to respect, either in the Sen sense of constructing a
rights-respecting social welfare function, or in the Buchanan and Nozick
sense of treating individuals' choices as a constraint. To see this, it suffices
to consider an example essentially due to Gibbard (1974). There are two
individuals, a conformist and a nonconformist. Then it is clear that there is
no way in which one can simultaneously accord a right to the conformist
to copy the nonconformist, and a right to the nonconformist to be different from the conformist. Individuals such as the conformist and nonconformist, however, have 'conditional' preferences - preferences which
depend on what other individuals choose. One can argue that nobody has
a right to the outcome of a conditional preference: nobody has a right to be
different, regardless of what other people choose, but only a right to
choose a particular outcome they like, such as the colour of the clothes
they wear; similarly, nobody has a: right to be the same as other, people,
regardless of what other people choose, but only a right to choose a
particular outcome they like. Of course the particular outcomes chosen by
individuals may differ, or they may be the same, but that is not the point.
If one grants that rights are to be respected only when individuals have
unconditional preferences then all contradictions are avoided. Conversely,
if one tries to respect rights even when individuals have conditional
preferences, contradictions easily arise. But even when all individuals have
unconditional preferences whenever they have rights, there can still be a
conflict with the Pareto principle and so with utilitarianism, as Sen
pointed out. The conflict of rights with the Pareto principle arises precisely
in those cases where an individual's utility depends on other ;11dividuals'
choices over personal issues where they have rights.
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Now, in some cases the conflict arises because of what economists call
exte:nal eff~ct~ which may be difficult to correct. For example, one may
feel In certaIn CIrcumstances that a landowner has the right to cut down all
the trees on his land in order to grow crops, construct a house or a tennis
co~rt or a s,,:imming pool, or whatever. Yet if everybody cuts down all
theIr trees, thIs may create problems of soil erosion and landslides as well
as having adverse effects on the local climate. Then it would be Pareto
superior to institute some tree conservation measures in the community as
a wh?le, by taxing any individual landowner for each tree he fells beyond a
certaIn acceptable level whic? ~aintains the stock of trees approximately
constant. But such a scheme IS lIkely to be expensive to implement and to
enforce, an? it may st~ll be objected that such a scheme infringes the
lando~ners proper~y nghts. In such a case, therefore, one simply has to
rec~gmse t?~t there IS an extra constraint on the social welfare maximising
chOIces, ar~sIng becaus~ conservation measures are not really possible. The
chosen sO~lal outcome IS only Pareto efficient subject to such a constraint:
conservatIon measures would produce a superior outcome but are infeasible. Here the conflict of rights with utilitarianism is resolved simply in
the ,,:ay suggested by Buchanan, Nozick and other proponents of the
doct~Ine of prop~rty rights: the social outcome is constrained by the
reqUIrement that It must not infringe these rights.
There are o~her c~ses, however, such as that originally considered by
Sen (1970b), In whIch the conflict appears to be of a rather different
nature. In Sen's, example, one individual, the prude, objects to having to
read a book.w~lc,h he regards as obscene, and objects even more strongly
to a second IndIvIdual, the lewd, reading it. The lewd, on the other hand
r~gards the book as worthy literature and, since the prude, in the lewd'~
VIew, stands to gain more by reading the book than the lewd himself does
the lewd prefers the prude to read it rather than himself. In this case if each
indivi~ual is given the right to read the book or not as he wishes, then only
the lewd reads the book, though both would prefer it if only the prude
were to read the book. In this example, it is useful to recall Broome's
~uggestion that utility should correspond to choice based on good selfInterested reasons. Now the prude's desire to prevent the lewd reading the
book does not seem to derive from especially good self-interested reasons
~nless it really is the case that reading the book will encourage the lewd
Into some dangerous and !inti-social behaviour which directly affects the
prude. And the lewd'~ desire to force the prude to read the book, perhaps
~s part of a 'good lIberal education', is also hardly due to good selfInterested reasons, unless it really is true that 'educating' the prude in this
~ay has general beneficial effects. Where the lewd will behave dangerously
If he reads the book, or where the prude's education really does benefit the
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lewd, we are back with the kind of external effects I mentioned in the
previous paragraph. But if neither of these external effects is present, the.n
the prude's and the lewd's utility functions do not correspond to theIr
expressed preferences because these are not based on good self-interested
reasons. In this latter case, then, rights do not conflict with the Pareto
principle or with utilitarianism, when individuals' utilities are expressed
properly.
The conclusion I draw from this is that utilitarianism, when it is based
on proper utility functions, only conflicts with rights when maximising the
social welfare function involves correcting certain external effects. Now it
may be the case that, in such cases, welfare economists have concentrated
unduly on the utilitarian outcome, and have sought to institute public
policy programmes to overcome such externalities without sufficient regard for individual rights. If this is so, all it means is that the set of
allowable policies and feasible social outcomes may be rather smaller than
many economists would like: such rights, which one may perhaps call
'generalised property rights', limit the scope of utilitarianism without
really undermining it. But it is also quite possible that the ethical significance of generalised property rights has been greatly exaggerated. Where
individuals mistrust governments and political processes, there may be a
rational fear of having one's freedom seriously infringed and then individuals may want to stand on their 'rights'. To consider this properly
however, we need to bring in uncertainty and incomplete information, as I
shall do in due course. With good governments, such fears are groundless,
and insistence on 'rights' may often be little more than a selfish ploy to
influence the political process unduly. For these reasons, the utilitarian
welfare economist's neglect of individual rights is quite understandable in
treating purely static economic policy questions with no uncertainty indeed, one could well argue that it really is the only correct procedure.
4 Uncertainty and expected ex-post social welfare
Up to now I have discussed utilitarian analysis only for the unrealistic
special case in which the future outcome is known with certainty. Other
challenging issues arise once one recognises that the social outcome is
bound to be uncertain.
Since the work of von Neumann and Morgenstern (1944) followed by
Savage (1954), Arrow (1971) and others, economists and other decision
theorists have recommended a fairly standard technique for treating
decisions under uncertainty. In the present context, the space of histories
of social outcomes (and, where relevant, of individuals' changing tastes)
is expanded into the space of all possible contingent histories. Uncertainty,
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it is assumed, can be described by specifying random events in a given
s~t S of 'st.ates of the world'. A contingent history specifies a (possibly
dIfferent) hIstory for each possible state of the world. Thus one looks now for
~ social ~elfare f~nct~on which is defined over the whole space of possIble contmgent hIstOrIes. The particular contribution of Ramsey (1926)
and Savage (1954) was to show that, under certain hypotheses an individual
decision maker - e.g. a utilitarian welfare economist - w~uld ascribe a
probability distribution to the states of the world in the set S, and 'von
Neumann-Morgenstern' utilities to the possible histories, so that a history
would be chosen in order to maximise the mathematical expectation of the
'utility' of the contingent history in each possible state of S. This is often
called subjective expected utility maximisation because the probabilities
are subjective in the sense that they need not conform to any of the
standard frequentist or other notions of 'objective' probability. More
simply, following Harsanyi, we may simply call it Bayesian rationality.
Bayesian rationality has often been criticised, but mostly on the grounds
that individuals' actual behaviour is not in accord with it - see for
example, Dreze (1974) and Kahneman and Tversky (1979). The ~tili
tarian welfare economist, of course, is interested in a normative criterion
for choice under uncertainty, and then Bayesian rationality or expected
utili~y n:aximisation becomes much more acceptable. Indeed, without it,
one IS hable to find oneself facing severe difficulties because the utilitarian's choices are likely to be revised and to become dynamically inconsistent in the sense of Strotz (1956). Without Bayesian rationality, the
utilitarian welfare economist might have to anticipate his future choices as
events unfold, just as a potential drug addict would be wise to foresee his
~otential addiction and to avoid taking any harmful drugs to which he is
hkely to become addicted. s Thus, I am going to assume that the utilitarian
objective does satisfy Bayesian rationality.
It follows that there has to be a probability distribution over the set S of
st~tes of the world. These probabilities may well be entirely subjective,
bemg no more than the utilitarian analyst's best guess, making use of all
the information he has. Then there is also a 'von Neumann-Morgenstern'
social welfare function. In each state s of the set S, social welfare is taken to
be a function of the individual utilities in that state s, which in turn depend
on the history in state s. The utilitarian objective is to choose a contingent
history in order to maximise the expected value of this von NeumannMorgenstern social welfare function. The von Neumann-Morgenstern
social welfare function is what has come to be called a 'cardinal' welfare
function, because only linear transformations preserve the preferences
5

Cf. Hammond 1976a. For more discussion of this 'dynamic' justification of Bayesian
rationality, see Hammond 1981c.
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induced by the mathematical expectation of the function. Indeed, the von
Neumann-Morgenstern social welfare function incorporates the utilitarian's 'social' attitudes to risk (see, for example, Arrow 1971). One fairly
extreme von Neumann-Morgenstern social welfare function would be the
'Rawlsian' one, in which social welfare in every state s is equal to the
minimum individual utility, for suitably scaled individual utility functions.
This is not the same as extreme risk aversion, in which the objective is to
maximise social welfare in the worst possible state. Rather, the Rawlsian
social welfare function places extreme weight on achieving equality of
individual utilities in each state. The precise social attitudes to risk implied
by this Rawlsian function depend upon the cardinal scaling of the in~i
vidual utility functions because the von Neumann-Morgenstern social
welfare function is the minimum of these individual utility functions.
5 Utilitarianism ex-ante and ex-post
In the previous section, I claimed that social welfare in each state of the
world should be a function of individual·utilities in that state. This is the
ex-post approach to welfare economics under uncertainty, insofar as
social welfare in each state is calculated separately as though that state
were already known, before the social welfares in all the states are combined into the expected welfare function. Dreze (1970), Starr (1973)
and others, following Diamond (1967a, 1967b), have contrasted this to
an ex-ante approach to welfare economics, which is implicit in Arrow's
1953 , 1964, 1971 ,and Debreu's 1959 efficiency criterion for judging
h
allocations in competitive securities markets. The ex-ante approac
treats as each individual's utility the ex-ante expected value of the individual's own von Neumann-Morgenstern utility function. Arrow,
Debreu and their many followers have used the ex-ante Pareto efficiency
criterion which results naturally from considering these ex-ante utilities
for individuals. An ex-ante social welfare function is one in which social
welfare is a function of individual's ex-ante expected utilities.
The contrast between the ex-ante and the ex-post approaches can be
drawn out by considering the distribution of real income in an economy
where relative price changes are negligible. Provided that the ex-post
welfare function, as a function of ex-post personal distribution of income,
has the mathematical properties of being both strictly quasi-concave and
symmetric, an optimal distribution of income ex-post involv~s perfect
equality of income in each state of the world. One may call this ex-post
equality. An ex-ante optimal distribution of income may not be ex-post
equal at all, however. Indeed, it can easily happen that no ex-ante Pareto
efficient income distribution is ex-post equal.
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. ~o. see this, let me consider two special, examples, each with only two
I~dlvlduals who are relevant. In the first, one individual, Mr A, attaches a
higher probability than the other individual, Mrs B, to the event that horse
X will win the Grand National. Then, if Mr A places a small bet with Mrs
B that the ~~r.se X will win, and if the odds are between those implied by
t~e probabIlItIes Mr A and Mrs B attach to this event, both parties have
hIgher exp~c.ted utilities. Both believe their expected net winnings on the
bet are .posltlve and, because the bet is small, this outweighs any worries
t~at .ans~ beca~se of t~e risks they are taking. Thus an ex-post equal
~ls~n~utlOn of mcome IS ex-ante Pareto dominated by one in which the
mdlvlduals underta~e t?is ~et and then bring about ex-post inequality. So
the ex-post equal dlstnbutlOn cannot be ex-ante Pareto efficient.
. T~e fi~st example above showed, in effect, that any ex-post equal
dIstnbut!on can be ex-ante Pareto dominated unless all individuals have
the same subjective probability distribution across the set of all states of
the world, because otherwise opportunities for small bets are bound to
a.rise. In the. s.econ.d e~am'ple below, individuals do have identical subjectIve probabilIty dIstnbutlOns, but their attitudes to risk differ, and this
s~ffi~es t? allow ex-ante Pareto improvements to any ex-post equal income
dlstnbutlOn. In fact, suppose once again that we have two individuals, Mr
A and Mrs B, as before. Let us also suppose that Mr A is somewhat risk
averse, whereas Mrs B is not risk averse at all and cares only what her
~xpecte~ income is, regardless of its variance (provided only that her
Income IS always enoug~ to. subsist on). In such a case, both parties gain
whenever any mcome nsk IS transferred from risk averse Mr A to risk
neu~ral. Mrs B, pr~vided that Mr A pays a (small) insurance premium to
aVOId nsk, and thiS premium is enough to raise Mrs B's expected income.
Thu~, an ex~ante Pareto efficient allocation of risk-bearing involves Mr A
bearmg no nsk at all, and having a certain income independent of the state
of the world (except, possibly, in a few very bad states where Mrs B has
only a subsistence income and Mr A all the rest of the available total
income), whereas Mrs B's income absorbs all the risks in total income.
Except in the trivial case of a constant total income, such a distribution of
income. ca~no~ be ex-post equal; indeed, if one starts with an ex-post
equal dIstnbutlOn, ex-ante Pareto efficiency requires that Mr A's income
be higher than Mrs B's in those states where total income is low, and vice
versa when total income is high. The case when Mrs B is risk-neutral is, of
course, rather extreme. But even when Mrs B is also risk averse but is less
risk averse than Mr A, one can show that ex-ante Pareto effi~iency still
requires Mrs B to bear more risk than Mr A.
In fact, as shown by Diamond (1967a), Starr (1973) and others the
contrast or conflict between the ex-ante and ex-post approaches ~nly
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disappears in a very special case. First, individuals must ~ll share the same
subjective probability distribution on the set S of posslbl~ sta~es of the
world and this subjective probability distribution must be Identical to the
probability distribution being used by the utilitarian in calculating t~e
expected value of the ex-P?st social welfar~ f~n.ction.~ Second, socIal
welfare ex-post must be a weIghted sum of the mdlvlduals von NeumannMorgenstern utility functions, with the weights in~ependent ?f the state of
nature. Then social welfare ex-ante will be the eqUlvalent weIghted sum of
individuals' ex-ante expected utilities. This is the case of consistency
between the two approaches which I shall call the Vickrey-Harsanyi ~ase,
because Vickrey (1945) and Harsanyi (1955, 1975c) h~ve been es~ecI~lly
strong advocates of using such a social welfare function, assummg Implicitly that individuals do agree on probabilities.
This contrast between ex-ante and ex-post lies at the heart of the debate
in the 1940s and 1950s over whether von Neumann-Morgen~tern utili.ties
are equivalent to the utilities that should be. used in companng ~argmal
utilities of income for, say, rich a~d poor. It IS ~oteworthy tha~ Fr.le~man~
the champion of ex-post inequahty, where thIs .results f~om ~ndlvlduals
decisions to bear risks, explicitly rejects this eqUlvalence m Fnedman a~d
Savage 1948, 1952. Indeed, Friedman and Savage (1948, p. 283, n. 11), m
a claim that they themselves choose to quote in Fr.iedm~n and Sava.ge
1952 (p. 473), state that 'it is entirely unnece~sa~y. to l~enti£Y the quantity
that individuals are to be interpreted as maxlmlzmg [I.e. von NeumannMorgenstern utility] with a quantity that should be given special importance in public policy'. And Arrow, who, as I have remarked befor~, was
the first to analyse the ex-ante Pareto efficiency of the market allocation of
risk-bearing, also explicitly disclaims the use of. v?n Neum~nn:-M?rgen
stern utilities in measuring utility for determmmg the dl~tnbutlOn .of
income (see Arrow 1963, p. 10). So both deny that there IS necessanly
consistency between ex-ante and ex-post. Insofar as the ar?~~ent of
section 4 is valid, this implies then that individuals' ex-ante utihties need
have no utilitarian ethical significance.
This denial of the necessary ethical significance of individuals' ex-ante
utilities may appear somewhat surprising, because the co~tra~t between .
ex-ante efficiency and ex-post equality would app~ar to. he ngh~ at the
heart of the criticisms of equality as a goal of economIC pohcy by Fnedman
(1962) and others. It is therefore per~apsw~rth exa~ining Fried~an's
apparent position in rather more detatl, especIally as I mtend to stick by
6

Strictly speaking, this assumption can be disp~nse.d .with~ but .~nly.at the cost of hav.ing the
planner or observe~ atta~h ~eights to ~~c? 10dlVldual s utIhty 10 each state wh~ch ~re
proportional to theIr subjectIve probablhtIes (see Hammond 1?81b). S,:ch a ~~I~t1Og
scheme seems completely indefensible and so I have chosen to Ignore thIS posslblllty.
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my assertion, based on the previous section, that the ex-post utilitarian
approach has to be the right one.
Friedman's defence of ex-post inequality of income would appear to
stem from two beliefs (see Friedman 1962, Ch. X). The first is a belief in
the right of the individual to undertake risks, and not to see the rewards for
successful risk-taking being eroded by redistributive taxation. This, of
course, is just a special instance of the rights which I discussed in section 3.
Friedman either advocates using a rights-respecting social welfare function, as suggested by Sen, or else believes that the right to take risks
should act as a constraint like a property right. A rights-respecting social
welfare fun~tion would be an ex-ante welfare function, however, and we
have already seen how Friedman and Savage have rejected the necessity of
consistency between the ex-ante and ex-post approaches. So one is either
left with a rights-respecting ex-ante welfare function which is inconsistent
with any acceptable ex-post welfare function, and so a likely inconsistency
in formulating economic policy over time, or, much more likely, we are
forced to suggest that Friedman views the right to take risks as a kind of
property right which acts as a constraint on maximising the expected value
of the ex-post welfare function.
Viewing the right to take risks as a kind of property right has rather
strange implications. It is one thing to claim that a successful capitalist has
a right to the proceeds of his risk-taking activities, and even the right to
pass these proceeds on to his heirs, as Friedman suggests. It is quite another
matter to go on to claim, as one surely must if one is to be consistent, that
the failed capitalist has the duty to meet all the consequences of his failure,
including discharging all his debts, if he can, and even selling himself and
perhaps his heirs too into slavery if necessary. In fact, modern capitalist
societies accord the right to failed capitalists of declaring themselves
bankrupt, and this in itself undermines the supposed property rights of
other capitalists who are more successful, but were unfortunate enough to
have made loans to another capitalist who went bankrupt and was unable
to discharge his debts.
Thus the right to take risks is inherently limited - at least in an actual
economy with incomplete information where it is practically impossible to
make sure that nobody ever goes bankrupt. It is possible to argue, I
suppose, that the right to take risks should nevertheless be limited only to
the extent required to deal with bankruptcy. It is even possible to argue
that the only reason for seeking to reduce inequality is to ensure that
everybody achieves a certain subsistence income. But then the issue arises
of how much income the fortunate should sacrifice in order to meet the
debts of the bankrupt or to subsidise the incomes of the poor. And this is
an issue that can only be satisfactorily resolved by using an explicit
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objective function. 7 So the welfare economist really is forced to choose
between income distributions, and may as well do so by using the expected
value of an ex-post welfare function. Then, if one really wants to respect
the property rights of the rich, everybody who receives any kind of subsidy
must be right down at some threshold level of poverty. This, however,
involves such measures as a means test to determine who is entitled to
transfer incomes or to goods such as free medical prescriptions, or even
which families are entitled to free schooling for their children, and means
tests of this kind to protect the supposed rights of the rich are ethically
distasteful to many of us. Thus I do not find it appealing to suppose that
there is a kind of property right to take risks.
There is a third reason for accepting ex-post inequality of income which
is also hinted at by Friedman (1953). This is that imposing ex-post equality
would create adverse incentives for people to work hard, acquire skills, or
take risks. Though Kanbur (1979) has recently pointed out that it is not
necessarily true that a more risk averse society will display greater equality
of income, and so that there may not be the trade-off between risk-taking
and equality which Friedman presumed, Kanbur's conclusion depends
crucially on there being incentive constraints preventing the attainment of
a full ex-post optimum. Thus the trade-off between equality and the
incentives to take risk remains. This, however, raises questions concerning
incentives which will be taken up later in section 7.
The conclusion of this lengthy discussion, then, is that the ex-post
approach to utilitarian welfare economics under uncertainty remains defensible. There is a question over individuals' rights to take risks. These
can be accommodated by making ex-post social welfare a stateindependent weighted sum of individuals' von Neumann-Morgenstern
utility functions, as recommended by Vickrey and Harsanyi, so that the
ex-ante and ex-post approaches coincide. It is far from clear, however,
that it is ethically necessary to do this, nor that individuals really do have
legitimate rights to take more than rather small risks, though, of course, it
is socially useful if they undertake risk-bearing activities which happen to
be desirable but cannot be fully insured because of the lack of information.

6 Valuing life and limb
In the previous section, the contrast between ex-ante and ex-post was
made with reference to the social choice of income distribution. An area
7

I suppose Friedman and his followers might argue that one should be strictly ne~tral as
regards the distribution of income between those who are not below the poverty hne. But
even this presupposes a welfare function which is equivalent to total income, for those not
below the poverty line. As shown in Roberts 1980a, this is not even consistent with the Pareto
principle when there are many goods and individuals' preferences are sufficiently diverse.
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wh~re the con.trast may appear even starker arises in connection with the

soc~al evaluatIOn of life and limb, and questions such as the cost of an
acclden~. These. are matters which are obviously far from exclusively
economIc questIOns, yet in deciding how much to spend on road safety

~easures, for example, eco~~mi~ and social consequences become closely

hnke~. And although the utllItanan welfare economist's approach to such
questIOns may seem far from ideal, it is not at all obvious how the
.
approach can be improved upon.
T?e contrast between ex-ante and ex-post is stark in the case of such
chOIces because, ex -post, one is trading off lives against ordinary economic
res~urces w~ere~s, ex-ante, one is merely trading off probabilities of death
agaIn~t econ~mlc resources. The latter seems much more comfortable
espe~lally as It. s~~ms that individuals do choose to confront small bu~
varYIng p~obabtllt~es. of death or injury all the time, and may even do so in
a .way whIch maxImIses their ex-ante expected utility. Then, as has been
dIscussed by .Drez~ (1~~2), Mishan (1971), and Jones-Lee (1974, 1976,
.1~80), the.re IS an Impl!clt von. Neumann-Morgenstern utility to death or
I~Jury. ThIS may be qUIte ~onslste~t with the individual being unwilling to
dIe or even to lose a leg WIth certaInty in exchange for any sum of money
no matter how large, because the utility of being even very poor with bod~
legs can exceed the utility of being extremely rich with only one leg.
The comfort of the ex-ante approach may be more apparent than real
however, ~or .consider the Vickrey-Harsanyi case, in which ex-ante and
ex-post cOl?clde. Th,en, ~f it is possible to avoid uncertainty altogether but
no~ to aVOId some aCCIdental' deaths, the social welfare function prescnbes that those who have least to gain from living, in terms of von
Neu~ann-Mor?enstern utilities, should die, while those who have most
to gaIn sh.ould lI~e .. This may be right, given that, say, exactly ten people
have to dIe, but It IS far from comfortable.
However, I have argued that the ex-ante approach to utilitarianism
under uncertainty is o.nly ~p~ropriate when it coincides with the ex-post
appr?ach, and that thIS COInCIdence is actually rather unlikely. Thus I am
argUIng tha.t one should use the ex-post approach consistently, even in
matters of hfe and death. If this brings us face to face with uncomfortable
preferences over who is to die, this may be no bad thing, since such
preferences are anyway implicit in the ex-ante approach.
As usu~l, there remains the issue of whether and how individual attitude~ to :Isk ~re ~o be ~llowe'd for in the ex-post welfare function, short of
makIng It. COInCIde WIth a~ .ex-.ante welfare function. One might, for
e?,ampl~, Include ex-ante utilIty In each individual's ex-post utility func~Ion. ThIS does not a~fect the fundamental principle of ex-post utilitarianIsm however. There IS also the question of whether individuals have the
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right to avoid unnecessary and, more especially, involuntary risk of death
or injury. Of course, any sensible ex-post social welfare function already
respects individuals' preferences for less risk of this kind. But whether one
wants to go beyond this and impose certain constraints is another matter
which has to be judged case by case on merit. Exposing people to risk from
uncontrolled guns or drunken drivers seems totally unacceptable; building
nuclear power stations, oil refineries, or airports close to settled areas
should be avoided if possible but not at all costs.

7 Incomplete information and incentive constraints

8

After dealing with uncertainty, the next really challenging issues for
utilitarian analysis arise when individuals have incomplete information.
Complete information is when every individual knows wh~t any ot?er
individual knows, and the planner or observer has the same mformatlon
too. If there really were such complete information, and so if everybody
had pooled all their expertise, it might happen that individuals woul~ all
share the same subjective probability distribution over the set Sof possIble
states of the world. Of course, it also might not happen. What is almost
certain, however, is that if individuals do not have such complete information _ if there is incomplete information - then their probability assessments will differ. This is especially clear when some individuals are unsure
whether a given state can still occur while others already know it cannot.
The term 'incomplete information' arises from Harsanyi (1967-8) and his
highly original and profound analysis of such situations.
Were one to adopt the ex-ante approach to utilitarian analysis, the fact
that individuals have incomplete information and so differing probability
assessments would affect the social objective. What is more, it would do so
by counting outcomes for an individual i in all the states, of ,t~e world
which he thinks are still possible, even though some other mdlvldual, or
even, perhaps, every other individual, knows that some of those states ~re
impossible. In other words, it allows individuals to live in a fool's paradIse,
if they so choose, and reckons their utility accordingly. Far worse, p~r
haps, is the consequent tendency to prefer policies which i~prove para~lse
for the fool, when more prudent use of all the informatIOn the pohcymaker has available would dictate otherwise.
With the ex-post approach, however, there is no such problem. What
counts in determining probabilities is the planner's or observer's information. The social objective is the expected value of the ex-post von
Neumann-Morgenstern social welfare function, based on the planner's or
8

This section is based on the analysis in Hammond 1981d.
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observer's probabilit~ assessments. Of course, one wants the planner or
?b~erver to be as well mformed as possible. Thus, the fact that information
IS mC,o~plete really has no effect at all on the proper social objective.
ThIS IS not to say, ?f c;ourse, that information available to individuals has
no e~fect on t,he chOIces recommended by utilitarian analysis. But I claim
that mform~tI~n affects the constraints which govern those choices, rather
t~a? the ObjectIVes they are intended to promote. Where there is a single indlvl~ual- as in a 'Robins?n Crusoe' economy - this is fairly clear. Information t~ke~ t~e form of bemg able to distinguish different states of nature, in
that the mdIvldual knows either that the true state s belongs to a set SI' or
to a set S2, or to a set S3, etc., where SI,S2,S3' ... are disjoint sets which
~ogethe~ ~xhaustthe s,et S of all possible states. In other words, SI,S2,S3' ...
IS a partition of S, whIch we naturally call the information partition while
the se~s SI"S2,S3' . " . are information sets. The individual can disti~guish
st,at~s m ,dIfferent mfo~matIOn sets of his information partition, but cannot
?lS~I~gU1Sh between dIfferent states in the same information set. Where the
mdividual cannot ~ell two states of nature apart, his contingent action
~u~t, be the same m each state. Thus lack of information prevents the
mdivIdua~ from tailoring his action to the true state, as he could if he were
perfectly mformed. In this sense, information affects the constraints faced
by the individual.
In, a so~iety or economy with many individuals, the same essential
consideratI?n ~p?lies, but ther~ are many complications. Initially, it would
see~, each I~dIvidual makes hIS own decision constrained by his own lack
?f mformatIOn and the planner does ~oo. But individuals necessarily
mteract, through the market, the economIC system, the political process, or
wha~ev~r" and observe one another's behaviour. Then it may even happen
~hat mdividual~ can lea~n what other individuals know simply by observmg each other s behavIOur. For example, it seems that in economies of
~ure exchange, individual traders can sometimes acquire all the informatIon any other trader has simp~y by obser.ving what prices equate supply
and deman~ f~r ~ach commodIty, as, for mstance, in Radner 1979. And,
o~ course, mdividuais may choose to communicate information more
dIrectly and explicitly. Whatever individuals do learn from each other
ho~ever, a~d whatever the planner learns from individuals, the essential
pomt remams: Information, serves only to determine policy choices or
re~om~endatlons by affectmg the constraints: it does nothing to affect
obJect1v~s as, such: ~t l~a~t, thi~, is true while one is only considering
econo~Ic poltcY,wIth I~dIvId~als mfo~mation fixed; the case where policy
affects mformatIon WIll be dIscussed m the next section.
, Other non-essential complications do deserve discussion, however. One
IS the scope for decentralisation which arises when individuals retain some
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private information not available to an economic planner. This is discussed in Dasgupta (Chapter 10, below). It is perfectly possible, however,
to have the planner consider outcomes which are contingent on what
individuals know privately as well as on what the planner himself knows.
Another very important complication concerns providing incentives for
individuals to reveal private information. In a rather special case, this
problem of 'incentive compatibility' has received extensive recent discussion in the economics literature, following Hurwicz's lead especially (Hurwicz 1972, 1973). If an individual realises that revealing the truth will
make him worse off than if he concealed it or distorted it in some way the
temptation not to reveal the truth is strong. I~ has now beco~~ widely
accepted that economists should recognise thIS problem exphcltly and
restrict attention to procedures for making social decisions that do not rely
on private information unless incentives are provided to enc~~rage individuals to reveal their information truthfully. These are addltlonal constraints on what an economic planner can choose, which we may as well
call incentive constraints. Such constraints have been alluded to long ago
by such writers as Lerner (1944), Friedman (1953), and Graaff (1957) but
only now are their implications being properly explored. In fact, one
question at least remains completely undiscussed as far as I know. How
much should the planner try to learn from individuals by providing
incentives? In other words, to what extent should he trade off constraints
imposed by lack of information against constraints imposed by the need to
provide incentives for individuals to reveal private information?
To summarise, on the assumption that individuals' information remains
exogenous and independent of policy choices, the extent of individuals'
information affects only the constraints on the possible social outcomes;
the objective remains that of maximising the expected value of the ex-post
von Neumann-Morganstern social welfare function, where the appropriate probabilities are based on the planner's own information.
8 Endogenous information
In the previous section I assumed that the policy-ma~er .h~d no con~ro.l,
direct or indirect, over the information available to mdlVlduals. ThIs IS
clearly an untenable assumption even for an economist concern~d ~nly
with economic problems, given the importance of the commumcatlons
industry and of advertising in any modern economy. Yet relaxing it brings
us immediately face to face with the sorts of problems which appear to be
of most interest to moral philosophers, such as whether to keep promises
and whether to tell the truth in all circumstances. We are faced with
deciding what people should know, and whether they should be deliber-
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a.tely misled. We are also faced with the possibility that individuals have a
rIght to know the truth: somehow, this right seems to be more appealing
than most of the others I have discussed previously.
The i~sue of what R~ople should know has not been squarely faced by
economls~s as perhaps It should have been. Atkinson (1974) does consider
th~ questlon of whether it is really worth making a confirmed smoker
mIserable by inf?rmi~g him of the possible dreadful consequences for his
health, but he glVes lIttle clue as to how it should be answered.
.Here, then, we face the most challenging issue so far. Had we remained
w~t~ ex-ante utilitarianism, of course, the problem might seem relatively
tnvlal. All that would matter would be individuals' utilities ex-ante so we
~ould tell them what raises these ex-ante utilities. This, however, ~ould
Imply that we sh~uld try to raise individuals' expectations falsely and, as
long as w~ ~re b~heved, should make promises we know we can never keep
- the famIlIar tncks of the trade of most modern candidates for political
office. Such scant regard for the truth seems totally indefensible.
The ex-post utilitarian approach also faces difficulties however. What it
suggests is telling individuals not the truth but whate~er serves to relax
any incentive constraints which the plann~r faces in trying to maximise
expected ex-post welfare. It is like trying to persuade young children to fall
asleep on Christmas Eve by telling them that Santa Claus will not come
unless they do fall asleep.
A m~re approp~iate utilitarian criterion might follow Allais' (1947)

suggest~on of tr~atl.n~ the same individual at different times as though he

~e~e. dIfferent mdlVlduals. In each state s, the ultimate utility of the
l~dlVld~al could depend not only on the final outcome, as we have been
dISc.uss~n.g so ~ar, nor i.ust on the history of the society or economy and of
the mdlVld~~~ s changmg tastes, but also on the history of the individual's
ex-ante utIlltles at each stage, given the information he had. This is

actu~lly a ~erfectly consistent objective which naturally extends that
consIdered m se~~lOn. 4,. and also integrates the ex-ante and ex-post
approaches to utllItanamsm to some extent. What it does not do however, is e~tablish tha~ individuals should know the truth as far as p;ssible.
Instea.d, It st.eers a mld~le course between telling individuals what helps to
relax mcentlve constramts and telling them what they would like to hear
ex-ante.

~t this point, a rat.h~r extreme utilitarian might argue that this is exactly
as It should be. IndIVIduals are no. more than the pieces in a utilitarian
?ame, to. be ~anipulated for utilitarian ends, though with their best
mterests m mmd.Leaving them misinformed is part of that utilitarian
game. But it is here where I must at last part company with such extreme
utilitarianism, and recognise that individuals certainly have a right to be
FAGHBcHEiGti PHllU~OPHi&:
JOhann Wolfgang GoethsUniversiUit
DantestraBa 4-6
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fully informed, or at least to acquire as much information as they wish to.
It does not follow, however, that utilitarianism cannot handle this possibility. The ultimately utility of the individual now needs to be even more
broadly defined, to include what information he had at each stage as a
separate and explicit argument, as well as the eventual true state, because
ultimate utility depends on whether he was told the truth. One can also
insist that the social welfare function respect the right of each individual to
know as much of the truth as possible, within certain cost limitations.
This, however, need not always be so; somebody who is universally
regarded as ugly may prefer not to be told it. Even then, however, the
individual can have a right to know as much of the truth as he desires.
9 Conclusion: the limits to utilitarianism?
It might seem like trickery to keep extending the domain of each individual's 'ultimate' utility function further and further until it includes not
only the usual social outcome, but also the history of the individual's
tastes, expectations, and information. Yet this seems to illustrate what I
believe to be a general principle: that utilitarianism can be defined sufficiently broadly to handle any ethical issue, or at least any ethical issue of
interest to economists. Applying utilitarianism in this way may well face us
with uncomfortable choices, as with issues of life and death. There is also
the question of whether property rights should serve as constraints on
maximising a utilitarian objective, although I have not yet found any
completely convincing instance of a right which cannot be dealt with along
utilitarian lines, as considered in section 3. It may be useful to allow
'rights' which decentralise decisions when there is incomplete information, as Dasgupta (Chapter 10, below) has argued, but that is by no means
inconsistent with the utilitarian approach. It may also be appropriate to
give individuals the right to become informed about certain issues, if they
both wish to know and are prepared to pay the (social) cost of providing

the relevant information.
What must be admitted is that the ultimate utility functions resulting
from such extensions may bear little relation to individual preferences.
And, of course, making the interpersonal comparisons necessary to construct a social welfare function is another task for which there is little
empirical evidence to help us. Thus, even though it may be possible in
principle to apply utilitarian analysis to a very broad range of challenging
issues of the kind I have discussed, it is also quite possible that some other
approach may be more helpful. That, however, cannot be discussed here.
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that the appeal of contractualism as a foundational view has been underrated. In particular, it has not been sufficiently appreciated that contractualism offers a particularly plausible account of moral motivation. The
version of contractualism that I shall present differs from Rawls' in a
number of respects. In particular, it makes no use, or only a different and
more limited kind of use, of his notion of choice from behind a veil of ignorance. One result of this difference is to make the c.ontrast between
contractual ism and utilitarianism stand out more clearly.

truths about the mental constructions of which we are capable. Kant held
that pure mathematics was a realm of objective mind-dependent truths
an? Brou~er's mathematical Intuitionism is another theory of this typ~
(With the Important difference that it offers grounds for the warranted
asser.tability of mathem,atical judgements rather than for their truth in the
cla.sslcal sense). All of these positions have natural correlates in moral
philosophy. Intuitionism of the sort espoused by W. D. Ross is perhaps the
clos~~t analo~ue to mathematical platonism, and Kant's theory is the most
familiar versIOn of the thesis that morality is a sphere of objective, minddependent truths.

There is such a subject as moral philosophy for much the same reason that
there is such a subject as the philosophy of mathematics. In moral judgements, as in mathematical ones, we have a set of putatively objective
beliefs in which we are inclined to invest a certain degree of confidence and
importance. Yet on reflection it is not at all obvious what, if anything,
these judgements can be about, in virtue of which some can be said to be
correct or defensible and others not. This question of subject matter, or the
grounds of truth, is the first philosophical question about both morality
and mathematics. Second, in both morality and mathematics it seems to be
possible to discover the truth simply by thinking or reasoning about it.
Experience and observation may be helpful, but observation in the normal
sense is not the standard means of discovery in either subject. So, given any
positive answer to the first question - any specification of the subject
matter or ground of truth in mathematics or morality - we need some compatible epistemology explaining how it is possible to discover the facts about
this subject matter through something like the means we seem to use.
Given this similarity in the questions giving rise to moral philosophy
and to the philosophy of mathematics, it is not surprising that the answers
commonly given fall into similar general types. If we were to interview
students in a freshman mathematics course many of them would, I think,
declare themselves for some kind of conventionalism. They would hold
that mathematics proceeds from definitions and principles that are either
arbitrary or instrumentally justified, and that mathematical reasoning
consists in perceiving what follows from these definitions and principles. A
few others, perhaps, would be realists or platonists according to whom
mathematical truths are a special kind of non-empirical fact that we can
perceive through some form of intuition. Others might be naturalists who
hold that mathematics, properly understood, is just the most abstract
empirial science. Finally there are, though perhaps not in an average
freshman course, those who hold that there are no mathematical facts in
the world 'outside of us', but that the truths of mathematics are objective

co~ventio~alism) give positive (i.e. non-sceptical) answers to the first

All of the views I have mentioned (with some qualification in the case of

philosophl~al ques~ion. about mathematics. Each identifies some objective,
or at.least mte~s~bjectIVe, ground of truth for mathematical judgements.
Outnght scept~c~sm and subjective versions of mind-dependence (analogues of em~tlVlsm or prescriptivism) are less appealing as philosophies
of mathematics than as moral philosophies. This is so in part simply
?ecause of the greater degree of intersubjective agreement in mathematical
judgement. But it is also due to the difference in the further questions that
philosophical accounts of the two fields must answer.
Neither mathematics nor morality can be taken to describe a realm of
facts existin~ in isolati~n from the rest of reality. Each is supposed to be
c.onnected With other thmgs. Mathematical judgements give rise to predic?ons abo~t those realms to which mathematics is applied. This connection
IS somethmg that a philosophical account of mathematical truth must
explain, but the fact that we can observe and learn from the correctness of
such predictions also gives support to our belief in objective mathematical
truth. In the case. of mor~lity ~he main connection is, or is generally
supposed to be, With the Will. Given any candidate for the role of subject
matter of morality we must explain why anyone should care about it and
the ~ee? ~o a~swer this question of motivation has given strong supp~rt to
subjectiVist views.
But wha~ m~st an adequate philosophical theory of morality say about
moral motivatIOn? It. need not, I think, show that the moral truth gives
anyone wh? knows It a reason to act which appeals to that person's
present deSires or to the advancement of his or her interests. I find· it
entirely intelligible that moral requirement might correctly apply to a
person even though that person had no reason of either of these kinds for
complying with it. Whet~er moral requirements give those to whom they
ap~ly .reasons for ~ompliance of some third kind is a disputed question
w~lch! shall set aSide. But what an adequate moral philosophy must do, I
thmk, IS to make clearer to.us the nature of the reasons that morality does
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provide, at least to those who are concerned with it. A philosophical
theory of morality must offer an account of these reasons that is, on the
one hand, compatible with its account of moral truth and moral reasoning
and, on the other, supported by a plausible analysis of moral experience. A
satisfactory moral philosophy will not leave concern with morality as a
simple special preference, like a fetish or a special taste, which some people
just happen to have. It must make it understandable why moral reasons
are ones that people can take seriously, and why they strike those who are
moved by them as reasons of a special stringency and inescapability.
There is also a further question whether susceptibility to such reasons is
compatible with a person's good or whether it is, as Nietzsche argued, a
psychological disaster for the person who has it. If one is to defend
morality one must show that it is not disastrous in this way, but I will not
pursue this second motivational question here. I mention it only to distinguish it from the first question, which is my present concern.
The task of giving a philosophical explanation of the subject matter of
morality differs both from the task of analysing the meaning of moral
terms and from that of finding the most coherent form dation of our first
order moral beliefs. A maximally coherent ordering of our first order
moral beliefs could provide us with a valuable kind of explanation: it
would make clear how various, apparently disparate moral notions,
precepts and judgements are related to one another, thus indicating to
what degree conflicts between them are fundamental and to what degree,
on the other hand, they can be resolved or explained away. But philosophical inquiry into the subject matter of morality takes a more external
view. It seeks to explain what kind of truths moral truths are by describing
them in relation to other things in the world and in relation to our
particular concerns. An explanation of how we can come to know the
truth about morality must be based on such an external explanation of the
kind of things moral truths are rather than on a list of particular moral
truths, even a maximally coherent list. This seems to be true as well about
explanations of how moral beliefs can give one a reason to act. 2
Coherence among our first-order moral beliefs - what Rawls has called
narrow reflective equilibrium3 - seems unsatisfying4 as an account of
moral truth or as an account of the basis of justification in ethics just
Though here the ties between the nature of morality and its content are more important. It is
not clear that an account of the nature of morality which left its content entirely open could
be the basis for a plausible account of moral motivation.
3 See Rawls 1974-5, p. 8; and Daniels 1979 pp. 257-8. How closely the process of what I am
calling philosophical explanation will coincide with the search for 'wide reflective equilibrium' as this is understood by Rawls and by Daniels is a further question which I cannot take
up here.
4 For expression of this dissatisfaction see Singer 1974 and Brandt 1979, pp. 16-21.
2
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because, taken by itself, a maximally coherent account of our moral beliefs
need not provide us with what I have called a philosophical explanation of
the subject matter of morality. However internally coherent our moral
beliefs may be rendered, the nagging doubt may remain that there is
nothing to them at all. They may be merely a set of socially inculcated
reactions, mutually consistent perhaps but not judgements of a kind which
can properly be said to be correct or. incorrect. A philosophical theory of
the nature of morality can contribute to our confidence in our first order
moral beliefs chiefly by allaying these natural doubts about the subject.
Insofar as it includes an account of moral epistemology, such a theory may
guide us towards new forms of moral argument, but it need not do this.
Moral argument of more or less the kind we have been familiar with may
remain as the only form of justification in ethics. But whether or not it
leads to revision in our modes of justification, what a good philosophical
theory should do is to give us a clearer understanding of what the best
forms of moral argument amount to and what kind of truth it is that they
can be a way of arriving at. (Much the same can be said, I believe, about the
contribution which philosophy of mathematics makes to our confidence in
particular mathematical judgements and particular forms of mathematical
reasoning.)
Like any thesis about morality, a philosophical account of the subject
matter of morality must have some connection with the meaning of moral
terms: it must be plausible to claim that the subject matter described is in
fact what these terms refer to at least in much of their normal use. But the
current meaning of moral terms is the product of many different moral
beliefs held by past and present speakers of the language, and this meaning
is surely compatible with a variety of moral views and with a variety of
views about the nature of morality. After all, moral terms are used to
express many different views of these kinds, and people who express these
views are not using moral terms incorrectly, even though what some of
them say must be mistaken. Like a first-order moral judgement, a philosophical characterisation of the subject matter of morality is a substantive
claim about morality, albeit a claim of a different kind.
While a philosophical characterisation of morality makes a kind of
claim that differs from a first-order moral judgement, this does not mean
that a philosophical theory of morality will be neutral between competing
normative doctrines. The adoption of a philosophical thesis about the
nature of morality will almost always have some effect on the plausibility
of particular moral claims, but philosophical theories of morality vary
widely in the extent and directness of their normative implications. At
one extreme is intuitionism, understood as the philosophical thesis that
morality is concerned with certain non-natural properties. Rightness, for
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example, is held by ROSS5 to be the property of 'fittingness' or 'moral
suitability'. Intuitionism holds that we can identify occurrences of these
properties, and that we can recognise as self-evident certain general truths
about them, but that they cannot be further analysed or explained in terms
of other notions. So understood, intuitionism is in principle compatible
with a wide variety of normative positions. One could, for example, be an
intuitionistic utilitarian or an intuitionistic believer in moral rights, depending on the general truths about the property of moral rightness which
one took to be self-evident.
The other extreme is represented by philosophical utilitarianism. The
term 'utilitarianism' is generally used to refer to a family of specific
normative doctrines - doctrines which might be held on the basis of a
number of different philosophical theses about the nature of morality. In
this sense of the term one might, for example, be a utilitarian on intuitionist or on contractualist grounds. But what I will call 'philosophical utilitarianism' is a particular philosophical thesis about the subject matter of
morality, namely the thesis that the only fundamental moral facts are facts
about individual well-being. 6 I believe that this thesis has a great deal of
plausibility for many people, and that, while some people are utilitarians
for other reasons, it is the attractiveness of philosophical utilitarianism
which accounts for the widespread influence of utilitarian principles.
It seems evident to people that there is such a thing as individuals' ~ng
made better or worse off. Such facts have an obvious motivatio.nal fOlce; it
is quite understandable that people should be moved by them In much the
way that they are supposed to be moved by moral considerations. Further,
these facts are clearly relevant to morality as we now understand it. Claims
about individual well-being are one class of valid starting points for moral
argument. But many people find it much harder to see how there could be
any other, independent starting points. Substantive moral requirements
independent of individual well-being strike people as intuitionist in an
objectionable sense. They would represent 'moral facts' of a kind it would
be difficult to explain. There is no problem about recognising it as a fact
that a certain act is, say, an instance of lying or of promise breaking. And a
utilitarian can acknowledge that such facts as these often have (derivative)
moral significance: they are morally significant because of their consequences for individual well-being. The problems, and the charge of
'intuitionism', arise when it is claimed that such acts are wrong in a sense
that is not reducible to the fact that they decrease individual well-being.
5
6

Ross 1939 pp. 52-4, 315.
For purposes of this discussion I leave open the important questions of which individuals
are to count and how 'well-being' is to be understood. PhIlosophIcal utlhtarlanIsm WIll
retain the appeal I am concerned with under many different answers to these questions.
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How could this independent property of moral wrongness be understood
in a way that would give it the kind of importance and motivational force
which moral considerations have been taken to have? If one accepts the
idea that there are no moral properties having this kind of intrinsic
significance, then philosophical utilitarianism may seem to be the only
tenable account of morality. And once philosophical utilitarianism is
accepted, some form of normative utilitarianism seems to be forced on us
as the correct first-order moral theory. Utilitarianism thus has, for many
people, something like the status which Hilbert's Formalism and Brouwer's Intuitionism have for their believers. It is a view which seems to be
forced on us by the need to give a philosophically defensible account of the
subject. But it leaves us with a hard choice: we can either abandon many of
our previous first-order beliefs or try to salvage them by showing that they
can be obtained as derived truths or explained away as useful and harmless
fictions.
It may seem that the appeal of philosophical utilitarianism as I have
described it is spurious, since this theory must amount either to a form of
intuitionism (differing from others only in that it involves just one appeal
to intuition) or else to definitional naturalism of a kind refuted by Moore
and others long ago. But I do not think that the doctrine can be disposed of
so easily. Philosophical utilitarianism is a philosophical thesis about the
nature of morality. As such, it is on a par with intuitionism or with the
form of contractuatism which I will defend later in this paper. None of
these theses need claim to be true as a matter of definition; if one of them is
true it does not follow that a person who denies it is misusing the words
'right', 'wrong' and 'ought'. Nor are all these theses forms of intuitionism,
if intuitionism is understood as the view that moral facts concern special
non-natural properties, which we can apprehend by intuitive insight but
which do not need or admit of any further analysis. Both contractualism
and philosophical utilitarianism are specifically incompatible with this
claim. Like other philosophical theses about the nature of morality (including, I would say, intuitionism itself), contractualism and philosophical
utilitarianism are to be appraised on the basis of their success in giving an
account of moral belief, moral argument and moral motivation that is
comp,tible with our general beliefs about the world: our beliefs about
what Minds of things there are in the world, what kinds of observation and
reasoning we are capable of, and what kinds of reasons we have for action.
A judgement as to which account of the nature of morality (or of mathematics) is most plausible in this general sense is just that: a judgement of
overall plausibility. It is not usefully described as an insight into concepts
or as a special intuitive insight of some other kind.
If philosophical utilitarianism is accepted then some form of utilitarian-
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ism appears to be forced upon us as a normative doctrine, but further
argument is required to determine which form we should accept. If all that
counts morally is the well-being of individuals, no one of whom is singled
out as counting for more than the others, and if all that matters in the case
of each individual is the degree to which his or her well-being is affected,
then it would seem to follow that the basis of moral appraisal is the goal of
maximising the sum 7 of individual well-being. Whether this standard is to
be applied to the criticism of individual actions, or to the selection of rules
or policies, or to the inculcation of habits and dispositions to act is a
further question, as is the question of how 'well-being' itself is to be
understood. Thus the hypothesis that much of the appeal of utilitarianism
as a normative doctrine derives from the attractiveness of philosophical
utilitarianism explains how people can be convinced that some form of
utilitarianism must be correct while yet being quite uncertain as to which
form it is, whether it is 'direct' or 'act' utilitarianism or some form of
indirect 'rule' or 'motive' utilitarianism. What these views have in common,
despite their differing normative consequences, is the identification of the
same class of fundamental moral facts.
II

If what I have said about the appeal of utilitarianism is correct, then what a
rival theory must do is to provide an alternative to philosophical utilitarianism as a conception of the subject matter of morality. This is what the
theory which I shall call contractualism seeks to do. Even if it succeeds in
this, however, and is judged superior to philosophical utilitarianism as an
account of the nature of morality, normative utilitarianism will not have
been refuted. The possibility will remain that normative utilitarianism can
be established on other grounds, for example as the normative outcome of
contractualism itself. But one direct and, I think, influential argument for
normative utilitarianism will have been set aside.
To give an example of what I mean by contractualism, a contractualist
account of the nature of moral wrongness might be stated as follows.
An act is wrong if its performance under the circumstances would be disallowed by
any system of rules for the general regulation of behaviour which no one could
reasonably reject as a basis for informed, unforced general agreement.

This is intended as a characterisation of the kind of property which moral
wrongness is. Like philosophical utilitarianism, it will have normative
consequences, but it is not my present purpose to explore these in detail.

As a contractualist account of one moral notion, what I have set out here is
only an approximation, which may need to be modified considerably.
Here I can offer a few remarks by way of clarification.
The idea of 'informed agreement' is meant to exclude agreement based
on superstition or false belief about the consequences of actions, even if
these beliefs are ones which it would be reasonable for the person in
question to have. The intended force of the qualification 'reasonably', on
the other hand, is to exclude rejections that would be unreasonable given
the aim of finding principles which could be the basis of informed, unforced general agreement. Given this aim, it would be unreasonable for
example, to reject a principle because it imposed a burden on you ~hen
every alternative principle would impose much greater burdens on others.
I will have more to say about grounds for rejection later in the paper.
The requirement that the hypothetical agreement which is the subject of
moral argument be u~forced is meant not only to rule out coercion, but
also to exclude being forced to accept an agreement by being in a weak
bargaining position, for example because others are able to hold out
longer and hence to insist on better terms. Moral argument abstracts from
such considerations. The only relevant pressure for agreement comes from
the desire to find and agree on principles which no one who had this desire
could reasonably. reject. According to contractualism, moral argument
concerns the possibility of agreement among persons who are all moved by
this desire, and moved by it to the same degree. But this counter-factual
assumption characterises only the agreement with which morality is concerned, not the world to which moral principles are to apply. Those who
are concerned with morality look for principles for application to their
imperfect world which they could not reasonably reject, and which others
in this world, who are not now moved by the desire for agreement, could
not reasonably reject should they come to be so moved. s
The contractualist account of moral wrongness refers to principles
'which no one could reasonably reject' rather than to principles 'which
everyone could reasonably accept' for the following reason. 9 Consider a
principle under which some people vyill suffer severe hardships, and
suppose that these hardships are avoidable. That is, there are alternative
principles under which no one would have to bear comparable burdens. It
might happen, however, that the people on whom these hardships fall are
particularly self-sacrificing, and are willing to accept these burdens for the
sake of what they see as the greater good of all. We would not 'say, I think,
that it would be unreasonable of them to do this. On the other hand, it
Here I am indebted to Gilbert Harman for comments which have helped me to clarify my
statement of contractualism.
9 A point lowe to Derek Parfit.

8
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'Average Utilitarianism' is most plausibly arrived at through quite a different form of
argument, one more akin to contractualism. I discuss one such argument in section IV below.
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might not be unreasonable for them to refu~e t~ese bur~e.ns, a~d, hence,
not unreasonable for someone to reject a pnnclple requmng him to bear
them. If this rejection would be reasonable, then the principle i~posing
these burdens is put in doubt, despite the fact that some particularly
self-sacrificing people could (reasonably) accept it. Thus it is the reasonableness of rejecting a principle, rather than the reasonableness of accept..'
ing it, on which moral argument turns.
It seems likely that many non-equivalent sets of pnnclples Will pass the
test of non-rejectability. This is suggested, for example, b~ the fact that
there are many different ways of defining important dUties, no one of
which is more or less 'rejectable' than the others. There are, for example,
many different systems of agreement-making and many different ways of
assigning responsibility to care for others. It does not .fol~ow, however,
that any action allowed by at least one of these sets of pnnclples cannot be
morally wrong according to contractualism. If it is important for us to
have some duty of a given kind (some duty of fidelity to agreements, or
some duty of mutual aid) of which there are many morally acceptable
forms then one of these forms needs to be established by convention. In a
settin~ in which one of these forms is conventionally ~s.tabli~hed, acts
disallowed by it will be wrong in the sense of the defimtlOn gIVen. For,
given the need for such conventio~s, one thi~g that COUld. not be generally
agreed to would be a set of pnnClples allowlllg one t?dlsregar~conven
tionally established (and morally acceptable) defimtlOns of Important
duties. This dependence on convention introduces a degree of cultural
relativity into contractualist morality. In additio~,. what a per~on can
reasonably reject will depend on the aims and condlt1on~ that .are Im~ort
ant in his life, and these will also depend on the sOCiety III which ~e lives.
The definition given above allows for variation of both of these ~mds .by
making the wrongness of an action depend on the circumstances III which
it is performed.
....
The partial statement of contractuallsm which I have .gIVen has the
abstract character appropriate in an account of the subJ~ct m~tt~r of
morality. On its face, it involves no specific claim as to W~IC~ pnncIP.les
could be agreed to or even whether there is a unique set of pnnclples which
could be the basis of agreement. One way, though not the only way, for
a contractualist to arrive at substantive moral claims would be to give
a technical definition of the relevant notion of agreement, e.g. by specifying the conditions under which agreement is to be reached, the parties
to this agreement and the criteria of reasonableness to be employed.
Different contractualists have done this in different ways. What must be
claimed for such a definition is that (under the circumstances in which
it is to apply) what it describes is indeed the kind of unforced, reasonable
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agreement at which moral argument aims. But contractualism can also
be understood as an informal description of the subject matter of morality
on the basis of which ordinary forms of moral reasoning can be understood and appraised without proceeding via a technical notion of
agreement.
Who is to be included in the general agreement to which contractual ism
refers? The scope of morality is a difficult question of substantive morality,
but a philosophical theory of the nature of morality should provide some
basis for answering it. What an adequate theory should do is to provide a
framework within which what seem to be relevant arguments for and
against particular interpretations of the moral boundary can be carried
out. It is often thought that contractual ism can provide no plausible basis
for an answer to this question. Critics charge either that contractualism
provides no answer at all, because it must begin with some set of contract~
ing parties taken as given, or that contractualism suggests an answer
which is obviously too restrictive, since a contract requires parties who are
able to make and keep agreements and who are each able to offer the
others some benefit in return for their cooperation. Neither of these
objections applies to the version of contractualism that I defending. The
general specification of the scope of morality which it implies seems to me
to be this: morality applies to a being if the notion of justification to a being
of that kind makes sense. What is required in order for this to be the case?
Here I can only suggest some necessary conditions. The first is that the
being have a good, that is, that there be a clear sense in which things can be
said to go better or worse for that being. This gives partial sense to the idea
of what it would be reasonable for a trustee to accept on the being's behalf.
It would be reasonable for a trustee to accept at least those things that are
good, or not bad, for the being in question. Using this idea of trusteeship
we can extend the notion of acceptance to apply to beings that are
incapable of literally agreeing to anything. But this minimal notion of
trusteeship is too weak to provide a basis for morality, according to
contractualism. Contractualist morality relies on notions of what it would
be reasonable to accept, or reasonable to reject, which are essentially
comparative. Whether it would be unreasonable for me to reject a certain
principle, given the aim of finding principles which no one with this aim
could reasonably reject, depends not only on how much actions allowed
by that principle might hurt me in absolute terms but also on how that
potential loss compares with other potential losses to others under this
principle and alternatives to it. Thus, in order for a being to stand in moral
relations with us it is not enough that it have a good, it is also necessary
that its good be sufficiently similar to our own to provide a basis for some
system of comparability. Only on the basis of such a system can we give the
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proper kind of sense to the notion of what a trustee could reasonably reject
on a being's behalf.
But the range of possible trusteeship is broader than that of morality.
One could act as a trustee for a tomato plant, a forest or an ant colony, and
such entities are not included in morality. Perhaps this can be explained by
appeal to the requirement of comparability: while these entities have a
good, it is not comparable to our own in a way that provides a basis for
moral argument. Beyond this, however, there is in these cases insufficient
foothold for the notion of justification to a being. One further minimum
requirement for this notion is that the being constitute a point of view; that
is, that there be such a thing as what it is like to be that being, such a thing
as what the world seems like to it. Without this, we do not stand in a
relation to the being that makes even hypothetical justification to it
appropriate.
On the basis of what I have said so far contractualism can explain why
the capacity to feel pain should have seemed to many to count in favour of
moral status: a being which has this capacity seems also to satisfy the three
conditions I have just mentioned as necessary for the idea of ju~tification to
it to make sense. If a being can feel pain, then it constitutes a centre of
consciousness to which justification can be addressed. Feeling pain is a
clear way in which the being can be worse off; having its pain alleviated a
way in which it can be benefited; and these are forms of weal and woe
which seem directly comparable to our own.
It is not clear that the three conditions I have listed as necessary are also
sufficient for the idea of justification to a being to make sense. Whether
they are, and, if they are not, what more may be required, are difficult and
disputed questions. Some would restrict the moral sphere to those to
whom justifications could in principle be communicated, or to those who
can actually agree to something, or to those who have the capacity to
understand moral argument. Contractualism as I have stat~d it does not
settle these issues at once. All I claim is that it provides a basis for argument
about them which is at least as plausible as that offered by rival accounts of
the nature of morality. These proposed restrictions on the scope of morality are naturally understood as debatable claims about the conditions
under which the relevant notion of justification makes sense, and the
arguments commonly offered for and against them can also be plausibly
understood on this basis.
Some other possible restrictions on the scope of morality are more
evidently rejectable. Morality might be restricted to those who have the
capacity to observe its constraints, or to those who are able to confer some
reciprocal benefit on other participants. But it is extremely implausible to
suppose that the beings excluded by these requirements fall entirely

outside the protection of morality. Contractualism as I have formulated it lD
can ~xplain why t~is is so: the absence of these capacities alone does
nothmg ~o undermme the possibil,ity of justification to a being. What it
may do m some cases, however, IS to alter the justifications which are
relevant. I sugge,st that whatever importance the capacities for deliberative
co~trol a?d reciprocal benefit may have is as factors altering the duties
,:hlch bemgs have and the duties others have towards them, not as conditIOns whose absence suspends the moral framework altogether.
III
I have so far said little about the normative content of contractualism. For
all I have sa~d, the act utilitarian formula might turn out to be a theorem of
contractualIsm. I do not think that this is the case, but my main thesis is
that ,:h~te~er the normative implications of contractualism may be it still
~as dls~mctlve content as a philosophical thesis about the nature of moralIty. ThiS conte?: - ~he difference, for example, between being a utilitarian
bec~~se ~e utilItarIan formula i~ the basis of general agreement and being
a utilItarIan, on ~ther grounds - IS shown most clearly in the answer that a
cont~actualIst gives to the first motivational question.
~hll~s~1 utilitarianism is a plausible view partly because the facts
which It Identifies as fundamental to morality - facts about individual
well-being - have obvious motivational force. Moral facts can motivate
us, on this view, because of our sympathetic identification with the good of
ot~~rs., But as we move from philosophical utilitarianism to a specific
utilItarIan formula as the standard of right action, the form of motivation
~ha: uti~itarianism appeals to becomes more abstract. If classical utili tarlam~m I~ the c?rrect normative doctrine then the natural source of moral
motlva~lOn Will be a tendency to be moved by changes in aggregate
well-bemg, however these may be composed. We must be moved in the
same way by an aggregate gain of. the same magnitude whether it is
obtained by relieving the acute suffering of a few people or by bringing tiny
benefits to a vast number, perhaps at the expense of moderate discomfort
for a few. This is very different from sympathy of the familiar kind toward
10

On th~s view (as contrasted with some others in which the notion of a contract is employed)
what IS fundamental to morality is the desire for reasonable agreement, not the pursuit of
mutual advantage. See sectIOn V below. It should be clear that this version of contractualIsm can account for the moral standmg of future persons who will be better or worse off as
a result of what wedo now, It IS less clear how it can deal with the problem presented by
futur~ peop~e wh~ would n<:>t have been born but for actions of ours which also made the
condItIOns m whIch they hve worse, Do such people have reason to reject rinci les
allow~ng these actIOns to be p~rformed? This difficult problem, which I cann! e fore
xp
here, IS raIsed by Derek Partit m Partit 1976.
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particular individuals, but a utilitarian may argue that this more abstract
desire is what natural sympathy becomes when it is corrected by rational reflection. This desire has the same content as sympathy - it is a concern for
the good of others - but it is not partial or selective in its choice of objects.
Leaving aside the psychological plausibility of this even-handed sympathy, how good a candidate is it for the role of moral motivation?
Certainly sympathy of the usual kind is one of the many motives that can
sometimes impel one to do the right thing. It may be the dominant motive,
for example, when I run to the aid of a suffering child. But when I feel
convinced by Peter Singer's article ll on famine, and find myself crushed by
the recognition of what seems a clear moral requirement, there is something else at work. In addition to the thought of how much good I could do
for people in drought-stricken lands, I am overwhelmed by the further,
seemingly distinct thought that it would be wrong for me to fail to aid
them when I could do so at so little cost to myself. A utilitarian may
respond that his account of moral motivation cannot be faulted for not
capturing this aspect of moral experience, since it is just a reflection of our
non-utilitarian moral upbringing. Moreover, it must be groundless. For
what kind of fact could this supposed further fact of moral wrongness be,
and how could it give us a further, special reason for acting? The question
for contractualism, then, is whether it can provide a satisfactory answer to
this challenge.
According to contractualism, the source of motivation that is directly
triggered by the belief that an action is wrong is the desire to be able to
justify one's actions to others on grounds they could not reasonably12
reject. I find this an extremely plausible account of moral motivation - a
better account of at least my moral experience than the natural utilitarian
alternative - and it seems to me to constitute a strong point for the
contractualist view. We all might like to be in actual agreement with the
people around us, but the desire which contractualism identifies as basic to
morality does not lead us simply to conform to the standards accepted by
others whatever these may be. The desire to be able to justify one's actions
to others on grounds they could not reasonably reject will be satisfied
when we know that there is adequate justification for our action even
though others in fact refuse to accept it (perhaps because they have no
interest in finding principles which we and others could not reasonably
reject). Similarly, a person moved by this desire will not be satisfied by the
fact that others accept a justification for his action if he regards this
justification as spurious.
11
12

Singer 1972
"
,
, .
.
Reasonably, that is, given the desire to find pnnclples which others slmtlarly motivated
could not reasonably reject.
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One rough test of whether you regard a justification as sufficient is
wh~ther ~?u wou~d accept ~hat justification if you were in another person s p~sItl?n. Thl~ connectl?n between the idea of 'changing places' and
the motIvatIOn which underlIes morality explains the frequent occurence
of 'G?lden Rule' .argume?:s within different systems of morality and in the
teachl~gs of vanous rel~glOns. But the thought experiment of changing
places IS only a rough gUIde; the fundamental question is what would it be
unreasonable to reject as a basis for informed, unforced, general agreement. As Kant observed,13 our different individual points of view taken as
they.are, may in gene~al by simply irreconcilable. 'Judgemental harmony'
req~.ur~s the constructIOn of a genuinely interpersonal form of justification
w~l~h IS nonetheless something that each individual could agree to. From
this Interpersonal standpoint, a certain amount of how things look from
another person's point of view, like a certain amount of how they look
from my own, will be counted as bias.
I am not claiming that the desire to be able to justify one's actions to
others on grounds they could not reasonably reject is universal or 'natural' .. 'M?ral e.duca~ion' seems to me plausibly understood as a process of
cultivatIng. this desl.re. and shaping it, largely by learning what justifications
others are In fact WillIng to accept, by finding which ones you yourself find
accep:a~le as you confront them from a variety of perspectives, and by
ap~ralsl?g you~ own and others' acceptance or rejection of these justifications In the lIght of greater experience.
In ~act. it s.eems to me that the desire to be able to justify one's actions
(and InstItutIOns) on groun?s. one takes to be acceptable is quite strong in
m~st people. Pe?ple ar.e WillIng to go to considerable lengths, involving
qUI~e hea.vy sacnfic~s, I? o~der to avoid admitting the unjustifiability of
thel~ a~tJons and InstItutIOns. The notorious insufficiency of moral
~otlvatlOn as a way of getting people to do the right thing is not due to
Simple weakness of the underlying motive, but rather to the fact that it is
easily deflected by self-interest and self-deception.
It could reasonably be objected here that the source of motivation I have
described is not tied exclusively to the contractualist notion of moral truth.
The account of moral motivation which I have offered refers to the idea of
a justification which it would be unre~sonable to reject and this idea is
potentially broader than the contractualist notion of a~reement. For let
M be some non-contractualist account of moral truth. According to M, we
may suppose, the wrongness of an action is simply a moral characteristic
of that action in virtue of which it ought not to be done. An act which has
this characteristic, according to M, has it quite independently of any
13

Kant 1785, section 2, footnote 14.
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tendency of informed persons to come to agreement about it. However,
since informed persons are presumably in a position to recognise the
wrongness of a type of action, it would seem to follow that if an action is
wrong then such persons would agree that it is not to be performed.
Similarly, if an act is not morally wrong, and there is adequate moral
justification to perform it, then there will presumably be a moral justification
for it which an informed person would be unreasonable to reject. Thus,
even if M, and not contractual ism, is the correct account of moral truth,
the desire to be able to justify my actions to others on grounds they could
not reasonably reject could still serve as a basis for moral motivation.
What this shows is that the appeal of contractualism, like that of
utilitarianism, rests in part on a qualified scepticism. A non-contractualist
theory of morality can make use of the source of motivation to which
contractual ism appeals. But a moral argument will trigger this source of
motivation only in virtue of being a good justification for acting in a
certain way, a justification which others would be unreasonable not to
accept. So a non-contractualist theory must claim that there are moral
properties which have justificatory force quite independent of their
recognition in any ideal agreement. These would represent what John
Mackie has called instances of intrinsic 'to-be-doneness' and 'notto-be-doneness'.14 Part of contractualism's appeal rests on the view that, as
Mackie puts it, it is puzzling how there could be such properties 'in the
world'. By contrast, contractualism seeks to explain the justificatory status
of moral properties, as well as their motivational force, in terms of the
notion of reasonable agreement. In some cases the moral properties are
themselves to be understood in terms of this notion. This is so, for
example, in the case of the property of moral wrongness, considered
above. But there are also right- and wrong-mal<jng properties which are
themselves independent of the contractualist notion of agreement., I take
the property of being an act of killing for the pleasure of doing soto b.e a
wrong-making property of this kind. Such properties are wrong-makmg
because it would be reasonable to reject any set of principles which
permitted the acts they characterise. Thlls,while there are morally releva?t
properties 'in the world' which are in.depe~dent of th~ cO,nt~ac,tuahst
notion of agreement, these do not constltute mstances of mtnnslc to-bedoneness' and 'not-to-be-doneness': their moral relevance - their force in
justifications as well as their link with motivation - is to be explained on
contractualist grounds.
In particular, contractualism can account for the apparent moral significance of facts about individual well-being, which utilitarianism takes to
[4

Mackie 1977, p, 42,
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~e fundamental. I~dividual well-being will be morally significant, accordmg to contractualIsm, not because it is intrinsically valuable or because
promoting i,t is, s,e1f-evidently a right-making characteristic, but simply
becaus~ an mdl~ldual co~ld reasonably reject a form of argument that
gave hiS well-bemg no weight. This claim of moral significance is how~ver, on!y ~~proximate, since it is a ~urther difficult question exactiy how
well-bemg IS to be un~erstood and m what ways we are required to take
account of the well-bemg of others in deciding what to do. It does not
follow from this claim, for example, that a given desire will always and
everywhere have the same weight in determining the rightness of an action
tha,~ woul~ ~romot~ its satis~action, a weight proportional to its strength
or mte~slty. The nght-makm~ force of a person's desires is specified by
what mIght be called a conceptIOn of morally legitimate interests. Such a
~o~.c~t>tion is a pr~duct of mor~l argument; it is not given, as the notion of
malVldual well-bemg may be, SImply by the idea of what it is rational for
an individual to desire. Not everything for which I have a rational desire
~ill be so~ething in which others need concede me to have a legitimate
mter~st whlc,h they undert~ke to weigh in deciding what to do. The range
of thmgs whICh may be obJects of my rational desires is very wide indeed
and th~ ran~e of claims which others could not reasonably refuse t~
recogmse wtll almost certainly be narrower than this. There will be a
tendency for interests to conform to rational desire - for those conditions
~a,king it rational to desire something also to establish a legitimate interest
m It - but the two will not always coincide.
, One e~fect of contractualism, then, is to break down the sharp distinction, whIch arguments for utilitarianism appeal to between the status of
individual well-being and that of other moral no;ions. A framework of
moral argument is required to define our legitimate interests and to
account for their moral force. This same contractualist framework can
also acc?~~t for the force of other moral notions such as rights, individual
responSIbIlIty and procedural fairness.

IV
It seems unlikely that act utilitarianism will be a theorem of the version ot
~on.tr,actua!ism whi~h I have described. The positive moral significance of
mdlvldual mterests IS a direct reflection of the. contractualist requirement
that actions be defensible to each person on grounds he could not reason~bl! ~eject. But it is <l long step from here to the conclusion that each
mdl~ldual must agree to deliberate always from the point of view of
max~mum ,aggregatei)enefit and to accept justifications appealing to this
consIderatIOn alone. It is quite possible that, according to contractualism,
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some moral questions may be properly settled by appeal to maximum
aggregate well-being, even though this is not the sole or ultimate standard
of justification.
.
What seems less improbable is that contractuahsm should turn out to
coincide with some form of 'two-level' utilitarianism. I cannot fully. assess
this possibility here. Contractualism does share with these theones t~e
important features that the defense of individual actions must proceed.vla
a defense of principles that would allow those act~. But .contractuahsm
differs from some forms of two level utilitarianism m an Important way.
The role of principles in contractualism is fundamental; .they do no~ enter
merely as devices for the promotion of act.s that are ng~t accordl~g. to
some other standard. Since it does not estabhsh two potentially confhctmg
forms of moral reasoning, contractualism avoids the instability which
often plagues rule utilitarianism.
.
. .
The fundamental question here, however, IS whether the pr~nclpl~s to
which contractualism leads must be ones whose general adoptIOn (~Ither
ideally or under some more realistic conditions) wo~ld promote maximum
aggregate well-being. It has seemed to many that thiS must be the case. To
indicate why I do not agree I will consider one of the. bes~ ~nown arguments for this conclusion and explain why I do not thmk It 1.S successful.
This will also provide an opportunity to examine the relation .between the
version of contractualism I have advocated here and the version set forth
by Rawls.
.,
..
..
The argument I will consider, which IS famlhar from the wntmgs .of
Harsanyi15 and others, proceeds via an interpretation of the contractuahst
notion of acceptance and leads to the principle of maximum average
utility. To think of a principle as a candidate for unanimo.us ~greement I
must think of it not merely as acceptable to me (perhaps m virtue of my
particular position, my tastes, etc.) but. as .acceptable 16 to others as w,ell. To
be relevant, my judgement that the prmclple IS acceptable.m~st b~ Impartial. What does this mean? To judge impartially that a pnnclple IS acceptable is, one might say, to judge that it is one which yo~ wou.ld have rea.son
to accept no matter who you were. That is, and h.ere IS the mter~retatlO~,
to judge that it is a principle which it would b~ ratIOnal t~ accept If you did
not know which person's position you occupied and believed that you had
an equal chance of being in any of these positions. ('Being in a person's
See Harsanyi 1955, sec. IV. He is there discussing an argument which he presented earlier
in Harsanyi 1953.
.
.
16 In discussing Harsanyi and Rawls I will generally follow them 10 speakmg of the acceptability of principles rather than their unrejectability. The dIfference between these, pomted
out above, is important only within the version of contractuahsm I am presentmg;
accordingly, I will speak of rejectability only when I am contrastmg my own verSIOn With
theirs.
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position' is here understood to mean being in his objective circumstances
and evaluating these from the perspective of his tastes and preferences.)
But, it is claimed, the principle which it would be rational to prefer under
these circumstances - the one which would offer the chooser greatest
expected utility - would be that principle under which the average utility
of the affected parties would be highest.
This argument might be questioned at a number of points, but what
concerns me at present is the interpretation of impartiality. The argument
can be broken down into three stages. The first of these is the idea that
moral principles must be impartially acceptable. The second is the idea of
choosing principles in ignorance of one's position (including one's tastes,
preferences, etc.). The third is the idea of rational choice under the
assumption that one has an equal chance of occupying ar.yone's position.
Let me leave aside for the moment the move from stage two to stage three,
and concentrate on the first step, from stage one to stage two. There is a
way of making something like this step which is, I think, quite. valid, but it
does not yield the conclusion needed by the argument. If I believe that a
certain principle, P, could not reasonably be rejected as a basis for informed, unforced general agreement, then I must believe not only that it is
something which it would be reasonable for me to accept but something
which it would be reasonable for others to accept as well, insofar as we are
all seeking a ground for general agreement. Accordingly, I must believe
that I would have reason to accept P no matter which social position I were
to occupy (though, for reasons mentioned above, I may not believe that I
would agree to P if I were in some of these positions). Now it may be
thought that no sense can be attached to the notion of choosing or agreeing
to a principle in ignorance of orie's social position, especially when this
includes ignorance of one's tastes, preferences, etc. But there is at least a
minimal sense that might be attached to this notion. If it would be reasonable for everyone to choose or agree to P, then my knowledge that I have
reason to do so need not depend on\p1y knowledge of my particular position, tastes, preferences, etc. So, insoHf as it makes any sense at all to speak
of choosing or agreeing to something \in the absence of this knowledge,
it could be said that I have reason to choose or agree to those things which
everyone has reason to choose or agree to (assuming, again, the aim of
finding principles on which all could agree). And indeed, this same reasoning can carry us through to a version of stage three. For if I judge P to be a
principle which everyone has reason to agree to, then it could be said that I
would have reason to agree to it if I thought that I had an equal chance of
being anybody, or indeed, if I assign any other set of probabilities to being
one or another of the people in question.
But it is clear that this is not the conclusion at which the original
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argument aimed. That conclusion concerned what it would be rational for
a self-interested person to choose or agree to under the assumption of
ignorance or equal probability of being anyone. The conclusion we have
reached appeals to a different notion: the idea of what it would be
unreasonable for people to reject given that they are seeking a basis for
general agreement. The direction of explanation in the two arguments is
quite different. The original argument sought to explain the notion of
impartial acceptability of an ethical principle by appealing to the notion of
rational self-interested choice under special conditions, a notion which
appears to be a clearer one. My revised argument explains how a sense
might be attached to the idea of choice or agreement in ignorance of one's
position given some idea of what it would be unreasonable for someone to
reject as a basis for general agreement. This indicates a problem for my
version of contractualism: it may be charged with failure to explain the
central notion on which it relies. Here I would reply that my version of
contractualism does not seek to explain this notion. It only tries to describe
it clearly and to show how other features of morality can be understood in
terms of it. In particular, it does not try to explain this notion by reducing it
to the idea of what would maximise a person's self-inter~sted expectations
if he were choosing from a position of ignorance or under the assumption
of equal probability of being anyone.
The initial plausibility of the move from stage one to stage two of the
original argument rests on a subtle transition from one of these notions to
the other. To believe that a principle is morally correct one must believe
that it is one which all could reasonably agree to and none could reasonably reject. But my belief that this is the case may often be distorted by a
tendency to take its advantage to me more seriously than its possible costs
to others. For this reason, the idea of 'putting myself in another's place' is a
useful corrective device. The same can be said for the thought experiment
of asking what I could agree to in ignorance of my true position. But both of
these thought experiments are devices for considering more accurately the
question of what everyone could reasonably agree to or what no one could
reasonably reject. That is, they involve the pattern of reasoning exhibited
in my revised form of the three-stage argument, not that of the argument
as originally given. The question, what would maximise the expectations
of a single self-interested person choosing in ignorance of his true position,
is a quite different question. This can be seen by considering the possibility
that the distribution with the highest average utility, call it A, might involve
extremely low utility levels for some people, levels much lower than the
minimum anyone would enjoy under a more equal distribution.
Suppose that A is a principle which it would be rational for a selfinterested chooser with an equal chance of being in anyone's position to
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se~ect. Does it. follow that no one could reasonably reject A? It seems
eVident that thiS does not followY Suppose that the situation of those who
woul~ fare worst u.nder A, call them the Losers, is extremely bad, and that
~here IS an alternative t~ A, c~ll it E, under which no one's situation would
e nearly as bad as thiS. PrIma facie, the losers would seem to have a
reasonable ground for complaint against A. Their objection may be rebut~ed: ~y appeal to the sacrifices that would be imposed on some other
l~dlVld~al by the selecti?~ of E ~ather than A. But the mere fact that A
Yields higher ave~age utility, which might be due to the fact that many
people do very slightly better under A than under E while a very few do
much worse, does not settle the matter.
Under c~ntractualism, when we consider a principle our attention is
naturall~ directed first to those who would do worst under it. This is
b.ecause If anyone has reasonable grounds for objecting to the principle it is
ltkel~ to be them. It does not. fo~low, however, that contractualism always
reqUires us to ~e1ect the prmclple under which the expectations of the
worse off ~re hlg~est. The reasonableness of the Losers' objection to A is
not established slmp.ly by the fact that they are worse off under A and
no-one would be thiS badly off. unde~ .E. The force of their complaint
depends also on the fact that their position under A is in absolute terms
very ~ad, and ~ould be significantly better under E. This complaint mus;
be w~lghed agamst those of individuals who would do worse under E. The
q~estlOn to be a~k~d is: is it unreasonable for someone to refuse to put up
With the ~osers SituatIOn under A in order that someone else should be
able to enJ~y th~ benefits which he would have to give up under E? As the
supposed s~tuatlO~ of the Loser under A becomes better, or his gain under
E smaller m relatIOn to the sacrifices required to produce I·t h·
.
weakened.
.
, IS case IS

. One n~tewor~h~ feature of contractualist argument as I have presented
It ~o far IS that It IS non-aggregative: what are compared are individual
gams, . losses and levels of welfare. How aggregative considerations can
enter m~o contractualist argument is a further question too large to be
entered mto here.
I have been ~riticisi~g an argument for Average Utilitarianism that is
gene~ally ~ssoclated With Harsanyi, and my objections to this argument
(leavI?g ~slde th.e last remarks about maximin) have an obvious similarity
to objectIOns raised by Rawls. 18 But the objections I have raised apply as
T~e

discussion which follows has much in common with the contrast betw
..
prmcipies and unanimity principles drawn by Thomas Nagel in 'Equality' ~~n ~aJo:I~
18 Nagel 1979. I am mdebted to Nagel's discussion of this idea.
, a p er 0
For example, the mtultlve argument agamst utilitarianism on page 14 of Rawls 1971 and
hhiS rePkeatefd rhemharghkthat we cannot expect some people to accept lower standards of life for
t e sa e 0 t e l er expectatIons of others.
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well against some features of Rawls' own argument. Rawls accepts the
first step of the argument I have described. That is, he believes that the
correct principles of justice are those which 'rational persons concerned t.o
advance their interests' would accept under the conditi~ns defined ?y hlS
Original Position, where they would be ignorant ?f thel~ ?wn particular
talents their conception of the good, and the sOClal pOSltion (or generation) i~to which they were born. It is the second st~p of the argument
which Rawls rejects, i.e. the claim that it would be ratlOnal for persons so
situated to choose those principles which would offer them greatest expected utility under the assumptio~ that t~ey have an equal cha~ce of
being anyone in the society in questlOn. I beheve, however, that a mlstake
has already been made once the first step is taken.. . .
.
This can be brought out by considering an amblgmty m the Idea of
acceptance by persons 'concerned to advance their interests'. On one
reading, this is an essential ingredient in contractual ar~ument; ?n anoth~r
it is avoidable and, I think, mistaken. On the first readmg, the mterests. m
question are simply those of the members of society t.o ~hom the pn~
ciples of justice are to apply (and by whom those pnn~lples must u.ltimately be accepted). The fact that they have interests whlch may confhct,
and which they are concerned to advance, is what gives substance t.o
questions of justice. On the second reading, the con.cern 'to adv~nce. t?elr
interests' that is in question is a co~cern of th~ part~es to Rawl~ Ongm~!
Position and it is this concern whlch determmes, m the first mstance,
what principles of justice they will adopt. Unani.mous agreement .among
these parties, each motivated to do as. well for .hlmself as he can.' IS to be
achieved by depriving them of any mformatlOn that co~ld glve them
reason to choose differently from one another. From behmd the vetl of
.
ance what offers the best prospects for one will offer the best
Ignor
,
d b fi h' .
prospects for all, since no-one can tell what woul ene t 1m m particular. Thus the choice of principles can be made, Rawl~ say~, from the
point of view of a single rational i~divi~ua~ behi~d ~h.e vell of Ignorance.
Whatever rules of rational cholCe thls smgle mdlvldual, c~ncerned. to
advance his own interests as best he can, is said to employ, thls .reduction
of the problem to the case of a single 'pers?~'.s ~elf-interest~d.c~o~ce should
arouse our suspicion. As I indicated m cntiClsmg Harsa~Yl, .It IS Important
to ask whether this single individual is held to accept a pnnclple be~a.use he
judges that it is one he could not reasonably reject whatever posltlOn he
turns out to occupy, or whether, on the contrary, it is supposed to be
19

Though they must then check to see that the principles they have chosen will b~ sta~le, ~ot
roduce intolerable strains of commitment, and so on. As I argue below, t ese ~rt er
~onsiderations can be interpreted in a way that brings Rawls' theory closer to the versIOn of
contractualism presented here.
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acceptable to a person in any social position because it would be the
rational choice for a single self-interested person behind the veil of ignorance. I have argued above that the argument for average utilitarianism
involves a covert transition from the first pattern of reasoning to the
second. Rawls' argument also appears to be of this second form; his
defence of his two principles of justice relies, at least initially, on claims
about what it would be rational for a person, concerned to advance his
own interests, to choose behind a veil of ignorance. I would claim, however, that the plausibility of Rawls' arguments favouring his two principles
over the principle of average utility is preserved, and in some cases enhanced, when they are interpreted as instances of the first form of contractualist argument.
Some of these arguments are of an informal moral character. I have
already mentioned his remark about the unacceptability of imposing
lower expectations on some for the sake of the higher expectations of
others. More specifically, he says of the parties to the Original Position
that they are concerned 'to choose principles the consequences of which
they are prepared to live with whatever generation they turn Ollt to belong
to'20 or, presumably, whatever their social position turns out to be. This is
a clear statement of the first form of contractualist argument. Somewhat
later he remarks, in favour of the two principles, that they 'are those a
person would choose for the design of a society in which his enemy is to
assign him a place'.2l Rawls goes on to dismiss this remark, saying thatthe
parties 'should not reason from false premises',22 but it is worth asking
why it seemed a plausible thing to say in the first place. The reason, I take
it, is this. In a contractualist argument of the first form, the object of which
is to find principles acceptable to each person, assignment by a malevolent
opponent is a thought experiment which has a heuristic role like that of a
veil of ignorance: it is a way of testing whether one really does judge a
principle to be acceptable from all points of view or whether, on the
contrary, one is failing to take seriously its effect on people in social
positions other than one's own.
But these are all informal remarks, and it is fair to suppose that Rawls'
argument, like the argument for average utility, is intended to move from
the informal contractualist idea of principles ~acceptable to all' to the idea
of rational choice behind a veil of ignorance, an idea which is, he hopes,
more precise and more capable of yielding definite results. Let me turn
then to his more formal arguments for the choice of the Difference Principle by the parties to the Original Position. Rawls cites three features of
the decision faced by parties to the Original Position which, he claims,
20

Rawls 1971, p. 137.

21

Rawls 1971, p. 152.

22

Rawls 1971, p. 153.
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make it rational for them to use the maximin rule and, therefore, to select
his Difference Principle as a principle of justice. These are (1) the absence
of any objective basis for estimating probabilities, (2) the fact that some
principles could have consequences for them which 'they could hardly
accept' while (3) it is possible for them (by following maximin) to ensure
themselves of a minimum prospect, advances above which, in comparison,
matter very little.23 The first of these features is slightly puzzling, and I
leave it aside. It seems clear, however, that the other considerations
mentioned have at least as much force in an informal contractualist
argument about what all could reasonably agree to as they do in determining the rational choice of a single person concerned to advance his interests. They express the strength of the objection that the 'losers' might
have to a scheme that maximised average utility at their expense, as
compared with the counter-objections that others might have to a more
egalitarian arrangement.
In addition to this argument about rational choice, Rawls invokes
among 'the main grounds for the two principles' other considerations
which, as he says, use the concept of contract to a greater extent. 24 The
parties to the Original Position, Rawls says, can agree to principles of
justice only if they think that this agreement is one that they will actually
be able to live up to. It is, he claims, more plausible to believe this of his two
principles than of the principle of average utility, under which the sacrifices demanded ('the strains of commitment') could be much higher. A
second, related claim is that the two principles of justice have greater
psychological stability than the principle of average utility. It is more
plausible to believe, Rawls claims, that in a society in which they were
fulfilled people would continue to accept them and to be motivated to act
in accordance with them. Continuing acceptance of the principle of average utility, on the other hand, would require an exceptional degree of
identification with the good of the whole on the part of those from who
sacrifices were demanded.
These remarks can be understood as claims about the 'stability' (in a
quite practical sense) of a society founded on Rawls' two principles of
justice. But they can also be seen as an attempt to show that a principle
arrived at via the second form of contractualist reasoning will also satisfy
the requirements of the first form, i.e. that it is something no one could
reasonably reject. The question 'Is the acceptance of this principle an
agreement you could actually live up to?' is, like the idea of assignment by
one's worst enemy, a thought experiment through which we can use our
own reactions to test our judgement that certain principles are ones that no
23

Rawls 1971, p. 154.
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one could reasonably reject. General principles of human psychology can
also be invoked to this same end.
R~wls' final argument is that the adoption of his two principles gives
publIc support to the self-respect of individual members of society and
'give a stronger and more characteristic interpretation of Kant's idea'25
that p~ople must be treated as ends, not merely as means to the greater
collective good. But, whatever difference there may be here between
Rawls' two principles of justice and the principle of average utility, there is
at least as sharp a contrast between the two patterns of contractualist
reasonin~ distinguishe~ above. The connection with self-respect, and with
~he .Kantian form~la, IS preserved by the requirement that principles of
Jus~lce be on~s ~hlch no member of the society could reasonably reject.
ThiS connection IS weakened when we shift to the idea of a choice which
advances the interests of a single rational individual for whom the
var.io~s individual lives in a society are just so many different possibilities.
ThiS IS so whatever deci~io? rule this rational chooser is said to employ.
The argument from maXimIn seems to preserve this connection because it
reproduces as a claim about rational choice what is, in slightly different
terms, an appealing moral argument.
The 'choice situation' that is fundamental to contractualism as I have
d~scribed. it is obtained by beginning with 'mutually disinterested' indivldual.s With full knowledge of their situations and adding to this (not, as is
someti~e~ sugges~ed, benevolence but) a desire on each of their parts to
fi~d Pfl~clples which none could reasonably reject insofar as they too have
th~s de~lr~. Rawls several times considers such an idea in passing. 26 He
reJects It In favour of his own idea of mutually disinterested choice from
behind a veil of ignorance on the ground that only the latter enables us to
reach definit~ resul~s: 'if in c~oosihg principles we required unanimity even
where there IS full Information, only a few rather obvious cases could be
de.ci~ed'.27 I believe that this supposed advantage is questionable. Perhaps
thiS IS because my expectations for moral argument are more modest than
Rawls'. However, as I have argued, almost all of Rawls' own arguments
have at least as much force when they are interpreted as arguments within
the fo~m ~f contractualism which I have been proposing. One possible
exceptIOn IS the argument from maximin. If the Difference Principle were
taken to be generally applicable to decisions of public policy, then the
second form of contractualist reasoning through which it is derived would
have more far reaching implications than the looser form of argument by
Rawls 1971, p. 183.
E.g. Rawls, 1971, pp. 141, 148, although these passages may not clearly distinguish
between thiS alternative and an assumption of benevolence.
27 Rawls 1971, p. 141.
25
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comparison of losses, which I have employed. But these wider applications
of the principle are not always plausible, and I do not think that Rawls
intends it to be applied so widely. His intention is that the Difference
Principle should be applied only to major inequalities generated by the
basic institutions of a society, and this limitation is a reflection of the
special conditions under which he holds maximin to be the appropriate
basis for rational choice: some choices have outcomes one could hardly
accept, while gains above the minimum one can assure one's self matter
very little, and so on. It follows, then, that in applying the Difference
Principle - in identifying the limits of its applicability - we must fall back
on the informal comparison of losses which is central to the form of
contractualism I have described.

v
I have described this version of contractualism only in outline. Much more
needs to be said to clarify its central notions and to work out its normative
implications. I hope that I have said enough to indicate its appeal as a
philosophical theory of morality and as an account of moral motivation. I
have put forward contractual ism as an alternative' to utilitarianism, but
the characteristic feature of the doctrine can be brought out by contrasting
it with a somewhat different view.
It is sometimes said28 that morality is a device for our mutual protection.
According to contractualism, this view is partly true but in an important
way incomplete. Our concern to protect our central interests will have an
important effect on what we could reasonably agree to. It will thus have an
important effect on the content of morality if contractualism is correct. To
the degree that this morality is observed, these interests will gain from it. Ifwe
had no desire to be able to justify our actions to others on grounds they could
reasonably accept, the hope of gaining this protection would give us reason
to try to instil this desire in others, perhaps through mass hypnosis or conditioning, even if this also meant acquiring it ourselves. But given that we
have this desire already, our concern with morality is less instrumental.
The contrast might be put as follows. On one view, concern with protection is fundamental, and general agreement becomes relevant as a means
or a necessary condition for securing this protection. On the other, contractualist view, the desire for protection is an important factor determining the content of morality because it determines what can reasonably be
agreed to. But the idea of general agreement does not arise as a means of securing protection. It is, in a more fundamental sense, what morality is about.
28

In different ways byG.J. Warnock in Warnock 1971, and by J. L. Mackie in Mackie 1977.
See also Richard Brandt's remarks on justification in Chapter X of Brandt 1979.
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CHARLES TAYLOR
1

Wha~ did utilitar~a?!sm h~ve going for it? A lot of things undoubtedly: its

seemm~ compatibility With scientific thought; its this-wordly humanist
focus, Its c~:>ncern with s~ffering. But one of the powerful background
factors behmd much of thiS appeal was epistemological. A utilitarian ethic
seemed to b~ able ~o fit the canons of rational validation as these were
unders~ood m the mtellectual culture nourished by the epistemological
revolutIOn of the seventeenth century and the scientific outlook whO h
IC
partly sprang from it.

!n the utilitarian perspective, one validated an ethical position by hard
eVidence. You count the consequences for human happiness of one or
another course, and you go with the one with the highest favourable total.
What counts as hu~an ha~pi~ess was thought to be something conceptually unproblematic, a SCientifically establishable domain of facts like
others. One could abandon all the metaphysical or theological factors _
c~m~ands of God, natural rights, virtues - which made ethical questions
sClent,lfically undecidable. Bluntly, we could calculate.
Ultimately, I should lik~ to ar~ue that this is but another example of the
b,aleful effect o~ ~h,e claSSical epistemological model, common to Cartesians a?d empIrICists, which has had such a distorting effect on the
theoretical self-understanding of moderns. This is something which '
above ~ll visi,ble in the sciences of man, but I think it has wreaked as gre~~
havoc m ethical theory.
The distortive ef~ect comes, in t?at we tend to start formulating our
meta-t?eory of a given domam With an already formed model of valid
reasoll1~g, all th~ more dogmatically held because we are oblivious to the
alternatives. ThiS model then m~ke~ us quite incapable of seeing how
reason does and can really function m the domain, to the degree that it
do~s not fit the model. .We cut and chop the reality of, in this case,
ethical ,thought to fit the Procrustean bed of our model of validation.
Then~ smc~ meta-theo~y and ~heory cannot be isolated from one another,
the dlstortlve conceptIOn begms to shape our ethical thought itself.
129
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A parallel process, I should like to argue, has been visible in the sciences
of man, with similar stultifying effects on the practice of students of
human behaviour. The best, most insightful, practice of history, sociology,
psychology is either devalued or misunderstood, and as a consequence we
find masses of researchers engaging in what very often turns out to be futile
exercises, of no scientific value whatever, sustained only by the institutional inertia of a professionalised discipline. The history of behaviourism stands as a warning of the virtual immortality that can be attained
by such institutionalised futility.
In the case of ethics, two patterns of thought have especially benefited
from the influence of the underlying model of validation. One is utilitarianism, which as I have just mentioned seemed to offer calculation over
verifiable empirical quantities in the place of metaphysical distinctions.
The other is various species of formalism. Kant is the originator of one of
the most influential variants, without himself having fallen victim, I
believe, to the narrowing consequences that usually follow the adoption of
a formalism.
Formalisms, like utilitarianism, have the apparent value thatthey would
allow us to ignore the problematic distinctions between different qualities
of action or modes of life, which play such a large part in our actual moral
decisions, feelings of admiration, remorse, etc., but which are so hard to
justify when others controvert them. They offer the hope of deciding
ethical questions without having to determine which of a number of rival
languages of moral virtue and vice, of the admirable and the contemptible,
of unconditional versus conditional obligation, are valid. You could finesse
all this, if you could determine the cases where a maxim of action would
be unrealisable if everyone adopted it, or where its universal realis.ation
was something you could not possibly desire; or if you could determine
what actions you could approve no matter whose standpoint you adopted
of those persons affected; or if you could circumscribe the principles that
would be adopted by free rational agents in certain paradigm circumstances.
Of course, all these formulae for ethical decision repose on some substantive moral insights; otherwise they would not seem even plausible
candidates as models of ethical reasoning. Behind these Kant-derived
formulae stands one of the most fundamental insights of modern Western
civilisation, the universal attribution of moral personality: in fundamental
ethical matters, everyone ought to count, and all ought to count in the
same way. Within this outlook, one absolute requirement of ethical thinking is that we respect other human agents as subjects of practical reasoning
on the same footing as ourselves.
In a sense, this principle is historically parochial. This is not the way the
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aver~ge Greek ~n ancient times, for instance, looked on his Thracian slave.
But, 10 ,a sense, It also corresponds to something very deep in human moral
reaso~mg. All moral r~asoning is carried on within a community; and it is
essentIal to the very eXIstence of this community that each accord the other
interlocut?rs thi~ status as moral agents. The Greek who may not have
accorded It to hIS Thracian slave most certainly did to his compatriots.
That was part and parcel of there being recognised issues of justice
between them., What modern civilisation has done, partly under the influence of StOIC natural law and Christianity, has been to lift all the
~arochial restrictions that surrounded this recognition of moral personalIty in earlier civilisations.
~he moder~ ,inSight, therefore, flows very naturally from one of the
basIc precondItIOns of moral thinking itself, along with the view - overwhelmingly plausible, to us moderns - that there is no defensible distinctio~ to be made in thi~ regard between different classes of human beings.
ThIs has become so WIdespread that even discrimination and domination
is in fact justified on universalist grounds. (Even South Africa has an
official ideology of apartheid, which can allow theoretically for the
peoples concerned to be not unequal, but just different.)
So we seem on very safe ground in adopting a decision procedure which
ca? b~ shown to flow from this principle. Indeed, this seems to be a moral
pnncIple o,f a quite different order from the various contested languages of
~oral praIse? conde~nation, aspiration or aversion, which distinguish
nval conc~ptIOns of vIrtue and paradigm modes of life. We might even talk
ourselves mto believing that it is not a moral principle in any substantive
contes~able sense at all, but some kind of limiting principle of moral
reaso~mg. ~hu~ we might say with Richard Hare, for example, that in
~ppl,y~ng thIS kmd of decision procedure we are following not moral
mtUItIOns, but rather our linguistic intuitions concerning the use of the
word 'moral'.
Classical utilitarianism itself incorporated this universal principle in the
procedural demand that in calculating the best course, the happiness of
each agent count for one, and of no agent for more than one. Here again
~ne of the fundamental issues of modern thought is decided by what looks
hk~ a form~l ~~inciple, and utilitarianism itself got a great deal of its prima
(acre plausIbIlIty from the strength of the same principle. If everyone
counts as ,a moral agent, th~n what they desire and aim at ought to count,
and the nght, course of actIon should be what satisfies all, or the largest
number possI,ble. At least this chain of reasoning can appear plausible.
B~t dear reasoning ought to demand that we counteract this tendency
to shp ov~r ~ur deepest moral convictions unexamined. They look like
formal prmcIples only because they are so foundational to the moral
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thinking of our civilisation. We should strive to formulate the underlying
moral insights just as clearly and expressly as we do all others.
When we do so, of course, we shall find that they stand in need of
justification like the others. This points us to one of the motives for
construing them as formal principles. For those who despair of reason as
the arbiter of moral disputes (and the epistemological tradition has tended
to induce this despair in many), making the fundamental insights into a
formal principle has seemed a way of avoiding a moral scepticism which
was both implausible and distasteful.
But, I want to argue, the price of this formalism, as also of the utilitarian
reduction, has been a severe distortion of our understanding of our moral
thinking. One of the big illusions which grows from either of these
reductions is the belief that there is a single consistent domain of the
'moral', that there is one set of considerations, or mode of calculation,
which determines what we ought 'morally' to do. The unity of the moral is
a question which is conceptually decided from the first on the grounds
that moral reasoning just is equivalent to calculating consequences for
human happiness, or determining the universal applicability of maxims,
or something of the sort.
But once we shake ourselves clear from the formalist illusion, of the
utilitarian reduction - and this means resisting the blandishments of their
underlying model of rational validation - we can see that the boundaries
of the moral are an open question; indeed, the very appropriateness of a
single term here can be an issue.
We could easily decide - a view which I would defend - that the
universal attribution of moral personality is valid, and lays obligations on
us which we cannot ignore; but that there are also other moral ideals and
goals - e.g. of less than universal solidarity, or of personal excellence which cannot be easily coordinated with universalism, and can even enter
into conflict with it. To decide a priori what the bounds of the moral are is
just to obfuscate the question whether and to what degree this is so, and to
make it incapable of being coherently stated.
2
.I should like to concentrate here on a particular aspect of moral language
and moral thinking that gets obscured by the epistemologically-motivated
reduction and homogenisation of the 'moral' we find in both utilitarianism and formalism. These are the qualitative distinctions we make between different actions, or feelings, or modes of life, as being in some way
morally higher or lower, noble or base, admirable or contemptible. It is
these languages of qualitative contrast that get marginalised, or even
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expunged altogether, by the utilitarian or formalist reductions. I want to
argue, in opposition to this, that they are central to our moral thinking and
ineradicable from it.
Some examples might help here of such qualitative distinctions which
are commonly subscribed to. For some people, personal integrity is a
~entral goal: wh~t matters is that one's life express what one truly senses as
Important, admIrable, noble, desirable. The temptations to be avoided
her~ are those of ~onformity ~o established standards which are not really
one s o~~, or of dlsh?nesty WIth oneself concerning one's own convictions
or affimtles. The chIef threat to integrity is a lack of courage in face of
social demands, or in face of what one has been brought up to see as the
unthinkable. This is a recognisable type of moral outlook.
We can see a very diffe~ent type if we look at a Chri.;tian model of agape,
such as one sees, e.g., WIth Mother Theresa. The aim here is to associate
oneself with, to become in a sense a channel of, God's love for men, which
is seen as having the power to heal the divisions among men and take them
beyond what they usually recognise as the limits to their love for one
another. The obstacles to this are seen as various forms of refusal of God's
agape, either through a sense of self-sufficiency, or despair. This outlook
understands hum~n moral transformation in terms of images of healing,
such as one sees 10 the New Testament narratives.
A very different, yet historically related, modern view centres around
the goal of liberation. This sees the dignity of human beings as consisting in
their directing their own lives, in their deciding for themselves the conditions of their own existence, as against falling prey to the domination of
others, or to impersonal natural or social mechanisms which they fail to
understand, and therefore cannot control or transform. The inner obsta~les to this are ignorance, or lack of courage, or falsely self-depreciatory
Im~ges of the self; bu~ these are connected with external obstacles in many
vanants of modern hberation theory. This is particularly so of the last:
self-depreciating images are seen as inculcated by others who benefit from
the structures of domination in which subject groups are encased. Fanon
has made this kind of analysis very familiar for the colonial context and
his categories have been transposed to a host of others, especially to that of
women's liberation.
. Let us look briefly at one other such language, that of rationality, as this
IS understood, for instance, by utilitarians. We have here the model of a
?uman being who is clairvoyant about his goals, and capable of objectify109 and understanding himself and the world which surrounds him. He
can get a clear gri;lSp of the mechanisms at work in self and world, and can
thus direct his action clear-sightedly and deliberately. To do this he must
resist the temptations offered by the various comforting illusions that
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make the self or the world so much more attractive than they really are in
the cold light of science. He must fight off the self-indulgence which
consists of giving oneself a picture of the world which is satisfying to one's
amour propre, or one's sense of drama, or one's craving for meaning, or
any of these metaphysical temptations. The rational man has the courage
of austerity; he is marked by his ability to adopt an objective stance to
things.
I introduce these four examples so as to give some intuitive basis to an
otherwise abstract discussion. But I did not have to look far. These moral
outlooks are very familiar to us from our' own moral reasoning and
sensibility, or those of people we know (and sometimes of people we love
to hate). I am sure that some of the details of my formulation will jar with
just about any reader. But that is not surprising. Formulating these views is
a very difficult job. Like all self-interpretive activity, it is open to potentially endless dispute. This is, indeed, part of the reason why these outlooks
have fallen under the epistemological cloud and therefore have tended to
be excluded from the formalist and utilitarian meta-ethical pictures. But
one or some of these, or others like them, underly much of our deciding
what to do, our moral admirations, condemnations, contempts, and so on.
Another thing that is evident straight off is how different they are from
each other. I mean by that not only that they are based on very different
pictures of man, human possibility and the human condition; but that they
frequently lead to incompatible prescriptions in our lives - incompatible
with each other, and also with the utilitarian calculation which unquestionably plays some part in the moral reasoning of most moderns. (The
modern dispute about utilitarianism is not about whether it occupies some
of the space of moral reason, but whether it fills the whole space.) It could
be doubted whether giving comfort to the dying is the highest utilproducing activity possible in contemporary Calcutta. But, from another
point of view, the dying are in an extremity that makes calculation
irrelevant.
But, nevertheless, many people find themselves drawn by more than one
of these views, and are faced with the job of somehow making them
compatible in their lives. This is where the question can arise whether all
the demands that we might consider moral and which we recognise as
valid can be coherently combined. This question naturally raises another
one, whether it is really. appropriate to talk of a single type of demand
called 'moral'. This is the more problematic when we reflect that we all
recognise other qualitative distinctions which we would not class right off
as moral, or perhaps even on reflection would refuse the title to; for
instance, being 'cool', or being macho, or others of this sort. So that the
question of drawing a line around the moral becomes a difficult one. And it
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may e~en come to ~ppear as an uninteresting verbal one in the last
analY~ls. ,The re~lly Important question may turn out to be how we
combme m o~r lIves two or three or four different goals, or virtues, or
~tandards? which we feel we cannot repudiate but which seem to demand
mcompatlble things of us. Which of these we dignify with the term 'moral'
or w~ether we s~ designate all of them, may end up appearing a mer;
~u,estlo? o~ labellIng - unless, that is, it confuses us into thinking that there
IS m prmclple only one set of goals or standards which can be accorded
ultimate significance. In certain contexts, it might help clarity to drop the
~ord, ~t l~ast provisionally, until we get over the baleful effects of reductIVe thmkmg on our meta-ethical views.
3
Before going on to examine further the implications of this for social
t?eory, it will be useful to look,more cl?sely at these languages of qualitative contrast. What I am gestunng at With the term 'qualitative contrast' is
the sense that one way of acting or living is higher than others or in other
cases th~t a ~ertain way ,of living is debased. It is essential to'the kind of
moral vle~, Just exemplIfied that this kind of contrast be made. Some
ways of lI~mg, and acting have a special status, they stand out above
other~; whIle, m certain cases, others are seen as despicable.
ThiS contrast is essential. We should be distorting these views if we tried
to construe the difference between higher and lower as a mere difference of
degree in the attai~ment of,som~ common good, as utilitarian theory would
have us ~o: Integn~, chan~, lIberation, and the like stand out as worthy
of pursUIt m a special way, mcommensurable with other goals we might
have, such as the pursuit of wealth, or comfort, or the approval of those
who surround us. Indeed, for those who hold to such views of the good
we ought to be ready to sacrifice some of these lesser goods for the higher.'
Moreover, the agent's being sensible of this distinction is an essential
c~ndition of hi,S real~sing the g?od concerned. For our recognising the
higher val~e of I~tegnty, or ~hanty, or rationality, etc., is an essential part
of our, bemg ratIOnal, chantable, having integrity and so on. True we
recogmse such a thin~ as ~nconscious virtue, which we ascribe to pe~ple
wh,o are good but qUIte without a sense of their superiority over others.
ThiS lack of self-congratulation we consider itself to be a virtue as the
deprecatory expression 'holier than thou' implies. But the abs~nce of
s~lf-conscious superiority does not mean an absence of sensitivity to the
hl?her goal. The saintly person is not 'holier than thou', but he is necessa~Ily moved bY,the dema,nds of c?arity in a special way, moved to recogmse that there IS somethmg special here; in this particular case, he has a
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sense of awe before the power of God, or of wonder at the greatness of
man as seen by God. And a similar point could be made for the other
examples: an essential part of achieving liberation is sensing the greatness
of liberated humanity - and consequently being sensible of the degradation of the dominated victim; an essential part of integrity is the recognition that it represents a demand on us of a special type, and so on.
Another way of making this point is to say that motivation enters into
the definition of the higher activity or way of being in all these cases. The
aspiration to achieve one of these goods is also an aspiration to be
motivated in a certain way, or to have certain motivations win out in
oneself. This is why we can speak of these aspirations as involving 'secondorder' motivations (as I have tried to do elsewhere, following Harry
Frankfurt!).
We can articulate the contrast or incommensurability involved here in a
number of ways. One way of saying it is via the notion of obligation.
Ordinary goals, e.g. for wealth or comfort, are goals that a person may
have or not. If he does, then there a number of instrumental things that he
ought to do - hypothetically, in Kant's sense - to attain them. But if he
lacks these goals, no criticism attaches to him for neglecting to pursue
them. By contrast, it is in the nature of what I have called a higher goal that
it is one we should have. Those who lack them are n0~ just free of some
additional instrumental obligations which weigh with tbe rest of us; they
are open to censure. For those who subscribe to integrity, the person who
cares not a whit for it is morally insensitive, or lacks courage, or is morally
coarse. A higher goal is one from which one cannot detach oneself just by
expressing a sincere lack of interest, because to recognise something as a
higher goal is to recognise it as one that men ought to follow. This is, of
course, the distinction that Kant drew between hypothetical and categorical imperatives.
Or rather, I ~hould say that it is a closely related distinction. For
Kant the boundary between the categorical and the hypothetical was
meant to mark the line between the moral and the non-moral. But there are
languages of qualitative contrast which we are quite ready to recognise as
non-moral, even bearing in mind the fuzzy boundaries of the domain
which this word picks out. We often apply such languages in what we call
the aesthetic domain. If I see something especially magnificient in the
music of Mozart as against some of his humdrum contemporaries, then I
will judge you as insensitive in some way if you rate them on a par. The
word 'insensitive' here is a word of depreciation. This is a difference one
should be sensible of, in my view.
1

Cf. Taylor 1977; Frankfurt 1971.
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Of course, I would not speak of this as a moral condemnation, but
condemnation it would be nevertheless. I do not react to this difference as I
do to differences of taste which correspond to no such incommensurability, e.g. whether you like the symphonies of Bruckner or not.
The criterion for incommensurability I am offering here is therefore not
the same as Kant's for the moral. But, as I have already indicated, I do not
think that a line can be drawn neatly and unproblematically around
the moral. Of course, if someone professes to see no distinction between
his concern for the flowers in his garden and that for the lives of refugees
faced with starvation, so that he proposes to act in both cases just to the
degree that he feels interested at the time, we are rightly alarmed, and take
this more seriously than the failure to appreciate Mozart over Boieldieu.
We feel more justified in intervening here, and remonstrating with him,
even forcing him to act, or subjecting him to some social or other penalty
for non-acting. We feel, in other words, that the obligation here is
'categorical' in the stronger sense that licenses our intervention even
against his will.
. But the boundary here is necessarily fuzzier and very much open to
dispute. Whereas the weaker sense of 'categorical' that could apply to the
distinction I am drawing above turns on the question whether a declared
lack of interest in a certain good simply neutralises it for you, or whether
o~ the contrary, it redounds to your condemnation, shows you up as being
blInd, or coarse, or insensitive, or cowardly, or brutalised, too selfabsorbed, or in some other way subject to censure. This, I would like to
argue, is a relatively firm boundary - although the languages in which we
draw it, each of us according to his own outlook, are very much in dispute
between us - but it does not mark the moral from the non-moral. The
languages of qualitative contrast embrace more than the moral.
A second way in which we can articulate this contrast is through the
notions of admiration and contempt. People who exhibit higher goods to a
signal degree are objects of our admiration; and those who fail are sometimes objects of our contempt. These emotions are bound up with our
sense that there are higher and lower goals and activities. I would like to
claim that if we did not mark these contrasts, if we did not have a sense of
the incommensurably higher, then these emotions would have no place in
.
our lives.
In the end, we can find ourselves experiencing very mitigated admiration
for feats which we barely consider worthy of special consideration. I have
a sort of admiration, mixed with tolerant amusement, for the person who
has just downed 22 pancakes to win the eating contest. But that is because
I see some kind of victory over self in the name of something which
resembles a self-ideal. He wanted to be first, and he was willing to go to
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great lengths for it; and that goal at least stands out from that of being an
average person, living just like everybody else. lt is only because I see the
feat in these terms, which are rather a caricature than an example of a
higher aspiration, that the feeling of admiration can get even a mitigated
grip on this case.
.
.
But we also find ourselves admiring people where there IS no vIctory
over self where there is no recognisable achievement in the ordinary sense
at all. We can admire people who are very beautiful, or have a striking
grace or personal style, even though we may recognise t~at i~ is none of
their doing. But we do so only because the aura of somethmg hIgher, some
magic quality contrasting with the ordinary and the humdrum, su~rounds
such people. The reasons why this should be so go very deep mto the
human psyche and the human form of life, and we find them hard to
understand, but a special aura of this kind contributes often to what we
call the 'charisma' of public figures (a word which conveys just this sense
of a gift from on high, something we have not done for ourselves). Those
who consider this kind of aura irrational, who resist the sense of something higher here, are precisely those who refuse their admiration to t.he
'charismatic', or to 'beautiful people'. Or at least they are those who claIm
to do so; for sometimes one senses that they are fighting a losing battle
with their own feelings on this score.
In this way, admiration and contempt are b?und up with. our s~n~~ of
the qualitative contrasts in our lives, of there bemg modes of hfe, actIVItIes,
feeling, qualities, which are incommensurably higher. Where these are
moral qualities, we can speak of moral admiration. These emotions provide one of the ways that we articulate this sense of the higher in our lives.
A third way we do so is in the experience we can call very loosely 'awe'. I
mentioned above that a sensibility to the higher good is part of its realisation. The sense that a good occupies a special place, that it is higher, is the
sense that it somehow commands our respect. This is why there is a
dimension of human emotion, which we can all recognise, and which Kant
again tried to articulate with his notion of the Achtung wh.ich we fe 71
before the moral law. Once again, I propose to extend a Kantlan analysIs
beyond the case of the unambiguously moral. Just as our admiration for
the virtuosi of some higher goal extends to other contexts than the moral,
so our sense of the incommensurable value of the goal does. For this sense,
as a term of art translating Kant's Achtung, I propose 'awe'.
4
lt is this dimension of qualitative contrast in our moral sensibility and
thinking that gets short shrift in the utilitarian and formalist reductions.
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One of the main points of utilitarianism was to do away with this and
reduce all judgements of ethical preference to quantitative form in a single
dimension. In a different way, formalisms manage to reduce these contrasts to irrelevance; ethical reasoning can finesse them through a procedure of determining what is right which takes no account of them, or
allows them in merely as subjective preferences, and therefore is not called
upon to judge their substantive merits.
Now my argument was that a big part of the motivation for both
reductions was epistemological; that they seemed to allow for a mode of
ethical reasoning which fitted widely held canons of validation. We can
now see better why this was so.
lt is partly because these languages of contrast are so hard to validate
once they come into dispute. If someone does not see that integrity is a goal
one should seek, or that liberation is alone consistent with the dignity of
man, how do you go about demonstrating this? But this is not the whole
story. That argument is difficult in this area does not mean that it is
impossible, that there is no such thing as a rationally induced conviction.
That so many who have opted for utilitarianism or formalism can jump to
this latter conclusion as far as higher goals are concerned is due to two
underlying considerations which are rarely spelled out.
The first is that the ethical views couched in languages of contrast seem
to differ in contestability from those which underlie utilitarianism and
formalism. No-one seems very ready to challenge the view that, other
things being equal, it is better that men's desires be fulfilled than that they
be frustrated, that they be happy rather than miserable. Counterutilitarians challenge rather whether the entire range of ethical issues can
be put in these terms, whether there are not other goals which can conflict
with happiness, whose claims have to be adjudicated together with utility.
Again, as we saw, formalistic theories get their plausibility from the fact
that they are grounded on certain moral intuitions which are almost
unchallenged in modern society, based as they are in certain preconditions
of moral discourse itself combined with a thesis about the racial
homogeneity of humanity which it is pretty hard to challenge in a scientific, de-parochialised and historically sensitive contemporary culture.
The premisses of these forms of moral reasoning can therefore easily
appear to be of a quite different provenance from those that deal with
qualitative contrast. Against these latter, we can allow ourselves to slip
into ethical scepticism while exempting the former, either on the grounds
that they are somehow self-evident, or even that they are not based on
ethical insight at all·but on something firmer, like the logic of our language.
But, in fact, these claims to firmer foundation are illusory. What is really
going on is that some forms of ethical reasonin~ are being privileged over
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others because in our civilisation they come less into dispute or look easier
to defend. This has all the rationality of the drunk in the well-known story
(which the reader may forgive me for repeating) who was looking for his
latch key late one night under a street lamp. A passer-by, trying to be
helpful, asked him where he had dropped it. 'Over there' answered the
drunk, pointing to a dark corner. 'Then why are you looking for it here?'
'Because there's so much more light here', replied the drunk.
In a similar way, we have been manoeuvred into a restrictive definition
of ethics, which takes account of some of the goods we seek, e.g. utility,
and universal respect for moral personality, while excluding others, viz.
the virtues and goals like those mentioned above, largely on the grounds
that the former are subject to less embarrassing dispute.
This may seem a little too dismissive of the traditions of reductive
meta-ethics, because in fact there is a second range of considerations
which have motivated the differential treatment of languages of contrast.
That is that they seem to have no place in a naturalist account of man.
The goal of a naturalist account of man comes in the wake of the
scientific revolution of the seventeenth century.-It is the aim of explaining
human beings like other objects in nature. But a partof the practice of the
successful natural science of modern times consists in its eschewing what
we might call subject-related properties. By _this I mean properties which
things bear only insofar as they are objects of experience of subjects. The
classical example of these in the seventeenth-century discussion were the
so-called secondary properties, like colour or felt temperature. The aim
was to account for what happens invoking only properties that the things
concerned possessed absolutely, as one might put it (following Bernard
Williams' use in his discussion of a related issue in Williams 1978), properties, that is, which they would possess even if (even when) they are
not experienced.
How can one follow this practice in a science of animate beings, i.e. of
beings who exhibit motivated action? Presumably, one can understand
motivated action in terms of a tendency of the beings concerned to realise
certain consummations in certain conditions. As long as these consummations are characterised absolutely, the demands of a naturalistic science of
animate subjects seem to be met. Hence we get a demand which is widely
recognised as a requirement of materialism in modern times: that we
explain human behaviour in terms of goals whose consummations can be
characterised in physical terms. This is what, e.g., for many Marxists
establishes the claim that their theory is a materialist one: that it identifies
as predominant the aim of getting the means to life (which presumably
could ultimately be defined in physical terms).
But without being taken as far as materialism, the requirement of
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absoluteness can serve to discredit languages of qualitative contrast. For
these designate different possible human activities and modes of life as
higher and lower. And these are plainly subject-related notions. In the
context of a naturalist explanation, one goal may be identified as more
st~on~ly desired t~an others, e.g. if the subject concerned gave it higher
pnonty ..But there IS no place for the notion of a higher goal, which in the
very. logiC of the contrast must be distinguishable from the strongest
motive - else the term would have no function in moral discourse at all.
For those who cleave to naturalism, the languages of contrast must be
suspect. They co~respo~d to nothing in reality, which we may interpret as
what v:e need to mvoke m our bottom line explanatory language of human
behaVIOur. They appear therefore to designate purely 'subjective' factors.
Th~y expre~s the w.ay we feel, not the way things are. But then this gives a
ratt?nal. baSIS to ethlc~l scepticism, to the view that there is no rational way of
ar~ltratmg between nval outlooks expressed in such languages of contrast.
!hls seems to give a strong intellectual basis to downgrading ethical reasonmg, at leas~ that ca~t in c?ntrastive languages. For those who are impressed
by naturalIst consideratIOns, but still want to salvage some valid form of
ethical reasoning, utilitarianism or formalism seem attractive. 2
But this ground for scepticism is faulty. It leaves undefended the premiss
tha~ our accounts of m~n should be naturalistic in just this :.ense. Purging
sU~Ject-related properties makes a lot of sense in an account of inanimate
thmgs. I.t cannot be taken as a priori self-evident that it will be similarly
helpful m an account of human beings. We would have to establish a
foste:ior~ that such an absolute account of human life was possible and
Illummatmg before we could draw conclusions about what is real, or
know even how to set up the distinction objective/subjective.
In fact, though there is no place to examine the record here, it does
not seem that absolute accounts offer a very plausible avenue. Put in
other terms, it may well be that much of human behaviour will be understandable and explicable only in a language which characterises motivation in a fashion which marks qualitative contrasts and which is therefore
not morally neutral. In this it will be like what we recognise today as the
best example of clairvoyant self-understanding by those who have most
conquered their illusions. If a science which describes consummations in
exclusively physical terms cannot fill the bill, and if we therefore have to
ta~e ~ccount of the significances of things for agents, how can we know a
prtort that the best account available of such significances will not require
some use of languages of qualitative contrast? It seems to me rather likely
that it will.
2

For a naturalist attack on the objectivity of value, see Mackie 1977.
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In the absence of some demonstration of the validity of naturalism of
this kind, the utilitarian and formalist reductions are clearly arbit.rary. For
they have little foundation in our ethical sensibility and p~acttc~. ~ven
utilitarians and formalists make use of languages of contrast m the1r hves,
decisions admirations and contempts. One can see that in my fo~rth
example 'above. 'Rational' as used by most u.tilit.arians is a term 1? .a
qualitative contrast; it is the basis of moral adm1ratiOn and c~ntem?t; 1t 1S
a goal worthy of respect. The fact that it finds no place m the1r own
meta-theory says a lot about the value of this theory.
5

Once we get over the epistemologically-induced reductions of ~he ethi~al,
the problems of moral reasoning appear in a quite different l~ght. I Just
have space here to mention some of the consequences ~or soc1al theo.ry.
An obviously relevant point is that we come to recogDlse that the et?lcal
is not a homogeneous domain, with a single kind of good, based on ~ smgle
kind of consideration. We have already noted at least three kmds of
consideration which are morally relevant. The first is capture~ by the
notion of utility, that what produces happiness i~ pr~ferable to 1tS opposite. The second is what I called the universal attnbutiOn of moral personality. These can combine to produce modern utilitaria~ism, as a theory
that lays on us the obligation of universal benevolence ~n ~he f~rm of the
maximisation of general happiness. But the second prmc1ple 1S also. t~e
source of moral imperatives that conflict with utilit~ri~nisI?; and th1S m
notorious ways, e.g. demanding that we put equal d1stnb.utton before the
goal of maximising utility. Then: thi.rdly, there are t~e vanety of goals that
we express in languages of quahtattve contrast, whiCh are of course very
different from each other.
.
The goods we recognise as moral, which means at least as laymg the
most important demands on us, over-riding allle.sser ones, ~re. there~ore
diverse. But the habit of treating the moral as a smgle domam 1S not Just
gratuitous or based on a mere mistake. The domain of ultimately important goods has a sort of prescrip~ive u~ity. Each. of us has to answer all
these demands in the course of a smgle hfe, and th1S means ~hat we h~ve to
find some way of assessing their relative validity, ,or puttm.g the~ m an
order of priority. A single coherent order of goods 1S rather hke an l?ea of
reason in the Kantian sense, something we always try to define w1thout
ever managing to achieve it definitively.
,
.
The plurality of goods ought to be evident in mo~er~ soc1ety, 1f we could
set aside the blinkers that our reductive meta-eth1cs 1mposes on us. Certainly we reason often about social p?licie~ in .terr~s of utility. And we. also
take into account considerations of Just d1stnbutiOn, as also of the nghts
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of individuals, which are grounded on the principle of universal moral
personality. But there are also considerations of the contrastive kind which
play an important role. For instance, modern Western societies are all
citizen republics, or strive to be. Their conception of the good is partly
shaped by the tradition of civic humanism. The citizen republic is to be
valued not just as a guarantee of general utility, or as a bulwark of rights. It
may even endanger these in certain circumstances. We value it also
because we generally hold that the form of life in which men govern
themselves, and decide their own fate through common deliberation, is
higher than one in which they live as subjects of even an enlightened
despotism.
But just as the demands of utility and rights may diverge, so those of the
citizen republic may conflict with both. For instance, the citizen republic
requires a certain sense of community, and what is needed to foster this
may go against the demands of maximum utility. Or it may threaten to
enter into conflict with some of the rights of minorities. And there is a
standing divergence between the demands of international equality and
those of democratic self-rule in advanced Western societies. Democratic
electorates in these societies will probably never agree to the amount of
redistribution consistent with redressing the past wrongs of imperialism,
or meeting in full the present requirements of universal human solidarity.
Only despotic regimes, like Cuba and the ::::>DR, bleed themselves for the
Third World - not necessarily for the best of motives, of course.
It ought to be clear from this that no single-consideration procedure, be
it that of utilitarianism, or a theory of justice based on an ideal contract,
can do justice to the diversity of goods we have to weigh together in
normative political thinking. Such one-factor functions appeal to our
epistemological squeamishness which makes us dislike contrastive languages. And they may even have a positive appeal of the same kind insofar
as they seem to offer the prospect of exact calculation of policy, through
counting utils, or rational choice theory. But this kind of exactness is
bogus. In fact, they only have a semblance of validity through leaving out
all that they cannot calculate.
The other strong support for single-factor theory comes from the radical
side. Radical theories, such as for instance Marxism, offer an answer to the
demand for a unified theory - which we saw is a demand we cannot totally
repudiate, at least as a goal - by revolutionary doctrines which propose
sweeping away the plurality of goods now recognised in the name of one
central goal which will subsume what is valuable in all of them. Thus the
classless society will allegedly make unnecessary the entrenching of individual rights, or the safeguarding of 'bourgeois' civic spirit. It will provide
an unconstrained community, in which the good of each will be the goal of
all, and maximum utility a by-product of free collaboration, and so on.
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But Marxism at least does not make the error of holding that all the goods
we now seek can be reduced to some common coinage. At least it proposes
to bring about unity through radical change. In the absence of such change,
commensurability cannot be achieved. Indeed, it is of the essence of languages of contrast that they show our goals to be incommensurable.
If this is so, then there is no way of saving single-consideration theory
however we try to reformulate it. Some might hope for instance to salvage
at least the consequentialism out of utilitarianism: we would give up the
narrow view that all that is worth valuing is states of happiness, but we
would still try to evaluate different courses of action purely in terms of
their consequences, hoping to state everything worth considering in our
consequence-descriptions.
But unless the term 'consequentialism' is to be taken so widely as to lose
all meaning, it has to contrast with other forms of deliberation, for
instance one in which it matters whether I act in a certain way and not
just what consequences I bring about. To put it differently, a nonconsequentialist deliberation is one which values actions in ways which
cannot be understood as a function of the consequences they have. Let
us call this valuing actions intrinsically.
The attempt to reconstruct ethical and political thinking in consequentialist terms would in fact be another a priori fiat determining the domain
of the good on irrelevant grounds. Not as narrow as utilitarianism perhaps, it would still legislate certain goods out of existence. For some
languages of contrast involve intrinsic evaluation: the language of integrity, for instance. I have integrity to the degree to which my actions and
statements are true expressions of what is really of importance to me. It is
their intrinsic character as revelations or expressions that count, not their
consequences. And the same objection would hold against a consequentialist social choice function. We may value our society for the way it
makes integrity possible in its public life and social relations, or criticise a
society for making it impossible. It may also be the case, of course, that we
value the integrity for its effects on stability, or republican institutions, or
something of the kind. But this cannot be all. It will certainly matter to us
intrinsically as well as consequentially.
A consequentialist theory, even one which had gone beyond utilitarianism, would still be a Procrustes bed. It would once again make it impossible for us to get all the facets of our moral and political thinking in focus.
And it might induce us to think that we could ignore certain demands
because they fail to fit into our favoured mode of calculation. A metaethics of this kind stultifies thought.
Our political thinking needs to free itself both from the dead hand of the
epistemological tradition, and the utopian monism of radical thought, in
order to take account of the real diversity of goods that we recognise.
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1. The philosophical dispute about the objectivity of morals has been
four,. or more, d~sputes rolled into one. First, there is the argument about
p.redlca~e~ standIng for moral qualities: are they to be construed as instrinSI.C qualIties of actions or situations? Secondly, there is the quite different
dls?ut~ as to whether to attribute a moral quality to a person or to an
actIOn IS properly to be taken as describing that person or action or to be
taken as an~ther kind of performance, e.g. as expressing an attit~de, or as
recommendIng conduct, or both. Thirdly, there is the question of whether
two persons expressin~ disagreement about the answer to a moral prob~em are properly des~nbed as contradicting each other, which is usually
!nter~reted as a ~uestlon about the conditions of applicability of 'true' and
false. to moral Judgements. Fourthly, there is the related, but different,
questIOn of whethe.r t~ere is a respectable procedure, recognised in other
c~ntexts, for establIshIng the acceptability of moral judgements of various
kInds, or whether moral judgement is in this respect sui generis and for this
reason problematic.
Th~se four are some, certainly not all, of the clearly distinguishable
questIOns that are to be found in the literature.
2. There is another essential issue, which was best expressed in the ancient
controversy about whether moral discriminations are to be accepted as
true or, correct, when they are true, in virtue of custom, convention and
la,; (vo ll4l) or wheth~r ~hey are true in virtue of the nature of things
(<p.'UOEL). By. an essential Issue I here mean an issue which unavoidably
anses for thInking men, independently of any theories in philosophy when
t~ey reflect on t~e apparent stringency and unavoidability of thei; more
dl~agreeable duties and obligations, and when they ask themselves where
thiS. appare~t ~na~oidability comes from. That there is a clear and unaVOidable d~stInctlOn b~tw~en moral judgements or beliefs issuing from
reason and Judgements Issumg from sentiment is not evident to someone
who h~s not heard of, or.. is not convinced by, the philosophies of mind that
are bUIlt around these psychological terms. No philosophical theories have
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anthropologists, are evidently changeable and transient~ a~ social syst~ms
and cultures change and decay. Because the m~ral prescnptlOns. and cla1ms
are to be explained by temporary and local mterests. the dut1es and obligations prescribed exist by convention rather than 1~ the ?ature of t~e
things. No convergence towards ~niversal ~gr~ement 1~ cl~lmed for th1S
set of prescriptions, in contrast w1th the prmc1ples of Justice.
Claims of justice have always been the preferred exa~ples of moral
claims that are to be recognised by reason, and as .founded m the natur~ of
things, as not essentially diverse, and as not contmgen.t upon an~ spec1fic
type of social order. Plato could argue that the f?unda~lOns of et~lcs are ~o
be found in the nature of things, not in conventlOn or 1~ t~e arb~trary wtll
of powerful men, partly by representing justi.ce as the prmc1pal v1rtue of an
individual and of a social order, as health 1S of the body.
3. If one contrasts justice as a human good with l~ve and friendship, one
expects to find that justice prescribes a comparatively fixed, a~d also a
comparatively specific, set of norms for human co~duct. One w1ll expect
to find that love and friendship, always good thmgs. and no les~ to be
desired, require specifically different types of b.ehavlOu~, and d1fferent
relationships, in different social contexts; ~uperfi~lally a?d pretheoretically, the specific realisations of love and fnends?lp see~ h~ely no~
to conform to a fixed and definite norm as the SpeC1?C reahsatlOns 0
justice are expected to conform to a fixed and defimte norm, and .to
principles that can be formulated. One does not ~or~ally spe~k of pnnciples of love and friendship, as of principles of J.ustice .and fa1rness. ~e
have the idea that the specific forms of love and fnendsh1p ~u~t va~y W1th
the different kinship systems and social roles that preva11 1? d1fferent
societies, while the principles of justice do not .have var~mg forms,
although the circumstances to which they are apphed may d1ffer. So.we
may think that there is at least a difference of degree b~tween moral.cla1~s
that prescribe just conduct, which purport to be ~enved from ration a y
defensible principles, and moral claims that prescnbe co?duct that co~nts
as friendly or as a manifestation of love; and that th1S contrast anses
within morality.
.
One may concede that there are just these d1.ffer.ences of degree betwee~
virtues that have specific and determinate .reahsati?ns, and that ~re every
here and at all times very similar in the1r behavlOural e?,presslOns, and
that have realisations differing according to the
tions and social roles in different societies. But perhaps th1S 1S ?n ~ a
difference of degree. To take one example, Aristotle's chapters on Justice
in the Nicomachean Ethics bear about as close a ~esemb.lance ~o a representative modern treatise on justice such as Rawls, as Anstotle s chapters
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on love and friendship bear to some later treatise on that subject, for
example that of Montaigne or Stendhal. Perhaps more strange omissions,
and strangeness generally, will strike a contemporary ear when reading
Aristotle's account of the moral significance of love and friendship, and
the strangeness of tone and detail may be rather less when a contemporary
reader considers Aristotle on justice. On the other hand, Aristotle notoriously does not see a contravention of principles of justice in slavery, and
was generally much less inclined than modern theorists to count unequal
distributions of primary goods as generally unfair. There seems to be a
difference in the principles of justice, and perhaps even in the conception
of justice, rather than a difference in the situations to which the principles
are applied.
4. To notice a disputable difference of degree among and within the
recognised virtues in this respect still leaves the more fundamental question: taking different moralities as wholes, are they not all partly human
artifices, and to be defended by appeals to the imagination, rather than to
reason, in the sense in which social manners are partly a human artifice,
and to be defended by appeals to the imagination, and in the sense in which
works of literature and sculpture and drama are wholly human artifices,
and to be assessed by the imagination?
Within this notion of artificiality and artifice a distinction has to be
made. Let it be argued that there are some definite and comparatively clear
restraints, argumentatively and rationally defensible, upon what conduct,
and what social arrangements, can at any time and anywhere be counted
as just and fair. With justice the notion of imagination seems out of place,
and reason, and reasonable considerations, are alone in place, as in the
establishment of rules of law. The setting in which just conduct and just
and fair arrangements are distinguished from unjust ones is an argumentative setting, a judicial setting with a verdict in view, and with a contest
between rational considerations always a possibility. In so far as artificiality is taken to imply, or is associated with, the imagination and with
imaginative invention, the principles of justice must be represented as not
artificial, just because they are intended to be principles solely defensible
by rational argument. In this respect justice is to be contrasted with love
and friendship because the prescriptions that express these virtues may be
justified, as manifestations of love and friendship, by appeals to imagination as much as to reason. New forms and varieties of love and friendship
are brought into existence and are recognised as new forms, and are
recognised even as new kinds of love and friendship. This recognition is
not defensible by rational considerations without any appeals to imagination; one has to envisage a particular person or persons in a particular
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situation and to invent or to recognise a form of behaviour that seems to be
right in the peculiar circumstances. There is n~t the ~ame re~uirement of
convergence just because reasonable argument IS less In place In such cas~s
of envisaging the right conduct in the particular circumstances. There IS
no obvious requirement that everyone at all times sho~ld, love and be
friendly in the same way, or in accordance with fixed principles that can
be formulated and defended.
The contrast in respect of artificiality between the rational virtue of
justice and the not entirely rational virtue of love or friendsh~~ might be
explained by distinguishing two kinds of artificiality. T,he transltlo.n from a
state of nature in which men act according to their unmorahsed and
un socialised i~pulses, is usually represented as a rationally intelli,gible
improvement of life chances for all men, wherever the~ are and at all times.
They conclude a contract among themselves, and their descendants, making the same calculation all over again as reasonable men, are rea?y alw~ys
to ratify this contract. There is a sense in which the reasonably Just social
arrangements, and the structure of law and of the, co~stitutio~, which
emerge from the supposed original contract, are artificial; certainly they
are constructions of human reason to restrict and control natural forces.
But there is the other sense in which just arrangements, being independent of
culturally modified preferences and interests, are natural to all men, who
are as a species capable of a true appreciation of their own permanent n~ture,
using their reason. Apart from love and friendship, there are other virtues
of human association, which for different reasons are non-convergent.
5. In the Greek argument, we are told to contrast the great variety, of
social customs prevailing in different places and at different times w~th
those fundamental principles of desirable or acceptable human associations which emerge from the ideal social contract. No rational reco?struction or transcendental deduction of these divergent social customs IS to be
attempted. In Herodotus and Xenophon and el~ewhere you a~e led ~o
expect that social customs will diverge, and that dlffere,nt po~ulattons ,wtll
distinguish themselves, and identify themselves, both In thetr o~n minds
and in the minds of others, by their customs. Part of the pOint of the
customs resides in their diversity, in the discriminations that they mark.
The glory of being Greek emerged in following the social customs, the
habits in matters of address and social manners and in conduct generally,
which are distinctively Greek; and the glory of being Athenian, or being
Spartan, rather than of being just any Greek, reside~ in ~ol~ow~ng t~~ very
different and distinctive customs of these two very dlscnmlnatlng CIties. If
the word 'glory' seems too high flown and seems an exaggeration in this
context, one could say instead that the point of thinking of oneself as
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Greek or as Athenian resided in the thought of the distinctiveness of their
wa~ of life; and their way of life consisted not only of social customs and
h~b~ts ?f address and habits of conduct more generally, but also of
distinctive mor~l,cod~s and principles, with typical prescriptions derived
fr~m t~em. :rhl~ Im~hes that no convergence to general agreement is reqUired In a JustificatIOn of these prescriptions.
When o,ne, va~ues the, cus~o~s and morality of one's own society or
group as distinctive, one IS thmklng of them as discriminatory. So far there
is ~o requirement to universalise the prescriptions, implicit or explicit,
whl~h govern the customs and values, and to think of the prescriptions as
applIcable to all men, whatever their condition. Equally the converse is not
enta!led either; that the customs and peculiar moral prescriptions of a
p~rtlcular group ought to be confined to that group. CIne could consistently
thmk of one's o,;n moral habits and dispositions as at present existing
only among one s own people, say, the Greeks, and at the same time
consistently believe that the barbarians ought to adopt Greek moral
prescriptions and dispositions and ought to cease to be barbarians. If one
looks at the customs from another angle, it does not even follow from the
f~ct that on~ t~ke~ pride in t?e thought that one's own habits and dispositions are distinctive and different, and that they constitute a definite
identity for the group to which one belongs, that one thinks that all men
should belong to groups which have distinctive habits and dispositions.
~one of these strong conclusions is entailed. The recognition of distinctiveness, and the moral endorsement of it, only entail that there are
acceptable moral prescriptions which are not to be defended and justified
by the kind of rational argument which enters into ideal social contract
th~o~y, whether in Plato, Hobbes, Locke, Rousseau or Rawls. The prescnpttons have to be defended and justified in a quite different way.

~. In ~hat ~ay? How do these non-convergent moral claims and prescriptIOns differ m the defence and justification offered for them from those that
~an, be defended and jus~ifie? by a rational argument, as the principles of
Justice can be, by the stnppmg down argument, that is, by the argument
~ha~ a common requirement of justice, and of the broad principles of
Justice, would be recognised by all men who abstract from their contingent
and divergent interests?
In order to distinguish moral prescriptions from mere custom and social
manners, first one should distinguish between dispositions and habits, and
accompanying prescriptions, which are taken very seriously and to which
in;t~ortance i~ attached, and those which are regarded as comparatively
trlVlal and ummportant; and the test is the kind and degree of the feeling of
shock and repugnance and disapproval which would normally occur when
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the custom or habit is not followed; and, secondly, whether this feeling is a
reflective one, and survives after it is evaluated, or whether it is merely an
immediate reaction to be explained away by personal factors. The strong
repugnance and disapproval, which after reflection seems to the subject
appropriate to the particular case, would normally be accounted a moral
attitude and a moral emotion, resting on a moral judgement of the case; the
subject would think of his repugnance and his disapproval as a moral attitude
implying amoral judgement: not just a matter of custom and social propriety.
His reflection on his attitude, and on the implied judgement, would be an
attempt to detach himself from reactions which he thought could not be
defended and justified on a clear and calm consideration of the case, but could
only be explained by features of his own temperament.
To claim impartiality in judgement, in this sense, is not to claim that the
judgement is one that rational men must assent to if they are similarly
impartial - which is the claim made for judgements about fundamental
principles of justice. A reflective repugnance and moral disapproval, and
implied moral judgement, may be concentrated upon a breach of a moral
code, say a code of honour, which is an essential element in the way of life
of a particular social group, a group that takes pride in this distinction, in
precisely the way in which a Welsh nationalist or a Basque nationalist may
take pride in speaking and preserving their particular languages, which are
also essential elements in their ways of life. They may consistently admit
that men of different origins and having different roles may rightly, or at
least reasonably, follow quite different and incompatible rules. So far from
wishing to generalise the distinctive moral claims to which he is reflectively
committed, a man proud of his culture may contrast these moral claims, in
virtue of their distinctiveness, with the moral claims of justice and reasonable benevolence, or of concern for happiness, which he specifically
counts as universal claims, arising from a shared humanity and an entirely
general norm of reasonableness. He may agree that he can easily conceive
of alternative rules which are neither more nor less reasonable; for reasonableness is not the prime consideration in this sphere. He will not be
disturbed by evidence that in other societies quite different rules or
conventions prevail among entirely reasonable men, who would broadly
agree with him about the principles of justice and about a necessary
concern with happiness.
7. There are good reasons to expect that most men have been, and always
will be, ready to acknowledge both kinds of moral claim, the universal and
convergent moral claim, and the distinctive moral claim, which is to be
defended by direct reference to one actually existing way of life in which it
is a necessary element, and to the imagination of particular cases which
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arise within this way of life. The good reasons for distinguishing the two
are repeatedly foreshadowed in the literature of moral and political ph'l _
so~hy: fo~ example, In Hegel's criticisms of the abstractness of Ka~t~s
ratIOnal wI~1 and moral law, and in Burke's criticisms of the morality of the
Fren~h Enhghte?ment. As morality cannot be separated from canons of
rractlcal ~eas,omng and of prudence, and from the rational foundations of
aw and JustIce on the one side, so it cannot be separated from social
~anners and custom, and habits of thought and speech, and the distinctive
e em~~ts of a cultu~e on the other side - at least under known normal
cond~tIOns, and ,untIl hum.anity is transformed, as both utilitarians and
Kantlans have. WIshed that It should be, though for quite different reasons.
Personal relatIOns between people within families and k' h'
and 'n I
d f' d h'
InS Ip systems
bI' I ,ove an nen s ~p; sexual customs and prohiiJitions; duties and
? Ig.at~ons assOCIated WIth the dead and with ancestors and with death
It:~lf, ~Itu~ls and customs that express social solidarity in different kinds
o In~tltutIOn; customs and prohibitions in war: it is a genuinely universal
reqUlre,ment of mO,rality that there should be some rules or customs
govermng cond~ct In these areas of strong emotions. The rules and custom~ observ~d In these areas, particularly those of sexuality and the
famIly, cons,tltute much of the central core of a way of life even th
h
they are subject to general principles of social justice and of benevole~~g I
may for many rea~ons want my actual way of life, inherited and d~
velop~d, to be modIfied or changed, but it is still the starting-point of my
md,of/ahtYI' the bedrock of my moral dispositions, upon which I must build
I lerent y.
,

~or~ t~~ a pride in distinctiveness and a more definite sense of identity

I~ InVO ve ,

In

the acknowledgement of moral claims in the areas men-

t~onedf claIms that are not to be adequately defended by a rational calculatIO?fy0 ~ommon human?ecessities; just as any natural language has to

satls t ,e c~mmon reqUIrements of language as such, being a means of
commumcatIO,n, so o~ the ,other side a language has to develop in histor
~~d ov~ a penod of tIme, ItS own distinguishing forms and vocabulary ~f
It IS to ave any hold on men's imagination and memory. The pro'ect'of
Esperanto, the ge~er~lly ,shared and syncretistic language, does n~t suc~~ed. A langu~ge dIStIn?Ulshes a particular people with a particular shared
Istory ~nd WIth a p~rtlcularset of of shared associations and with largely
unconscIOUS memones, preserved in the metaphors that are imbedd d '
the ~o~~bulary. So also with some parts of morality: for exam lee t~~
proh,lbItlo?s and prescriptions that govern sexual morality anlfa'mil
relatIOnshIps and the duties of friendship.
y
8. Rather banal and familiar Aristotelian reasons can be given for these
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two faces of morality: the lawlike and rational, the ~an~uage-li~e and
imaginative: that men are not only rational and calculative m formmg and
pursuing their ideals and in maintaining rules of c~nduct, but th~y are also
in the grip of particular and distinguishing,mem~rles and of partlcula~ an,d
distinguishing local passions; and the Anst?tellan word to emphasls,e IS
'particular', Love and affection are necess,anly ,c?ncentr,ate~ o~ a p~rticu
lar person or a particular place, as a dlsposltlon to Justice IS directed
towards a general rule or a repeatable process, A disposit~on to love and
friendship is a central virtue, and it has alwa~s be~~ recogmsed as such, no
less than justice and courage, Justice is the dlsposltlon to treat all men ~nd
women alike in certain respects, in recognition of their common humamty:
love and friendship are dispositions to treat men and women very differently, in recognition of their individuality and unrepeate~ na~ure. ~he
species is sustained and prolonged by sexual drives an~ family, ties w?lch
are necessarily to some degree exclusive and pa~ticular~sed. I,t IS precI~ely
the basic biological phenomena of sex and family relationships, ~f childhood, youth and age which, being obviously natural, ar,e modtfie~ by
diverse and distinctive conventions and filtered through various restr~mt~,
some morally trivial and some not. Any pa~ticular ~exual morality IS
underdetermined by purely rational considerations, which ar~ eV,erywhere
valid. Defense and justification will also take the form of pomtmg to the
distinctive and peculiar virtues of one way of life, to its history and to the
reciprocal dependence of the elements of this way of life on e~ch oth~r. ~t
all times and in all places there has to be a sexual morah~y w~lch. 15
recognised; but it does not have to be th,e same se~ual mo~ahty With :he
same restraints and prescription. The rational reqUIrement IS th,e negative
one: that the rules and convention .. should not cause ,eVident and
avoidable unhappiness or offend accepted principles of fatrness. ~hese
bare requirements plainly underdetermine the ful~, comple~ morality ~f
the family and of sexual relationships and of fr~endshlp many m,an, s
actual way of life. Justice in respect of property nghts ~nd, own.ersh~p ,IS
also underdetermined by the universal requirements of Justice, smce It m
part depends upon local customs; but the rights, if challenged~ have to be
defended at every level by rational argument. The argument wtll appeal to
, ,
principles and to precedents.",
One particular sexual morahty IS an mtegral and mdlspe~sable ~art ~f a
way of life which actually exists, one among others, and which the Judgmg
subject believes ought to be preserved as a valua~le way of life, a~tually
realised, not perfect but still valuable. But ratIOnal arg~ment IS not
available below the level of the general requirements of fatrne~s an~ of
utility; and the lowe~ level of specific, habits and specific conventIOns IS of
binding importance m sexual morahty.
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The kind of 'must not' that arises within this area of morality can be
compared with a linguistic prohibition, e.g. that ,you must not split an
infinitive a particular rule of a particular language, which is not made less
binding by the fact that it is not a general rule in language. The grammar
and rules of propriety in any particular language may seem arbitrary and
artificial when compared with the general logical framework of language,
or with some presumed deep structure in all languages. The grammar is
arbitrary and in this sense artificial only to the degree that it is not to be
explained by the natural needs of communication and of thought alone, but
must also be explained supplementarily by reference to a particular history
of the language's deVelopment; and even this supplementary explanation
will almost certainly be incomplete and will fall short, because of the
complexity of the relationships involved. As in languages and in social
customs, so also everyone recognises that there must be rules and conventions of conduct that deserve to be called moral in certain definite areas
and everyone also recognises that these rules (a) must fit into, and b~
compatible with, universal, rationally explicable principles of justice and
utility analogous to a deep structure in language, and (b) that the strict
rules within these limits will be diverse and will seem arbitrary, because
they have historically performed the function of distinguishing one social
group from all others.
Bow then does one balance the comparatively conventional moral
claims against rationally defensible principles of justice and of utility, the
claims of rational morality? The condensed and cryptic answer that men
are only half rational carries the implication that our desires and purposes
are always permeated by memories and by local attachments and by
historical associations, just as they are always permeated by rational
calculation; and that this will always be true. There is a rational justification for respecting some set of not unreasonable moral claims of a conventional kind, because some moral prescriptions are necessary in the areas of
sexuality and family relationships and friendship and social customs and
attitudes to death; and that men are reasonably inclined to respect those
prescriptions which have in fact survived and which have a history of respect, unless they find reasons to reject them drawn from moral considerations of the opposing rational type. It evidently does not follow from the
factthat a way oflife has survived, and that it has some hold overmen's sentiments and loyalties, that that way of life, with the moral claims which are
a necessary element of it, ought for these reasons to be protected and prolonged; there may well be overriding reasons of a rational kind against these
claims - e.g. that they are unfair or that they destroy happiness or freedom.
9. The degree of permeation by local memories and local attachments
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varies with different human interests: at its greatest where emotions and
passions have an instinctual foundation, as in sexual and family relationship, and less extensive in areas where rational calculation guides
passions, as in the morality surrounding property relations and ownership.
Exactly in those areas of experience where natural impulses and emotions are strongest, and where rational control and direction are weak,
distinctive and conventional moral prohibitions are naturally in place and
naturally respected: and they are respected for reasons largely independent
of justice and of the avoidance of harm and the promotion of welfare. To
take a familiar example, the proper treatment of the dead, whatever the
obligatory treatment may be in any particular society, has always been at
the centre of moralities, and failure to bury the dead, or to do whatever is
locally accounted necessary, has always been morally shocking. The force
of particular moral claims of this type is not to be explained by general
principles of justice or of benevolence and welfare. That the dead must be
appropriately disposed of, even at a high cost, is a very general requirement, and a mark of humanity; but it is also generally recognised that what
is appropriate for one people, and one set of circumstances, is not generally appropriate elsewhere. The fact that there is no general requirement
of convergence is not an indication that the moral duty of respect for the
dead, and the appropriate custom, is not to be taken seriously. Freud's
superb essay 'On Mourning' explains the complementary relation between nature and convention here.
Men are unavoidably born into both a natural order and a cultural
order, and sexuality, old age, death, family and friendship are among the
natural phenomena which have to be moralised by conventions and
customs, within one culture or other, and that means within a very
particular and specific set of moral requirements. The one unnatural, and
impossible, cry is the consequentialist's: 'Away with convention: anything
goes provided that it does not interfere with welfare or with principles of
.
justice.'
To summarise: to the old question of whether moral claims are vO[tlJ> or
ql1)OH, conventional or in the nature of things, like norms of social
propriety or Ilke norms of health, 'both' is my answer. There are two kinds
of moral claim - those that, when challenged, are referred to universal
needs of human beings and to their reasonable calculations, which should
be the same everywhere, and hence to the stripping down argument: and
those that, when challenged, are referred to the description of a desired
and respected way of life, in which these moral claims have been an
element thought essential within that way of life. The first kind of claim
represents moral norms as not unlike norms of good health: the second as
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Social unity and primary goods *

JOHN RAWLS
In this essay I have two aims: first, to elaborate the notion of primary
goods, a notion which is part of the conception vf justice as fairness
presented in my book A Theory of Justice; 1 and, second, to explain the
connection between the notion of primary goods and a certain conception
of the person which leads in turn to a certain conception of social unity.
Following a brief preface in section I, the main part of my discussion is in
sections II-V. Here I describe how in justice as fairness primary goods
enable us to make interpersonal comparisons in the special but fundamental case of political and social justice. I remove certain gaps in the
exposition in my book and by emphasizing that the notion of primary
goods depends on a certain conception of the person I also remove a
serious ambiguity. My thesis is that the problem of interpersonal comparisons in questions of justice goes to the foundations of a conception of
justice and depends on the conception of the person and the way in which
social unity is to be conceived. In justice as fairness the difficulties in
defining these comparisons turn out to be moral and practical. The last
three sections, VI-VIII, try to clarify these ideas by contrasting them with
an account of interpersonal comparisons in the utilitarian tradition which
informs so much of contemporary economic theory when it turns to
questions of justice. In this tradition interpersonal comparisons are
thought to raise difficulties of another kind, namely, the various problems
connected with knowledge of other minds. These difficulties are said to
be resolved by finding a sufficiently accurate interpersonal measure (or
indicator) of satisfaction, or well-being, founded on psychology and
• An earlier version of parts of this paper was given as one of four lectures at Stanford in May,
1978. It has, however, been much revised. I am grateful to Derek Parfit,Joshua Rabinowitz,
A. K. Sen and Steven Strasnick for valuable comments on the first version; and to K. J.
Arrow, Gilbert Harman, Thomas Nagel and T. M. Scanlon for their criticisms of a later
version. Arnold Davidson and Thomas Pogge have given me helpful suggestions on the final
draft. I am particularly indebted to Burton Dreben for extensive discussion and advice. I
owe to him the suggestion to focus on the contrast between how liberalism and
utilitarianism conceive of social unity.
1 Rawls 1971. Henceforth referred to as TJ.
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economic theory. Our question is: What lies at the bottom of this contrast?
Why should a Kantian doctrine like justice as fairness view the problem of
interpersonal comparisons so differently from the way utilitarianism does?
I
To approach the answer we must first note that one deep division between
conceptions of justice is whether they allow for a plurality of different and
opposing, and even incommensurable, conceptions of the good, or
whether they hold that there is but one conception of the good which is to
be recognised by all persons, so far as they are rational. Conceptions of
justice which fall on opposite sides of this divide treat the problem of
interpersonal comparisons in entirely different ways. Plato and Aristotle,
and the Christian tradition as represented by Aquinas and Augustine, fall
on the side of the one (rational) good. Indeed, since classical times, the
dominant tradition has been that there is but one rational conception of
the good. The presupposition of liberalism (as a philosophical doctrine), as
represented by Locke, Kant and J. S. Mill,2 is that there are many conflicting and incommensurable conceptions of the good, each compatible with
the full autonomy and rationality of human persons. Liberalism assumes,
as a consequence of this presupposition, that it is a natural c.ondition of a
free democratic culture that a plurality of conceptions of the good is
pursued by its citizens. The classical utilitarians - Bentham, Edgeworth
and Sidgwick - appear to accept this liberal presupposition. I believe,
however, that this appearance is misleading and arises from the special
subjective nature of their view of the rational good. I shall indicate how
both classical utilitarianism and a contemporary version of utilitarianism
imply a conception of the person which makes this doctrine incompatible
with the presupposition that there are many rational conceptions of the

good.
As a Kantian view, justice as fairness accepts the liberal presupposition.
The consequence is that the unity of society and the allegiance of its
citizens to their common institutions rest not on their espousing one
rational conception of the good, but on an agreement as to what is just for
free and equal moral persons with different and opposing conceptions of
the good. This conception of justice is independent of and prior to the
notion of goodness in the sense that its principles limit the conceptions of
the good which are admissible in a just society. These principles of justice
are to be regarded as the public principles for what I shall call 'a weIll

The choice of these three names, especially Mill's, needs an explanation I cannot provide
here. I can only remark that, in my opinion, Mill's view is a form of liberalism and not
utilitarianism, given how I use these terms in this paper. Support for this opinion is found in
Isaiah Berlin's essay on Mill in Berlin 1969.
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~fter t~is preface, I~t u.s now t~rn to the account of primary goods and
theIr role m th.e t~o pnnClples of Justice that are used in justice as fairness. 3
These two pnnclples are:

1. Eac? p.erso~ has an eq~al right to the most extensive scheme of equal
baSIC lIbertIes compatIble with a similar scheme of liberties for all.
3 For a further discussion, see TJ, pp. 60-83. For the most complete statement, see pp. 302-3.
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and establish fair equality of opportunity. This simplest form serves as an
example of the use of primary goods to make interpersonal comparisons;
it ignores, however, the primary goods under (c) and (e) and hence avoids
the problem of defining an index. On the assumption that the question of
private property democracy versus democratic socialism involves the
weighting of primary goods under (c), (d) and (e), using income and wealth
alone in the difference principle presumably cannot resolve this historic
question. While I shall sometimes speak of an index of primary goods, in
this paper I do not consider the problem of an index for the general case. 4
The simplest form is offered as an example to fix ideas. It suffices for our
purpose here, which is to focus on the contrast between justice as fairness
and the utilitarian tradition with respect to how the problem of interpersonal comparisons is conceived.
Several further points about primary goods deserve mention. First,
primary goods are certain features of institutions or of the situation of
citizens in relation to them. Whether the basic structure guarantees equal
liberty of conscience, or freedom of thought, is settled by the content of the
rights and liberties defined by the institutions of the basic structure and
how they are actually interpreted and enforced. We are not required to
examine citizens' psychological attitudes or their comparative levels of
well-being; and the relevant features of institutions that decide the question are open to public view. To say this, however, is not to deny mat the
question may sometimes be hard to answer. And the same is true for
whether fair equality of opportunity exists. Again, while measures of
income and wealth are not easy to devise, the relative standing of citizens,
granted such a measure, is in principle a publicly decidable matter.
Second, the same index of primary goods is to be used to compare
everyone's social situation, so that this index defines a public basis of
interpersonal comparisons for questions of social justice. Primary goods
are not, however, to be used in making comparisons in all situations but
only in questions of justice which arise in regard to the basic structure. It is
another matter entirely whether primary goods are an appropriate basis in
other kinds of cases. The parties in the original position know that an
index of primary goods is part of the two principles of justice and therefore
part of their agreement when these principles are adopted.
4

Allan Gibbard (Gibbard 1979), by avoiding the problem of constructing an index and
considering the one primary good of income, examines what in the text I call the difference
principle in its 'simplest form'. Gibbard shows that in this form the difference principle is
incompatible with the Pareto principle. I do not believe that this is a serious problem in view
of the balance of reasons for using primary goods as the basis of interpersonal comparisons
in questions of justice, and of the subordinate role of the Pareto principle in justice as
fairness, particularly in its welfarist interpretation. See also Gibbard's remarks, pp. 280-2.
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order interests, namely, the interests to realise and to exercise the two
po~ers of m?ra~ personality. These two powers are the capacity for a sense
of nght a?d JUStIC~ (the capacity to honour fair terms of cooperation), and
the capaCIty to deCIde upon, to revise and rationally to pursue a conception
o~ the good. ~oral p~rsons also have a higher-order (as opposed to a
hIghest-order) Interest. m ad~ancing their determinate conceptions of the
good (d:fined. by certam speCIfic final ends and aspirations) that they have
~t any .gIven tIme. In sum, then, this conception of the person give regulatl~e pnmacy to the two highest-order interests, so that moral persons are
sa.ld to have both .the capacity and the desire to cooperate on fair terms
WIth others for recIprocal advantage; and this implies a regulative desire to
conform the pursuit of one's good, as well as the demands one makes on
others, to public principles of justice which all can reasonably be expected
to accept. 5

Third the least advantaged are defined as those who have the lowest
index of primary goods, when their prospects are viewed over a co~plete
life. This definition implies that social mobility is not considered a pnmary
good. Individuals actually born into this group have some likelihood of
improving their situation and of belonging to the more favoured; but
whatever this likelihood is, it is irrelevant, since the least advantaged are,
by definition, those who are born into and who remain in t~at gro~p
throughout their life. The two principles of justice a~lo~ f?r SOCial ~obll
ity through the principle of fair equality of opportumty: It IS not a pnm~ry
good to be weighted in the index. (The circumstances that secure e~ual~ty
of opportunity are, of course, part of the scheme of ?ackgr?und Justice
established by the two principles working together.) FInally, It ~as noted
in section I that in a well-ordered society there must be a public understanding as to what claims are appropriate for citizens to make .in mat~ers
of justice. The fulfilment of appropriate clai~s sp:cifies w~~t IS publicly
counted as advantageous and as improving SituatIOns of citizens. In the
well-ordered society regulated by the two principles of justice appropriate
claims are claims to certain primary goods, and the relative weight of such
claims is settled by these principles, which include an index of these goods.
But on what basis do the primary goods come to be accepted? Or, as we
asked in section I, how is a shared understanding of wh~t are appropriate
claims possible, in view of citizens' conflicting and Incommensurable
conceptions of the good?

Now in order to find reasonable principles for the basic structure we
assume that each citizen is represented by a party in what I have called in A
Theory of Justice 'the original position'. The parties are to reach an
~greem~nt on certain principles of justice, and in doing this they follow the
InstructIons of those they represent. These instructions direct the parties to
do the best they can for those they represent subject to the constraints of
the original position, such as the restrictions on information the fact that
th~ ~arties a~~ symmetrically situated, and so on. Given the'set-up of the
o.n.glnal pOSitIOn, the assumption is that the parties can best represent
cIt.IZe?S as fr:e a?d equal moral persons by deciding between alternative
prIn.c~ples of Justl.ce according to how securely these principles provide for
all cItIz:n.s the pnmary goods. To ground this assumption, an explanation
of why It IS rational for the parties to assess principles of justice in terms of
primary goods is needed:6

III

The answer is given by the conception of the person which is !undamental
to justice as fairness, together with the practical nature of pr~mary ?oo?s.
Consider first the conception of the person: since a conception of Just~ce
applies to the basic structure of society regarded as a system of SOCial
cooperation, we start by assuming that citizens are free an~ equal mo~al
persons who can contribute to, and hono~r the const.ral~ts of, SOCial
cooperation for the mutual benefit of all. SOCial cooperation IS not mer~ly
coordinated social activity efficiently organised for some overall collective
end. Rather, it presupposes a notion of fair terms of cooperation which all
participants may reasonably be expected. t? accept ove~ the course of a
complete life; it also presupposes that partlclpants.have different fi~al ends
they wish to advance, and that these ends specify each person s good.
Justice as fairness regards each person as someone who can and w~o
desires to take part in social cooperation for mutual advantage. !hus In
formulating a conception of justice for the basic structure of SOCI~ty, we
start by viewing each person as a moral person moved by two hlghest-

(i) The basic liberties (freedom of thought and liberty of conscience,
etc.) are t~e background institutions necessary for the development
and exerCIse of the capacity to decide upon and revise, and rationally to pursue, a conception of the good. Similarly, these liberties
~llo~for the de~~lopment and exercise of the sense of right and
JustIce under political and social conditions that are free.
In this section I remove the ambiguity in TJ about.whether the account of primary goods is a
matter for SOCial theory alone, or depends essentially on a conception of the person. In TJ,
§15, pp. 92ff, where pnmary goods are first discussed at some length, this question is not
discussed: See also pp. 142f, 253, 260, and 433f. I am grateful to Joshua Cohen Joshua
Rablllowltz, T. M. Scanlon, and Michael Teitelman for helpful criticism and clarification
on thiS Important POlllt.
6 A fuller discussi.on can be found in Buchanan 1975. For a more general account, of which
pflmary goods IS a speCial case, see Scanlon 1975.
5
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(ii) Freedom of movement and free choice of occupation against a
background of diverse opportunities are required for the pursuit of
final ends as well as to give effect to a decision to revise and change
them, if one so desires.
(iii) Powers and prerogatives of offices of responsibility are needed to
give scope to various self-governing and social capacities of the self.
(iv) Income and wealth, understood broadly as they must be, are allpurpose means (having an exchange value) for achieving directly or
indirectly a wide range of ends, whatever they happen to be.
(v) The social bases of self-respect are those aspects of basic institutions
that are normally essential if citizens are to have a lively sense of
their own worth as moral persons and to be able to realise their
highest-order interests and advance their ends with self-confidence.
These observations must suffice here to show that the parties' reliance on
primary goods is rational. To obtain a ranking of these goods, the parties
refer to the highest-order interests of citizens as moral persons, and the fact
that they do not know citizens' determinate conceptions of the good. The
highest-order interests in developing and exercising the two moral powers,
along with the normal conditions of human social life, not only single out
the primary goods but also specify their relative importance. Thus, the
priority of the first principle of justice over the second, and the priority of
part (b) of the second principle over part (a), reflects the pre-eminence of
and the relation between the highest-order interests in the conception of
the person.
Certainly all of this, particularly the last point, which includes the
question of the priority of liberty, requires a much fuller discussion than I
can provide here. That the primary goods are necessary conditions for
realising the powers of moral personality and are all-purpose means for a
sufficiently wide range of final ends presupposes various general facts
about human wants and abilities, their characteristic phases and requirements of nurture, relations of social interdependence and much else. We
need at least a rough account of rational plans of life which shows why
they normally have a certain structure and depend upon the primary goods
for their formation, revision, and execution. I shall assume that how all
this works out is clear enough for our purposes. But note that what are to
count as primary goods is not decided by asking what general means are
essential for achieving the final ends which a comprehensive empirical or
historical survey might show that people usually or normally have in
common. There may be few if any such ends; and those there are may not
serve the purposes of a conception of justice. The characterisation of
primary goods does not rest on such historical or social facts. While the
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In; ut w en the

0/

7

This objection, discussed in this section, was raised b
. .
1973, pp. 253f.
y K. ]. Arrow In hIS review, Arrow
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difference principle relies on income and wealth alone, it clearly fails, the
objection continues, to make a reasonable or just allowance for citizens'
different needs and preferences.
It is best to make an initial concession in the case of special health and
medical needs. I put this difficult problem aside in this paper and assume
that all citizens have physical and psychological capacities within a certain
normal range. I do this because the first problem of justice concerns the
relations between citizens who are normally active and fully cooperating
members of society over a complete life. Perhaps the social resources to be
devoted to the normal health and medical needs of such citizens can be
decided at the legislative stage in the light of existing social conditions and
reasonable expectations of the frequency of illness and accident. If a
solution can be worked out for this case, then it may be possible to extend
it to the hard cases. If it cannot be worked out for this case, the idea of
primary goods may have to be abandoned. The ~oint is, h?w~ver, tha.t a
conception of justice need not rest on a few umversal prmclples whIch
apply to all cases. What is required is that from the standpoint ~f the
original position, or some other appropriate stage, the whole famIly of
principles can be combined into a coherent framework of deliberation. s
The second example bears on our present purposes. Imagine two persons, one satisfied with a diet of milk, bread and beans, while the other is
distraught without expensive wines and exotic dishes. In short one has
expensive tastes, the other does not. If the two principles of justice are
understood in their simplest form (as I assume here), then we must say, the
objection runs, that with equal income both are equally satisfied. But this
is plainly not true. At best, citizens' income and wealth is only a rough
indicator of their level of satisfaction and even an index could not be very
accurate. More important, it will often be too inaccurate to be fair. The
reply is that as moral persons citizens have some part in forming and
cultivating their final ends and preferences. It is not by itself an objection to
the use of primary goods that it does not accommodate those with expensive tastes. One must argue in addition that it is unreasonable, if not
unjust, to hold such persons responsible for their preferen~es and to
require them to make out as best they can. But to argue thIS seems to
8

As the remarks in this paragraph suggest, the weights for the index of primary goods neep
not be established in the original position once and for' all, and in detail, for every wellordered society. What is to be established initially is the general form of the index and such
constraints on the weights as that expressed by the priority of the basic liberties. Further
details necessary for practice can be filled in progressively in the stages sketched in T), §31,
as more specific information is made available. When we attempt to deal with the problem
of special medical and health needs a different or a more comprehenSive notIOn than that of
primary goods (at least as presented in the text) wil!, I b~lieve, b~ ?~cessary; for example,
Sen's notion of an index which focuses on persons baSIC capablhnes may prove frUitful
for this problem and serve as an essential complement to the use of primary goods.
See Sen. 1980, pp. 217-19.
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~resuppose ~hat citi~ens' ?references are beyond their control
tIes ?r crav~ngs whIch SImply happen. Citizens seem to be

as propensiregarded as
passlv.e carners of desires. The use of primary goods, however, relies on a
capacIty to assume responsibility for our ends. This capacity is part of the
moral power to ~orm, to revise, and rationally to pursue a conception of
the go.od . Thus, I? t~e case we are discussing, it is public knowledge that
the J?rmClpl~s of,lustlce view citizens as responsible for their ends. In any
partlcul.ar sltuatl~n,. then, those with less expensive tastes have presumably adJusted theIr hkes and dislikes over the course of their lives to the
incoI?e and wealth they could reasonably expect; and it is regarded as
unfaIr that they now should have less in order to spare others from the
consequences of their lack of foresight or self-discipline.
The idea of holdin~ citizens responsible for their ends is plausible,
however, only on certam assumptions. 9 First, we must assume that citizens
can regu,late and ~evise their ends and preferences in the light of their
expect~tlOns of ~r~mary. goods. This assumption is implicit in the powers
w~ attnbute .to cItizens m regarding them as moral persons. But by itself
thiS assumptIOn does not suffice. We must also find workable criteria for
inter?ersonal comparisons which can be publicly and, if possible, easily
apphed. Thus we try to show, second, how primary goods are connected
with the hi?hest-order interests of moral persons in such a way that these
goods ar~ mdeed fea~lble public criteria for questions of justice. Finally,
the effectl~e us.e of pnmary goods assumes also that the conception of the
person whIch h.es at the basi~ of these two assumptions is at least implicitly
a~~epted as an Ideal underlymg the public principles of justice. Otherwise,
cItizens would be less willing to accept responsibility in the sense required.
Thus, the share of primary goods that citizens receive is not intended as
~ m~asure o~ their p~ychological well-being. In relying on primary goods,
J~stl~e as fal~ness re}ect.s the idea of comparing and maximising satisfaction m questIOns of Justice. Nor does it try to estimate the extent to which
individuals succeed in advancing their ends, or to evaluate the merits of
thes.e end~ (so long a~ they are compatible with the principles of justice).
Whll~ an mdex o.f J?nm~ry ?oods serves some of the purposes of a utility
func~l~n, the basIC Idea IS different: primary goods are social background
co~dltlOns and .all-purpose means generally necessary for forming and
ratIOnally pursumg a conception of the good. The principles of justice are
to ensure to all citizens the equal protection of and access to these conditions, and to provide each with a fair share of the requisite all-purpose
means. The upshot is that, once an index of primary goods is made a part

9 This paragraph revises ~y brief sketch of the presuppositions of the use of primary goods, in
- Rawls 1975. I beheve It now accords With Scanlon's view in 'Preference and Urgency'
(Scanlon 1975). I am grateful to Scanlon and Samuel Scheffler for helpful discussion of
these pomts.
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of the two principles of justice, the application of these principles with the
index permits the characterisation of what are citizens' appropriate claims
to social resources. Although the shares that result must fit society'S sense
of justice on due reflection, this fit need not, of course, be perfect, but only
close enough so that a sufficient convergence of opinion in questions of
justice is achieved to sustain willing social cooperation. Thus primary
goods help to provide a public standard which all may accept. lO On the
other hand, given the circumstances of justice in which citi~ens have
conflicting conceptions of the good, there cannot be any practical agreement on how to compare happiness as defined, say, by success in carrying
out plans of life, nor, even less, any practical agreement on how to evaluate
the intrinsic value of these plans. Workable criteria for a public understanding of what is to count as advantageous in matters of justice, and
hence as rendering some better situated than others in the relevant interpersonal comparisons, must, I believe, be founded on primary goods, or
on some similar notion.

V
The preceding account of primary goods shows that their use in mak~ng
interpersonal comparisons in questions of justice rests on the conceptIOn
of moral persons and connects with the public conception of justice i~ a
well-ordered society. This conception includes what we may call a sOCIal
division of responsibility: society, the citizens as a collective body, accepts
the responsibility for maintaining the equal basic liberties and .fair equality
of opportunity, and for providing a fair share of the other pnmary goods
for everyone within this framework, while citizens (as individuals) and
associations accept the responsibility for revising and adjusting their ends
and aspirations in view of the all-purpose means they can expect, given
their present and foreseeable situation. This division of responsibility
relies on the capacity of persons to assume responsibility for their ends and
to moderate the claims they make on their social institutions in accordance
with the use of primary goods. Citizens' claims to liberties, opportunities
and all-purpose means are made secure from the unreasonable demands of

others.
10

In the next to last paragraph of 'Preference and Urgency' (Scanlon 1975), Scanlon
distinguishes two interpretations of urgency, a naturalist and a conventionalist. WhileI
should not want to call the use of primary goods a 'convention', the background doctrine IS
not naturalistic as the connection of primary goods with the conception of the person, for
example, mak;s clear. An index of these goods is closer to Scanlon's description of a
conventionalist interpretation of urgency, that is, it is 'a construct put together for the
purposes of moral argument ... its usefulness ... stems from ~~e f~ct that It. represents,
under the circumstances, the best available standard of JustifIcation that IS mutually
acceptable to persons whose preferences diverge'.
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. We arrive, then, at the idea that citizens as free and equal persons are at
lIberty to take charge of their lives and each is to adapt their conception of
t?e good to their expected fair share of primary goods. The only restrictl~n ~n plans. of !ife is that their fulfilment be compatible with the public
pr~nclples .of Justice, and claims may be advanced only for certain kinds of
~hm~s (prImary goods) ~nd in ways allowed for by these principles. This
ImplIes that s~rong feelmgs ~nd zealous aspirations for certain goals do
not, ~s .SUc?, g~ve people a claIm upon social resources, or a claim to design
~ublIc mStitutlOns so as to achieve these goals. Desires and wants, however
mtense, are not by themselves reasons in matters of justice. The fact that
we. hav~ a compelling desire does not argue for the propriety of its
satisfactIOn any more than the strength of a conviction argues for its truth.
Combined with an index of primary goods the principles of justice detach
rea~ons of justice not only from the ebb and flow of fluctuating wants and
deSIres but even from long-standing sentiments and commitments. The
sig~ificance of this is illustrated by religious toleration, which gives no
weIght to the strength of conviction by which we may oppose the religious
beliefs and practices of others. l1
The principles of justice treat all citizens with respect to their conception
of. the go~d as equals. All citizens have the same basic liberties and enjoy
fal.r e~ualIty of opportunity; they share in the other primary goods on the
prmclple that some can have more only if they acquire more in ways which
11

The pri<;>rity of liberty and this detachment of reasons of justice from reasons of preference
anddeslre IS r.e1~~ed t~ the Paradox of the Paretian Liberal discovered by A. K. Sen, namely,
the mco~patlblhty (given certal.n standard assumptions) between the Pareto Principle and
even a mmlmal assignment of mdm~~al rights. See Sen 1970a, pp. 82-8, 87-8. Many
propo~ed solutIOns to thiS mcompatlblhty are surveyed in Sen 1976. The problem is far too
c~m~hcated to be wnsldered here, except to say that the paradox cannot, I think, arise
wlthm Justice as fairness because of the priority of liberty and the subordinate scope
allowed for reasons of preference. The basic liberties are in effect inalienable and
therefore can neither be wa!ved nor limited by any agree~ents made by citizens, nor
overndde~ by shared collective preferences. These liberties are not on the same plane as
these conSiderations. In this respect the view of justice as fairness resembles the way Robert
Nozlck treats the paradox" Nozlck 1974, pp. 164-6. However, the rights which Nozick
tak,es ~s fundamental are different from the equal basic liberties included in the principles
of Ju~tlC~, ~nd hiS ac-count of the basis of rights is distinct from that of the equal basic
h!'ertles m Justice, as fairness .. Thus, these liberties are not, I think, inalienable in Nozick's
vle~,,~her~~s m J~StIC~ as falrn~ss any undertakings to waive or to infringe them are void
ab tntttO; citizens deSires m thiS respect have no legal force and should not affect these
rl~ts ..Nor.should the desires of however many others to deny or limit a person's equal
baSIC hbertles have any weight. Preferences which would have this effect never so to
speak, enter into the s,:,cial calculus. In this way the principles of justice gi~e forc; to the
a~reement of the parties m the ongmal position, an agreement framed to secure their
highest-order. mtere~ts. Both the agreements and preferences of citizens in society are
co~nted as, hierarchically subordmate .to these interests, and this is the ground of the
pnonty of hberty. Of course, none of thiS rules out that justice as fairness may have its own
paradoxes.
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improve the situation of those who have less. Moreover, all conceptions ?f
the good (consistent with justice) are regarded as equally worthy, not m
the sense that there is an agreed public measure of intrinsic value or
satisfaction with respect to which all these conceptions come out equal,
but in the sense that they are not evaluated at all from a social standpoint.
The role of the conception of the person in the explanation and derivation
of the two principles of justice allows us to say that these principles define a
just scheme of social cooperation in which citizens are regarded as free and
. '
equal moral persons.
It remains to conclude with a few remarks on the notion of appropnate
claims in questions of justice. Note first that, by relying on primary goods,
justice as fairness asserts that for question~ of justice only ce~tain kinds of
considerations are relevant. The reason IS that we make mterpersonal
comparisons in many different contexts and for many different purpo~es;
each context has its relevant considerations according to the appropriate
ends in view. On birthdays we give things that we know are wanted, or
that will please, to express affection; our gifts are chosen in the light of
intimate knowledge and shared experiences. But doctors are expected to
assess the situations of their patients, and teachers to judge their students,
on an entirely different basis and from the standpoint of a distinct conception of their role. Thus doctors consider their patients' . medical needs,
what is required to restore them to good health and how urgent their
treatment is' whereas desert, in the sense of conscientious effort to learn,
may be tho~ght relevant by teachers in deciding how best to guide and
encourage their students. Thus the relevant considerations depend on how
a case is understood.
Now of the three kinds of considerations just mentioned (those involving desires, needs and deserts) the idea of restricting appropriate claims to
claims to primary goods is analogous to taking certain needs alone as
relevant in questions of justice. The explanation is that primary goods are
things generally required, or needed, by citizens as f.ree and equal. moral
persons who seek to advance (admissible and determmate) conceptIOns of
the good. It is the conception of citizens as such p~rsons, ~nd as ~lOr~al
cooperating members of society over a complete hfe, which determmes
what they require. Since the notion of need is always relative to some
conception of persons, and of their role and stqtus, the requirements, or
needs of citizens as free and equal moral persons are different from the
needs' of patients and students. And needs are different from ~esires,
wishes and likings. Citizens' needs are objective in a way that deslfes are
not; that is, they express requirements of persons with certain high~st
order interests who have a certain social role and status. If these reqUIrements are not met, persons cannot maintain their role or status, or achieve
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their essential aims. A citizen's claim that something is a need can be
denied when it is not a requirement. Thus, in regarding the members of
society as free and equal moral persons, we ascribe to them certain
requirements, or needs, which, given the nature of these requirements and
the form of rational plans of life, explain how primary goods can be used
to define appropriate claims in questions of justice. In effect, the conception of the person and the notion of primary goods simply characterise a
special kind of need for a conception of justice. Needs in any other sense,
along with desires and aspirations, play no role.
It might seem, however, that if restricting appropriate claims to primary
goods is analogous to taking certain needs alone as relevant, then justice
must require distribution according to these needs. And since one might
also think that the requirements of citizens as free and equal moral persons
are equal, why is not an equal share of all primary goods the sale principle
of justice? I cannot argue this question here and shall only comment that,
although the parties in the original position know that the persons they
represent require primary goods, it does not follow that it is rational for
the parties as their representatives to agree to such a strict principle of
equality. The two principles of justice regulate social and economic inequalities in the basic structure so that these inequalities work over time to
the greatest benefit of the least advantaged citizens. These principles
express a more rational agreement. They also express a kind of equality,
since they take an equal division of primary goods as the benchmark of
comparison. 12

VI
In his monograph, Justice et Equite, Kolm observes that interpersonal
comparisons in questions of justice rest on some kind of identity of
preferences. The necessary identity, he says, can be achieved in two ways.13
The first way is to restrict the preferences considered to those few things
which all members of society are presumed to want more of, or, more
generally, to preferences described by an index such that everyone is
presumed to want a targer share of the bundle of things this index measures. The reliance on primary goods is an example of the first way. The
12

13

To see this, refer to TJ,p. 76, Figure 6. Note that the maximum point on the OP curve,
which is the point identified as just by the difference principle, is the point on the
Pareto-efficient frontier closest to equality, as represented by the 45° line. The points to the
right of the maximum on .the part of the curve sloping downwards to the right define this
efficient frontier. Of course, this figure presupposes a two-class economy and serves only to
illustrate an idea. A fuller and more instructive figure and explanation is found in Phelps,
1973, pp. 333-5.
See Kolm1972, pp. 28-9.
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second way of arriving at an identity of preferences Kolm explains as
follows: 14
Fondamentalement tous les individus ont les memes besoins, les memes gouts, les
memes desirs. Cett~ assertion demande sans doute une explication.
Si deux personnes ont des preferences qui semblent differer, il y a une raison a
cela, il y a quelque chose qui les rend differentes l'une ~e yautre. Metto?s ce
'quelque chose' dans l'ob;et des preferences que nous conslderons',e? Ie retlrant,
done, des parametres qui determinent la structure ?e ees prefer~nces: Les
preferences ainsi definies de ces deux personnes sont necessalrement Identlques.

Kolm adds:
Pour n'importe quelle societe, on peut realiser la meme operation: mettre ~ans
I' ob;et des preferences tout ce qui causerait des differences entre celles des divers
membres. Une preference ainsi obtenue, identique pour tou~ les,membres de c~~t~
societe, s'appelle une preferences fondamentale de ceu~-ci. C est une. p~opnete
decrivant les gouts et besoins de I"individu representanf' .de cette soclet~ ..
Si cette societe est I'ensemble de tous les etres humams, ce que salSlt fondamentalement cette preference commune est 'Ia nature humaine'.

What Kolm calls a 'fundamental preference' of the society in question, I
shall call a 'shared highest-order preference'. Kolm's account of justice and
equity bases interpersonal comparisons cn this ~otion.
In order to illustrate how interpersonal comparISons may be regarded as
based on this notion of a shared highest-order preference, I shall sketch
how these comparisons might be made in a well-ordered society regulated
by what I shall call the 'principle of co-ordinal utilitarianism'. In such
14
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Ibid., pp. 79-80. I understand this passage as follows:
.,
.
'At bottom, all individuals have the same tastes, the same deSires. Without doubt, this
assertion requires explanation.
"
"
'If two persons have preferences which appear to differ, there IS a reason ~O~,thIS, there ~~
something which makes them different from each other. Let us place thiS. s~methmg
within the object of the preferences which we are considering, thereby removmg It from the
parameters which determine the structure of these preferences. The preferences of these
'
two persons defined in this way are necessarily Identical. .
'We may carry out this operation in the, case of any society: namely, the operatIOn of
placing in the object of preferences everythmg which :would cause differences between t~e
preferences of different members of society. An Identical preference of all members of th~s
society obtained in this way is called a "fundamental preference" of t?,e membe~s o~ thiS
sociery. It is a property which describes the tastes and needs of the representlve mdlvidual" of this society.
"
.
'If this society includes all human beings, then that which discerns thiS common
,
preference is at bottom "human nature".'
On page 29 Kolm remarks that the operatio~ ~f placing th~ causes of the differences
between preferences in the object of preferences IS tautological. We can ~lways carry out
this formal manoeuver. Kolm attributes the notion of what he calls a, preference fondamentale' to J. C. Harsanyi (1955, pp. 309-21). He also refers,to Tmbergen~ (1957,
pp. 490-503). In Harsanyi, see also section V, pp. 316-21; m Tmbergen, sectIOn VII,
pp. 498-503.
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a society the notion of what is publicly advantageous must be revised
to accord with this principle. The contrast between a well-ordered society regulated by the two principles of justice and a well-ordered
society regulated by co-ordinal utilitarianism will bring out the division
between this view and justice as fairness, a division founded on the way
in which social unity is conceived. I believe that much the same division
obtains between justice as fairness and classical utilitarianism as well,
since this division arises from the divergence of doctrine concerning the
one rational good. ls In explaining co-ordinal utilitarianism I shall follow
Arrow's formulation of it, which incor!'orates Kolm's notion of a shared
highest-order preference. It should be noted, however, as I discuss
below (in section VII), that co-ordinal utilitarianism is not a view which
Arrow accepts.
Co-ordinal utilitarianism is defined as follows. 16 It holds essentially the
same conception of the good as classical utilitarianism, and therefore the
one rational good is the sati~faction of desire or preferences, or, more
generally, the satisfaction of the most rational ordering of desires and
preferences. Co-ordinal utilitarianism differs from the classical doctrine
by rejecting cardinal interpersonal comparisons of satisfaction and relying
solely on ordinal, or, more accurately, on co-ordinal comparisons between
the levels of satisfaction, or well-being, of different persons. This means
that while we can ascertain whether two persons are equally well-off, or
whether one is better off than the other, the differences between levels of
satisfaction cannot be given a meaningful numerical measure. These
levels can only be ordered as greater or less. Interpersonal comparisons are
co-ordinal in the sense that judgements comparing the levels of well-being
of different persons are unaffected whenever the numbers assigned to these
levels (numbers which are significant only in showing the order of levels)
are transformed by the same monotone (always increasing) function.
(Expressed another way, the same monotone function may be applied to
everyone's utility function without changing any of the interpersonal
comparisons.) Given this understanding of interpersonal comparisons, the
This fact implies that to interpret the difference principle as the principle of maximin
utility (the principle to maximise the well·being of the least advantaged persons) is a
serious misunderstanding from a philosophical standpoint. However, this need not affect
the application of the difference principle to economic or social choice theory, provided
an index of primary goods, or preferences for these goods, may be presumed to have
the formal or other properties these applications require.
16 In this paragraph I adapt the account of co-ordinal utility presented by K. J. Arrow in
Arrow 1977. Arrow's concern is to discuss the so-called leximin theorem proved independently by Peter Hammond and Steven Strasnick in 1974 (Hammond 1976b; Strasnick
1976). I assume ·for simplicity that co-ordinal utility is consistent with a principle to
maximise utility thus defined. For our purposes here, what is crucial is the conception of the
good.
15
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principle of justice in the corresponding well-ordered society is the principle to maximise co-ordinal utility.
.
..
I now sketch how in this well-ordered society cItizens may be thought of
as making the interpersonal comparisons required for questions of justice..
Following Arrow, we imagine that citizens' jud~ements c~n be represented
as follows. We assume that everything that might plausibly affect someone's overall satisfaction is represented by a vector v. Split this vector into
two component vectors, x and y. The vector y includes ~ntries for all
features of the person that might affect interperso~al co~p~ns.ons: natural
endowments and abilities, capacities to make vanous dlscnmmatlOns and
realised skills, along with final ends, desires and preferences, and all other
elements that affect our good. (We must exclude, however, those aspects
of persons which specify their sense of right and justice a?d t~eir moral
feelings generally, since in a utilitarian doctrine the good IS pnor to and
independent of the right, which is defined as maximising the goodY) The
vector x is a list of things which describes a person's circumstances and
includes not only goods, real property and tangible assets of all kinds, but
also the social aspects of someone's situation, for exam~le a person's
rights, liberties and opportunities. In general, ???ds and social features are
transferable or interchangeable, whereas ablhtles an~ endowments, d~
sires and attitudes, and so on, are not; but nothing depend~ o~ thiS
distinction being always clear or sharp. The idea is that the entnes m the
vector y characterise the person: these bases of comparison c~n be changed
or altered over time but not in the usual sense transferred or mtercha~ged.
With this rough division between the two kinds of ba~~s of ~?mpanson,
we assume that there is a function which matches all cItizens Judgements
in making interpersonal comparisons, and written as follows:
w = u(x,y)

where the x,y have the indicated sense. We can think of u as. a ut~lity
function and w as well-being in the broad sense of overall satisfaction,
taking into account the person's total situation. 18
1 believe that this exclusion accords with Arrow's intentions. See his account in a longer
version of Arrow 1977 (Arrow 1978a, section 2)..
..
..
18 Arrow remarks that a similar notion to the one 1have followed m thiS par~graph IS found I,n
Suppes (1966), and in S. C. Kolm (1972). Ibelieve, ho~ever, that the notion Suppes uses IS
not the same as the one Arrow presents m two crUCial resp~cts: first, Suppes expressly
excludes personal attributes from the domain of ~he ,function u (p. 295); second, he
recognises the difficulty of developing an account of Justice founded solely on preferences.
He says: 'I think it may be rightly objected that the mtilltl:ve ~uccess o~ the .th~ry d~pe~ds
upon these individual preference rankings themselves sa~lsfym~ certam CrIterIa ,of !ustice.
To admit this objection is not to accede to a charge of CIrcularity, for ':floral p~nClples of
justice, logically independent of the theory developed here, can be consistently mtroduced
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Following Arrow's suggestion, let us Suppose that citizens could make
these judgements by an extension of sympathetic identification,19 We can
c~rtai?ly, in a limited way at least, imagine ourselves in another person's
Situation and answer the question whether it is better (in our judgement) to
be ourselves in our situation than to be the other in that person's situation.
Thus, if we are wealthy and others impoverished, it seems easy to reach the
judgement that it is better for one of the poor to receive the marginal dollar
than one of us. Any entry in the vectors x,y may affect the value w of u.
Thus t~e function ~, which matches citizens' judgements, extends (or
generahses) the notIOn of sympathetic identification so that it covers all
relevant aspects of a person's total situation. (Of course, the fact that u
applies to each citizen and fits everyone's judgements does not mean that
all have the same well-being, since citizens have different features y and
,
hold different goods x.)
We can visualise the generalisation of sympathetic identification in the
following way.20 We Suppose that the choices persons and associations
make a~e deter~ined by two elements: their preference ordering and the
alternatives avaIlable (the feasible set). Preference orderings are thought to
belong to the agent in question and to be given in advance and hence to be
relatively stable from one choice situation to another. Thus a preference
ordering specifies choices over indefinitely many possible situations most
of which may be purely hypothetical. The feasible set simply defi~es on
any given occasion which alternatives are on hand. Thus, those who are
sick, or relatively less wealthy, or less educated than others may be said to
prefer being healthy, or more wealthy, or better educated ;ven when there
is no prospect of their being so. They may have illnesse; with no known
means of cure, or be situated so that their becoming more wealthy or better
~ducated is out of the question. We also often know what we would prefer
If some of our final ends and needs were different, and certain among our
endowments and abilities were altered in various ways. The function u
gen~ralises the idea involved in Jhese judgements; it covers all possible
C?OlC~S, eve~ those that comprehend at once all features of a person's
situation which may affect satisfaction.
as, constraints on individ~al prefer~nce rankings' (pp. 303-4). Both of these points accord
With the acco~n,t I h~ve given ~f prImary g.oods ~nd the priority of justice, and, as we shall
see, sharply distinguish Suppes s presentation of mterpersonal comparisons from Arrow's.
On the other hand, Kolm's view is analogous to the one Arrow discusses. To see the
resemblance, refer to ~he quotati~>n from Kolm and think of the vector y as representing the
fact that we,have put.'nto t?~ object of preferences those things about persons that appear
to, cause a difference: m their preferences. By this formal manoeuver, we have removed, or
Withdrawn, these thmgs from the parameters that determine the structure of preferences. If
we carry this process to the limit, we get, as Kolm says, a theory of human nature.
19 Here 1 follow Arrow's account in Arrow 1963, pp. 114-15.
20 Here I somewhat elaborate Arrow's remarks in Arrow 1977, p. 222.
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Now, as 1 have said, in any well-ordered society there is a shar~d
understanding among citizens as to what is publicly advantageous m
questions of justice, and hence an understand~ng of wha~ is to be counted
as making citizens better off when these questions are at. Issue: Charact~r
istic of utilitarianism is the conception of the good as satisfaction of desire
or preferences. The function u, then, as this conception ?f the good
requires, is fully comprehensive: it takes into account everyth:ng that ma.y
affect someone's well-being, and thus it represents a person s good. It IS
not restricted to a limited list of objective features of citizens' circumstances as exemplified by primary goods. 21
But if the function u is to represent interpersonal comparisons of citizens
in a well-ordered society in which the public principle of justice is to
maximise co-ordinal utility (as defined by u), the function must match
each citizen's judgements as to what is publicly advantageous. This me.ans
that u must satisfy twO conditions: first, each citizen can rank all possible
vectors with components X,Y and all these rankings agree. Second, for any
two persons, if person 1 with goods Xl and features Yl has a higher index w
than person 2 with goods X2 and features Y2 (that is, if U(XI,yI» U.(X2'Y~))'
then all citizens, including persons 1 and 2, regard the overall situation
of the first person as more advantageous than the overall situation of ~he
second. Everyone shares a common notion of the advantageous as applied
to a person's overall situation, since the component vectors x,y. ~over
everything that is taken to affect well-being. Thus for fixed Y, ~ll ~lt1zens
try to maximise u by varying X; and, for fixed X, all try to maximise u by
varying y (that is, by changing their desires, realised abilities, traits of c~ar
acter and so to the extent that this is possible). In the above comparison
betw~en per:ons 1 and 2, everyone (including 1 and 2) would rather be in
1's overall situation than 2's; and in this sense each would rather be person
1 complete with 1's final ends and traits of character.
.
.,
In view of these two features of the function u, 1 shall call It, modlfymg
Kolm's term, a 'shared highest-order preference function'. It matches what
II

To clarify this contrast, we can write the function which represents interpersonal comparisons in questions of justice made by citizens in the wel.l-ordered society of )ustl.ce as
fairness as: g = ((Xi' pl. Here g is the index of primary goods (a real number), f IS the
function that determines the value of g for mdlvlduall, and Xi IS the vector of pnmary goods
held or enjoyed by individual i. The vector y, which in w = u(x,y) includes entries for al!
features of the person which may affect satisfaction, is here replaced by a constant vector p
which has entries only for the characteristics of free and equal moral persons presumed to
be fuUy cooperating members of society over a complete life. This vector is constant smce
aU citizens are taken to possess these features to the mlmmu~ suffiCient degree. Th~s the
same function holds for aU citizens and interpersonal compansons are made accordmgly.
The difference berween the functions f and u expresses the fact that in justice as fairness
individuals' different final ends and desires, and their greater or less capacities for s~tisfac
tion, play no role in determining the justice of the basic structure. They do not enter mto p.
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is, in ~ffect, a highest-order preference common to all citizens on the basis
of whlc~ they think it rational for them to adjust and revise their final ends
and. deS1fe~,. ~nd to modify t~eir traits of character and to reshape their
~eahsed abIlI~les, so as to achieve a total personal situation ranked higher
~n the ordermg defin~d by u. In this well-ordered society, what makes
mter?ersonal com?arIsons possible in questions of justice, as well as the
public understandmg of what is advantageous, is the shared highest-order
preference rep~esented ~y the function u. It is this shared highest-order
preference which ~us~ams the social unity of a well-ordered society
go~erned by the p~mclple of co-ordinal utility. Citizens agree on the one
ratIOnal good and m turn believe it is right and just for society to advance
this good as far as possible.

VII
Th~ noti~n of a shared h~ghest-order preference function is plainly incompatl?le Wlt~ the conception of a well-ordered society in justice as fairness.
For m t?e circumstances of justice citizens' conceptions of the good are not
?nly said to be opposed but to be incommensurable. These conceptions are
Inco~mensurable ?ecause ~ersons are regarded as moved not only by the
two highest-order Interests In developing and exercising their moral powers, but also by a.determ~nate conception of the good, that is, a conception
defined by certain defi~lte final ends and aspirations, and by particular
a~tac~ments and loyalties, and the like. Citizens must assess the overall
situatIOns of others and different ways of life from their own standpoint,
as defined by ~he content of the final ends and particular loyalties, of their
o~n conception of the good. In the well-ordered society of justice as
faIrness, therefore, a shared highest-order preference on the basis of which
shared evaluation of persons' overall situations can be made does not
exi~t. Thus, i~agine a society divided into two parts, the members of
W?IC~ affirm different and opposing ways of life. In order to avoid comp.iIcations .1 a~sume that these ways of life are compatible with the princl~les. of J2~stlce, and hence. can be advanced without violating these
prinCiples. One part of society affirms certain aesthetic values and attitudes of contemplati?n towardnat~re, together with the virtues of gentleness and the beneficlent s~e,,:ar~shlp of n.atural things. The other group
affirms the values of self-diSCipline and enJoys the risks and excitement of
adventure achieved in competition and rivalry with others. I assume that
t~ose in one group appear to regard the way of life of the other with
distaste and aversion, if not contempt. These conceptions of the good are
22

These. complications are not by any means trivial but I cannot discuss them here. For what I
have III mmd, see TJ, pp. 30-2,449-51.
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incommensurable because their final ends and aspirations are so diverse,
their specific content so different, that no common basis for judgement can
be found. There is not, as in a well-ordered utilitarian society, a shared
highest-order preference functio~ in th~ ligh~ of whi~h every?ne's .tot~l
situation can be ordered. Thus, m the Imagmed society, social umty IS
secured by an allegiance to certain public principles of justice, if indee~ it
can be secured at all. Social unity has a more or less firm foundatton
depending upon how far the conceptions of the good which actually exist
cohere with and lend support to the public conception of justice. However,
this last point leads to the important question of the stability of a conception of justice which 1 cannot pursue here. Instead, I shall comment further
on the notion of a shared highest-order preference function.
Arrow, whose formulation I have used to express this notion, believes it
to have unsettling implications. He writes: 23
reducing the individual to a specified list of qualities [the entries falling under y1is
denying his individuality in a deep sense. In a way that I. ca~~ot articulate well and
am none too sure about defending, the autonomy of Individuals, an element of
incommensurability among people, seems denied by the possibility of interpersonal comparisons. No doubt it is some such feeling as this that has mad~ me so
reluctant to shift from pure ordinalism, despite my desire to seek a basIs for a
theory of justice.

While I agree that it is somehow erroneous to red~ce the individ~al to a list
of qualities, the grounds for dismay seem clearer If we n?te certam features
of persons as members of a utilitarian well-~rder~d society. Thus, first, the
notion of a shared highest-order preference Imphes that such persons have
no determinate conception of the good to which they are committed, but
regard the various desires and capacities of the s~lf as feat~res to .be
adjusted in the quest for the highest possible place m the publIC rankmg
defined by the function u. Thus it is natural for Arrow to say that the
individuality of persons is denied. All their conceptions of the good are
publicly commensurable via a shared highest-ord~r pre~erence as to what
is desirable' and so in this important respect the dlstmctiveness of persons
is lost. Nei~her persons nor associations have arr.ived a~ or .fashion~d a
conception of the good and of how to lead a hfe which IS pecuharly
theirs. 24
This loss of individuality suggests that the notion of a shared highestorder preference defines persons as what we may call 'bare persons' .25
24

Arrow 1977, pp. 222-3.
. .
.
The importance of this is stressed by Mill in On Liberty (Mill 1974), especially III Chapter

25

III (paras 3-6).
This name was suggested to me by John Bennett.

23
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Such persons are ready to consider any new convictions and aims and
e".en to abandon attach~ents ~nd loyalties, when doing this promises'a life
with. greater over~ll satIsfaction, or well-being, as specified by a public
r~nkmg. The notion of a bare person implicit in the notion of shared
hl~hest-order preference represents the dissolution of the person as leading
a hfe expressive of character and of devotion to specific final ends and
adop~ed (or .affir~ed) values which define the distinctive points of view
asso~lated With ~Ifferent (~nd incommensurable) conceptions of the good.
I beh~ve that thiS conc~ptlo~ of ~he person is psychologically intelligible
onl~ If one accepts, as Sldgwlck did, a hedonist account of the good as the
baSIS ~f ~n ~ccount of the rational judgements of individuals. Given the
hedomstlc 'plc~ure of how such judgements might be formed, we can at
least d~scrlbe m words how rational persons are to proceed when they
generahse ~he procedure of sympathetic identification in order to make the
nec~ssary mterpersonal comparisons. Thus, they are to ask themselves:
which total situation would yield the greatest net balance of satisfaction
understood as some recognisable agreeable feeling. I shall not pursue these
matters here, since the notion of shared highest-order preference a:nd of a
?ar~ person. suffice to illustrate the contrast between utilitarianism and
Justice as falrness. 26
In his rem~rk~ ~rrow appears not to distinguish between the loss of
~utonomy of mdlVlduals and the loss ~f their individuality. Individuality is
mdeed one sense of autonomy. But m a Kantian view autonomy has a
further sens~ as part of the conception of persons as free and equal moral
per~o.ns. In Justice as fairness this notion is represented in the original
posItion ~nd. therefo~e t~is notion is used in accounting for the content
of ~he 'pnnclpl~s. of Justice and in explaining how these principles can
be Justified to ~Ittzens of a well-ordered society in which this conception
of the person IS affirmed. Co-ordinal utilitarianism (and utilitarianism
ge~erall~) starts by .regarding persons in terms of their capacities for
satisfaction. It then mterprets the problem of justice as how to allocate
the, mean,s of satisf~ction ~o as to produce the greatest sum of well-being.
ThiS notion fits mcely With the deep-rooted view of economic theory
which sees it as the study of how to allocate scarce resources for the
most e!ficient ad~anc~ment ~f given ends. Of course, all this is familiar.
~at IS less ,obVIOUS ~s that m such a doctrine the notion of autonomy
m the sense I,nvolved I~ th~ conception of free and equal moral persons
has, no, part m the denvatton of the ,content of the utilitarian principle
of J,U~tlC~. ?ne, reason for formulatmg the conception of the original
pOSitIOn In Justice as fairness is to model the role of the conception of
26 In TJ, §§83-84 I have tried to indicate how hedonism arises from the idea of a completely
general first-person procedure of rational choice,
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persons as free and equal in determining the principles of justice as visibly
as possibleP
We may view the subjective nature of the utilitarian conception of the
good as a way of adapting the notion of the one rational good to the
institutional requirements of a modern secular and pluralistic democratic
society. The citizens of such a society pursue many different and opposed
final ends, and the constitutional liberties protect the existence of diverse
ways of life. The utilitarian might argue, therefore, that the public conception of the one rational good to be advanced by basic institutions cannot
be understood as a determinate conception with definite ends and aspirations. For example, if the one good were perfectionist, so that society
arranged its basic institutions in order best to advance a public interpretation of the values of truth, beauty and human excellence, there is no reason
to expect these institutions to be democratic. This is even more obvious
when the one good is a conception of religious salvation. In a democratic
society, then, the one good must be conceived as subjective, as the satisfaction of desire or preferences.
Now suppose that democratic political and social institutions are
believed to maximise this subjective good under existing social conditions;
and suppose also that these conditions are believed to be more or less
stable and unlikely to change much in the near future. Then it might seem
that the principle to maximise this subjective conception of the one rational good is a suitable principle of justice for a democratic society. A
Kantian view cannot accept this adaptation of the one rational good for
reasons evident from what has already been said. First, the subjective view
of the one rational good rests on the notion of a bare person; and thus
the self is not regarded as having any antecedent moral structure in
accordance with a conception of the person as part of a conception of
justice. Second, since utilitarianism starts from an independent and prior
conception of the good, no restrictions founded on right and justice are
imposed on the ends through which satisfaction is to be achieved. All
restrictions on ends arise only from what is necessary in the design of
institutions if they are to realise the greatest good under given
circumstances. But it is easy enough to describe realistic social situations
in which the pattern of a people's desires and preferences are such that the
greatest satisfaction would not be achieved by securing the basic equal
liberties. Hence these liberties are most secure when the possibility is
recognised of many determinate conceptions of the good each constrained
by the principles of justice. We do best to start from a notion of social
unity which rests on a public conception of justice if we want to establish
27

For a further discussion of the role of the notion of autonomy in justice as fairness, see
Rawls 1980, the first lecture entitled 'Rational
Full Autonomy', especially pp. 522-33.
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rational advantage, or good. When the notion of cooperation, which is
distinct from the notion of socially coordinated activity for certain ends, is
applied to the basic structure of society, it is natural to take the two moral
powers as the essential features of human beings. We then say that the two
highest-order interests are the two main forms of moral motivation for the
purposes of developing the content of the first principles of justice. Thus
citizens in the well-ordered society of justice as fairness have both the
capacity and the regulative desire to cooperate on fair terms with others,
for reciprocal advantage over a complete life. This in turn implies the
desire on the part of individuals and groups to advance their good in ways
which can be explained and justified by reasons which all can and do
accept as free and equal moral persons. The public recognition of these
principles is consistent with everyone's status as such a person, whatever
one's social position.
This emphasis on the notion of cooperation brings out that, in the
overall moral conception to which justice as fairness belongs, the conceptions of justice and of the good have distinct though complementary roles.
Justice is prior to the good in the sense that it limits the admissible
conceptions of the good, so that those conceptions the pursuit of which
violate the principles of justice are ruled out absolutely: the claims to
pursue inadmissible conceptions have no weight at all. On the other hand,
just institutions would have no point unless citizens had conceptions of the
good they strove to realise and these conceptions defined ways of life fully
worthy of human endeavour. Hence a conception of justice must allow
sufficient scope for admissible conceptions to meet this requirement. The
moral conception as a whole is most likely to be stable if, among the
admissible conceptions of the good, those which gain the widest support
are ones which cohere with and sustain the conception, of justice, for
example by a certain compatibility between the ends and values of the
prevalent conceptions of the good and the virtues required by justice.
These brief remarks set out some of the differences from the utilitarian
view, which takes the (subjective) good as the independent and prior
notion and the right is defined as maximising this good and therefore as
subordinate to it.
To an economist concerned with social justice and public policy an
index of primary goods may seem merely ad hoc patchwork not amenable
to theory. It is for this reason that I have tried to explain the philosophical
background of such an index. For the economist's reaction is partly right:
an index of primary goods does not belong to theory in the economist's
sense. It belongs instead to a conception of justice which falls under the
liberal aiterc9ative to the tradition of the one rational good. Thus the
problem is &t how to specify an accurate measure of some psychological
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On some difficulties of the
utilitarian economist
FRANK HAHN

o Introduction
The economic theory of public policy is relentlessly utilitarian: policies are
ranked by their utility consequences. In the context of that theory, I want
to discuss three matters: (al is it reasonable to insist that the utilities of
agents depend only on the consequences of public actions? (b l how are we
to evaluate actions designed to change the utility function of agents? and
(c) how are we to treat the fact that the consequences of actions are
uncertain? This of course leaves a good many other questions which it
would be interesting to discuss.
Before I consider these problems, a general point seems worth making.
The utilitarian stance of Welfare Economics has proved very powerful in
the following sense: it has given precise arguments why one policy under
precisely stated conditions was· to be preferred to all others available. In
this way, it has made discussion of policy possible. Even to a nonutilitarian, these Welfare Economics arguments will be relevant and important. But it is difficult to see how they could be decisive. This is so for at
least two reasons. The utilitarian requires a cardinalisation of the utility
functions of agents and interpersonal comparability of utilities. This cardinalisation cannot be derived from the preferences of agents over social
states unless the agents are essentially alike! and also utilitarians. Moreover, no one has ever attempted to derive such a cardinalisation in practice. Hence different utilitarians with different cardinalisations can come
to different policy conclusions. The disagreement between them will turn
on their social preferences and it is not clear that it is resolvable. The
contribution of Welfare Economics will have been to lay bare what the
disagreement is really about.
The second reason why the Welfare Economics conclusions may not be
decisive is simpler: reasonable and serious persons may not be utilitarians.
I can argue that the utilities of individuals are relevant to my social choice
without considering them to be decisive. For instance I may, like Rawls,
1

See the contribution of J. Mirrlees (Chapter 3, above).
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have a lexicographic ordering of social states in which li?~rty. ranks first
and utilities second. This may be too extreme and the utIhtanan may be
able to persuade me of this: 'are you willing to tra~e any amount of human
misery for a little extra liberty?' But I can certamly a~gue as fol~~~s. A
social state for me is not fully described if I am only glVen the utIhtles of
agents in that state. I also need to know the .Iiber~y en!oyed by them. It
follows that my ranking of social states which differ I~ the amount of
liberty cannot be of the form of the social welfare f~~ctI~n whose arguments are only the utilities of individuals. If t~e utIhtanan asks -:vhy I
should care about liberty over and above what IS ~lrea~y r~c~rded m .the
utility functions I can answer that, for me, liberty IS an mtrmslc good Just
as for him utilities are intrinsic goods..
..
The general point then is this: it seems plam th~t utIhty conseq~ences of
social actions are highly relevant to the evaluation of such actions. But
there is, in general, no unique way in which ~hese cons~quences c~n be
aggregated and even if there were such a umque way, It seem.s s~mply
wrong to assert that these consequences are the only relevant CrIterIa for
evaluating sOGiaJactions.
1 Policies and consequences

The domain of the utility function of the individu~1 is of considerable
importance to the utilitarian exercise. For instance It matte~s whether I
care only about goods allocated to myself or about the all?~atI?n of goods
to everyone. If for instance we are all envious, then the utIlItar~an calculus
had better record it. 2 This is well understood. But there IS a s.ubtler
difficulty with the domain which is rarely mentioned and never considered
by the welfare economist: my utili~ may n~t only d.epend ~~ what I (or
others) get but on the manner in which I get It. That IS my. u:lht! may not
only depend on the consequences of policy but on the policy ItSelf.
Suppose I chose to work eight hours a day for five days a week at the
current wage and at the current prices of goods. Suppose next that ~ wake
up one morning and find that the g~v~rnment has passed a law forcmg.me
to work at my existing job at the eXlstmg wage for five days a week.. Pnces
are still the same. All that has happened is that I am now by la-:v obhge~ t.o
d what I had freely chosen to do before. Nonetheless, I claim that It IS
r:asonable for me to feel a great deal worse off than I did before the law
was passed.
2

Martin Hollis has suggested to me that the utilitarian ~ight wish to count only the ~ti~ties
of 'normal' or 'reasonable' people. But this, on reflectIOn, seems to open a pand~ra s , ~x.
Children and madmen are easy, but what about smokers? In my case envy IS nelt er
abnormal nor unreasonable.
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An obvious reason for this might be that I consider that circumstances
and my tastes may change and that I will now be bound by the extra legal
constraint. This, however, would already be fully accounted for in the
utilitarian reckoning of consequences. For the utilitarian would be interested in my expected utility. So let us suppose that I know that my
circumstances and tastes will not change. Nonetheless the situation _ the
social state - has changed. What I chose I am now ordered to do. I may
reasonably object to being ordered to work at a particular job, even
though I would freely have chosc;:n to work there anyway, because I
object to, get disutility from, the fact of being ordered in my work choice
at all. The knowledge that, if my utility function were different from
what in fact it is I would be constrained by that order, may make me
consider the order as unjust.
,
Or consider a dangerous military mission. In one situation five men
volunteer. In another the same five men are ordered to undertake it. It
seems to me plausible to suppose that the utility consequences to the five
men are different in the two situations.
Or lastly, Suppose that I give a certain amount to a particular charity.
The government decides to tax me to that amount and gives it to the same
charity. Am I indifferent between these two situations? Before the tax, I
had the pOssibility of acting otherwise than I did even though I chose not
to, after the tax the possibility is gone. But even if one attaches no
probability of wishing to avail oneself of a possibility, its loss by restricting
one's potential freedom may be felt as a loss of utility.
Let ~s be a little more precise. Let P be a public policy and let Ci(P) be the
allocatIOn of goods to agent i under this policy. Amongst 'goods' include
leisure. The welfare economist now writes i's utility function as U;(Ci(P))
or, more rarely, as Ui(CI(P)) ... C;(P) ... Cn(P)) when there are n agents.
Hence P affects utilities only via its consumption consequences. My examples suggest that we should plausibly write the utility function as
Ui(P,Ci(P)) or as Ui(P,CI(P) .. . Cn(P)). In other words the domain of the
utility function is the Cartesian product of the goods and policy spaces.
This proposal does not depart from the consequentialism of utilitarianism. We are still only interested in the utility consequences of policies. But
the policies themselves, separately from their consequences for the allocation of goods, are carriers of utility (or disutility). The proposal is not the
same as one which would count amongst the consequences of an action the
action itself - consequenc~s of an action are utilities. Nor is it a proposal to
ascribe intrinsic value to aGtjons. Since no-one ,can hold that the rightness
of an action is quite independent of its consequences, the person who holds
actions as intrinsically valuable would have a welfare function (moral
choice function) of the form W(a, U I ••• Un) where a stands for ~ction and
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Ui for utility of the i th agent. He would thus, contrary to the utilitarian, be

willing to trade utilities against 'rightness' of action. However, all that I
have proposed is a traditional welfare function W(U 1 ••• Un) where,
however, each Ui depends on the action taken.
The validity of my argument depends on the facts. If, as I believe, the
facts support it, then the consequences to the utilitarian welfare economists are fairly serious. Suppose, for instance, that people dislike divulging
their income to tax officials. They consider it a violation to their rights to
privacy. Having to divulge is a source of disutility (quite separate from that
occasioned by having to fill in forms). Then some very old ~~lfare arguments about optimal taxation are at risk. Indeed, once one allQWs policies
into the domain of preferences, almost any welfare proposition proposed
by economists may fail to stand up.
In all of this, the welfare economist and indeed many utilitarians seem to
have been excessively narrow when thinking of the domain of preferences.
They may well be correct in resisting an argument which, for instance,
suggests a trade off between the integrity of an action and utilities. But they
may be wrong in ignoring the integrity of an action as a source of utility.
The condemned men in Bernard Williams' example (1973) may prefer to
die rather than have one of their number chosen for death at random. They
may not only value their lives but the circumstances which let them live. In
the same way, one may derive utility from rights. As I have already argued,
I may value the right to property even if I give all of it away to socially
approved causes. Just so, a slave may value the right to liberty even though
when freed he will in the circumstances find it optimal to live in the
material conditions of his slavery. Indeed introspection suggests that
violation of what one considers one's right is a rather potent source of
disutility - indeed more so than quite large reductions in one's income.
The utilitarian has no business in prescribing the domain of preferences.
Welfare economists, for good reasons, have always, however, taken this
domain as very narrow: essentially the commodity space. The good reason
is tractability. But this may well mean that their prescriptions are not, on a
utilitarian valuation, optimal.
2 Changing preferences

It seems clear that we have preferences over preferences. This for instance
is shown when we say that A has a better character than B. It also seems
clear that social and economic conditions and policies can affect
preferences. It is true that we know rather little about this process in
practice. But, for the sake of this argument, let us suppose that it is well
understood. Then policies have consequences which include their effects
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.
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_
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The natural way for the utilitarian to proceed in these cases is to invok

p~eferences over preferences, or if o~e likes, preferences over alternativ:

se ves. ~e,hmd an~ beyond the ordmary utility function there lurks a
supe~-ut1hty functIOn. I may choose to be hypnotised to change my taste
for cigarettes, I may vote socialist because I believe that under socialism I
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to prefer one apple to two cigarettes to the other way round, then why do I
not do so? In fact do I not straightforwardly prefer one apple to two
cigarettes? One answer, deriving from weakness of will, is that in my
actions I behave as if I had the less preferred preferences. Moreover, were I
to act according to the preferred preferences I would, as I now am, feel less
satisfaction. There does not seem to be a contradiction in this claim. 'Oh
God make me chaste, but not yet.' Nonetheless there are some difficulties
here recently studied in an interesting book by Elster (1979) and I leave the
matter there.
Now it does not follow from the above argument that the utilitarian
welfare economist is in insuperable difficulties in every application of his
craft. As an example consider the case studied by Dixit and Norman
(1978). Let there be two goods one of which is advertised and monopolised while the other is not. Let U(a,x,y) be a utility function, the same for
all agents where a denotes the amount of advertising, x the quantity of the
advertised (and monopolised) good consumed and y the amount of the
unadvertised (competitive) good consumed. Notice again that the fact that
a is an argument of U does not denote that advertising is intrinsically
valued but rather that preferences depend on the amount of advertising.
Assume that there are n identical consumers who chose (x,y) in their
budget to maximise their utility. Now suppose that without any regulation
by the government the profit maximising monopolist would choose an
advertising level of a* and that the price of the monopolised good in terms
of the non-monopolised one would be p*. Since demand depends on
(p* ,a*) we can work out the total utility of households at the preferences
induced by a*. Let the government order a (small) reduction in advertising
to a < a*. The price will now change to p and we can once again work out
the total utility of households but now at the a-induced preferences.
What Dixit and Norman show is that whether we take a" -induced
preferences or a-induced preferences the total utility achieved at (p,a)
exceeds that achieved at (p * ,a *). In that sense then an unregulated economy spends too much on advertising. That is households with a*induced preferences and households with a-induced preferences are better
off when they can consume the bundle provided at (p,a) than when they
consume that provided at (p * ,a"). On the other hand it should be noticed
that there is here a careful avoidance of a comparison of the a-induced
welfare function with the a *-induced welfare function. That is, there is no
comparison of welfare between households with a *-induced preferences
and households with a-induced preferences.
Even so, for a very wide class of cases, the Dixit trick will not work: we
will get different ansWers when we use preferences induced by the change
of policy, from those that we get when we use unchanged preferences.
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For instance, it is pretty clear that this will be so in the case of changes
in preferences induced by income redistribution. In general then the
utilitarian will need a ranking of preferences.
So one comes back to postulating a large enough domain and
preferences over that domain which are immutable. In much of the recent
literature, this is done by an appeal to the initial pre-social position where
individuals have to consider all the preferences which they might have and
all the social arrangements which there might be. As a Gedankenexperiment this procedure has something to recommend it. But only if it can be
performed by at least the thoughtful and the intelligent. Also conclusions
here are not to be had without the aid of some non-obvious axioms (see
Hammond 1976b). In any case the notion of a pre-social preference system
(over a domain which includes preferences) is not uncontroversial nor
even perhaps meaningful.
But, for my present purposes, I need not attempt to make a case for or
against this move. It suffices to note that the utilitarian welfare economist
has no chance whatsoever of discovering what these pre-social preferences
are, let alone of scaling them. If for instance he is asked how many
resources it would be good to invest in creating 'educated tastes' he will
have to consult his own perferences over prefelences and scale accordingly. For we would not be surprised to find that the preference for
educated tastes are different for the educated and the uneducated. This
would simply confirm that here the preference over preferences is not
independent of this policy (the investment in education). Any claim that
one could dig down to primeval, pre-social preferences here is pure cant.
On the other hand, the welfare economists' procedure should not be
dismissed. By his habits of precision and by his formulation of an explicit
welfare function, he makes argument possible.
I have not yet mentioned the technical device which is sometimes
available to sidestep problems of changing tastes. Suppose we replace the
utility function U(e,b,c} (p. 191, above), by V(eb,c}. The meaning would
be this. Agents have essentially the same utility function and the consequence of more education is simply to make books more efficient generators of utility. It is as if the educated man with one book is as 'well off' as
the uneducated is with ten. An education policy will thus not be essentially
different from a policy which provides more of any good: it simply
provides books more effectively or more books in efficiency units. In
particular, in these units, preferences are not affected by the policy. By a
simple re-definition we have converted what looks like a difference in
preferences between the educated and the less educated into a difference in
quantities of a good.
Of course the example is far-fetched. There is also a plausible argument
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3 Uncertain consequences

If the consequences of. actions are uncertain then so are their utility
co.nsequences. On c:rtam assumptions, an agent's preference over uncertam outcomes of actlOns can be represented by his expected utility of these
outcom~s. Thus suppose there are two outcomes of a given action which
ar~possible .a.nd that the agent has probability 'J.... that the outcome will be x
~~ probabIhty (1 - 'J....) that it will be y. Then the utility of this lottery is
(x), +~1 ~ 'J....} U(~). The probability 'J.... is a numerical representation of the
agent s el~efs whIch themselves depend on his past experience This
representatlOn can~ under particular axioms, be jointly derived· from
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social probability ~f this state and add over states. The beliefs of the
agents. may n?t be glv~n any weight in this ranking.
A~ mterestmg .techmcal question is under what conditions these two
rankmgs are eqUlvalent. An account of this is given in a fine pa e b
!"fammond (1980) to which the interested reader is referred. What e!e:
IS that the.
to make these two criteria consistent can lead gto
so~ewhat Implau~Ible results .. Fo.r in~tance the utilitarian's willingness t6
tra e ~utP~t (efficIe~cy) for dIstnbutIonal improvements may depend on
agents attItudes to risk. But there is no reason why this willingness should
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depend on attitudes to risk. A full account requires more technicalities
than would here be appropriate.
What weight should the utilitarian give to t~e belief.s. of agents~ .In
simple cases the answer seems simple: if an agen~ glVes pO~l~lve ~ro~abl~lty
to an impossible event or if in certain cases hIS probabIlity dl~trlbuti~n
diverges from a well established frequency or if he makes mIstakes m
probability calculus, e.g. in compounding, the~ perh~ps we would be
justified in ignoring his beliefs. Careful thought will convmce o~e th~t eve~
that is not obvious but let us assume it is correct. However, Ignonng hIS
beliefs is not an invitation to ignore his utility. If we are to take account of
it then we shall have to replace the 'faulty' probabilities of this agent by
o~hers. Which others? In the frequency case or in the case of mistaken
calculations, this is not difficult. But if he is more simply wrong without
there being any known ri?ht prob~bility distributi()n it ~ee~s th.at the
utilitarian welfare economIst must SImply replace the agent s WIth hIS own
beliefs.
Now if each agent knew the probability distribution of every other,
possibly better informed, agent and if he knew that these agents were
expert at Bayesian inference then one can show th~t agen~s would .have
similar probability distributions. But the hypotheSIS of thIS result IS far
fetched and whatever arguments might be addressed in favour of essentially similar utility functions there do not seem any convincing ones in
favour of essentially similar beliefs. Even the thoughtful agent would have
to observe far more than he could observe, apart from being a good deal
better at calculation than the best computer.
The question then is whether the utilitarian should not use his own
beliefs in ranking outcomes even when the different beliefs of other agents
are not straightforwardly mistaken. The expected utility of an .age~t is the
presently (ex ante) calculated utility consequence. It may be qmte dlff~rent
not only from the actual consequence (that is the nature of u~certamty),
but also from what the utilitarian policy maker calculates the utIlity lottery
to be. He cannot show that the agent's beliefs are mistaken but they are not
his. It seems to me that there is a case that he should be interested in the
utility consequences as he calculates them and t?at means that he ,:,,?~ld
rank outcomes by an ex post welfare function usmg hIS own probablh~I~S.
For this calculation is his best estimate of the lottery of actual utihty
consequences and it is not immediately clear why he should use what for
him is not the best estimate.
There are of course objections to this line of argument. To ignore the
beliefs of agents means ignoring their expected utility over outcom.es ~nd
thus one sort of utility consequence of policy. There may be an obJection
on the grounds that one cannot be confident in one's beliefs as represented
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by a subjective probability distribution although I think that this objection
turns into difficulties with an axiomatic foundation of probability.
It may be that in some way the ex post route is judged to be authorita~ian al~h.ou~h it would not be straightforward to translate this objection
mto utlhtanan terms. Lastly on the lines of my previous discussion one
may hold that those whose beliefs are ignored in policy formulation
thereby experience a direct utility loss.
Certainly these are real.objections. In fact economists have mainly opted
for the ex ante approach If for no other reason than that it preserves some
fundamental results from the certainty case for the situation with uncertainty. But when there is not equivalence with the ex post approach it also
~eads to difficulties. For instance it would always be an improvement to
mduce people to be more optimistic even when optimism is not justified by
the sta~e of affairs. More importantly, in the economic context, the just
allocatlOn of goods between people in any realised state would depend on
their beliefs concerning its occurrence before it came about. This has no
immediate moral appeal. Indeed if this is recognised one may want to
change one's policy after the event and that is only another way of saying
that the two approaches may be inconsistent. Moreover, as I have already
noted, the attempt to impose consistency leads to other difficulties and
restricts t~e clas.s of social welfare functions rather arbitrarily: e.g. to those
that are lmear ill the expected utilities of agents.
There are thus objections to both approaches and there seems no
generally acceptable way of making them equivalent. One must conclude
that there is an essential ambiguity in the proposal to judge actions by their
(uncertain) utility consequences.
The discus~ion so far has been concerned with the uncertainty of states.
But in practice there is also another source of uncertainty, namely that the
preferences and beliefs of other agents are at best imperfectiy known to
any on~ agent or to the policy maker. For instance in the ex ante approach
th~ p.olicy maker would have to calculate his expectation of the expected
utlhtles of agents. There is here another source of potential disagreement
between two utilitarian policy makers; one is the cardinalisation they
adopt for known preferences, the other is now their beliefs over the beliefs
and preferences of others. While this last disagreement might in principle
be resolvable by the facts it cannot actually be so resolved. Utilitarians
need not agree.
The ambiguity of consequentialism and the other difficulties which I
have discussed we have to live with and I do not believe that they in
themselves contribute an argument in favour of some other approach. For
one cannot easily think of any moral calculations which completely disregard consequences so that when these are, for instance, uncertain similar
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10 Utilitarianism, information and
rights
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PARTHA DASGUPTA
1 Distributive justice and individual rights

'Social justice,' writes Hayek, 'can be given a meaning only in a directed or
"command" economy (such as an army) in which individuals are ordered
what to do ... Indeed ... no free action of the individuals could produce
results satisfying any principle of distributive justice' (Hayek 1976, p. 69).
Such an unequivocal position is no doubt rare. But the claim that the
demands of distributive justice conflict with individual rights - in particular, the right to decision-making - is one that has often been made.
An individual right (such as the right to be treated with the same respect
and concern as anyone else) may be defended on the ground that it is an
end in itself. Alternatively, it may be defended on the ground that it is
instrumental in realising certain desirable ends (e.g. in arguing for the right
to private property, because, under certain circumstances, itsustai"ns an
efficient allocation of resources). Admittedly, the distinction between
these two types of defences is not always sharp. For example, even if a right
is regarded as an end, the end may still require justification. Presumably,
the justification will be based on the human interests it serves and promotes - for'example, by an appeal to the Kantian notion of the autonomy
of the individual, or from straightforward utilitarian considerations. In
this paper I shall be concerned with economic decentralisation, and,
therefore, with the right that individuals may be thought to possess to
certain private regions of decision-making - an aspect of 'protected
spheres', as Professor Hayek would call them. I shall ask whether the
claims of distributive justice require a systematic violation of rights to
individual decision-making, and I shall argue that they do not, that the
exercise of rights to certain regions of decision-making is instrumental in
promoting the attainment of distributive justice. The argument is founded
on the observation that much information in any society is only privately
known; indeed, that no single individual or decision-making unit can
While writing this essay I have gained much from discussions with Ronald Dworkin and
Julian Le Grand. This version was completed during a stay at Princeton University which was
supported by a grant from the U.S. National Science Foundation.
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feasibly known the sum-total of all information. From this observation it is
possible to argue that the goal of distributive justice is best served in an
environment where individuals are encouraged to exploit some of their
private information; or,.in other words, tha.t e~cep~ for ~e~tain very e~
treme circumstances some form of decentralisatlOn In decIsion-makIng IS
desirable. In particular, this implies that a pure command system is almost
never an optimal mode of organisation even from the point of view of
distributive justice, let alone from the vantage point of the innate rights
that individuals may possess to private decision-making.
For my purposes here I shall be thinking of society as a coop~rative
venture among individuals for mutual advantage, and §hall take It that
some form of centralised authority is required for coordinating the activities of the members of society. To be sure, classical criteria of social
welfare, such as utilitarianism, require for their furtherance a central
authority whose activities far exceed the provision of the limited num?er
of public services, such as the enforcement of contracts, ~d the ~rotectlOn
of persons or groups against force, theft and fraud that delineate the
activities of the minimal state. The claims of distributive justice would, as a
minimum, require that this central authority be engaged in addition with
the task of redistributing purchasing power among individuals via taxes
and subsidies.
It has been argued by Nozick (1974) that the imposition of such taxes
and subsidies violates the inalienable rights that individuals have to the
actual goods and services they are historically entitled to. In this paper I
shall not concern myself with the question of whether the arguments
leading to such a view are compelling.t In any case, it has long been noted
by political philosophers that the claims of distr~butive j~stice. - such ~s
those emanating from utilitarianism - can readily confhct with certaIn
rights that individuals are entitled to. Indeed, Sen (1970a, 19-:6) ~as
recently noted that certain minimal demands of 'liberty' may confltct with
even so weak a welfare criterion as the one embodied in the Pareto
ranking. Such conflicts do not pose any analytical d,ifficulties. For example, if it is granted that individuals possess innate rights - such as a
well-defined region of private decision-making - which considerations of
distributive justice, let alone 'progress' or efficiency, must not override,
then an observance of these rights must be viewed as constraints that must
not be violated in the execution of policies that result in the maximisation
of the chosen criterion of social welfare. 2 Now, it is an observation of the
I For extended discussions of this, see e.g. Arrow 197~ a~d Dasgupta 1980.
..
In what follows I shall suppose that the central authonty IS concerne? with the max~mlsa
tion of a criterion of social welfare which includes, among other thmg~, a c.on~ept1on of
distributive justice. For illustrative purposes I shall often suppose thiS cntenon to be
classical utilitarianism.
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utmost banality that if these constraints are 'biting' constraints in the
maximisation exercise, then the maximum social welfare that can be
achieved in the presence of these constraints is less than the level which
could have been achieved had these constraints not been imposed. Indeed,
one can even calculate the cost - in terms of forgone social welfare _ that
the imposition of such constraints leads to. These are familiar matters:
t~at not all rights a~e typically viewed with equal urgency, that individual
nghts often clash WIth one another and that they in turn conflict with other
sOcia.1 goals.3 Ultimately what one seeks is an ordering of social states. I
take It that when one talks of a social state one includes in its characterisation not only the production and distribution of goods and services _ 'end
states' in the sense. of Nozick - but also the actions that people choose,
those they are entitled to choose, what treatment they are entitled to
expect from others, and so on. I recognise that a committed utilitarian. will
make the claim that if such an extended notion of social states matters to
people then it will have found expression in their utility functions. But I
take it also that it will be agreed by many that this device misses much of
the 'p.oint ra!sed by n?n-utilitarian political philosophers in recent years. If
poht1cal phtlosophy IS much concerned with the characterisation of social
states and the argumen.ts that are. relevant in seeking an ordering among
them, ~e1fare. economiC theory IS much concerned with the design of
economic enVironments that are conducive to the realisation of those
social ~tates that are judged desirable in the light of this ordering. Admittedly, In some extreme cases - as in the philosophy of Nozick _ this role of
welfare economic theory is vanishingly small. Granted that a decision has
to be reached on the degree of protection which the minimal state is
expected to provide, a matter which is hardly touched on in Nozick's
wor~; it must never~heless be granted that the end of personal rights, as
~o~lck s.ees them, ~Ictates that the only economic organisation which is
Justified IS' one that IS born under the benign indifference of the minimal
state. But this is an extreme position, and most political philosophies allow
for a certain scope in the design of economic organisations that best serve
the purpose at hand. Thus, for example, in his celebrated work Rawls
(1971) expr~sses the opinion that whether the requirements of social
justice are .best m~t in a private property system or under a socialist regime
~annot be Judged In advance, so long as market institutions are relied upon
In eac~. And he says 'A ... significant advantage of a market system is
that, given the reqUIred background institutions, it is consistent with equal
3

~en g?als conflict one is forced to ~ntertai? the idea of tradeoffs among them. The 'social
wel~hts attached to these goal~ typically will depend on the extent to which the goals are
~eal~sed. At an extreme are leXicographically ordered goals, such as the two principles of

Justice m Rawls' system.
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part of individuals to certain areas of personal decision-making, it is
because in many of the circumstances that have been explored there is,
in fact, no necessary conflict between this and the claims of distributive
justice. For consider the example of an economy in which individuals
possess an initial endowment of goods and services. 6 Suppose that the state
knows the utility (or welfare) function and the initial endowment of each
and every individual in society. Then it is a theorem in welfare economics
that, provided that the utility functions satisfy certain technical conditions, the full optimum allocation of goods and services (i.e. the optimum
in the light of the chosen criterion of social welfare constrained only by the
total initial endowment of goods and services in the economy) can be
realised by way of the following scheme. The scheme consists in the state
simultaneously announcing a set of prices, one for each and every commodity and service; rearranging the initial endowments of individuals by
imposing lump-sum taxes and subsidies; and allowing individuals to trade
at these prices. The rule for trading is precisely what one would expect: the
market value of the final consumption bundle each person chooses must
not exceed the income allotted to him by the state via the lump-sum taxes
(or subsidies). A formal way of stating this is to say that, provided that the
utility functions satisfy certain conditions, the full optimum is a competitive equilibrium allocation of goods and services associated with an
appropriate distribution of initial endowments among the members of
society'?
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I want to make three observations about this theorem. First, the structure of the economic organisation described by the theorem has the formal
characteristics of a game; which is to say that each and every individual, as
well as the state, is empowered to choose from a personalised set of
actions, and in addition there is a publicly known rule which translates the
chosen actions of all players (including the state) into a final allocation of
goods and; services. To be precise, the state wishes to maximise the
criterion of social welfare and is empowered to impose lump-sum taxes
and subsidies on individuals and to choose prices at which individuals then
trade. And each individual is empowered to choose his most'preferred
bundle of goods and services subject to the constraint that the market
For simplicity of exposition I shall suppose that it is a pure exchange economy; that is, there
is no production. This is not at all crucial in what follows. One can also allow for the
passage of time in the model I am describing. For a good account of what follows with the
inclusion of features I am abstracting from here, see Malinvaud 1972.
7 This result, often called the Fundamental Theorem of Welfare Economics, has been much
discussed bothcin the economics and political philosophy literature, and formed the basis of
the socialist pricing debate (see Lerner 1944 and Hayek 1949). For a technical presentation
of the theorem, see e.g. Malinvaud 1972. Meade 1964 and Rawls 1971, section 42, provide
excellent discussions of it.
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the set of 'messages' the state must transmit under the command mode of
planning will far exceed the set of messages it must transmit under the
price mechanism. II But let us suppose that messages can be costlessly
transmitted and received. Is there then much to choose between these two
special mechanisms as devices for sustaining the full optimum? It may be
argued that the freedom enjoyed by individuals under the price mechanism
envisaged in the Fundamental Theorem is illusory - that, after all, the state
knows precisely what will be chosen by each, and, indeed, that it has so
chosen the commodity prices and income transfers that each individual
will eventually choose precisely what the state wants it to choose in the
light of the social optimum. This argument, plausible at first blush, is not
really satisfactory. For the fact that the state knows what an individual will
in fact choose does not mean that the individual could not have chosen
otherwise. Indeed, the individual will know that the state knows what he
will choose. But this in itself is clearly not a good reason for the individuals
to think that he is not exercising choice.
3 Differential information and economic decentralisation
The Fundamental Theorem of Welfare Economics states that under certain circumstances a full welfare optimum can be attained through a
decentralised mechanism. But it was also noted that under these circumstances the. welfare optimum can be attained via a complete command
system as well. As an instrument for sustaining the welfare optimum each
mode would appear to be equally effective. But, then, the operational
appeal of the Fundamental Theorem is also minimal. The information that
the state is assumed to possess is awesome in amount. For our example it is
assumed to know the preferences and endowments of each and every
member of society. These observations alone sugge'st that individual rights
to certain private decisions may not only be a moral imperative, but may at
once be a necessity prompted by the fact that the state possesses incomplete information .
One supposes that there are certain pieces of information that are
known (or which will be known) only by the individuals in question; that
is they are costly (or in the extreme, impossible) to monitor publicly. These
private pieces of information presumably include (i) an individual's personal characteristics (e.g. his preferences and personal endowments); that
11

If there are m persons and 1goods and services then, roughly speaKmg, the state needs to
transmit (m + I) messages (m income transfers and 1prices) under the de centralised scheme,
and ml messages (l quantities of goods to each individual) under the command system. If m
and 1 are large then obviously ml is greatly in excess of m + I.
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information - is almost never optimal (see e.g. Weitzman 1978 and
Dasgupta, Hammond and Maskin 1980).
It is, however, the first answer which has prompted an enormous
theoretical literature during the past few years.1 5 For, one is led directly to
a consideration of designing incentive schemes with a view to maximising
the chosen criterion of social welfare. It is clear enough in advance that it
may not be possible in general to design social organisations that will yield
the full optimum as an (equilibrium) outcome. 16 Usually the best that can
be achieved is what economists clumsily call a 'second-best' outcome. I
shall illustrate the general problem and the point I wish to make by means
of a strikingly simple example due to Mirrlees (1971).
Consider an artisan economy where individuals possess innate abilities
for transforming leisure into a single consumption good, which I shall call
income. To be precise, I shall suppose that if a person has an innate ability
(or productivity) level of n, where n is a positive number, then, if he works I
hours at this productivity level, the amount of the consumption good he
can produce is nl. A person's utility depends only on his own leisure time
and his own disposable income and it increases with both leisure and
disposable income. Thus preferences are personal. In fact I shall suppose
that individual utility functions are identical. But while individuals have
identical utility functions, they are not of identical ability. Thus individuals can be grouped by productivity types. The number of persons of
ability n is N(n), by assumption. For the same number of hours worked a
more able person obviously can produce more income. In what follows I
shall take it that even though a person cannot pretend and demonstrate an
ability level greater than his innate one, he can work at any lower ability
level, were he to choose to do soY
I want first to look at the laissez-faire outcome in this economy, or, to
put it more accurately, the outcome under the minimal state. Notice first
that since leisure cannot be transferred from one person to another, there
is no scope for trade in this economy. For what can a person offer to
another of a higher ability in return for the fruits of his higher productivity? Likewise, there is no scope for exchange between persons af the same
productivity. Thus, it is clear that under the minimal state each person will
work on his own, at his innate ability level, having chosen his income-

12

The question of incentive compatible resource allocation mechanisms, an issue pioneered
by Hurwicz (1972) has been much discussed in recent years. Laffont 1979 contains a rich
sample of essays on the subject. See Dasgupta, Hammond and Maskin 1979 for a
classification of different social organisations designed to implement welfare optima,
16 The full optimum here is the same as the full optimum of the previous section; i,e. that
which is based on the true underlying preferences and endowments of individuals.
17 Since by hypothesis a person's utility depends only on his leisure time and disposable
income I am assuming that there is no pride in being recognised as an able person.
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leisure mix so as to maxirriise his utility. Since peopl,e, by hypothesis, h~e
identical utility functions, it will come as no surprise th~t,the more a e
will realise a higher utility level. T,he di,stribution of utility levels, as a
function ofthe ability level, n, is depIcted ,I~ ~he ~gure ~elo,:. I need hardl~
add that this distribution of realised utIlities IS effiCient m the sense 0
Pareto.
utility

distribu tion of
utilities under
the minimal
state (1)
distribution of utilities under the
optimum incentive-compatible ,
utilitarian ability tax, the tax bemg
based on revealed skill (III) [Identical
with the distribution of utllitl~s at the
full optimum under the Rawlslan
maximin criterionl

distribution of utilities under
the utilitarian optimum
income tax (II)

distribution of
utilities at the
full utilitarian
optimum (IV)

oL-----~~------------------------------_;abbiilili~ty~,~n--

Figure 1. If Un (X) denotes the utility lev~l of person of abilityhn in;h~)e:,~(1I~~
W(x) (="fN(n)un(x)) is the sum of utilities III scheme x, t en
> W(Il) > W(I).

I want to compare this outcome with the outc0n:-e ,t~at wo~ld, be
reached if the state were to intervene with a view to max,ImI,smg a criterIOn
of social welfare. But the point that I wish to empha~Ise IS that t~e :~t
outcome that can be achieved depends on the informatIOn that eac ,0 t e
articipants in the economy possesses (or ca~ obtai~). By hy~~thesls each
p
k
his own utility function and hIS own mnate abIlIty. Thus by
I f h t t l shall be
person nows
d'
,
varying the amount of information at the Isp,osa 0 t ~ S a e
able to trace the extent to which maximum attamable socIal welfare can m

fact be varied. To bring this out sharply I shall assume that this society is
wedded to the philosophy of Sidgwick, so that the criterion of social
welfare is the sum of utilities. It is this sum which the state seeks to
maXImIse.
In what follows I shall assume throughout that the state knows the
common utility function and that it knows how many persons there are of
each ability type. Furthermore, I shall assume that the government can
monitor a person's income costlessly. I want first to look at the full
utilitarian optimum - the outcome which can be achieved if the state
knows each person's innate ability level as well. ls Now, it transpires that
for a large class of individual utility functions (and, therefore, individual
preferences), the full utilitarian optimum is characterised by persons of
higher innate ability attaining lower utility levels. 19 The distribution of
utilities at the full utilitarian optimum is also depicted in Figure 1. Quite
obviously, this distribution of utilities is also efficient in the sense of
Pareto.
The most striking thing about this result is the complete reversal of the
ordering of utilities from the one under the minimal state. Under the
minimal state the more able attain higher utility levels. Under the utilitarian state they attain lower utility levels. Utilitarianism seeks to maximise
the sum of utilities. The result I am describing says that in order to
maximise this sum the really able ought to work much longer hours - so as
to help raise the amount of income that is produced in the economy - to
such an extent that they emerge with lower utility levels. The point is that
the greater income so generated is used to subsidise the less able. The really
able will no doubt be worse off under a utilitarian state than under the
minimal state - they work a good deal harder. But the less able will be
better off, so much so that the sum of utilities will be greater. 20
How is this utilitarian optimum to be implemented? Since the state, by
assumption, knows the innate ability of each person, and can monitor a
person's income, one route is for the state to require of people to produce
stipulated amounts of income which the state collects and then proceeds to
distribute. Since the state can calculate precisely how long each person
ought to work and how much each ought to consume at the full utilitarian
Notice that it is possible for the state to know how many persons there are of each ability
type without its being able to distinguish between persons and, therefore, not being able to
say who is of what type, It is this distinction which I shall exploit subsequently.
19 See Mirrlees 1974 and Allingham 1975 for conditions on individual preferences for which
this is true, The conditions are in fact fairly innocuous.
20 I am emphasising these stark features precisely because there is a sense in which the more
able are 'made' to work for the less able underthe utilitarian state- a crystalline example of
a policy odious to Nozick, A committed utilitarian will, of course, not care, If this is what
utilitarianism dictates, he will say, so be it.
18
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optimum, it can enforce these commands. Another op~ion i~ .for the state
to impose a tax on each person based s?lely on his ablli~, and. ~or
individuals to choose their number of workmg hours. The opti~al ability
tax schedule will, of course, be a tax on the more able .an~ subsidy on the
less able. This is a de centralised mechanism, an applicatlO~ of the Fundamental Theorem of Welfare Economics, where a pers~n IS allowed to
choose his activity - here the number of hours ~e works - m t~e f~ce of t~e
optimal ability tax (or subsidy) imposed on him. ~he key.pomt IS ~hat m
the face of the optimal tax (or subsidy) a person, m the ~Ight of his o~n
interests will in fact choose precisely that number of workmg hours which
the utili:arian optimum requires of him. I contrasted these two modes of
implementation in the previous section.
Now let us relax our assumptions and suppose that the state does .not
know who is of what type. In fact, suppose that the state cannot m~mtor
the number of hours a person chooses to work, but can o~ly momtor ,a
person's income. Thus the state cann?t t~ll ~~rely by observmg a pe:s~n ~
.
hether the person is of 'high ability and has chosen a high
mcomelevel
w
leisure
or whether he isi
of 'low'd
abi ity an h as wor ked Iong hours
. .21
But now one can see that the full utilitarian optimum cann~t be achieved.
For example, the 'state clearly cannot achi~~e i~ by as.kmg people to
announce their innate abilities. At the full utllit~r~an optimum the mo~e
able are worse off than the less able. Since mdlVlduals kno~ .that their
answers will be used to implement the full optimum, high-ability people
will have a strong incentive to announce and act as t~ough they. are of low
ability so as to be eligible for state subsidies! What IS equally Important,
th st~te will know that there are such incentive problems. I want to
the case where any form of communication betwe.en the
and
the individuals, other than the enforcement of taxes, IS prohlbl.tively
costly Quite clearly the state must impose its tax only on what It c.an
monit~r. Since the state can only observe a person's in~ome the only ~olic~
it can pursue is to impose an income tax schedule. It IS he,lpful to t.hmk 0
this as a game, in which income tax schedules are the state s str~teg1es, and
the choice of leisure (and therefore the number of workmg hours)
i .ndividual choice. 22 Moreover, the state chooses the income tax schedu!e
a view to maximising the sum of utilities, knowing the
m
which persons of any given type will respond. It can be show~ that If the
state imposes the optimum income tax schedule each person Will be better

co~sider

~:th

s~a~~

mam~er

21 The example therefore contains both the problems of adverse selection and moral hazard
22

~~ferred ~~s~: !;~ ~o~Z6~t

an ability level less than his innate one this too is up to a point a
mce
. d'1V1'dual.
But
, as we shall see , persons will inhfact
d Iwish
. . to choose
d to work at
chOlceafPor t hem
· mnate
.
b'l'ty levels when the optimal income tax sc e u e IS Impose .
t he1r
all
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off than anyone who is less able than himself, and therefore each will
indeed work at his innate ability level. This outcome is depicted in Figure
1. The least able earn very little on their own and, under the tax
schedule, receive an income subsidy (a negative income tax). This is financed
by income taxes collected from the able who choose to earn a good deal.
The sum of utilities achieved under the optimum income tax schedule
is, of course, less than the sum of utilities at the full optimum. But it
is the best outcome (from the utilitarian point of view) that can be
r~alised, given the limited information that the government possesses, and
given that we have ruled out as prohibitively costly any form of comm~nication between the government and the citizens other than the filing
of mcome tax returns and the imposition of taxes.
Three points bear emphasis. First, we have seen that although a utilitarian government would ideally like to impose an ability tax _ i.e. a
person-specific tax - it is unable to do so because it does not know who is
of what type. By contrast, the optimal income tax is 'anonymous': the tax
is levied (or subsidy paid) on the income earned. Two people, under such a
schedule, are liable to the same tax (or subsidy) provided they earn the
same income. 23 It does not matter if they are of different types. The state,
by hypothesis, cannot distinguish them anyway. People choose their income in the face of the tax schedule, by choosing the number of hours they
work. In this sense all are treated equally. They are treated unequally if
they reveal themselves to be different, in the sense of earning different
incomes. But the choice is there.
Second, this mode of decentralisation - the one associated with the use
of the optimum income tax - is a necessity prompted by the limited
information at the disposal of the government. It is not solely a moral
requirement. There is no command system which can achieve the outcome
resulting from the imposition of the optimal income tax. Given the limited
information that the government has been taken to possess all command
modes of planning will result in lower social welfare.
Now, the imposition of the optimum income tax introduces what
economists call a 'distortion' into the economy. The resulting allocation of
utilities (scheme II in Figure 1; see also Table 1) is not Pareto efficient:
23 It is not difficult to produce models in which the optimum income tax schedule has a
random component; that is, the schedule may say, to give an example, that if a person earns
£1 O,OO~ a year he is liable to an income tax of £2,000 with probability '/4 and £3,000 with
probab1hty %. In thIS case, of course, two people earning the same income will not
necessarily pay the same tax. That is, ex-post, the principle of horizontal equity is violated
here, but not ex-ante. See Stiglitz 1976 and Maskin 1981 fora discussion of optimal
random taxatIOn. In the text I am assuming that the optimum income tax does not have a
random component.
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T E l Summary of outcomes possible for a utilitarian gover~~ent. In
'it is assumed that government knows the (identical)
func
'
d the number of persons in each skill (ability) category. e,rson 0
tton, an
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feature. This is what makes the problem interesting. It is clear that a
utilitarian government will in this case be able to achieve more than it can
with the optimal income tax, but typically will still not be able to achieve
the full utilitarian optimum, since people can pretend and act as though
they are of lower ability than they actually are. As we noted earlier, the
point is that a person of skill level, say ii, can, if he works for I hours,
produce output y given by y = nl. But, should he choose to do so, he can
also work below par at any ability level n less than ii and produce output
equal to nl. The government can, by assumption, monitor only y and I.
Thus it cannot catch a person working below par if the person finds it in his
interest to do so. Dasgupta and Hammond (1980) and Mirrlees (1981)
have shown that the best that a utilitarian government can guarantee to be
achieved under this information structure is the maximum uniform distribution of utilities that is technologically feasible; (scheme III in the
diagram.)24 The second of the emphasised adjectives characterising this
second-best utilitarian optimum says that all individuals attain the same
utility level, and the first implies that the allocation is Pareto efficient in the
full sense of the term. 2S But these two characteristics suggest at once that
this second-best utilitarian optimum is in fact the full optimum for a
government wedded to Professor Rawls' Difference Principle. This is
indeed so. That is to say, in the economy we are discussing a Rawlsian
government loses nothing if it cannot observe a person's intrinsic ability
but can instead observe the number of hours he works. A utilitarian
government does looe something: it has to switch from scheme IV to
scheme III in the diagram. It is in this sense that unlike the Utilitarian
Principle the Difference Principle is 'incentive-compatible'.26
4 Professor Hayek on progress and freedom
Utilitarianism is a consequentialist philosophy, and in the previous two
sections I have consciously defined consequences in a very narrow manner
The tax-subsidy scheme which enables this second-best optimum to be realised in a
decentralised manner is discussed in Dasgupta and Hammond 1980, The tax/subsidy on a
person is based on the ability level the person chooses to display; that is, on the value of yl/
the government observes in his case, Quite obviously, this allocation cannot be implemented by a command system,
25 Since all attain the same utility level a person gains nothing by working below par,
Admittedly he loses nothing either, But we make the innocuous assumption that a person
will always choose to work at his intrinsic ability level if he loses nothing by doing so, Thus
at this second-best optimum the government can infer the true skill of each person by
observing his chosen y and I, But it cannot, obviously, make use of this inference to
establish the full-optimum!
26 Maskin (1980) has recently demonstrated this last claim in a wider class of economic
models than the one I have been analysing in this section,
24
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- the allocation of goods and services and, by implication, the allocation of
utilities. In this essay I have also, consciously, looked at the instrumental
role of individual discretion - or the liberty to make certain decisions. I
have not taken into account the innate rights that persons may possess to
such freedom. I have tried to argue that, contrary to Hayek's view, certain
forms of individual discretion are not only not inconsistent with the goals
of distributive justice, they must be encouraged if one were to promote
distributive justice. I wish now to argue that despite his well-known
libertarian views Hayek is very much a consequentialist, and that the value
he attaches to individualism in general, and unbridled market forces in
particular, is entirely instrumental in origin, and that he is loath to explain
why it is instrumental in promoting the goal that he seeks.
Hayek's individualism springs from the fact that a good deal of information in a society is not publicly known. For he observes that, 'practically
every individual has some advantage over all others because he possesses
unique information of which beneficial use might be made, but of which
use can be made only if the decisions depending on it are left to him or are
made with his active cooperation' (Hayek 1945, pp. 521-3). If Nozick
talks of voluntary transfers and leaves the matter at that, Hayek continually extols the virtues of the spontaneous play of market forces, and
in particular the price mechanism. For in his classic essay on the use of
knowledge in society he says, 'We must look at the price system as ... a
mechanism for communicating information if we want to understand its
real function ... The most significant fact about this system is the economy of knowledge with which it operates, or how little the individual
participants need to know in order to be able to take the right action. In
abbreviated form, by a kind of symbol, only the most essential information is passed on and passed on only to those concerned. It is more than a
metaphor to describe the price system as a ... system of telecommunications which enables individual producers to watch merely the movement
of a few pointers' (Hayek 1945, pp. 526-7).
It can immediately be argued that the fact that much information is
private is not on its own sufficient to warrant the unfettered play of market
forces to be judged the best possible resource allocation mechanism. If in
pointing to the privacy of information all that Hayek intends to assert is
that a government ought not to pretend that it knows more than it actually
does, or that a social organisation ought to encourage individuals to
exploit some of their private information, the point is obviously well
taken. But, of course, Hayek intends to assert a great deal more than just
that. The problem is that the only alternative to the unfettered play of
market forces that Hayek is really willing to consider is an institution in
which the government decides everything. For he says at one point, 'The
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of the individual submitting to the anonymous and seemingly irrational
forces of society' (Hayek 1948, p. 24, emphasis mine). If one asks 'why',
Professor Hayek has a ready answer, one which I alluded to earlier. For he
says, 'Man In a complex society can have no choice but between adjusting
himself to what to him must seem the blind forces of the social process and
obeying the orders of a superior' (Hayek 1948, p. 24).
Such an anti-rational view, disagreeable though it may be to many, is
still not the most disturbing feature of Hayek's philosophy. Ultimately, it
seems to me, what is most disturbing is the degree of authoritarianism that
he would appear to be willing to tolerate for the sake of his conception of
progress. Indeed, Hayek appears to be willing to renounce individual
liberty if that were to be found useful to society. For he says, 'the case for
individual freedom rests chiefly on the recognition of the inevitable ignorance of all of us concerning a great many of the factors on which the
achievement of our ends and welfare depends. If there were omniscient
men, if we could know not only all that effects the attainment of our
present wishes but also our future wants and desires, there would be little
case for liberty ... what is important is not what freedom I personally like
to exercise but what freedom some person may need in order to do things
beneficial for society' (Hayek 1960, pp. 29, 32); and, furthermore, 'if the
result of individual liberty did not demonstrate that some manners of
living are more successful than others, much of the case for it would
vanish' (Hayek 1960, p. 85, emphasis mine).
Some of Hayek's views are so astonishing that it is hard to believe that
he takes them seriously. For example, he seems to think that just as we
cannot talk of the 'justice' or 'injustice' of a drought (a blind act of nature),
we cannot use the adjective 'just' or 'unjust' on the allocation arising from
the free-play of market forces. No one, after all, has consciously willed
such an allocationP Quite apart from the fact that this last would be the
case in any social organisation in which the outcome depends on the
actions chosen by everyone, and that 'chosen' by Mother Nature, whether
to leave society to the mercies of the free-play of market forces is itself a
social decision. But while he is convinced that the question as to whether
the distribution of incomes resulting from the competitive process is just
has no meaning, he certainly approves of whatever distribution results for the process, in his mind, is fair. If in the unconscious pursuit of progress
the economy is littered with the debris of the unsuccessful and the
offspring of the unsuccessful, it would not seem to matter. The successful
few are 'the first sign of a new way of living begun by the advance guard'
(Hayek 1960, p. 130). Is there a reward scheme he favours? There is, for at
27

See Hayek 1960, p. 99 and 1976, pp. 62-96.
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command system, such as the rationing of goods duri.ng a wa~ or a fami~e.
But even here it will otten be better, from the pomt of View of social
welfare, to allow individuals, should they wish, to engage in t~ade "":ith
their rations. And the reason here is the same as the one explored m sectIOn
3 - the fact that not all private information is publicly known.
.
All this is not to say that the claims of distributive just~ce cannot conflI~t
with individual rights. They can, and an enormous .1Iterature, bo~h m
political philosophy and economics, bears witness to thiS. But not all ~ights
are equally compelling. In any case, I have n~t at~em.pte~ t~ di~cu~s
precisely which rights are instrumental in promot~ng distnbutive Justice m
an economy with dispersed information. They will clearly vary from case
to case. My aim has been to argue that a pure command system, nar~owly
defined, is not the optimum mode of organisation even from the pomt of
view of distributive justice.
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Sour grapes - utilitarianism and
the genesis of wants!
JON ELSTER

I want to discuss a problem that is thrown up by all varieties of utilitarianism: act and rule utilitarianism, average and aggregate, cardinal and
ordinal. 2 It is this: why should individual want satisfaction be the criterion
of justice and social choice when individual wants themselves may be
shaped by a process that preempts the choice? And, in particular, why
should the choice between feasible options only take account of individual
preferences if people tend to adjust their aspirations to their possibilities?
For the utilitarian, there would be no welfare loss if the fox were excluded
from consumption of the grapes, since he thought them sour anyway. But
of course the cause of his holding the grapes to be sour was his conviction
that he would be excluded from consumption of them, and then it is
difficult to justify the allocation by reference to his preferences.
I shall refer to the phenomenon of sour grapes as adaptive preference
formation (or adaptive preference change, as the case may be). Preferences
shaped by this process I shall call adaptive preferences. 3 The analysis of
this mechanism and of its relevance for ethics will proceed in three steps.
Section I is an attempt to circumscribe the phenomenon from the outside,
by comparing it with some other mechanisms to which it is closely related
and with which it is easily confused. Section II is an analysis of the fine
Earlier drafts of this paper were read at the universities of Oslo, Oxford and East Anglia,
resulting in major improvement and changes. I am also grateful for valuable and invaluable
comments by G. A. Cohen, Robert Goodin, Martin Hollis, John Roemer, Amartya Sen,
Arthur Stinchcombe and Bernard Williams.
2 In fact, the problem is relevant for all want-regarding theories of ethics and justice. John
Rawls' theory might seem to escape the difficulty, because it relies on primary goods rather
than on utility or preferences. But in fact even his theory needs preference in order to
compare undominated bundles of primary goods, and then the problem of sour grapes
could easily arise.
3 The term 'adaptive utility' is used by Cyert and DeGroot (1975), but in a sense more related
to what I here call endogenous preference change due to learning. These authors also use the
term to refer to what should rather be called 'strategic utility', which is the phenomenon
that expected future changes in utility due to learning can be incorporated in, and make a
difference for, present decisions. I do not know of any discussions in the economic literature
of adaptive preferences in the sense of the term used here, but some insight can be drawn
from the economic analysis of Buddhist character planning in Kolm 1979.
1
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grain of adaptive preferences, and proposes some criteria by which they
may be distinguished from other preferences. And section III is a discussion of the substantive and methodological implications of adaptive
preference formation for utilitarianism, ethics and justice.

I shall compare adaptive preference formation to one mechanism that in a
sense is its direct opposite; and then to five mechanisms that either have
similar causes or bring about similar effects. The purpose of this conceptual mapping is to prepare for the discussion in section III of the exact
relevance of adaptive preferences for ethics.
'
The opposite phenomenon of sour grapes is clearly that of 'forbidden
fruit is sweet', which I shall call counter adaptive preference formation. 4 If
when I live in Paris I prefer living in London over living in Paris, but prefer
Paris over London when in London, then my wants are shaped by my
feasible set, as in adaptive preference formation, but in exactly the opposite way. The question then is whether, in the theory of social choice, we
should discount wants that have been shaped by counter adaptive
preference formation. If someone wants to taste the forbidden fruit simply
because it is forbidden, should we count it as a welfare loss that he is
excluded from it? And would it be a welfare gain to give him access, if this
would make him lose his taste for it? An ordinal-utilitarian theory of social
choice offers no answers to these questions. This indeterminacy in itself
points to an inadequacy in that theory, although we shall see in section III
that counteradaptive preferences are less troublesome for ethics than
adaptive ones, because they do not generate any conflict between autonomy and welfare.
Adaptive preference formation is now to be distinguished, firstly, from
preference change through learning and experience. Consider the example
of job preferences. Imperfect regional mobility sometimes leads to dual
labour markets, e.g. to income in agriculture being systematically lower
than in industry. Such income gaps may reflect the agricultural labourer's
preference for being his own master, or for certain commodities that are
cheaper in the countryside than in the city. The labourer may prefer to stay
in the countryside rather than move to the city, even if the demand for
agricultural goods is too small to enable him to earn the same monetary
income as a factory worker. What are the welfare implications of this state
of affairs? The standard answer is that a transfer of the labourer to the city
4

For the record, it may well be adaptive in some larger sense to have counteradaptive
preferences, because of the incentive effects created by a moving target.
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implies a loss in welfare for him and, ceteris paribus, for society. Consider,
however, an argument proposed by Amartya Sen:
Preferences about one's way of life and location are typically the result of one's past
experience and an initial reluctance to move does not imply a perpetual dislike. The
distinction has some bearing on the welfare aspects of employment policy, since the
importance that one wishes to attach to the wage gap as a reflection of the
labourer's preferences would tend to depend on the extent to which tastes are
expected to vary as a consequence of the movement itself!

On a natural reading of this passage, it seems to sanction the transfer if the
ex post evaluation of city life makes it preferable to the countryside life
that was more highly valued ex ante. We then need to ask, however, about
the exact nature of the induced change in preferences. Two possibilities
come to mind. One is that the transfer would imply learning and experience, another that it is due to habituation and resignation (adaptive
preference change). On the first explanation the process is irreversible, or
at least it cannot be reversed simply by a reverse transfer to the countryside. (It may, of course, be reversed by learning even more about the
alternatives.) The second explanation does, however, permit a reversal of
the preference change. I do not imply that irreversibility is a sufficient
reason for concluding that preference change is due to learning more
about the alternatives: preference change due to addiction also is
irreversible in some cases. Nor is it exactly a necessary condition, for it is
easy to think of ways in which preference change due to learning may be
reversed, and not only through more learning. But, in the present context,
irreversibility is the salient feature that permits us to distinguish between
these two mechanisms of induced preference change: the reversal to the
initial situation does not by itself bring about a reversal of the preferences.
Explanatiops in terms of learning can be fitted into an extended utilitarian framevvork, in which situations are evaluated according to informed
preferences rather than just the given preferences. One should attach more
weight to the preferences of someone who knows both sides of the question than to someone who has only experienced one of the alternatives.
These informed preferences are, of course, those of the individuals concerned, not of some superior body. They are informed in the sense of being
grounded in experience, not in the sense (briefly mentioned in section III)
of being grounded in meta-preferences. They differ from given preferences
at most in their stability and irreversibility. Informed preferences could be
implemented in social choice by a systematic policy of experimentation
that gave individuals an opportunity to learn about new alternatives
without definite commitment. This no doubt would leave the persons
5

Sen

1~75,

pp. 43-54.
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involved with more information, but also with less character. 6 If individuals were reared every second year in the countryside, their eventual
choice would be better informed, but they would have less substance as
persons.
Be this as it may, it is clear that explanations in terms of habituation and
resignation cannot even be fitted into this extended utilitarianism. If
preferences are reversibly linked to situations, then preferences over pairs
of situations appear in a very different light. If an initial preference for city
life could be reversed by extended exposure to the countryside and vice
versa, then Sen's argument (in my reading of it) implies that we do not have
to bother with preferences at all. And this is not an extension of utilitarianism, but its breakdown. At least this holds for ordinal utilitarianism.?
Cardinal utilitarianism, in its classical version, is perfectly capable of
handling the problem, by comparing the total want satisfaction of countryside life with countryside preferences to city life with city preferences.
But, as further argued in section III, cardinal utilitarianism then has to face
other and even more serious problems.
Adaptive preference formation can be distinguished, secondly, from
pre commitment, by which I mean the deliberate restriction of the feasible
set.S If my preferred alternative in the feasible set coincides with my
preferred alternative in a larger set of possible alternatives, this may indeed
be due to adaptive preference change, but it may al~o happen because I
have deliberately shaped the feasible set so as to exclude certain possible
choices. Some people marry for this reason, i.e. they want to create a barrier to prevent them from leaving each other for whimsical reasons. Other
people abstain from marriage because they want to be certain that their
love for each other is not due to adaptive preference formation. It does not
seem possible to ensure both that people stay together for the right
reasons, and that they do not leave each other for the wrong reasons. If one
deliberately restricts the feasible set, one also runs the risk that the
preferences that initially were the reason for the restriction ultimately
come to be shaped by it, in the sense that they would have changed had
they not been so restricted.
Another example that shows the need for this distinction is the desire for
submission to authority. As brilliantly argued by Paul Veyne 9 in his study
of authority relations in Classical Antiquity, the mechanism of sour grapes
may easily lead the subjects to glorify their rulers, but this is then an

ideology induced by and posterior to the actual submission, not a
masochistic desire that generates and justifies it. As in the preceding
example, we need to distinguish between preferences being the cause of a
restricted feasible set, and their being an effect of the set. The oppressed
may spontaneously invent an ideology justifying their oppression, but this
is not to say that they have invented the oppression itself.
Adaptive preferences, thirdly, differ from the deliberate manipulation of
wants by other people. If one only wants what little one can get, one's
preferences are perhaps induced by other people in whose interests it is to
keep one content with little:
A may exercise power over B by getting him to do what he does not want to do, but
he also exercises power over him by influencing, shaping or determining his very
wants. Indeed, is it not the supreme exercise of power to get another or others to
have the desires you want them to have - that is, to ensure their compliance py
controlling their thoughts and desires? One does not have to go to the lengths of
talking about Brave New World, or the world of B. F. Skinner, to see this: thought
control takes many less total and more mundane forms, through the control of
information, through the mass media and through the processes of socialisation. lO

There is an ambiguity in this passage, for does it propose a purposive or a
functional explanation of wants? Do the rulers really have the power to
induce deliberately certain beliefs and desires in their subjects? Or does the
passage only mean that certain desires and beliefs have consequences that
are good for the rulers? And if the latter, do these consequences e~plain
their causes? As argued by Veyne, the purposive explanation is
implausible. l l The rulers no doubt by their behaviour are able to induce in
their subjects certain beliefs and values that serve the rulers' interest, but
only on the condition that they do not deliberately try to achieve this goal.
From the rulers' point of view, the inner states of the subjects belong to
the category of states that are essentially byproducts. 12 The functional explanation hinted at in the reference to 'processes of socialisation' is no
more plausible. True, adaptive preference formation may have consequences that are beneficial to the rulers, but these do not explain how the
preferences came to be held. On the contrary, the very idea of adaptation
points to a different explanation. It is good for the rulers that the subjects
be content with little, but what explains it is that it is good for the subjects.
Frustration with the actual state of affairs would be dangerous for the
Lukes 1974, p. 23.
Veyne 1976, passim.
12 Farber 1976 has a brief discussion of a similar notion, 'willing what cannot be willed'. He
restricts the idea, however, to the inducement of certain states (belief, sleep, happiness) in
oneself, whereas it can also be applied to paradoxical attempts to induce by command
certain states (love, spontaneity, disobedience) in others. For the latter, see the works of the
Palo Alto psychiatrists, e.g. Watzlawick 1978.

10
11

This observation owes much to Williams 1976a.
I am grateful to G. A. Cohen for pointing out to me the crucial difference between ordinal
and cardinal utilitarianism in this respect.
8 Elster 1979, Ch. II has an extended analysis of this notion, with many examples.
9 Veyne 1976. For an exposition and interpretation of Veyne's view, see Elster 1980.
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rulers, but also psychologically intolerable to the ruled, and the latter fact
is what explains the adaptive preferences. How it explains them is brought
out by the next distinction.
Adaptive preference formation, fourthly, differs from deliberate character planning. It is a causal process taking place 'behind my back', not the
intentional shaping of desires advocated by the Stoic, buddhist or spinozistic philosophies, by psychological theories of self-control or the economic
theory of 'egonomics'.13 The psychological state of wanting to do a great
many things that you cannot possibly achieve is very hard to live with. If
the escape from this tension takes place by some causal mechanism, such
as Festinger's 'reduction of cognitive dissonance',14 we may speak of
adaptive preference change. The process then is regulated by something
like a drive, not by a conscious want or desire. If, by contrast, I perceive
that I am frustrated and understand why, I may deliberately set out to
change my wants so as to be able to fulfil a larger part of them. I then act on
a second-order desire, not on a drive. To bring home the reality of the
distinction between drives and second-order wants, consider counteradaptive preferences. No one could choose to have such preferences, and
so they can only be explained by some kind of perverse drive of which it
can be said, metaphorically speaking, that it has the person rather than the
other way around.
The difference between adaptive preference formation and deliberate
character planning may show up not only in the process, but in the end
result as well. One difference is that I may, in principle at least, intentionally shape my wants so as to coincide exactly with (or differ optimally
from) my possibilities, whereas adaptive preference formation tends to
overshoot, resulting in excessive rather than in proper meekness. IS
Another is that adaptive preference change usually takes the form of
downgrading the inaccessible options ('sour grapes'), whereas deliberate
character planning has the goal of upgrading the accessible ones.t 6 In a less
than perfect marriage, I may adapt either by stressing the defects of the
wise and beautiful women who rejected me, or by cultivating the good
points of the one who finally accepted me. But in the general case adaptive
preferences and character planning can be distinguished only by looking
into the actual process of want formation.
Lastly, adaptive preference formation should be distinguished from
wishful thinking and rationalisation, which are mechanisms that reduce
frustration and dissonance by shaping the perception of the situation
Schelling 1978.
Festinger 1957; 1964.
15 Veyne 1976, pp. 312-13.
16 Kolm 1979.

rather than the evaluation of it. The two may sometimes be hard to tell
fro~ each othe:. In.the French version of the fable of the sour grapes, the
f?x .IS deluded III hIS perception of the grapes: they are too green. (And
SImIlarly for counteradaptive preferences, as in The grass is always
greener on t?e.other side of the fence'.) But in many cases the phenomena
are. clea~ly dlStlllct. I~ I do not get .the promotion I have coveted, then I may
rat~onalIse ?efeat eIther by saylllg that 'my superiors fear my ability'
(mlsper~eptl.on of t~e situation) or 'the top job is not worth having
anyway (mlsformauon of preferences). Or again I may change my life
style so as to benefit from the leisure permitted by the less prestigious job
(character planning).
Just as one cannot tell from the preferences alone whether they have
been shaped by adaptation, so one cannot always tell from the beliefs
alone whether they arise from wishful thinking. A belief may stem from
wishful thinking, and yet be not only coherent, but true and even ·wellfounded, if the good reason I have for holding it is not what makes me hold
it. I ma~ believe myself about to be promoted, and have good reasons for
that belIef, and yet the belief may stem from wishful thinking so that I
would have held it even had I not had those reasons. This shows that
wishful thinking, like adaptive preference formation, is a causal rather
than a~ inte~tional phenomenon. Self-deception, if there is such a thing,
has ~n Illtentl?nal com?onent in that I know the truth of what I am trying
to hIde from SIght. But If what I believe out of wishful thinking is also what
I have reason.to believe, there can be no such duality. Wishful thinking, it
seems to me, IS best defined as a drive towards what I want to believe not
as a flight from what I do not want to believe.J7
'
In the. short run the ~eSUIt of wishful thinking and of adaptive preference
change IS the same, VIZ. reduction of dissonance and frustration. In the
long run, however, the two mechanisms may work in opposite directions
as in ~he follo~ing important case. This is the classical finding from Th;
~mertcan Sol~ter that there was a positive correlation between possibilities of promotIOn and level of frustration over the promotion system. IS In
the services i~ which the promotion chances were good, there was also
more frustratIOn over promotion chances. In Robert Merton's words this
para??xi.cal finding had its explanation in that a 'generally high ra~e of
mobIlIty Illduced excessive hopes and expectations among members of the
group so that each is more likely to experience a sense of frustration in his
present position and disaffection with the chances for promotion' .19 Other
explanations have also been proposed that make the frustration depend on
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I elaborate on these slightly cryptic remarks in Elster (fonhcoming).
Stouffer 1949.
19 Merton 1957, Ch. VIII.
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rational rather than excessive expectations. 20 We might also envisage,
however, a quite different explanation in terms of sour grapes: frustration
occurs when promotion becomes sufficiently frequent, and is decided on
sufficiently universalistic grounds, that there occurs what we may call a
release from adaptive preferences. On either hypothesis, increased objective possibilities for well-being bring about decreased subjective wellbeing, be it through the creation of excessive expectations or by the
inducement of a new level of wants. The relevant difference between the
two mechanisms for ethics is the following. Giving the utilitarian the best
possible case, one may argue that frustration due to wishful thinking should
be dismissed as irrational and irrelevant. But on the standard utilitarian
argument, it is hardly possible to dismiss in the same manner frustration
due to' more ambitious wants. If we are to do so, we must somehow be
able to evaluate wants, but this brings us outside the standard theory.
To recapitulate, then, adaptive preference formation has five distinctive
features that enable us to locate it on the map of the mind. It differs from
learning in that it is reversible; from precommitment in that it is an effect
and not a cause of a restricted feasible set; from manipulation in that it is
endogenous; from character planning in that it is causal; and from wishful
thinking in that it concerns the evaluation rather than the perception of the
situation. These phenomena are all related to adaptive preference formation,through their causes (reduction of dissonance) or their effects (adjustment of wants to possibilities). They also differ importantly from adaptive
preferences, notably in their relevance for ethics. Some of these differences
have been briefly noted in the course of the discussion; they form a main
topic of section III below.
II

From the external characterisation of adaptive preferences, I now turn to
the internal structure of that phenomenon. I shall take an oblique route to
the goal, beginning with a discussion of the relation between adaptive
preference formation and freedom. In fact, both welfare and freedom, as
well as power, have been defined in terms of getting or doing what one
most prefers. It is well known, but not particularly relevant in the present
context, that the attempt to define power in terms of getting what you
want comes up against the problem of adaptive preferences. 21 It is equally
20
21
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Boudon 1977, Ch. V.
Goldman 1972, following Robert Dahl, calls this the problem of the chameleon. Observe
that adaptive preferences do not detract from power, as they do from welfare and
freedom. If you have the power to bring about what you want, it is irrelevant whether
your wants are shaped by the anticipation of what would have been brought about
anyway. There is nothing shadowy or insubstantial about preemptive power.
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well known, and more to the point, that adaptive preferences also create
problems for the attempt to define freedom as the freedom to do what you
want.
We need to assume that we have acquired some notion of what it means
to be free to do something. This is not a simple question. It raises problems
about the relation between formal freedom and real ability; between the
distributive and the collective senses of mass freedom; between internal
and external, positive and negative, man-made and natural, deliberate and
accidental obstacles to freedom. I cannot even begin to discuss these issues
here, and so I shall have to take for granted a rough notion of what
freedom to act in a certain way means. But not all freedom is freedom to do
something; there is also freedom tout court, being a free man. Freedom in
this sense clearly in some way turns upon the things one is free to do - but
how?
We may distinguish two extreme answers to this question. One is that
freedom consists in being free to do what one wants to do. This view is
sometimes imputed to the Stoics and to Spinoza, with dubious justification. In a well-known passage Isaiah Berlin argues against this notion of
freedom: 'If degrees of freedom were a function of the satisfaction of
desires, I could increase freedom as effectively by eliminating desires as by
satisfying them; I could render men (including myself) free by conditioning
them into losing the original desire which I have decided not to satisfy.'22
And this, in his view, is unacceptable. Berlin is not led by this consideration
into the opposite extreme, which is that freedom is simply a function of the
number an~ importance of the things one is free to do, but his view is fairly
close to thiS extreme. 23 The possibility of adaptive preferences leads him
into downgrading the importance of actual wants, and to stress the
freedom to do things that I might come to want even if I do not actually
desire them now.
n:~re is, ~owever, a? ambiguity in Berlin's argument. 'Conditioning
I?en mt~ losmg the deSires that cannot be satisfied is a form of manipulatIOn, which means that the ensuing want structure is not a fully autonomous one. And I completely agree that full (or optimal) satisfaction of a
non-autonomous set of wants is not a good criterion of freedom. And the
, same holds for the adjustment of aspirations to possibilities that takes
place behind my back, through adaptive preference formation. But there is
a third possibility, that of autonomous character formation. If I consciously shape myself so as only to want what I can get, I can attain full
satisfaction of an autonomous want structure, and this can with more
ju~tification be called freedom, in the Stoic or spinozistic sense. Being a free
22
23

Berlin 1969, pp. xxxviii-xl.
See Berlin 1969, p. 130 n for an exposition of his view.
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man is to be free to do all the things that one autonomously wants to do.
This definition is less restrictive than Berlin's (and certainly less restrictive
than the extreme view to which he is closest), but more restrictive than the
extreme-Berlin is attacking, that being free is to be free to do the things one
wants, regardless of the genesis of the wants.
If this definition of freedom is to be of real value, we need a definition or
a criterion for autonomous wants. This I cannot provide. I can enumerate
a large number of mechanisms that shape our wants in a non-autonomus
way, but I cannot say with any confidence whatsoever that the wants that
are not shaped in any of these ways are ipso facto autonomous. And so it
seems that for practical purposes we must fall back on a definition similar
to Berlin's. But I think we can do better than this. We can exclude
operationally at least one kind of non-autonomous wants, viz. adaptive
preferences, by requiring freedom to do otherwise. If I want to do x, and
am free to do x, and free not to do x, then my want cannot be shaped by
necessity. (At least this holds for the sense of 'being free to do x' in which it
implies 'knowing that one is free to do x'. If this implication is rejected,
knowledge of the freedom must be added as an extra premiss.) The want
may be shaped by all other kinds of disreputable psychic mechanisms, but
at least it is not the result of adaptive preference formation. And so we may
conclude that, other things being equal, one's freedom is a function of the
number and the importance of the things that one (i) wants to do, (ii) is free
to do and (iii) is free not to do.
An alternative proof that my want to do x is not shaped by the lack of
alternatives would be that I am not free to do x. It would be absurd to say
that my freedom increases with the number of things that I want to do, but
am not free to do, but there is a core of truth in this paradoxical statement.
If there are many things that I want to do, but am unfree to do, then this
indicates that my want structure is not in general shaped by adaptive
preference formation, and this would also include the things that I want to
do and am free to do, but not free not to do. And this in turn implies that
the things I want to do and am free to do, but not free not to do, should
after all count in my total freedom, since there is a reason for believing the
want to be an autonomous or at least non-adaptive one. The reason is
weaker than the one provided by the freedom to do otherwise, but it still is
a reason of a sort. Given two persons with exactly the same things which
they both want to do and are free to do, then (ceteris paribus) the one is
freer (or more likely to be free) who is free not to do them; also (ceteris
paribus) the one is freer (or more likely to be free) who wants to do more
things that he is not free to do.
These two criteria do not immediately carryover from freedom to
welfare. The objects of welfare differ from the objects of freedom in that,
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for sO,me of them at least, it makes little sense to speak of not being free to
abstam from them. It makes good sense to say that freedom of worship is
enhanced by the freedom not to worship, but hardly to say that the welfare
derived from a certain consumption bundle is enhanced by the option of
not consuming that bundle, since one always has that option. Nevertheless
it remains true t~at (i) the larger the feasible set and (ii) the more your
wa?ts go beyond, It, the smaller the probability that your wants are shaped
by It. Or to put It the other way around: a small feasible set more easily
leads to adap~ive preference~, and even with a large feasible set one may
suspect adaptIve preferences If the best element in the feasible set is also the
globally best element.
On the other hand, even if the best element in the feasible set is also
glo~ally best, preferences m,ay be autonomous, viz. if they are shaped by
delIberate character formatIOn. The question then becomes whether we
can have evidence about this beyond the (usually unavailable) direct
evidence about the actual process of want formation. Quite tentatively, I
suggest the following condition of autonomy for preferences:
If SI and S2 are two feasible sets, with induced preference structures Rand R then
for no x or y (in the global set) should it be the case that XP1Y and yP 2X. 2'

This condition allows preferences to collapse into indifference, and indifference to expand into preference, but excludes a complete reversal of
preferences. Graphically, when .the fox turns away from the grapes, his
preference for raspberry over strawberry should not be reversed. The
c:on~ition permits c~anges both in intra-set and inter-set rankings. Assume
x,y m Sl and u, v m S2' Then xP1u and xi2 u could be explained as a
deliberate upgrading of ~he elements in the new feasible set. Similarly xP lY
and xi1y could be explamed by the fact that there is no need to make fine
distinctions among the alternatives that are now inaccessible. And ui1v
and uP2 v could be explained by the need to make such distinctions among
the ele~e~ts that now hav~ become available. By contrast, xP1u and uP IX
would mdIcate an upgradmg of the new elements (or a down-grading of
the old) beyond what is called for. (Recall here the observation that
adaptive preferences tend to overshoot.) Similarly xP1y and yP2x (or uP1v
an? vP2u) are blatantly irrational phenomena, for there is no reason why
adjustment to the new set should reverse the internal ranking in the old.
Fo~ ~ conjec:ural example of preference change violating this autonomy
condItIOn, I mIght prefer (in my state as a free civilian) to be a free civilian
rather than a concentration camp prisoner, and to be a camp prisoner
rather than a camp guard. Once inside the camp, however, I might come to
prefer being a guard over being a free civilian, with life as a prisoner
ranked bottom. In other words, when the feasible set is (x,y,z), I prefer x
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over y and y over z, but when the feasible set is (y,z) I prefer z over x and x
over y. In both cases the best element in the feasible set is also globally best,
not in itself a sign of non-autonomy. But in addition the restriction of the
feasible set brings about a reversal of strong preferences, violating the
condition. If the restricted set had induced indifference between x and y,
both being preferred to z, this would have been evidence of a truly Stoic
mastery of self. For another example, consider the labourer who after a
transfer to the city comes to reverse his ranking of the various modes of
farming, preferring now the more mechanised forms that he previously
ranked bottom. Thirdly, observe that modernisation does not merely
imply that new occupations are interpolated at various places in the
prestige hierarchy, but that a permutation of the old occupations takes
place as well.
When a person with adaptive preferences experiences a change in the
feasible set, one of two things may happen: readaptation to the new set, or
release from adaptation altogether. Proof of the latter would be if the
globally best element were no longer found in the feasible set. And even if
the feasible best remained the global best, release from adaptation might
be conjectured if no reversal of strong preferences took place. Readaptation was illustrated in the city-countryside example, whereas release from
adaptation is exemplified below in the example of the Industrial Revolution. In this example the release is diagnosed through the first criterion,
that the global best is outside the feasible set. The second criterion (no
strong reversal of preferences) presumably would'not find widespread
application, because of the relative rarity of conscious character planning.
A final remark may be in order. It is perhaps more common, or more
natural, to think of preferences as induced by the actual state than by the
feasible set. I believe, however, that the distinction is only a conceptual
one. Consider again the city-countryside example. To live in the city may
be considered globally as a state which (when in the city) I prefer over the
countryside, considered as another global state. With a more fine-grained
description of the states, however, it is clear that there are many modes of
farming, all accessible to me when in the countryside, and many modes of
city life that I can choose when I live in the city. Adaptive preferences then
imply that according to my city preferences my globally best alternative is
some variety of city life, but there may well be some varieties of countryside life that I prefer to some city lives. But in a useful shorthand we may
disregard this and simply speak of states as inducing preferences, as will be
done in the example developed below.
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III

To discuss the releva~ce of adaptive preferences for utilitarian theory, I
shall take up the question whether the Industrial Revolution in Britain was
a go?d or a bad thing. I.n the debate among historians over this question,24
two Issues have been raised and sometimes confused. First, what happened
to the welfare level of the British population between 1750 and 1850?
~econdly, co~ld industrialisation have taken place in a less harsh way than
It actually did? Focussing here on the first issue, what kind of evidence
would be relevant? Clearly the historians are justified in singling out the
real wage, mortality, morbidity and employment as main variables: their
average values, dispersion across the population and fluctuations over
time. But if we are really concerned with the question of welfare, then we
should also ask about the level of wants and aspirations. If the Industrial
Revolution made wants rise faster than the capacity for satisfying them,
should we then say t~at the Pessimist interpretation was correct andthat
there was a fall in the standard of living? Or, following the non-Pessimist25
interpretation, should we say that an increased capacity for want satisfaction implies a rise in the standard of living? Or, following Engels,26 should
we say ~hat, even i~ there was a fall in the material standard of living, the
Industnal Revolution should be welcomed because it brought the masses
out Qf: their apathetic vegetation and so raised their dignity?
The problem is analogous to the one of The American Soldier, and as in
that example there is also the possibility that frustration (if such there was)
stemmed from excessive expectations and not from rising aspirations. If
that proved to be the case, the utilitarian might not want to condemn the
Industrial Revolution. He could say, perhaps, that insatisfaction derived
fr?~ irrational b~liefs should not count when we add up the sum total of
utilIty. If we reqUIre preferences to be informed, then surely it is reasonable
also to require beliefs to be well-grounded? But I do not think the utilitarian could say the same about frustration derived from more ambitious
wants, and if this proved to be the main source of insatisfaction he could be
led into a wholesale rejection of the Industrial Revolution. I assume in the
immediate sequel that ther~ was indeed some frustration due to a new level
of wants, and try to spell out what this implies for utilitarianism. Later on I
return to the problem of excessive expectations.
Imagine that we are initially in pre-industrial state x, with induced
24
25

26

Elster 1978a, pp. 196 ff. has further references to this debate

~s a~g~ed in Elster 1978~, the terms 'optimism' vs. 'pessimism' ~re misleading. The issue of

pessImIsm ~s non·pesslmlsm IS the factual one discussed here, and the question of optimism
vs non-optImIsm the counterfactual one of alternative and better ways of industrialisation.
Engels 1975, pp. 308-9. .
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utility functions UI ••. Un' We may think of these as either ordinal and
non-comparable (i.e. as shorthand for continuous preferences) or as fully
comparable in the classical cardinal sense. I shall refer to the two 'Cases as
the ordinal and the cardinal ones, but the reader should keep in mind that
the crucial difference is that the latter permit one, as the former do not, to
speak unambiguously of the sum total of utility. Assume now that industrialisation takes place, so that we move to state y, with induced utility
functions VI ••• Vn' In addition there is a possible state z, representing a
society in which more people enjoy the benefits of industrialisation, or all
people enjoy more benefits. Given the utility functions, we assume some
kind of utilitarian device for arriving at the social choice. In the ordinal
case, this must be some kind of social choice function; in the cardinal case
we say that one should choose that state which realises the greatest sum
total of utility. We then make the following assumptions about the utility
functions UI . . . Un:
Ordinal case: According to the pre-industrial utility functions, x should
be the social choice in (x,y,z)
Cardinal case: According to the pre-industrial utility functions, the sum
total of utility is larger in x than it would be in either y or z.

We then stipulate the following for the utility functions

VI ••• Vn:

Ordinal case: According to the industrial utility functions, the social
choice mechanism ranks z over y and y over x.
Cardinal case: According to the industrial utility functions, there is a
larger sum of utility in z than in y, and a larger sum in y than in x.

And finally I add for the
Cardinal case: The sum total of utility in x under the pre-industrial
utility functions is greater than the sum total of utility in y under the
industrial utility functions.

This means that before industrialisation, in both the ordinal and the
cardinal case, the individuals live in the best of all possible worlds. After
industrialisation, this is no longer true, as the social choice would now be
an even more industrialised world. Nevertheless the industrialised state is
socially preferred over the pre-industrial one, even though (assuming the
cardinal case) people are in fact worse off than they used to be. The
intuitive meaning is that for everybody z is better than y on some objective
dimension (actual or expected income) and y better than x; indeed y is
sufficiently much better than x to create a new level of desires, and z
sufficiently much better than y to engender a level of frustration that
actually makes people (cardinally) worse off in y than they were in x,
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although, to repeat, the social choice in y is y rather than x. 'We were
happier before we got these fanc;y new things, although now we would be
miserable without them.' Clearly'tl1e story is not an implausible one.
What in this case should the utilitarian recommend? The ordinal utilitarian l:as, I believe, no grounds for any recommendation at all. State x is
socially better than y according to the x-preferences, and y better than x
according to the y-preferences, and no more can be said. The cardinal
utilitarian, however, would unambiguously have to recommend x over y
on the stated assumptions. But this, I submit, is unacceptable. It cannot be
true that the smallest loss in welfare always counts for more than the
largest increase in autonomy. There must be cases in which the autonomy
of wants overrides the satisfaction of wants. And the release from adaptive
preferences has exactly these consequences in the case that we have
described; inducement of frustration and creation of autonomous persons.
We do not want to solve social problems by issuing vast doses of tranquillisers, nor do we want people to tranquillise themselves through adaptive
preference change. Engels may have overestimated the mindless bliss of
pre-industrial society and underrated the mindless misery, but this does
not detract from his observation that 'this existence, cosily romantic as it
was, was nevertheless not worthy of human beings'P
I am not basing my argument on the idea that frustration in itself may be
agood thing. I believe this to be true, in that happiness requires an element
of con~ummation and an element of expectation that reinforce each other
iii some complicated way. 'To be without some of the things you want is an
indispensable part of happiness.'28 But a utilitarian would then be happy
to plan for optimal frustration. I am saying that even more-than-optimal
frustration may be a good thing if it is an indispensable part of autonomy.
Nor am I arguing that the search for ever larger amounts of material goods
is the best life for man. There certainly comes a point beyond which the
frustrating search for material welfare no longer represents a liberation
from adaptive preferences, but rather an enslavement to addictive
preferences. But I do argue that this point is not reached in the early stages
of industrialisation. Only the falsely sophisticated would argue that to
strive for increased welfare was non-autonomous from its very inception.
I should now explain exactly how this example provides an objection to
utilitarian theory. Genenilly speaking, a theory of justice or of social
choice should satisfy two criteria (among others). Firstly, it should be a
guide to action, in the sense that it should enable us to make effective
choices in most important situations. If in a given case the theory tells us
that two or more alternatives are equally and maximally good, then this
27
28

Engels 1975, p. 309.
Bertrand Russell, quoted after Kenny 1965-6.
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should have a substantive meaning and not simply be an artifact of the
theory. The latter is true, for example, of the Pareto principle that x is
socially better than y if and only if one person strictly prefers x and y and
no one strictly prefers y over x, whereas society is 'indifferent' between x
and y if some person strictly prefers x over y and some other person strictly
prefers y over x. Even though this principle formally establishes a ranking,
it is hopelessly inadequate as a guide to action. A theory should not tell us
that some alternatives are non-comparable, nor try to overcome this
problem by stipulating that society is indifferent between all noncomparable alternatives.
Secondly, we must require of a theory of justice that it does not strongly
violate our ethical intuitions in particular cases. If a theory suggests that
people should take tranquillisers when the Coase theorem requires them
to,29 then we know that it is a bad theory. True, the proper role of such
intuitions is not well understood. If they are culturally relative, one hardly
sees why they should be relevant for a non-relative theory of justice. And if
they are culturally invariant, one suspects that they might have a biological
foundation,30 which would if anything make them even less relevant for
ethics. Perhaps one could hope that persons starting from different intuitions might converge towards a unique reflective equilibrium,3l which
would then represent man as a rational rather than a culturally or biologically determined being. Such problems notwithstanding, I do not see how
a theory of justice can dispense with intuitions altogether.
My argument against utilitarianism then is that it fails on both counts.
Ordinal utilitarianism in some cases fails to produce a decision, and cardinal utilitarianism sometimes generates bad decisions. The indecisiveness
or ordinal utilitarianism is due, as in other cases, to the paucity of information about the preferences. Cardinal utilitarianism allows for more information, and therefore ensures solutions to the decision problem. But
even cardinal ism allows too little information. Satisfaction induced by
resignation may be indistinguishable on the hedonometer from satisfaction of autonomous wants, but I have argued that we should distinguish
between them on other grounds.
The distinctions elaborated in section I may now be brought to bear on
these issues. The reason why counteradaptive preferences are less problematic for ethics than adaptive ones is that release from counteradaptive
preferences simultaneously improves autonomy and welfare. When I no
longer possess (or no longer am possessed by) the perverse drive for
novelty and change, the non-satisfaction of non-autonomous wants may
29
30
31
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turn into the satisfaction of autonomous ones. The destructive character of
counteradaptive preferences is well illustrated in an example due to von
Weiszacker.32 Here a person obsessed by the quest for novelty is bled to
dea~h by a series of stepwise changes, each of which is perceived as an
improvement in terms of the preferences induced by the preceding step.
Clearly, to be released from this obsession is both a good thing in itself and
has good consequences for welfare. Release from adaptive preferences,
however, may be good on the autonomy dimension while bad on the
welfare dimension.
Similar remarks apply to character planning, which may improve welfare without loss of autonomy. I am not arguing that character planning is
ipso facto autonomous, for surely there are non-autonomous secondorder wants, e.g. being addicted to will-power. 33 But I do not believe these
cases to be·eentrally important, and in any case I am here talking about
changes in the degree of autonomy. Character planning may improve
welfare compared both to the initial problematic situation and to the
alternative solution, which is adaptive preference change. First, recall that
character planning tends to upgrade the possible, which cardinally speaking is better than a downgrading of the impossible. Both solutions reduce
frustration, but character planning leaves one cardinally better off.
Secondly, observe that the strategy of character planning is fully compatible with the idea that for happiness we need to have wants somewhat
(but not too much) beyond our means. True, this notion is incompatible
with the Buddhist version of character planning that sees in frustration
only a source of misery.34 But I believe that this is bad psychology, and that
Leibniz was right in that 'I'inquietude est essentielle a la felicite des
creatures' .35 And this means that character planning should go for optimal
frustration, which makes you better off than in the initial state (with
more-than-optimal frustration) and also better off than with adaptive
preferences, which tend to limit aspirations to, or even below, the level of
possibilities, resulting in a less-than-optimal level of frustration.
Endogenous preference change by learning not only creates no problems
for ethics, but is positively required by it. If trying out something you
believed you would not like makes you decide that you like it after all, then
von Weiszacker 1971; also Elster 1978a, p. 78, who gives as an illustration the sequence
(112,3/2), (3/4,112), (114,3/4), (3/8,114) ... in which each bundle is seen as an improvement
over the preceding one because it implies an increase in the smallest component. A very
conservative person, conversely, might reject each change in the opposite direction because
it implies a reduction in the largest component. Such conservatism is akin to adaptive
preference change, since it implies that you systematically upgrade what is most abundantly available (or downgrade the relatively unavailable).
33 Elster 1979, p. 40.
34 See Kolm 1979.
35 Leibniz 1875-90, vol. V, p. 175.
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the latter preferences should be made into the basis for social choice, and
social choice would not be adequate without such a basis. This is, of
course, subject to the qualifications mentioned above: the new preferences
should not be reversible simply by making the preferred object inaccessible, and the need for knowledge may be overridden by the need for
substance of character. Nor does pre commitment create any difficulties. If
the wants are prior to and actually shape the feasible set, then the coincidence of aspirations and possibilities is in no way disturbing. As to the deliberate (exogenous) manipulation of wants, it can be condemned out of hand
on grounds of autonomy, and possibly on grounds of welfare as well.
Hard problems remain, however, concerning the relation between misperception of the situation and misformation of the preferences. Consider
again the alternative interpretation of the Industrial Revolution, in' terms
of excessive anticipations rather than of rising aspirations. From the work
of Tocqueville, Merton and Veyne, it would appear that below a certain
threshold of actual mobility, expected mobility is irrationally low, in fact
zero. Above this threshold, expected mobility becomes irrationally high,
close to unity. And so, in society with little actual mobility, preferences may adapt to the perceived rather than to the actual situation, a
contributing factor to what I have called overshooting or over-adaptation.
Similarly, once a society has passed the mobility threshold, irrational
expectations are generated, with a corresponding high level of wants. The
intensity of the desire for improvement grows with the belief in its probability, and the belief in turn through wishful thinking feeds on the desire.
This view, if correct, implies that one cannot sort out in any simple way
the frustration due to irrational expectations from the one due to a new
level of aspirations. Let us imagine, however, that there was no tendency
to wishful thinking. Then the actual and the expected rates of mobility
would coincide (or at least not differ systematically), and the rational
expectation would then generate a specific intensity of desire or aspiration
level, with a corresponding level of frustration. The utilitarian might then
want to argue that in this counterfactual state with rational expectations
there would not be generated so much frustration as to make people
actually worse off after the improvement in their objective situation. I am
not certain that this is a relevant counterargument, for should one's
acceptance of utilitarian theory turn upon empirical issues of this kind?
And in any case I am not sure that the counterfactual statement is in fact
true. Even when one knows that there is only a modest probability that one
will get ahead, it may be sufficient to induce a state of acute dissatisfaction.
But I have less than perfect confidence in both of these replies to the
utilitarian counterargument, and so there is a gap in my argument. I leave
it to the reader to assess for himself the importance of the difficulty.
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The criticism I have directed against utilitarian theory is, essentially,
that it takes account of wan!~nly as they are given, subject at most to a
clause about the need for learning about the alternatives. My objection has
been what one might call 'backward-looking', arguing the need for an
aMlysis of the genesis of wants. Before I spell out some methodological
implications of this objection, I would like to point out that theassumption of given wants may also be questioned from two other directions,
which for mnemonic purposes I shall call 'upward-looking' and 'forward-looking' respectively.
The language of directions suggests that preferences may be viewed
along two dimensions. One is the temporal dimension: the formation and
change of preferences. The other is a hierarchical dimension: the ranking
of preferences according to higher-order preferences. If, in addition to
!nformation about the first-order preferences of individuals, we have
mformation about their higher-order preferences, we may be able to get
out of some of the paradoxes of social choice theory. This approach has
been pioneered by Amartya Sen. 36 For some purposes this 'upwardlooking' correction of preferences may be useful, but it can hardly serve as
a general panacea.
Preferences, however, may also be corrected in a more substantial
manner. Instead of looking at politics as the aggregation of given
p.references, one may argue that the essence of politics is the transformatIon of preferences through public and rational discussion. This 'forwardlooking' approach has been pioneered by Jurgen Habermas in numerous
recent works. On his view, the multifarious individual preferences are not
a final authority, but only idiosyncratic wants that must be shaped and
purged in public discussion about the public good. In principle this debate
is to go on until unanimity has been achieved, which implies that in a
rationally organised society there will be no problem of social choice as
currently conceived. Not optimal compromise, but unanimous agreement
is the goal of politics. The obvious objection is that unanimity may take a
long time to achieve, and in the meantime decisions must be made _ and
how can we then avoid some kind of aggregation procedure? In addition
the unanimity, even if sincere, could easily be spurious in the sense of
deriving from conformity rather than from rational conviction. There is no
need to assume force or manipulation as the source of conformity, for
there is good psychological evidence that a discordant minority will fall
!nto line simply to reduce dissonanceY Habermas assumes crucially that
m the absence of force rationality will prevail, but this is hardly borne out
by the facts. I have argued that the containment of wants within the limits
36

37

Sen 1974; 1977b.
Asch 1956.
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of the possible should make us suspicious about their autonomy, and
similarly I believe that unanimity of preferences warrants some doubts
about their authenticity. This implies, at the very least, that the forwardlooking approach must be supplemented by the backward-looking scrutiny. The end result of unanimity does not in itself ensure rationality, for
we must also ascertain that agreement is reached in an acceptable way.
The backward-looking approach in all cases involves an inquiry into the
history of the actualpreferences. One should note, however, that there are
other ways of taking historical information into account. Thus we may
make present decisions a function of present and past preferences, rather
than of present preferences together with their past history. The rationale
for using sequences of preferences as input to the social choice process
could only be that they would somehow capture the relevant historical
aspects of present preferences, and this they might well do. Persons tending to have adaptive preferences might be detected if they exhibit systematic variation of preferences with changing feasible sets. But the correlation
would at best be a crude one, since the tendency towards adaptive
preferences need not be a constant feature of a person's character.
The backward-looking principle is one of moral hysteresis,38 Since
information about the present may be insufficient to guide'moral and
political choice in the present, we may have to acquire information about
the past as well. In Robert Nozick's terminology, I have been engaged in a
polemic against end-state principles in ethical theory.39 In Nozick's own
. substantive theory of justice, we need information about the historical
sequence of transfers in order to determine what is a just distribution in the
present. In Marxist theories of justice we also need to go beyond present
ownership of capital goods, in order to determine whether it is justified by
past labour. 40 And Aristotle argued that in order to blame or condone
actions in the present, it is not enough to know whether the person was
free to do otherwise in the present: we also need to know whether there
was freedom of choice at some earlier stage. 4 ! In the present article, I have
raised a more elusive problem, the historical dimension of wants and
preferences. Adaptive preference formation is relevant for ethics, and it is
not always reflected in the preferences themselves, and so it follows that
ethics needs history.42
Elster 1976 has a discussion of the more well-known notion of causal hysteresis.
Nozick 1974, pp. 153 ff.
40 Elster 1978b,c.
41 Nicomachean Ethics, 1114a.
41 This conclusion parallels the conclusion of my forthcoming essay on 'Belief, bias and
ideology': 'Since epistemology deals with the rationality of beliefs, and since the rationality
of a belief can neither be read off it straight away nor be assessed by comparing the belief
with the evidence, we must conclude that epistemology needs history.'
18
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Acc~r~ing to -!"-. K. Se~, li?e.ralis~ (or 'libertarianism' as he now prefers to
call It ) permIts each mdlVldual m society 'the freedom to determine at
lea~t one social.choice, for example having his own walls pink rather than
whIte, other thmgs remaining the same for him and the rest of society'.2
.Sen conten?s that the value involving individual liberty illustrated by
thI~ example Imposes a constraint on social welfare functions - i.e. rules
whIch specify a ranking of social states with respect to whether they serve
the general welfare better or worse given information about the
preferences of individual members of society for these social states or their
welfare levels in these social states. This constraint 'represents a value
involving indivi~ual1iberty that many people would subscribe to' regardless of whether It captures all aspects of the presystematic usage of the
terms 'liberalism' or 'libertarianism'.3
Se?'s condition L asser~s that e.ach citizen ought to have his preference
rankmg of at least one paIr of SOCIal states determine the social ranking of
the same pair of states with respect to welfare. 4
. P. Bernholz pointed out that libertarians do not concede individuals
rIghts to determine the social ranking of social states but to determine
aspects of social states. S P. Gardenfors has recently combined Bernholz's
observation with R. Nozick's suggestion that granting rights to individuals
cedes to them the ability to constrain the domain of social choice to a given
class of social states. 6
. In h~s interesting discussion of Nozick's idea, Sen points to an ambiguity
m the mterpretation of a social ordering. He suggests that a social ordering
can be construed 'to be purely a mechanism for choice' or as 'reflecting a
view of social welfare'.7
Sen 1976, p. 218.
Sen 1970b, p. 153.
3 lac.cit., n1.
4 lac. cit.
5 Bernholz 1974, pp. 100-1.
6 Gardenfors 1978; and Nozick 1974, pp. 165-6.
7 Sen 1976, pp. 229-31.
1
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In the following discussion, I shall distinguish between a mechanism
for social choice, a standard for social value and a view of social
welfare.
Mechanisms for social choice are to be understood to be institutionally
sanctioned procedures for selecting social states. Liberalism or libertarianism is a doctrine recommending the imposition of constraints on social
choice mechanisms. Instead of having social states selected by some special
panel, rights holders make choices concerning aspects of social states over
which they hold socially sanctioned rights in accordance with their personal preferences. Through their choices, these aspects of the social state are
determined. Eii:her the result is the determination of the total social state
(in all relevant respects) or something is left fora governmental agency or
agencies to determine. To simplify the discussion, I shall suppose that
under a libertarian social choice mechanism the social state is totally
determined by the decisions of the rights holders over the domains to
which they hold rights.
In debating the merits of different social choice mechanisms, we should
consider the social states selected by the use of these mechanisms relative
to different contexts of social choice where the sets of feasible options or
social states vary. Presumably it is a mark in favour of a choice mechanism
when it chooses states which are best among those available when best
options exist and it is a mark against the mechanism when it chooses
inferior states when best options exist.
To make assessments of this sort requires some standard of social value
which evaluates social states with respect to whether they are better or
worse. Such a standard need not provide a complete ordering of the states
in any feasible set. It need not guarantee that there be at least one best
option in a feasible set. Nor need it be assumed that such a standard must
rank social states as better or worse according to how well they promote
social welfare. A view of social welfare may be endorsed as a standard of
social value. Whoever does so may be called a social-welfarist.
Views of social welfare are representable by social welfare functions
which by definition do completely order social states with respect to social
welfare as a function of the preferences or welfares of the individual
members of society. Different views of social welfare correspond to different types of constraint on social welfare functions. Of course, one can
entertain a view of social welfare without being prepared to advocate its
use as a standard of social value to be employed in assessing the admissibility of feasible options in contexts of social choice. But such views of
social welfare play no clear role in policy making. To be a social-welfarist
(of one of the many varieties entertainable) one should be ready to
appraise the admissibility of options in problems of social choice using a
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social welfare function as a standard of social value and, to this extent, to
appraise the legitimacy of social choice mechanisms.s
Non-social-welfarists may be divided into two categories. Some nonsocial-welfarists commit themselves in advance to a non-social-welfarist
standard of social value and appraise choice mechanisms in terms of how
well they promote the values licensed by the standard. If the 'fit' is poor,
they will propose tinkering with the choice mechanism rather than the
standard of value.
Other non-social-welfarists proceed in the opposite manner. If the fit is
poor, they will leave the choice mechanism intact and revise the standard
of social value.
Of course, non-social-welfarists might fail to belong strictly in either
category but, when the fit between choice mechanism and standard of
social value breaks down too badly may, depending on the type of breakdown, tamper with one or the other or with both. My own inclination is to
favour a view of this sort.
In any case, Nozick, Giirdenfors and recently F. Schick9 have argued
Social-welfarism should be distinguished from what Sen has called 'welfarism'.
Both welfarism and social-welfarism are 'outcome moralities'. Moreover, welfarism
according to Sen requires a standard of value representable by a social welfare function.
Hence, welfarism is a species of social-welfarism in my sense.
But there are types of social-welfarism which are not welfaristic in Sen's sense. Anyone
who endorses a standard of social value representable by a Social Welfare function is a
social-welfarist. Sen imposes additional constraints on the social welfare function. In
section 8 of 'On Weights and Measures: Informational Constraints on Social Welfare
Analysis', Sen 1977a, Sen requires that a welfarist social welfare function obey strong
neutrality. In 'Utilitarianism and Welfarism', Sen 1979b, p. 468, he requires conformity
with the Pareto principle as well. In this last cited paper, Sen contrasts welfarism with weak
paretianism which endorses social welfare functions obeying the weak Pareto principle. He
acknowledges that weak paretianism belongs in the same family of views as welfarism, it
can violate strong neutrality and, hence, may fail to be welfarist in the strict sense (or one of
the two strict senses) employed by Sen.
My 'social-welfarism' -is intended as a generic term covering Sen's welfarism as well as
weak paretianism.
I contend that a standard of value appraising the goodness of states has ramifications for
the appraisal of feasible options as admissible or inadmissible. I have just tried to indicate
briefly what I think some of these ramifications are. They fall short of what Sen calls a
'consequentialist'view (Sen 1979b, p. 464).
• Schick's statements (Schick 1980) are quite explicit on this point. He contends that liberals
(i.e. libertarians) focus on the distribution of goods rather than on the maximisation of
welfare, where goods are understood to endow their possessors with control over some
aspects of the social state. He points out that a ranking of alternative distributions of goods
so construed is not to be confused with a social welfare ranking. Social welfare functions
and the rankings they induce are not excluded from consideration (although the purpose
they serve in the formation of policy remains obscure). However, Schick explicitly denies
that liberals rank distributions of goods in terms of their efficiency in promoting welfare and
concludes thato()ne can consistently impose the Pareto principle P on social welfare functions and over the entire domain of social states while remaining a liberal. This is so because
constraints on social welfare functions have no bearing on the evaluation of the justness and
fairness of alternative distributions of goods.
(Cont.)
8
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that application of a social choice mechanism should not be evaluated in
terms of its efficacy in promoting social welfare. So they are clearly
non-social-welfarists. But their views seem stronger than that. They insist
that the rights of individuals are somehow fundamental in the appraisal of
choice mechanisms. I conjecture that they endorse variants of non-socialwelfarist libertarianism which require modification of the standard of
social value when its fit with libertarian choice mechanisms turns out to be
poor. Whatever the precise views of these authors might be, however, I
shall consider anyone who endorses such a position a rugged libertarian.
It is important to keep in mind that libertarianism (whether rugged,
social-welfaristic or of some non-social-welfaristic alternative to rugged
libertarianism) is distinguished by the constraints it advocates for mechanisms of social choice. On the assumption that ideally such a mechanism
should select states which are admissible relative to some standard for
social valuation, a libertarian view of the social choice mechanism has
ramifications for the standard of social valuation to be adopted; but unless
libertarianism is combined with social welfarism, libertarianism imposes
no constraints on social welfare functions. tO
Sen does not characterise libertarianism as imposing constraints on the
.social choice mechanism. His condition L is understood as a constraint on
social welfare functions; and he correctly establishes the incompatibility of
condition L with the weak Pareto principle.
A logomachy over the correct use of 'libertarianism' would be futile. But
it seems fairiy noncontroversial that under normal circumstances a person
I think this way of formulating the matter is somewhat less misleading than the Gardenfors-Nozick approach according to which the social welfare function is defined on those
states which remain after rights holders have exercised their rights and excluded others. I
doubt whether any issue of substance is involved.
It should also be mentioned that those rugged libertarians I have identified seem to reject
any evaluation of a system of rights by reference to the efficiency of the system in promoting
the goodness of'social states in any other sense of goodness than one whICh takes the
endowment with rights as a measure of goodness.
10 Some liberals or libertarians who are by no means social-welfaristic in their conception of
the goodness of social states have clearly been opposed to rugged libertarianism. This was
clearly true of John Dewey in the 1930s and 1940s who attacked those defenders of
property rights who did so in the name of freedom. Dewey thought that the systems of
property rights being defended were not effective in maximising more 'liberty' for individuals. It is clear that Dewey did not mean, by liberty for individuals, legally sanctioned
rights but a character attribute which individuals mayor may not lack - a capacity to
realise one's 'potentialities'. Nor did he mean welfare in the sense in which Sen and I are
using that term. But like social-welfarists and in opposition to rugged libertarians he was
concerned to pick and choose among systems of institutionalised rights in terms of how
well they promoted good social consequences. I think it is to be regretted that the recent
discussion has tended to polarise around the opposition between social-welfarist libertarians and rugged libertarians. Other forms of libertarianism are worth examining. I do not,
of course, think that any of the authors I have mentioned would disagree. (See Dewey
1946, especially Chapters 9 and 10.)
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should have the right to sleep on his back or on his belly. What is
noncontroversial in this claim is that no institutional procedures be
adopted which prevent anyone from sleeping as they choose and that
sanctions be adopted prohibiting others from interfering with such choice.
Thus, what is noncontroversial is a view of mechanisms for social choice
and not a view of social welfare. Hence, Sen may call his condition L a
libertarian principle if he likes; but that does not establish that L represents 'a value involving individual liberty' of the sort illustrated by the
fairly noncontroversial view that a person should have a right to sleep on
his back or his belly as he chooses.
On t~e other hand, Sen's thesis is not refuted either. The question to be
settled IS whether a. commitment to a libertarian mechanism for social
choice presupposes a version of L as a constraint on social welfare functions. If the answer is in the affirmative, Sen's condition L represents 'a
value involving individual liberty' even if one is a libertarian in the sense in
which libertarianism imposes constraints on mechanisms for social choice.
We have already seen that libertarianism does have ramifications for
standards of social value. On the other hand, unless the standard of social
value adopted is social-welfaristic, libertarianism has no implications for
social welfare functions. Rugged libertarians are not committed in virtue
of their libertarianism to any particular view of social welfare and, hence,
are not committed to condition L.
On the other hand, it is at least entertainable that a commitment to
social-welfarist libertarianism incurs a commitment to condition L as a
constraint on social welfare functions used as standards of social value. If
so, Sen's arguments will have established that a welfarist libertarian
cannot endorse a social welfare function as a standard of social value
conforming to the weak Pareto principle P and the condition of unrestricted domain U.
Social-welfarist libertarianism does not entail a commitment to L.
1:10reover, the constraints which are entailed are compatible with prinCIple P and, counter to what Bernholz suggests, with U as well.1I
Social-welfarist libertarianism does presuppose, however, that the
preferences of rights holders over disjunctions of social states are related to
social preference over social states in certain ways. But these constraints
may be met by restricting the beliefs rights holders have about the behaviour of other rights holders and not their preferences over social states.
I~ these observations are sound, it is perfectly possible to be a paretian,
soclal-welfarist libertarian. This possibility does not derive from any flaw
in Sen's proof that commitment to his condition L cannot be consistently
11

Bernholz 1974, p. 100.
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embraced along with commitment to conditions U and P on social welfare
functions. It is based on the fact that condition L is not a necessary
presupposition of social-welfarist libertarianism and that the presuppositions which are necessary do not preclude satisfaction of conditions U
and P.
Bernholz and Giirdenfors have both correctly emphasised that if agent X
possesses a right, the right concerns some aspect of social states. 1Z The
social choice mechanism does not secure for X the power to determine
social state~but only some aspect of such states. When X exercises his
right, he does not choose a social state but chooses one of several alternative determinations of an aspect of social states. 13
Thus, if X has the right to choose the colour of his walls, he is not
entitled by his choice of a colour for his walls to determine the complete
social state (including, for example, the colour of Y's walls).
This applies, of course, to the rights granted agents as part of the social
choice mechanism.
In response to Bernholz on his point, Sen alleges that his remarks 'would
seem to be based on a misunderstanding of the type of space on which
these preferences are to be formulated. Given the rest of the world g,
Jack's choice over the "measure" of sleeping on his back and that of
sleeping on his belly is a choice over two "social states" .'14
It is true that if Jack knew the condition g of the rest of the world or
social state, his choice of sleeping on his back over sleeping on his belly (or
vice versa) would be a choice of one social state over another. But when
Jack makes his decision, the 'rest of the world g' is not given to him. What
Jack chooses to be true is that the social state be described correctly by
'Jack sleeps on his back and (either gl or gz or ... or g.)' over the state
described by 'Jack sleeps on his belly and (either gl or gz or ... or gn).' It is
true that when Jack makes his decision and when all other rights holders
Bernholz 1974, pp. 100 ff. and Giirdenfors 1978.
Giirdenfors makes a distinction between exercising a right and failing to do so. X may fail
to exercise his right to have his walls painted white by not deciding at all- e.g. by letting the
colour be decided by some agency or by a lottery. I find it preferable to say that X did make
a choice and did exercise his right by choosing to have the colour selected by an agency or
lottery. On the view I favour, a right is characterised as a legally or socially sanctioned set of
options from which the agent is free (legally or socially) to choose at least one and is
constrained to choose at most one. Other circumstances beyond legal or social control may
cut down the space of options further. The right need not be characterised by actually
listing the set of options but may be described in some more general way (such as having the
right to decide the colour of one's walls). But any choice with regard to the issue is an
exercise of the right. This mode of representation may not conform to common legal or
political categories; but I do not see that it prejudices any issues critical to the present
discussion. I suspect it would simplify the formal articulation of the issues as compared
with the proposals made by Giirdenfors. But I do not undertake such formalisation here.
14 Sen 1976, p. 228.
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make their decisions and when the other institutional agencies make
whatever residual decisions are required, a social state may be fully
determined. But the decisions of other rights holders and of the other
social agencies are nQLgiven to Jack (at least not necessarily). What he
chooses to be true in exercising his rights is that a disjunction of social
states be true without choosing true that one of the disjuncts be true.
To illustrate, let us use Sen's well-known example. a and b each have the
right to read or not to read Lady Chatterley's Lover. The following matrix
gives the utility payoffs to the two parties in each of the four possible social
states:

Ra
-Ra

Rb

-Rb

(1,4)

(3,3)
(4,1)

(2,2)

a has the right to choose Ra or -Ra. But choosing Ra (i.e. choosing that
Ra be true) is equivalent to choosing Ra&Rb or Ra&-Rb. It is choosing
that a disjunction of social states be true but not that one particular social
state be true. The same applies mutatis mutandis to a's other option.
To be sure, if a knew that Rb obtains, his choosing that Ra be true would
be equivalent to his choosing that Ra&Rb. But even if it is true that Rb, if a
does not know this, a's decision is not that Ra&Rb be true but that
Ra&Rb or Ra&-Rb be true.
That is to say, this is so if we are thinking of choice in the sense in which
choice is the outcome of deliberation where the agent adopts an option he
judges admissible with respect to his preferences.
Thus, if a does not knovy b's decision, his decision whether to read or not
to read the book will be based on his preference over the pair of options
represented by the two disjunctions of social states cited above. His
preferences over any pair of social states will be relevant only insofar as
that preference determines or contributes to determining his preference
over the pair of disjunctions of social states. It is a's preference over the
disjunctions which ought to control his choices. Since the same thing
obtains for b, it is apparent that whether or not the net effect of choices
made by a and b is an optimal social choice of a social state depends upon
how the preferences of rights holders over appropriate pairs of disjunctions of social states relate to social preferences of social states. The
decisiveness of a's preferences over the pair Ra&Rb,-Ra&Rb or the pair
Ra,&-Rb,-Ra&-Rb for the social ranking has nothing to do with this.
Thus, suppose the social ranking is Ra&-Rb,Ra&Rb,-Ra&Rb,
-Ra&-Rb. The Pareto principle P is satisfied. a prefers -Ra&Rb to
Ra&Rb. But social preferences is III the opposite direction. a prefers
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embraced along with commitment to conditions U and P on social welfare
functions. It is based on the fact that condition L is not a necessary
presupposition of social-welfarist libertarianism and that the presuppositions which are necessary do not preclude satisfaction of conditions U
and P.
Bernholz and Giirdenfors have both correctly emphasised that if agent X
possesses a right, the right concerns some aspect of social states.12 The
social choice mechanism does not secure for X the power to determine
social states but only some aspect of such states. When X exercises his
right, he does not choose a social state but chooses one of several alternative determinations of an aspect of social states. 13
Thus, if X has the right to choose the colour of his walls, he is not
entitled by his choice of a colour for his walls to determine the complete
social state (including, for example, the colour of Y's walls).
This applies, of course, to the rights granted agents as part of the social
choice mechanism.
In response to Bernholz on his point, Sen alleges that his remarks 'would
seem to be based on a misunderstanding of the type of space on which
these preferences are to be formulated. Given the rest of the world Q,
Jack's choice over the "measure" of sleeping on his back and that of
sleeping on his belly is a choice over two "social states".'14
It is true that if Jack knew the condition Q of the rest of the world or
social state, his choice of sleeping on his back over sleeping on his belly (or
vice versa) would be a choice of one social state over another. But when
Jack makes his decision, the 'rest of the world Q' is not given to him. What
Jack chooses to be true is that the social state be described correctly by
'Jack sleeps on his back and (either Q 1 or Q 2 or ... or Qn)' over the state
described· by 'J ack sleeps on his belly and (either Q 1or Q 2 or ... or Qn).' It is
true that when Jack makes his decision and when all other rights holders
Bernholz 1974, pp. 100 ff. and Giirdenfors 1978.
.
Giirdenfors makes a distinction between exercising a right and failing to do so. X may fad
to exercise his right to have his walls painted white by n~t deciding at all- e.g. by le~ng the
colour be decided by some agency or by a lottery. I find It preferable to say that X did make
a choice and did exercise his right by choosing to have the colour selected by an agency or
lottery. On the view I favour, a right is characterised as.a legally or socially sanctioned set~f
options from which the agent is free (le~ally or SOCIally) to choose at le.ast one and IS
constrained to choose at most one. Other cIrcumstances beyond legal or socIal control may
cut down the space of options further. The right need not be characterised by actually
listing the set of options but may be described in some mO.re ge~eral way (such as ~avm~ the
right to decide the colour of one's walls). But.any chOIce wIth regard to the Issue IS an
exercise of the right. This mode of representatIon may not conform to common legal or
political categories; but I do not se~ that it prejudic~s an~ issues cri~cal to the present
discussion .. I suspect it would simphfy the formal artIculatIOn of the Issues as compared
with the proposals made by Giirdenfors. But I do not undertake such formahsatlOn here.
14 Sen 1976, p. 228.
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make their ~ecisions ~~d when the other institutional agencies make
whatev.er reSIdual declsI.o~S are required, a social state may be fully
determmed. But the decIsIons of other rights holders and of the other
social agencies are n'oLgiven to Jack (at least not necessarily). What he
chooses to be true in exercising his rights is that a disjunction of social
states be true without choosing true that one of the disjuncts be true.
. To illustrate, let us use Sen's well-known example. a and b each have the
r~ght to rea~ .or not to read Lady Chatterley's Lover. The following matrix
gIves the utIlIty payoffs to the two parties in each of the four possible social
states:

Rb
Ra
-Ra

(1,4)

(2,2)

-Rb

(3,3)
(4,1)

a has the ~ight t? choose Ra or -Ra. But choosing Ra (i.e. choosing that
Ra be t~u.e) IS ~qUlvalen~ to choosing Ra&Rb or Ra&-Rb. It is choosing
that a dISjUnctIOn of socIal states be true but not that one particular social
state be true .. The same applies mutatis mutandis to a's other option.
To be sure, If a knew that Rb obtains, his choosing that Ra be true would
be equivalent to his choosing that Ra&Rb. But even if it is true that Rb if a
does not know this, a's decision is not that Ra&Rb be true but ~hat
Ra&Rb or .Ra.&-Rb be true.
That is to say, this is so if we are thinking of choice in the sense in which
~hoice is th~ o~tcom~ of deliberation where the agent adopts an option he
Judges admIssIble wIth respect to his preferences.
Thus, if a does not know b's decision, his decision whether to read or not
to read the book will be based on his preference over the pair of options
represented by the two disjunctions of social states cited above. His
preferences over any pair of social states will be relevant only insofar as
that preference determines or contributes to determining his preference
over the pair of disjunctions of social sta~es. It is a's preference over the
disju!1ctions ~hi.ch ought to control his choices. Since the same thing
obtams for b, It IS apparent that whether or not the net effect of choices
made by a anq b is an op~imal social choice of a social state depends upon
~ow the pre~erences of nghts holders over appropriate pairs of disjunctIOns of socIal states relate to social preferences of social states. The
decisiveness of a's preferences over the pair Ra&Rb,-Ra&Rb or the pair
Ral!i<.-Rb,-Ra&-Rb for the social ranking has nothing to do with this.
Thus, suppose the social ranking is Ra&-Rb,Ra&Rb,-Ra&Rb,
-Ra&-Rb. The Pareto principle P is satisfied. a prefers -Ra&Rb to
Ra&Rb. But social preferences is tn the opposite direction. a prefers
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-Ra&Rb to Ra&-Rb. Again society prefers the opposite. a's preference
over the appropriate pairs of social states is not decisive for society.
Does this mean that a lacks the rights to decide whether to read or not to
read the book in accordance with a's preferences for these two options?
Not at all. Is it possible that a's preferences for the two options available
to him can induce him to choose in a manner which does not prevent a
socially optimal choice of a social state? Clearly if a prefers to read the
book rather than not, his choice will not prevent a socially optimal social
state from being selected.
What needs to be shown now is that a's preferences for disjunctions of
;;tates (and b's preferences for disjunctions) can be so constrained that the
socially optimal state is selected by their choosing in accordance with their
preferences within the framework of rights and that this can be done
without imposing any constraint ruling out possible congeries of individual preference profiles for social states in violation of condition U or
modifying the Pareto condition P on social welfare functions. Constraints
may be necessary on preferences over disjunctions of social states. That is
obvious. But such constraints ought not to be construed as restrictions on
preferences over social states.
Bernholz has correctly observed that decision problems like those faced
by a and by b are decision problems under uncertainty.1 S If the numbers
assigned his values represent cardinal utilities unique up to a positive
linear transformation and, if conditional on his reading Lady Chatterley's
Lover he has numerically definite probability assignments for Rb and -Rb
and corresponding assignments conditional on his not reading the book,
expected utilities can be computed for a's two options and his preferences
determined accordingly.
Notice that even if the utility function for the social states representing
a's preferences remains fixed, a's preferences for the two options open to
him in virtue of his rights can be modified by changes in his probability
judgements (which I shall call his credal state) unless each disjunct in one
disjunction is preferred over every disjunct in the other - a condition not
met in our example. In our example, a's preferences for the social states are
such that -Ra dominates Ra relative to the two states Rb and -Rb but does
not superdominate it.1 6 Hence, by assigning a probability near 1 to -Rb
conditional on a's choosing to read the book and a probability near 1 to
Rb conditional on a's choosing not to read the book, a can be in a credal
state where he prefers reading to not reading - in the sense of preference
which should dictate his choice when exercising his rights.
This observation does not depend upon the assumption that preferences
15
16

Bernholz 1974, p. lOI.
This terminology is due to E. McLennan.
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are represented by a utility function unique up to a positive linear transformation and probabilities by a unique probability function. I have
suggested elsewhere that an agent's' preferences may be represented by a
set of utility functions and his credal state by a set of probability
functions.!7 Both sets should be nonempty but the former need not be
restricted to positive linear transformations of a given utility function and
the latter need not be a unit set.
A~ ~ption a~ong t~e set feasible for the agent is E-admissible if and
only I,f It ~anks hIghest I~.expected utility relative to one permissible utility
functIon 10 the se~ ~f utlhty ~nc~ions representing the agent's preferences
and t? a probablhtr functIOn 10 the set representing the credal state.
IgnorlOg some speCIal complications, the agent's choice of an option
should be restricted to maximin (or, perhaps better, leximin) solutions
from among the E-admissible options.
In our example, if a's credal state is sufficiently indeterminate both
opti~ns will be ~-~dmissible. He should then choose not to read b;cause
that IS the ~aximlO solution even though he does not rank that option
~referabl~ WIth resp~ct to expected utility. If b's credal state is similarly
lOde~ermlOate, he wI~1 choose to read not because it is preferable to not
readlOg but because It bears the superior security level.
~en the credal states of the two rights holders are of this kind the
SOCIal state ~osen will, prisoner's-dilemma-like, be Pareto dominat:d by
a~oth~r SOCIal s~~te. Although the exercise of rights leads neither to
vIOl~tIon of CO~dItion U nor of condition P on social welfare functions; the
chOIce mechaOlsm based on the grant of rights to a and b fails to lead to the
maximisation of welfare.
Social-welfarists will find such situations unpleasant and seek remedies.
But ~ey n~ed not restrict the rights of a and b, modify the social welfare
functIOn, VIOlate P, or prohibit a and b from ranking the social states the
way they do.
It is enough to seek to promote conditions under which a and b will have
credal st~tes such that, given their individual preferences for the social
~tates, wIll lead to preferences over disjunctions of social states that will
IOduce the determination of a social state which is optimal with respect to
welfa~e. Thus, a should be persuaded to assign near certainty to b's
choos~ng not to read conditional on a's reading and near certainty to b's
chooslOg to read conditional on a's not reading. Under these circumst~nces, a ac~uir~s a sharp preference for reading over not reading. Similar
adJu.stments 10 b s credal state secures that b prefers not reading to reading
leadlOg to a welfare maximising solution.
)7

Levi 1974, pp. 391-418. A more articulate version appears in Levi 1980.
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Making such adjustments requires no violation of conditions U or P on
social welfare functions. It requires no modification of the rights built into
the mechanism for social choice. It does require an alteration in the climate
of trust, and ability of individuals to communicate with one another and to
negotiate cooperative solutions. 18
Situations can arise where a rights holder prefers one option over all
others granted by his right and no modification of his credal state can
induce a legitimate modification of his preferences over the options (which
are disjunctions of social states). This can happen when one option superdominates all others. That is to say, the rights holder prefers any social
state which is a disjunct in thC!t option to every social state which is a
disjunct in a rival option.
Social-welfarist libertarians must, in such cases, restrict the social welfare
function to one which assigns maximum welfare to at least one social state
which is a disjunct in the option which is superdominating for the rights
holder (or at least ensure that no other option bears greater social welfare).
This is the only sense in which the preferences of a rights holder over
social states constrains the social ranking for a social-wel£arist libertarian. This constraint is far weaker than Sen's L or L'.
It is not news that libertarians, whether they are wel£arists or, like John
Dewey, prize liberty because it promotes some other sort of good, often
insist that liberties be integrated in an organisation of institutions in such a
way 'that men's "ultimate" values - their consciences, their sense of
meaning of life, their personal dignity - do not become elements of public
conflict',19 If they are social-wel£arists, they would also promote institutional arrangements providing for negotiation over conflicting values
(whether 'ultimate' or not) so that welfare may be promoted without
depriving anyone of their rights.
It is not always possible to ensure social and institunonal arrangement
which will induce rights holders to adjust their beliefs so that it is rational
for them to exercise their rights in a cooperative manner. And sometimes
doing so will conflict with requirements of intellectual integrity. We may
be reluctant to persuade rights holders to adjust their credal states in ways
which run counter to common sense or the best scientific evidence
available solely for the sake of promoting welfare maximising solutions to
social decision problems through the exercise of rights.
Libertarians who, like Dewey, are neither rugged nor welfaristic libertarians may be
prepared to modify individual preferences in order to induce behaviour in rights holders
conducive to maximising whatever it is they regard as good where these preferences are
over social states. The point I am now making, however, is that such manoeuvers are not
necessary in the case of welfa:rist libertarians in the narrow sense and may not be for other
sorts of libertarians either.
19 Frankel 1958, p. 83.
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reconsId~r the system of rights they defend. Under these circumstances
only. radIcal forms of rugged libertarianism advocated by those ready t~
modIfy the standar~ of s?ci~1 value in order to save the choice mechanism
and the system of. lIbertIes It ~mbodies may oppose advocates of radical
reform of the chOIce mechamsm without discomfort.
But social-welfaris.ts a~e not 'pr~cluded on any logical or conceptual
~rounds from en?~rsIng hbertanamsm while remaining loyal to paretianIsm an~ the conditIon of unrestricted domain. Whatever difficulties socialwelfansm may face, they must be sought elsewhere.
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FREDERIC SCHICK
The modem utilitarian has turned his back on his hedonist sources. His
theory now takes in more than it did, and many of the old objections fail.
But the current post-hedonism faces problems of its own. There is at least
one central question it has no way of handling.
I will here speak of utilitarianism in its act-focussed form and will begin
by assuming that its ethics is consequentialist. This is true of most versions
of it, though (we shall see) not of all. The utilitarian, as this has him, holds
two theses about right conduct. The first is that, wherever a person must
act in one way or another, he should take some option whose consequences are at least as good as those of any alternative. The second thesis is
that the better-or-worseness of the consequences is measured by the sums
of the utilities people set on them.
The wording of the second thesis reflects the modem tum. None of the
classical utilitarians spoke of utilities as being set. Utilities were to be
enjoyea or pursued, for utility was simply pleasure or (for Bentham) 'that
property in any object whereby it tends to produce ... pleasure'. The line
of analysis more common today interprets utility in terms of preference - a
person's total utility function numerically maps out his preference ranking. Preferences can be of any sort: I can prefer my having more pleasure to
my having less, or prefer more pleasure for others to more pleasure for me,
or prefer one thing to another where neither offers pleasure to anyone. So
my setting a greater utility on x than on y does not mean that x yields me
more pleasure than y does.
The first of the utilitarian's theses directs us to look to the consequences.
What are we asked to consider here? Suppose, for a start, that an action's
consequences are its causal effects. Those of an option to act in some way
are then the effects of so acting, or (cutting comers) the effects of that
option. On this reading, the utilitarian holds that a person should always
take some option whose effects have at least as great a utility-sum as the
f/#ects of any other option.
An agent's doing this or that may have effects that are unknown to him.
This must make for uneasiness, for why consider effects the agent did not
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know would follow? Perhaps we might back off a step and confine an
option's consequences to the effects the agent foresees. This would not do
either: sometimes having failed to foresee is an excuse but often it isn't.
The issue hinges on what the agent could have seen in advance, on what he
could have foreseen in the light of his information. In the utilitarian's
thinking, the consequences are the effects the agent could have foreseen,
given what he knew.!
Two sorts of utilitarianism ought to be distinguished, a prospective
analysis and a retrospective one. The first is an agentival affair, the second
is God's at the FinalJudgement. The first has to do with what it seems from
the agent's position that the consequences will (or would) be, the second
with what, looking backward, one could know that they were (or would
have been). I am here concerned with the prospective analysis only. Thus
the 'could haves' in the last paragraph are not those that come out in
hindsight. Again, what the agent could have noted is what was predictable
on the basis of his information, or perhaps (a different concept) on the
basis of that available to him.
Let me restate utilitarianism for the prospective utilitarian's purposeslet me draw out the way I put it above. Both of the theses call for
expansion. The first now is that, wherever a person must act in one way or
another, he should take some option whose foreseeable causal effects are
at least as good as those of any alternative, what is foreseeable being a
matter of what this person has sufficient grounds for believing. The second
thesis is that the better-or-worseness of these foreseeable effects is
measured by the utilities the agent has sufficient grounds for believing
people set on them. For brevity and familiarity's sake, I will keep to the
initial wordings. But I will take them to be expressing these more specific
ideas.
Either way of putting the theses obliges us to notice another point. The
consequences of an option need not come about. The effects the agent
should think would follow need not actually follow, and besides only one
of the options of an issue is ever taken - the others leave no mark. The
utilitarian speaks nonetheless of considering the consequence of all of the
options, of weighing them against each other. Thus he speaks of the
consequences in an extended sense, and also of effects and of events and
situations. He allows these concepts to cover non-occurrent as well as
occurrent states. I will do the same.
So much for laying the ground. Let me now bring out a difficulty. The
utilitarian analyst ranks the consequences in terms of the utilities people
set on them - this is true enough, but it misses a basic point. The utilitarian
I

This does not take us beyond the case of certainty of foresight. The introduction of
probabilities makes for some complications, but nothing of substance here must go.
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is not focussed on the consequences in themselves. Consequences per se
cannot be ranked in utility terms, for effects per se cannot be so ranked.
Effects are events or situatiohs.~d people can't be said to value events or
situations per se.
Our senses relate to the world directly, and a rose by any other name
must smell the same. If people valued events per se, it could not matter how
an event were labelled either. But valuation does not respect the selfidentity of events. Perhaps Jimmy Carter was the first man from Georgia to
have read all the works of Kierkegaard. The election of Carter then was the
same event as the election of the first Georgian who had read all those
books. Still, some people did not know this and valued the prospect of
Carter's election differently than they did that of any heavy reader's.
Likewise, the utility that you assign to the prospect of your winning the
local lottery is not the same as the utility you assign to that of the last ticket
sold's being drawn, and this though (without your knowing it) you bought
that last ticket yourself and the event of your winning is thus the same as
that of its being drawn.
Nothing about the facts is dependent on how we describe them. What
we say about the result of an election cannot affect who won. Not so with
how we value what happens: how much we care about someone's winning
does depend on how we see him. That is, the utility we assign to something
depends on how we understand it. The values we set do not focus on events
or situations in their natural fullness but on the way we represent them, or,
better, they focus on events or situations so represented. In this sense, they
have to do with the prospects We have of these matters, with how we
propose them to ourselves. I shall say (meaning just this) that they focus on
propositions.
My point here is nothing new. It is an application of the principle of the
intensionality of the mental. This says that what we believe or want or
favour is always some proposition or other, that what we take for reflecting upon are not small bits of possible reality but various aspects of them,
or, rather, these bits of reality considered under these aspects. The bearing
of this idea on beliefs has been very intensively studied. For some reason,
its bearing on values has had no attention.
Why should the utilitarian be uneasy? In looking to the consequences,
he considers the values that people set on them. Intensionality thus directs
him not to the effects in all their fullness, or to those the agent could have
foreseen. It directs him to these events under certain descriptions of them:
it has him look to the propositions expressing these events. This in itself is
not troublesome.
Two points however must be noted. The first is that events do not have
unique propositions corresponding to them. Not only can we label people
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or objects very differently (as President Carter or as the first president who
had read his Kierkegaard), but the entire event can be construed in ways
that bring out different aspects. (The defeat of Carter as President was also
the victory of Reagan.) A proposition is a representation, and any event
can be variously represented. It expresses a state of affairs but is only one
of many expressions of it.
This is not troublesome either. The trouble stems from the second fact
that people sometimes set different values on the different propositions
expressing an event. That is, two propositions expressing an event may be
differently valued by the same people. They can be differently valued only
where th.::se people don't know that they express the same event, but often
people don't know this, or at least some people don't. So if we look to the
consequences and sum up the utilities we see are set on them, we may wind
up making judgements that differ depending on what propositions we
pick: we may know of certain propositions that they are co-expressive, but
some of the other people may not know it. This means that the injunction
to look to the consequences is open-ended. To which of the many propositions expressing the consequences should we attend? Which of the many
descriptions of the effects should be relevant for us? Here is a question to
which the utilitarian has no adequate answer.
The question is one for the modern sort of utilitarian only, only for the
utilitarian who interprets utilities in terms of preferences. Bentham and
Mill took a simpler position: utility was pleasure or what it was that
produced it. Intensionality kept out of this, for kicks are kicks, however we
get them. Events give whatever pleasure they give however they are
understood. So the question of proper descriptions never came up for these
authors. 2
Their current non-hedonist followers cannot avoid the question. Utilities, for them, are metricised preferences, and preferences focus on aspects
of events. These new thinkers must find a way of saying which of the
aspects of the consequences should be studied. Which descriptions of the
consequences ought to figure in a utility summation? But is there really a
difficulty? Why not defer to the agent? The proper reports of the consequences then are those that express what the agent sees in them. Let me call
this way with the question the agent-relativist line and a utilitarian who
follows it an agent-relativising utilitarian.
What the agent sees is here assumed to appear in a single proposition.
This makes for a problem right off, for a person often acknowledges many
propositions about an event. Should some one of these be identified as the
2

Mill in fact opened the door to it. He defined one pleasure as higher than another where all
people who had experience of both preferred the first to the second. But he did not develop
this.
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one that expresses what he sees in it - or, rather, is some one of them
uniquely proper for agent-relativising? Is the proposition that should be
considered their either-or dis}imction, the weakest proposition to which
the agent is committed? Is it the conjunction of them, the strongest such
proposition? Or is it some proposition of intermediate strength? Different
answers provide for different utility-sums, and so for different utilitarian
judgements. But which is the answer we want?
There is also a second problem independent of the first. However he
identifies what someone sees, the agent-relativist works out the course his
theory prescribes for an agent when it is geared to the propositions
reporting the consequences as this person sees them. The trouble is that the
agent may fail him. The method keeps to what is foreseen, but the
consequences may stretch beyond. The consequences of an agent's options
are the effects that are foreseeable by him, whether or not he foresees them.
Whether they are foreseen or not, they enter the analysis only via descriptions, and where the agent does not foresee them one cannot turn to him to
determine which descriptions to use. Nothing at all is seen by the agent in
effects he does not foresee. So there are no propositions expressing what he
sees in them.
Consider the British and French appeasement of Germany in the 1930s.
A utilitarian may be convinced that the appeasers were shortsighted. They
knew enough to tell which way the wind was blowing. What they were
doing led to disaster, and this effect was foreseeable by them. He would
then judge their conduct in terms of the utilities people set on this consequence. But, again, under what description? We typically report the
disaster by saying that Europe was engulfed in a war. But why is that the
way to describe it? Why not say instead that the peace arranged at
Versailles collapsed - most people cared much less about this. (Most
people didn't know that the war undid that particular peace.) We cannot
hope here to pass the buck by agent-relativising. The politicians did not
see what would follow under any description.
The project of taking the agent's view fails where the agent does not see
what he should. Could we provide against this by allowing for thought
experiments? Suppose we proposed to describe the consequences that are
foreseeable but not foreseen by the agent in the way he would have viewed
them had he foreseen them. There is little promise here. Foreseeing too is a
mental state and so it too is intensional. No one can foresee an event except
under this description or that. The experiment thus reduces to asking: if
the agent had foreseen the consequences under some description, what
description would that have been? In most cases, there is no answer. He
might have foreseen them in any number of ways.
This may suggest still another analysis. Foreseeability itself is inten-
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tiona I. It has to do with what about the future a person's information
implies, and only propositions figure in implications. One of two propositions expressing an event may be implied by the information and the other
not: what is foreseeable under one description need not be foreseeable
under another. Could we now propose to describe the consequences not
foreseen by an agent in terms of the descriptions under which they are
foreseeable for him? Not without raising a problem very like one that
stopped us some paragraphs back. An event is often foreseeable under
each of several descriptions. Does one of these descriptions have priority
over the others? Is the disjunction of them all the proper description for
utility assessment? Is the proper description their conjunction instead?
Again we are brought to a halt.
Perhaps we could turn in some other direction. Could we somehow
relativise to the people whom the agent's actions would affect? Or perhaps
to some neutral party - the Pope, or the President, or the Dalai Lama? This
would not provide against the problem of unforeseen effects, for these
people too need not foresee all that the agent could have foreseen. Besides,
it would be arbitrary. We would now be judging the agent in terms of the
perspective of some others, and this even where we do not think that the
agent should have shared this perspective. But what if we think that he
should have shared it? What if this perspective is the right one to take? In
that case, no more would be needed. A reference to the right-minded
others would be redundant. Here a new door opens for us. Let me briefly
consider this very different approach to the problem.
This new approach starts out by proposing that judgement is a two-step
affair and that the comparison of utility-sums is only step number two.
The step that precedes finds the propositions whose utilities should be
summed. The suggestion is that methodology is itself a sort of morals and
that the procedure at this first step is very like that at the second.
At the earlier step we ask which propositions best express the effects.
How are the consequences best described? For the utilitarian, this means
one of two things. It either comes down to asking whether the total benefit
would be greater if the agent (assumed a utilitarian) always considered the
consequences under these descriptions or under those. Or it comes down
to asking whether the total benefit would be greater if all people always
considered the consequences in this way or that. (The rule-utilitarianism
here is brought in for the preliminaries only; the main event remains the
evaluation of the consequences of particular actions.)
This line does not advance us at all. Our question only reproduces itself.
How is the general benefit in the prior analysis to be computed? The
utilitarian's course is clear: he must attend to the consequences of the
agent's (or everyone's) always using descriptions of this or of other sorts.
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So the question arises for hiJ!Lhow these new consequences should be
described. He stands at the top of a bottomless structure of questions here.
Any position he takes on any issue of proper descriptions gets whatever
support is has from his position on the next deeper such issue.
Let me call this second answer to our question the tortoising answer,
after the theory that the earth rests on the back of a giant tortoise, the
tortoise stands on the back of another, that one on the back of still
another, etc. A tortoising answer to any question presupposes an answer
to one just like it - there are tortoises all the way down. Of course we can
simply refuse to dig further. We can say we have gone deep enough: the
proper descriptions are those we are using, and that is where it ends. But if
we will pound the table after the seventh tortoising, why not pound at the
first?
Or why not just drop the whole thing and start over? All of this
discussion derives from the utilitarian's looking to the consequences.
Could he free himself of the problem by renouncing consequentialism?
Suppose he keeps to this, that a person should always take some option
that is at least as good as any other, and that the worth of his options is
measured by the sums of the utilities people set on them. The consequences
do not enter here, or enter only indirectly. Options can be described in
ways that refer to certain of their effects, but the options themselves are
different from the events that follow from them. And the option-restricted
analysis is distinct from the consequentialist one, for often people setdifferent utilities on an option of causing something and on what this option,
if taken, would cause. (Think of our different reactions to a person's dying
and to his being killed.)
The second analysis is distinct from the first, and yet the problem is still
with us. What would I do if I had to betray either my friend or my country
- E. M. Forster considered this question. Someone more patriotically
minded would complain that Forster put it badly: his question should have
been whether or not he would betray his country. A third person might
hold that he should have asked whether or not he would betray his friend.
Does it matter which way this is put? It matters to a utilitarian of the
nonconsequentialist sort. For he must look to how people feel about the
actions an agent might take, and people may set different values on
different propositions that report the same actions. How he describes what
the agent might do determines which utilities he will sum up. And so it may
determine what conduct he will endorse.
Forster's predicament was hypothetical. Consider the real problem
some years ago of the distribution of artificial kidneys. There were then far
fewer devices than kidney patients who needed them. Who was to get this
scarce equipment? Different countries had different policies. In Britain the
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rule was to provide the kidneys to those most likely to benefit from them.
Poor medical risks were excluded, and sometimes also people unlikely to
stick to the diet that was part of the treatment. This ruled out the old and
the young and (it is said) those who did physical labour. In effect, it
reserved the kidneys for the middle aged and the well-to-do.
Were the British acting rightly? Doubtless many people thought so.
Others disagreed. Professor Giovanetti of Pisa, on whose diet the policy
rested, held that such a programme 'would violate all humane principles'.J
He was not in favour of reserving the kidneys for people less likely to benefit from them. His point was that it was wrong to think in terms of longrun improvement here. The policy he favoured - the official Italian policywas to treat all the sick alike, to give the kidneys to all who needed them on
a first-come first-served basis.
.
Suppose we called in the utilitarian. Which policy would he endorse?
The British took a stand on whether to go by the likelihood of recovery or
not. If our consultant worked out the sums of the utilities people set on the
options so described, he might side with the British. If he computed the
utility-sums for the equality-versus-nonequality descriptions, he might
side with the Italians instead. Coming down one way or the other would
call for deciding how to describe the options. Should the extent to which
they promised to promote recovery be reported? Or should their
evenhandedness or lack of it? (Or did both the British and the Italians
attend to half the scene only; or was there more yet that should have been
mentioned?)
How should we describe the options? Unlike our question about consequences, this one has been around for some time. Rule-utilitarians have
been aware that they must handle it somehow, for there are countless rules
that cover any given action, one for every possible way of describing it.
Kantians have worried about this for the very same reason. I see no
promise in any of the several rule-utilitarian proposals, neither in their
own context nor in their application here. They all involve attending to the
consequences of some adherence to rules, and so they take us back to the
problem of consequences we hoped to evade. 4 Nor again is there any point
to the tortoising idea, to finding the proper descriptions in a prior utilitarian step. This again only raises questions of the same sort as the ones it
proposes to answer.
How about agent-relativising in this new connection? This was Kant's
way out. What Kant required to be willable into a law was the maxim of an
Quoted in Calabresi and Bobbitt 1978, p. 185. My report of the kidney case is taken from
this book.
4 For the rule-utilitarian analysis of the question, see Singer 1961, pp. 71-90; and Lyons
1965,pp.52-61.
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action, the agent's self-direction to it under the view he himself had of it.
The agent may see his op'tions in several ways at once, and so the question
arises again which of his views of them should be followed. Also, we know
that the agent's lead does not always go the whole distance. Where some
consequences of an agent's options were foreseeable but not foreseen by
the agent, the agent had no view of these we could follow in summing
utilities. But this cannot worry the utilitarian who has renounced consequentialism.
Still, a similar problem comes up regarding the actions that are at issue.
The non-consequentialist utilitarian says that a person should always take
some option that is at least as good as any other. In this he is not speaking
of what this person thinks he might do but of what he has grounds for
thinking - not of the opportunities the agent sees but of those he could see
given what he knows. Where the agent is blind to certain courses open t~
him, he has no view of these that could determine their proper descriptions. So we cannot tell which valuations of these options should be
counted and so cannot tell which option is best. Again the agent's lead
must fail us. S
Dropping consequentialism does not dispose of our problem but only
redirects it. The question was how to construe the effects. Now it is how to
construe the actions. No better sorts of answers suggest themselves here there is still only relativism and tortoising. The first falls short where
people do not see all the courses that are open, or see them in several ways:
The second proposes an analysis that calls for another just like it. The
non-consequentialist utilitarian is no better off than the consequentialist.
Those on the sidelines ought not to gloat: they may be in trouble too.
Our problem arises for any theory that judges conduct by the values
people set on the consequences of agent's options. It also arises for any
theory that considers people's valuations of the options directly. In technical terms, it arises for any theory that proposes a social welfare function
(or functional) on either the consequences or the options. This includes
utilitarian theories and maximinning theories and all sorts of variants of
them. It includes theories that call for attending only to people in this or
that group. It even includes certain egoist theories, those that direct people
to take the option whose consequences are the best for them (or again,
more simply, the option that itself is best).
Indeed a parallel problem comes up outside the precincts of ethics. Some
years ago, Nelson Goodman raised what he called 'The New Riddle of
Induction'.6 Suppose that one hundred marbles, all of them blue, are
This does not affect Kant, who speaks of perceived options only. For Kant on the problem of
descriptions, see Nell 1975.
6 See Goodman 1973.
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drawn from an urn; the next to be drawn will very likely be blue: AI~ the
drawn marbles are also bleen, a bleen marble being ~ne that 1S ~lther
drawn before January 1 and is blue or drawn after and 1S green. Panty ~f
reasoning implies that the next marble will very likely be bleen, but th1s
says that if it is drawn after January 1 it is likely to b~ green and .50 n?t
likely to be blue. Formally identical inferences from e~ldence descn~e~ m
different ways yield incompatible judgements. W~ aVOid the contrad1ct1?n
by rejecting the bleen-descriptions. But where 1S our warrant for th1s?
What makes these descriptions improper?
,
Our problem of descriptions is very l.ike ~oodma~'s. ~e too find
diHerent descriptions of events supportmg mcompauble Ju~gemen~s.
There is only this distinction. The descriptions improper .for m,~erenua~
judgement wear their impropriety on their sle.eves. The pred1cates 1~ blee~
and 'is grue' are odd- no issue there. It remams f?rus to say whe~em the1r
oddity consists. In moral judgement, the ca.se 1S less ~lear. Ne1ther the
British nor the Italian statements of the k1dney optlons ~s~d suspect
jargon. Nor is there anything special about either of our descnptlOns of the
start of the Second World War. We here face not only the problem of h?w
to define the propriety of descriptions but also the often more pressmg
problem of saying which descriptions are proper.

14 What's the 'USe of going to school?
The problem of education in
utilitarianism and rights theories
AMY GUTMANN

Education seems to present special difficulties for all liberal theories'!
Utilitarians and those whom I shall call 'rights theorists', i.e. those who
give priority to the equal right of all to civil and political freedom, agree on
one point about the education of children: at least in principle they both
are committed to providing an education that is neutral among substantive
conceptions of the good life. 2 Yet we probably will never be able to educate
children without prejudicing their future choice of particular ways of life.
One might argue, therefore, that education creates the same problem for
any form of liberalism. That argument is incorrect. Although rights theorists' also must take consequences into account, they can provide a more
consistently liberal solution to the problem of education for several
reasons, which I shall summarise here and elaborate below. Freedom
provides a better standard than happiness by which to determine what and
how to teach children. In addition, one can derive some essential features
of a liberal educational programme from the standard of freedom that
cannot be derived from that of happiness. That educational programme
will be neutral towards many, though not all, ways of life and concrete
enough to guide educators. In addition, unlike utilitarianism, rights theorists can respond cogently to the conservative claim that education must
perpetuate particular societal values and prepare children for necessary
social functions.
1 Education for happiness

Utilitarians pay a high price for assuming that happiness must be subjectively defined by each individual, an assumption that frees them of the
1

2

For the definition of liberalism upon which this essay relies, see Dworkin 1978, p. 127.
For recent examples of rights theories, see Rawls 1971; Dworkin 1978; Fried 1978; and
Donagan 1977. Nozick's theory in Nozick 1974 is also a rights theory, but it is hard to
imagine how a state based only upon the right not to be interfered with can provide for the
education of children.
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need to defend an objective conception of the good. How is society to
prepare children for the pursuit of their own, self-defined happiness?
Children cannot themselves determine the particular ends of education,
nor is maximising their present happiness a reasonable utilitarian standard
for education, if only because the rest of their life is likely to be much
longer than their childhood. Yet what will make children happy in the
future is largely indeterminate. To make matters more complicated still,
education itself significantly shapes how children will define their happiness once they become adults. To guide the education of children, utilitarians need to find a standard that is not tied to a particular conception of
the good life and that is not derived from the circular argument that if they
become happy adults their prior education must have been good. Thus, the
major problems that utilitarians face in determining the purpose of educational institutions are prior to the problem of aggregating happiness, for
which utilitarians have been amply criticised by rights theorists. 3 These
problems can be best illustrated by looking more closely at the foundations of Benthamite utilitarianism and at Bentham's specific recommendations for educating children.
Benthamite utilitarianism takes the preferences of individuals as a given
and regards attempts to maximise satisfaction of those preferences as
'good'. 'Pushpin is as good as poetry', so long as the satisfaction a person
derives from each is equal and each contributes equally to the happiness of
others. As J. J. c. Smart points out, the latter condition will almost certainly mean in practice that poetry will be a better activity than pushpin,
because poetry will add to the happiness of others more than pushpin
wil1. 4 Even critics of utilitarianism recognise that happiness, broadly interpreted, is a minimally controversial good in that it accommodates almost
all conceptions ofthe good life. s Very few people want to lead an unhappy
or unsatisfying life. 6 Utilitarianism maintains a neutral position among
conceptions of the good life, asking people only to recognise the equal
claims of all others to lead a happy life as they define it.
Of course, that request may entail a sizable amount of self-sacrifice
since, at least in theory, the greatest happiness principle can override
one person's claim to happiness by its recognition of the validity of
many claims with which it comes in conflict. However, rights theories
For criticisms of the aggregative aspect of utilitarianism, see Rawls 1971, pp. 187-92;
Williams 1973, pp. 82-118, 135-50; and Dworkin 1977, pp. 231-8,272-8.
4 See J. J. C. Smart in Smart and Williams 1973, p. 24.
5 See, for example, Williams 1972, p. 91.
6 This assessment of utilitarianism is independent of one's understanding of the meaning of
happiness so long as happiness is understood as a subjectively-defined state of individuals.
The same problems arise whether happiness is what individuals deliberately approve or
what gives them pleasure.
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m~st .also have. to est~blish SOl1'It! priority in such cases. The neutrality
~rlllciple, com billed WIt~ the Benthamite view that happiness is a subjecttvel~ defined state, re.qUIres t?at every person's capacity for happiness be
consI~ered ~~ual. ThIS equahty assumption and the law of diminishing
marglllal utthty all but guarantee that utilitarianism will demand no
great~r sacri.fice of individuals .f?r the general good than will most rights
theorIes, whIch also make proVISIOns for overriding an individual's right in
extreme situations.?
Utili~arians must reject ~ few common solutions to the problem of
educ~tIOn. They ca~not avOl~ the ta~k of specifying standards that ought
to gUI~e the education of ~hI~dren SImply by allocating decision-making
au~honty to some paternahsttc agent. According to utilitarian reasoning,
neIther parents nor the state have a natural right to determine the education of children. Children are neither the property of their parents nor
mere creatures of the state. 8 Utilitarians are correct on this score: even if
we must ultimately allocate rights of control over education the exercise
of those rights ought to be contingent upon the fulfilment' of duties to
educate properly. Therefore, the definition of educational standards
should ?e pr~~r t~ the allocation of paternalistic authority.9
A St~Ict utlht~nan must also reject John Stuart Mill's suggestion that
educatIOn b~ gUIded by t?~ perfectionist ideal of maximising development
of the partIcular capacltles of each individual. Mill claims that what
const.itutes maximum development of character is decided by reference to
happlll~ss. as the. standard,. ~nd .that therefore perfectionism (as he understand~ It) IS consI~te~tly ~tIhtanan. Mill provides two standards by which
?e claIms perf~ctIOnIsm IS rendered compatible with happiness. Both are
Illadequate. HIS first standard of happiness - 'the comparatively humble
sense o~ pl.ea~ure and fr~edom from pain' - does not necessarily lead to a
perfectIOnIst Ide.al: plaYlllg pushpin is probably more pleasurable, at least
I~ the comparatlv~ly hu~ble sense of the word, than writing poetry. And
hIS second - tha~ h~e whIch 'human beings with highly developed faculties
~an care to hav~ -IS extrem~ly problematic from a utilitarian or any other
hberal.perspectIve, bec~use It smuggles in a particular conception of the
good hfe under the gUIse of a universally acceptable choice criterion of
pleasure. 10 So, although perfectionism would save utilitarianism from the
problem of finding some standard of happiness external to children's

3

7

For a recent description of the convergence of consequentialist and rights th .
Barry 1979, pp. 629-35.
eones, see

8 Compare

Fried 1978, p. 152. See also Justice McReynold's decision in Pierce v. Society of
SIsters, 268 U.S. 535.
9 I make a more thorough argument for this position in Gutmann 1980
10 See Mill 1950, p. 358.
.
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preferences, it would do so only by sacri~cing utilitarianism's neutrality
with regard to conceptions of the good life.
"
Utilitarians could dodge the problem entirely by educatmg chtldren so
as to maximise the happiness of adults. Since the future preferenc~s of
children are unknown while those of adults are known an~ ~elatIvely
stable over time, this might be a 'safe' utilitariaQ strategy. But It IS al~o an
inruitively unappealing course, which would a~~in ~ais~ in the e~uca~l~nal
context the general aggregation problem of utlhtanamsm. The ,mtUltI~ely
plausible rationale for discounti?g the, present preferences of chl~dren IS t~
help them realise greater happmess m the fu~~re, not, to, sa~nfice their
happiness entirely to that of their elders. What If educatmg chtldren to be
garbage collectors would maximise th~ happiness of adult~?, Al~hough
children seem to wallow in dirt (as Founer noted), no sane utlhtar~n has
ever advocated such a policy, which could hardly be called educat~onal.
Even on utilitarian standards, it would be shortsighted to educate.children
for the happiness of adults. Since children will outlive adults, their education then will cease to have any point.
. "
,
Education, according to James Mill, ought to re~der each mdlv~dual s
mind, 'as much as possible, an instrument of happme~s, first to ~Imself,
and next to other beings'.t! Utilitarians cannot conslstent!y claim that
education ought first be concerned with a child's ?wn ~ap~m~ss because
such an education is a child's right or because that IS the mtrmslc nature of
the educational good. But they can plausibly claim that most ed~cated
persons will be better judges and hence bette,r 'instruments' ?f th~~r o~n
happiness then they will be of others' happmess. The claSSIC ut~htanan
plan for education, Crestom~thia,t~erefor~ focusses upon ~ducatlon as a
means of rendering each chtld's mmd an mstrument of hIS or ~er own
happiness. (Bentham argued that girls as well ,as boys be admitted to
Crestomathia.) As the neologism implies, educatIOn ought to 'conduce to
useful learning' .12
, , ' ,
,
Useful for what? Happiness is surely too mdefimte an end (as utlhtanans
themselves admit) to guide an educational program~e. ~entham there~o~e
listed secondary ends, which he assumed were CO~Stlrut1V~ of every chtld s
future happiness. Education ou~t to su~ply ~htl~ren with the means t?
(1) avoiding 'inordinate sensuahty (and ItS mlsc~levous,c~nse~ue~ces),
(2) securing profit-yielding employment, (3) securmg admiSSion m~o good
(4)
also be
obtamed,
compa ny' from which the previous advantage
" could
d 5)
"
,
_
avoiding ennui and the 'pain of mental vacUlty , an. ( gammg a propor
tionable share of general respect'.13
Burston 1969 p. 41. Emphasis added.
See Jeremy B;ntham, Chrestomathia in Bentham 1843, Vol. 8, p. 8.
13 Ibid" pp, 8-10.
11
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Surveying Bentham's list, we discover that each secondary end is problematic. Either it is not clearly derivable from happiness as an ultimate end,
not sufficiently neutral among conceptions of the good life, or as indeterminate an educational goal as happiness itself.
If inordinate sensuality is defined as the amount that proves counterproductive to the pursuit of long-term happiness, then utilitarians can of
course consistently teach children to control their inordinate sensual desires. Otherwise, the goal of avoiding sensuality is not clearly consistent
with utilitarian principles. One suspects that Bentham has conveniently
yielded to prevailing moral opinion that sensuality is a bad thing.
Securing profit-yielding employment and admission into good company
is no more consistent with the greatest happiness principle. Surely, many
types of employment that are not often profit-yielding - artistic vocations,
for example - can be pleasure yielding, perhaps even more so than jobs in
business. But if a child has no independent source of income, then incomeproducing employment is likely to be essential to living a minimally happy
life. Once one accepts the prevailing economic reality - that only independently wealthy children can afford to be educated to pursue non-income
producing vocations - then Bentham's educational goal seems to follow.
Similarly, if admission into good company provides a ticket to gainful
employment, then from a utilitarian perspective an education that enables
children to enter into good company may be sufficiently neutral among
conceptions of the good life.
Yet the results of this reasoning are incongruous with liberalism. A
theory that on principle is neutral among a wide range of ways of life turns
out to be partial to those particular ways that happen to produce steady
income and social approval. Furthermore, those people who will determine that partiality will not be the same people who will be subject to its
consequences. Utilitarianism thus appears to be in this sense illiberal and
to have conservative consequences when applied to education: children are
to be educated so that they can fit into soc~ety as it exists. Whether this is a
fatal criticism of utilitarianism from a liberal perspective will depend upon
whether any liberal theory can better cope with this educational dilemma.
The goals of avoiding ennui and gaining the respect of others are
sufficiently neutral among conceptions of the good life and can be derived
from the summa bonum of happiness.!4 However, neither is more
14

One could specify some plausible conditions of achieving self-respect through education
such that they conflict with other ways of educating children to find happiness. If certain
methods of education undermine self-respect by subjecting children to unquestionable and
inaccessible authority and by continually ranking children in a hierarchy of intellectual
merit, then this secondary goal is not as innocuous as Bentham's educational plan suggests.
In fact, the monotorial method of education endorsed by Bentham and the panopticonal
design of Crestomathia (wherein the schoolmaster could observe all classes without being
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is hard to fi.nd a co?sistent utilitarian because most are unwilling to
abandon theIr ~~mmltment to educating children in order to pursue the
goal of maxImIsIng happiness.18
But suppose utilitarians did remain faithful to the principle of happi~ess, and In the case of th~ Amis~ .children defer to their parents' oppositIon to. second.ary e~ucatlOn. UtIhtarians will then face the problem of
~eutrahty.. AmIsh chIldren did not themselves choose to pursue the traditlO~al ~mlsh way of life; their parents have no right to determine how
.
theIr
d f chIldren will live when they grow up . Then
. , w h y shou ld UtI'1'Itanans
e. er to the preferen~es of the adult Amish in denying an education to their
chIldren? Once haVIng been raised in an Amish family, Amish children
m~y well be happIer, and thus be better off by utilitarian standards
WIthout any s~condary ed~cation. Therefore utilitarians seem bound t~
defer ~o the WIshes of :,-mlsh. parents. Yet in so doing, they forsake any
~ommItment to educatIng chIldren for their own choice among ways of
hfe.

determinate than happiness. Indeed, it would be hard to conceive of a
more nebulous educational goal than avoiding the 'pain of mental
vacuity'.
II Education for freedom
Rights theorists face a problem analogous to that of utilitarians, since
children cannot plausibly be granted freedoms equal to those of adults and
education necessitates a curtailment of freedom. As Russell noted in a
lecture on J. S. Mill, 'There is one sphere in which the advocate of liberty is
confronted with peculiar difficulties: I mean the sphere of education.'15
Does freedom provide a better standard than happiness by which to
determine what and how to teach children? Can one derive from the
standard of freedom an educational programme that remains neutral
among conceptions of the good life?
Some of Bentham's secondary goals for education are more compatible
with an education designed to prepare children for freedom than with one
designed for happiness. By preparing every child through education for
profit-yielding employment, we are providing children with the background conditiuns for free choice in a society that attaches a price to most
valued goods. And if admission to good company facilitates access to
many valued goods, then education directed at securing such access will
also increase a child's future freedom. In fact, these secondary goals seem
more reasonably connected to the end of future freedom than to that of
future happiness. By all accounts, children of the Old Order Amish who
are denied secondary schooling by their parents, and are therefore trained
for only a very narrow range of vocations, grow up to be as happy as, and
probably more secure than, their more educated peers. 16. But, by their
parents' own admission and intent, their lesser education makes them less
free to choose among ways of life. Utilitarians have traditionally denied
that 'he that increaseth knowledge increaseth sorrow', but they have
offered little or no specific evidence to support their counterclaim that the
question of whether people should have more or less education 'is merely
the question, whether they should have more or less of misery, when
happiness might be given in its stead',17 A consistent utilitarian could, of
course, deny the need for education in cases like those of the Amish. But it
seen) might be challenged on these non-utilitarian grounds - even if a Crestomathic
education would produce the happiest of people. 'Call them soldiers, call them monks, call
them machines, so long as they be [or, in the case of education, become J happy ones, I shall
not care' is not a response open to anyone who takes self-respect to be a demanding
criterion of distributive justice, and its development a goal of education.
15 Russell 1955, p. 56.
16 See Hostetler and Huntington 1971; Erickson 1969, pp. 15-59.
17 James Mill in Burston 1969, p. 105.
.

So the ~robleI? of. neutrality now reappears on another level. Amish
pare?ts raIse theIr. chIldren so. as to prevent them from finding happiness
o~t~lde. of the Am.lsh way of hfe. If happiness is subjectively determined
utlhtan~ns commItted to maximising social happiness cannot be conten;
to. permIt any gro~p to shelter their children from influences that permit a
WIde range of chOICe among ~ays of l!fe that might lead to happiness. Yet
so lon~ as all fo~ms of educatIon predIspose children toward certain ways
of findIng happIness and away from others, utilitarians must choose the
forms that a~e most ~i~ely to produce happy people. The more serious
problem speCIfic to utlhtarianism is that it lacks any means of compari
the level of satisfaction gained from radically different ways f r£ ng
John Stuart Mill's choice criterion of pleasure can be vie~e~ :s an
attempt to solve thIS problem of incommensurability but it b
th'
fT"
,
egs e Issue
~om a utI Itanan perspectlve. 19 Socrates cannot possibly know what it is
hke to b~ as happy as a fool. And once we are educated and exposed to
wo~ldl~ Influence.s, we. are effectivel~ deprived of the possibility of expenencIng the satl~factlOns of the AmIsh way of life. That we then choose
not.to becom~ Ar~lIsh IS Immaterial to the question of which is a better way
of hfe on utIhtanan grounds.
.Dewey's educational criterion shares the same problem as Mill's choice
cntenon of pleasure. A utilitarian cannot recommend as the standard f
what 'the community [must] want for all of its children' what 'the best a:l
18

19

Those who do defend the ~osition of the Amish parents do so on grounds of religious
te;d~~. See Justice Bmger s opinIOn for the. majority in State of Wisconsin v. Yoder 406

.. .5. I have examined and cntlclsed thIS position in Gutmann 1980
See MIll 1962, Ch. 2, para. 6.
.
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wisest parent wants for his own child'. 20 Only actual preferences or actual
satisfactions can count on utilitarian grounds. Dewey's standard appears
equally suspect on grounds of free ~hoice. A liberal cannot assume that ~he
best education is that which a particular group of people w~nt.to provide
for their children. At the very least, liberals must provide cntena fo: what
a good education is or else tell us why a particular group .has the nght to
determine educational standards for the whole commumty.
III The social boundaries of freedom
The issue of education puts the conflict between utilitarians and :igh~s
theorists in a different light than it is usually seen. Defenses of educatlOn.m
both schools of thought are consequentialist; neither invokes the c~alm
that compulsory education is a good in itself or that t~e purSUit of
knowledge can be justified by its own inter~ally .genera:ed. pnnClples.2~ ~ut
the nature of the consequentialist reasonmg differs slgmficantly. Utilitarians must judge the subjective outcome of being educated rel~tlve to that
of remaining uneducated. Rights theorists need only determl~e whether
education expands or contracts the opportunities ch~ldren. Will have f?r
rational choice in the future. This objective criterion IS easier to apply m
practice because it does not depend upon a diffic~lt counter-factual assessment of future states of mind: how much happier or sadder ~ould. they
have been were they uneducated? Nor does it succumb to the clrculanty of
Mill's choice criterion of pleasure.
.
But the task of rights theorists still is not easy. They have to de~erml~e
how to select among the possible courses of education that which Will
maximally expand each child's future civil. and political freedom. An
education directed at maximising future chOIce cannot be neutr~l ~mong
all ways of life. Even if Bentham's curriculum.was unduly restnctlve (he
opposed teaching music in schools because It would make. too ~uch
noise),22 there is no way of educating children. to choose m:partl~lly
between becoming a farmer in an Amish commumty an.d b~commg a Jazz
musician. Any curriculum that is secular and impa:ts sCientific kno~ledge
will make the choice of some religious ways of life much more dlf~cult
than would a religious education. In addition, the methods of t~achmg reliance upon competition or cooperation, upon rewards o~ ~umsh~ent.
also predispose children towards particular private and politICal chOICes m
d' .
the future.
b
Education for freedom, then, must operate within some oun anes m
Dewey 1943, p. 7.
21 Compare Hirst 1972, pp. 391-414.
22 See Chrestomathia (Bentham 1843), p. 40.
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any case ..The question becomes: which boundaries are most justifiable?
Freedom Itself seems to provide a standard if one counts the possibilities
left open by each educational programme and chooses the one that leaves
open the most (reasonab~e) options. But notice that his standard depends
on the nature of the society to which it is applied. What one counts as
reasonable options will be determined in part by the social context within
which children will have to make their future choices. Were we living in
sevente.enth-century America, a religious education would provide children With more opportunities for choice among ways of life than would a
secular education. An education that employs cooperative methods of
learning would prepare children for more occupations in Maoist China
than would the competitive educational methods used in most schools in
the United States. Interpreted in this way, the freedom standard also has a
conservative bias: it permits partiality - reflected both in educational
content and methods - towards those conceptions of the good life that are
mo~t commonly pur~ued a.nd that are income-producing within any given
sOCiety.23 Once aga.m, thl.s non-neutrality cannot itself be justified by'
reference to the chOIces children have made or will make, once educated,
to pursue these established ways of life.
We might ~sk.' therefore, whether a more conservative theory provides a
better prescnptlOn for the content of education. Unlike utilitarians and
rights theorists, Durkheim explicitly defends the idea that education
should have a conservative function. He criticises both the utilitarian view
~hat edu~ation ought to be a means toward individual happiness and the
Idea (which he gathers from Kant) that education ought to be a means
toward~ individua~ perfection. Because happiness is a subjective state,
Durkhelm argues, It leaves the end of education to individual fancy and
hence undetermined. Perfectionism ignores the demands that the division
of labour places upon modern education for specialised training. More
~enerally, .Durkheim n:ain~ains that the educational philosophies of political th~oflSts ~re all m~sgUlded: 'they assume that there is an ideal, perfect
educatIOn, which apphes to all men indiscriminately; and it is this educa~ion, univer~al and unique, that the theorist tries to define'. In place of an
Ideal educatl~n, Durkhe.im arguesfor an education that is the product of
the common hfe of a society and therefore t:xpresses the educational needs
of that society. 'Of what use is it to imagine a kind of education that would
be fatal for the society that put it into practice?'24
. Even if an education 'fatal for the society that put it into practice' is an
Idle - and perhaps dangerous -fancy, Durkhei111's recommendation does
23

I m~an 'conservative' in the strict sense of that which is intended to preserve the values of any
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SOCIety, even one that is liberal or Marxist.
Durkheim 1956, p. 64.
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not immediately follow. Why should education perpetuat~ the particu~ar
roles demanded by the collective life of each particular society? Durkhelm
himself makes the transition from 'is' to 'ought' without explicit argument. He seems to assume that because education serves this integrative
function in most societies, it ought to do so. But there is something to be
said for Durkheim's conclusion. In advanced industrial societies, educational institutions are well-equipped to perpetuate common and unifying
beliefs. Aside from the family, schools and television are the only institutions that come into prolonged contact with the younger generation of
citizens. As long as family life is to remain a private realm - valued in part
for its diversity and immunity from intervention - then schools and
television are the only plausible socialising institutions that can be effecti"f'ly regulated (even if not fully controlled) b! a ~iberal or illibe.ral state.
This functional importance does not of course Justify a conservative us~ of
education, but it does suggest that if a society's values are worth preservmg
the educational system may be an essential instrument.
Must rights theorists oppose this socialising function of schools as a
form of tyranny of the majority over the individual? Durkhei~ denie.s that
socialisation (through education) is tyranny. Education gives children
what is uniquely human and moral: control over their inclinations, a
socially determined morality and a language that enables them to communicate that morality to their peers. Socialisation into a liberal democratic society entails more than mere discipline an~ the acq~isitio? of language. The state also has a legitimate intere~t m educ~tIng children to
respect reason, science, and the 'ideas and sentiments w~lch are at the base
of democratic morality'.2s Now, one might dispute the Importance of the
particular objects of respect that Durkheim has chosen .(e.g. ~espect for
science) but the challenge that his argument poses for lIberalIsm would
remain ~he same. At least in its early stages, education is not primarily a
liberating institution but a constraining one; the constraints are justified
by the needs of society for cohesion; and childre~ are 'human.ized' (which
for Durkheim means socialised) by those constramts. Accordmg to Durkheim this same rationale of social cohesion also accounts for specialisatio~ of education at higher levels, because 'without a certain diversity all
cooperation would be impossible; education assures the persistence of this
necessary diversity by being itself diversified and specialised'.26 Insofar as
children themselves are the beneficiaries, rights theorIsts must also
embrace the socialising function of schools.
But Durkheim's challenge to liberalism is only partially successful.
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Rights theories can account for the constraints education places upon the
thoughts of ~hildren and for the fact that those constraints are - and ought
to be - relative to the society in which children are raised. Rights theorists
must also justify those constraints by taking into account the interests of
c?~ldren in beco~in~ social beings and, more specifically, in becoming
cltlzens of the society m which they are born. But for rights theorists, social
cohesion is a virtue only in a society in which membership is a benefit,
rather than a burden, i.e. in a society in which children will become citizens
with the full range of civil and political liberties, and not be mere subjects
of the state. Even if elementary education must discipline children, the
ul~imat~ purp~se of education on a rights theory will be to equip every
chIld with the mtellectual means to choose a way of life compatible with
the equal freedom of others.
Social cohesion is a prerequisite for this freedom, but such cohesion can
be achieved through many different educational and non-educational
methods, some of which are inimical to freedom. Rights theorists must
choose those methods that are most consistent with maximising the future
freedom of children. Durkheim and rights theorists converge in their
reasoning so long as the state provides the context within which individual
freedom is best protectedP But they part company in their understanding
of how diversity should be accomplished within a democratic state. If
social cohesion and economic welfare are the only rationales for educational specialisation, then tracking children into particular specialised
vocational programmes would be justified so long as the number of
children in each track was sufficient to meet future social needs and the
tracks were divided according to ability. Rights theory, however, also
demands that education provide (as far as possible given the diversity of
natural talents) an equal educational opportunity for every child. This
demand is based upon the value of maximising each child's freedom to
choose a way of life consistent with the like freedom of all others. 28 The
requirements of the division of labour, therefore, are only to be.met by
s~ecialised education after children are given sufficient opportunity to
discover how they wish to specialise within the range of options that their
natural capacities permit.
Were the only justifiable function of education from the standpoint of
f~eedom to maximise choice among readily available ways of life, then
r~g~ts theory woul~ rest upon a conservative educational foundation very
SimIlar to that which Durkheim recommends and upon which (I have
argued) Benthamite utilitarianism must rest. But there is a justifiable and
27
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Ibid., p. 81.
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See, e.g., Rawls 1971, pp. 101, 107.
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essential function of education that goes beyond preparing children for
becoming law-abiding citizens, for pursuing happiness or for choosing
vocations. Education ought also to provide children with the ability to
conceive of and evaluate ways of life, and the political systems appropriate
to them, other than those found within their own soCiety or within any
existing soCiety. This educational goal is often based upon the view that
knowledge should be pursued for its own sake, that is, for the sake of
developing the intellect and its logical and imaginative capacities. Our
lives are in fact often altered by knowledge of ways of life and types of
polities not readily available for us to choose. We may become more
critical of political participation and representation in our own society
with the knowledge of how much more extensive political participation
would be in Rousseau's ideal society. Utilitarians could teach The Social
Contract as a means of convincing children that Rousseau's theory is
utopian or as a means of introducing children to impractical literature that
might occupy their leisure time as adults. But neither rationale is very
compelling. Knowledge of Rousseau and of Greek literature is surely not
necessary to ensure social cohesion and is very unlikely to make children
happier or more satisfied with their lives or even more productive and
hence more useful to people in the future. However, education in literature, history, anthropology, and political philosophy (for example) does
provide a type of freedom - freedom to think beyond the established forms
of private and political life. Such knowledge is necessary in order both to
appreciate fully and to criticise the political systems and the choice among
ways of life we have inherited. One might therefore conclude that this
knowledge is a prerequisite for being a good democratic citizen, but this is
not the sort of knowledge upon which any existing democratic government is likely to depend for its (mere) survival.
IV The content of education: vocational or theoretical?
Utilitarianism is commonly recommended over rights theories on the
grounds that it supplies one standard, the common currency of happiness,
by which all goods can be ranked. 29 By contrast, rights theorists lack a single
standard and therefore must devise priority rules for ranking freedoms and
goods that come into conflict with each ot~er. This necessity arises o~ce
again in the case of education. Educating children to be capable of findmg
profit-yielding employment in their society places very different demands
upon schooling than does the goal of educating children to think beyond
the established forms of life and thereby freeing them 'from the tyranny of

the pre.sent'. 30 The ad:o~ate of liberty can embrace both goals in his theory.
But, Without some pnonty rule, the theory will be inadequate to determining educational practice in a non-ideal society. The imperfections in our
economic and political institutions as well as scarcity of time and resources
demand that we choos.e between an education instrumental to finding
employment and what IS commonly called a liberal education. 3 !
The job of equipping children for profit-yielding employment seems to
place very specific demands upon schools: that they teach technical skills
to future technicians, secretarial skills to future secretaries, teaching skills
to future te~chers, ~tc. But even Bentham did not give priority to teaching
more practical subjects because they prepared people for specific occupat10~S, but because he believed that applied sciences (for example) were
easier to learn than pure science. Only if one believed that children were
destined for particular vocations and that educators could discern their
predestinations would the goal of vocational training be this simple to
implement educationally. Otherwise, elementary, secondary and perhaps
even higher education must be broad enough to allow children themselves
~o determine ~heir future vocational plans. If equality of opportunity
mcludes the nght to choose and not only the right to be selected on
grounds of merit, then even the liberal goal of vocational preparation
demands. an education. sufficiently extensive to expose children to many
types of mtellectual skills, or skills and knowledge general enough to be
useful in many professions.
At the elementary school level, however, the requirements of vocational
training probably do not conflict with the requirements of a 'liberal
education': the three 'Rs' are no doubt a prerequisite to all desirable
vocations and not only to understanding Macbeth and The Origin of
Species. But as children graduate to higher levels, the requirements of a
vocational and a liberal education are likely to diverge more. A curriculum
designed to sharpen the critical and imaginative capacities of the mind will
place more emphasis on literature and political philosophy than one
desi?ned to prepare students for choosing among available careers, given
the Job structure of our society.
The criterion of neutrality itself does not help us choose between a more
the?retical and more applied curriculum. Neither is neutral among ~ays
of life. A more theoretical curriculum is more likely to encourage children
to seek intellectual vocations, while a more practical curriculum will
discourage children from pursuing the life of the mind. Ideally, we would
want schooling equally to serve the functions of expanding the intellectual
30
31
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imagination and of preparing all. children for a socially useful and desirable profession, at least until children reach the age when they can
choose a vocation or a form of education for themselves. But in the
practice of our non-ideal society, most children will not be exposed to
enough education to accomplish both tasks before they reach the age of
consent. So, rights theorists face a common liberal dilemma of having to
choose between two incomplete and not totally compatible goods.
The resolution of this dilemma, if there is one, does not depend upon a
determination of which function is more important: expanding the minds
or the job opportunities of children .. Arguments claiming sa~iency for t?e
life of the mind cannot succeed on hberal grounds. And a rights theOrist
cannot accept Durkheim's claim that, beyond teaching the basic principles
upon which social unity depends, teaching specialised job-related skills is
the most important role of schooling. Specialisation may be necessary for
the survival of industrial societies, but it does not follow that it is therefore
a more important function of education in a liberal society than a broader,
more general education. But if we cannot rank the two educational goals
by their intrinsic importance, we must be able to decide which educational
end schools can most effectively serve and which end is less likely to be
better served by another social institution.
Although Americans have had a tendency to view education. as a
panacea for all social ills, surely we should not be surprised to discover
that schooling in itself is not an effective means to equalising economic
opportunity. No kind of education - vocational or liberal- can overcome
the effects of intentional discrimination on racial or class grounds. That
there is as much inequality among adults with the same level of schooling
as there is among the general population could be attributable to discrimination, to the ineffectiveness of our present methods (or content) of
education, or to the unmeasured, or unmeasurable, difference in talents
and skills among those with the same amount of schooling.32
However, even if schools by themselves cannot equalise economic
opportunity, they still may have a necessary role ~n achieving .such a
desirable egalitarian purpose. Perhaps more vocatIOnal education for
less-advantaged children would provide them with more job opportunities
than they now have. But when we argue for equalising economic opportunity, we are not arguing simply that all children should be prepared for
some job, but that all should be given an education that prepares t.h~m for
choosing a satisfying job that is not wasteful of their talents. ThiS IS one
reason why even if a highly-specialised education is a pre·condition for
certain occupations, it should be chosen by, rather than imposed upon,
32

See Jencks 1972, p. 218; and Duncan 1967, pp. 85-103.
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childre~. But this criterion of choice suggests that a highly-specialised
educatIOn ought only to follow a more general education since children of
five and ten are very different in their capacity to choose than adolescents
of sixteen or young people of twenty. At least, this should be the case
unless something is very wrong with education, from a liberal point of
view. Accepting this premise, we will begin education by teaching those
arts, skills and knowledge most essential to all future choice; reading,
writing and arithmetic are most clearly among such arts. Later, we will
give students greater, and increasingly greater, freedom to determine their
own programmes of education because they become better equipped to
make choices as they mature, and also because they need exercise in
. making choice. This line of argument suggests that specialised, vocational
education may have a place in liberal schooling, but that it must follow a
bro~der, less specialised education and must be the object of genuine
chOIce by students capable of choice, and not a substitute for a broader
education or part of a mandated curriculum.
Suppose that specialised, vocational education could be effective in
equalising economic opportunity. In general, schools are likely to be less
efficient (and probably also less successful, once we take problems of
motivation into account) providers of such education than are employers
who use on-the-job training. Educators themselves know very little about
the details of non-academic jobs, and on-the-job success depends upon
attendance to those details. Now more than ever, vocational education
within schools is bound to lag behind job specifications, as the demands of
the division of labour change in ways unforeseeable by educational institutions. Educators are unlikely to be aware of the different skills that are
required for what are nominally the same jobs, another fact which suggests that vocational schooling will be less effective and less efficient than
on-the-job training.
I have granted that even the best education of which we are capable will
not be neutral towards all conceptions of the good life. Yet the neutrality
ideal still requires that liberals seek to provide an education that maximises choice among ways of life. This ideal demands recognition of the
fact that more ways of life are possible than now are pursued and that
collective action is often necessary to actualise some possible - but unrealised - ways of life. Collective action is greatly facilitated if peopl.e-are
~ware of remote as well as actual possibilities, as they are more likely to be
If they are taught anthropology, history, philosophy and literature, and if
they are capable of thinking abstractly about polities, economies and other
social institutions. 33
33
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There is also another positive, more political reason to choose a theoretical above a vocational education. The legitimacy (as distinguished from
the justice) of liberal democracies is generally based upon a theory of the
consent of citizens to democratic rule. Yet most citizens of liberal democracies have no real choice but to obey the government of the society in
which they were born, raised and educated. Although they have no real
option to leave, they might at least not be required to accept their state
uncritically. That option is a real one only if they are intellectually exposed
to alternative political systems and ways of life more common within other
political systems. Schools are uniquely equipped to supply children with
the knowledge and intellectual skills necessary to appreciate alternative
political philosophies and ways of life. 34 An education designed to facilitate this exposure will be closer to a traditional liberal education than to a
vocational education, although a liberal can reject the metaphysical baggage that supported the classical idea of a liberal education: that the mind
can come 'to know the essential nature of things and can apprehend what
is ultimately real and immutable' and that the attainment of knowledge
therefore is in itself the realisation of the good life,35
The advocate of liberty, like the utilitarian, supports a liberal education
for consequentialist reasons: it is useful in preparing children to choose
among - or at least to evaluate - alternative ways of private and political
life. But since the advocate of liberty is committed to providing equal
educational opportunity for all children rather than to maximising the
total store of freedom, he need not compare how much freedom could be
gained by suppressing the education opportunities of one group to increase the opportunities of another. The consequentialism of rights
theorists therefore has form and content that are both distinct from that
of utilitarians. The right to education can be constrained only by another
child's equal right, and educational rights must be justified by reference
to future freedom, not happiness.
Liberals can accept Durkheim's claim that the content of education
ought to be determined by the social context within which schools operate. The educational requirements for maximising the future freedom of
children surely will vary with societies. A liberal education suitable to
contemporary social conditions will not replicate a classical liberal
education in which the study of Greek and Latin were primary requireOf course, this is not to say that American and British schools have yet to s~cceed in
achieving this goal, but their failure can more plausibly be attributed to lack of Will, rather
than to lack of power. Even radical critics acknowledge the unique capacity of schools to
expose students to critical political philosophies and alternative ways of life. S.ee, e.g.,
Bowles and Gintis 1977, pp. 5, 270 ff. See also Jennings 1980, p. 336; Hyman, Wnght and
Reed 1975; and Hyman and Wright 1979.
35 Hirst 1972, p. 392.
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ments. But education ought not to serve only to maintain the present
state of social and political organisation. If the present state of social and
political organisation can survive an education that develops critical intellectual faculties, then education will serve an integrative as well as
a critical function. If not, then a liberal education will serve to prepare
children 'for a possibly improved condition of man in the future'.36
Whether any existing society is capable of fully providing this sort of
liberal education is another question. I have tried here to demonstrate that
unlike utilitarians, rights theorists can consistently advocate the use of
schools in a liberal democratic society as critical, rather than simply as
conserving, social institutionsY
36
37

Kant 1803 (1960 edn, p. 14).
I am indebted to Michael W. Doyle, Stanley Kelley, Jr and Dennis Thompson for many
helpful comments on an earlier draft.
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